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Phil Winsor’s Eighth Degree of the Yang Ch’in and
Showers of Flowers
An examination of Process and Development
Ken Paoli
College of DuPage
paolik@cod.edu

ABSTRACT

running the beater on the string. The instrument may be
used in an ensemble to provide harmony (special beaters
allow for four notes to be played) or as a solo instrument.
At this time in his career Winsor was splitting his
academic year between the University of North Texas at
Denton (UNT) and National Chiao Tung University
(NCTU) in Hsinchu, Taiwan. While spending part of the
academic year in Taiwan, one might expect that the
material for this work was recorded there. However, this
was not the case. It was at the Center for Experimental
Music and Intermedia (CEMI) at UNT that Winsor
recorded the material for the work. In the program notes
for Eighth Degree of the Yang Ch’in Winsor states,

Phil Winsor (1938-2012) worked as a composer, educator,
author and visual artist. During his last creative period,
Winsor turned his attention to producing computer music
videos and multi-channel works. This paper examines
“Eighth Degree of the Yang Ch’in,” an 8-channel work;
and “Showers of Flowers,” a computer music video that
uses the Yang Ch’in piece for its soundtrack. This paper
intends to provide an insight into the working methods
used by Winsor to bring his concepts to realization. This
includes the processes and materials that Winsor
developed for these works, the micro and macro aspects of
the musical structure and the conversion of the multichannel work into a video soundtrack.

“A former composition student of mine, Fei Wu, devoted
several hours to a recording session in which I asked her
to generate audio samples of my specification.” [1]

1. INTRODUCTION

These recordings provided the audio material, that,
through a multitude of transformations, would yield the
finished work.
When generating material for a piece Winsor would
often partner with the performer to explore the sound
making capabilities of an instrument beyond the traditional
techniques. This allowed Winsor to hear the results of
extended techniques immediately while consulting with
the performer, thus ensuring that the techniques were
performable. This is less important in an electronic work
but Winsor employed the same method for electroacoustic works like Asleep in The Deep for tuba and tape.
In the Yang Ch’in recordings, Winsor was impressed with
what he described as “the wonderful ring-through textures
that emanate from the instrument and seem to float on
forever.” [2]

Eighth Degree of the Yang Ch’in is an 8-channel electronic
work composed by Phil Winsor in the Fall of 2005.
Concurrently, Winsor was generating a fractal-based video
for an intermedia work titled Showers of Flowers.
Computer music videos had become the prime area of
compositional interest in his last creative period. During
this time, he reimagined several earlier instrumental works
as computer music videos. The music of Eighth Degree of
the Yang Ch’in, while remaining a multi-channel
electronic work, became the soundtrack for Showers of
Flowers. It is impossible to say if the “dual-purposing” of
this work was the original conception or if it developed as
the two projects began to evolve.
The Yang Ch’in is a hammer dulcimer that originally
made use of bronze or silk strings. In modern times, the
strings are composed of steel alloy which gives the instrument a brighter timbre and greater volume. The instrument
is played with rubber-tipped bamboo beaters. Either the
bamboo side or the rubber side of the beater may be used
to alter the tone. The instrument may be plucked using the
end of the beaters and glissandi can be accomplished by

2. METHODS
2.1 Work Disks

When in Taiwan, Winsor generally worked on Wintel
laptops using external hard drives for additional storage (as
the internal storage capacity of laptop hard drives of the
day were small) and backing up his work on CD-R and
DVD-R disks. His DAW of choice was Adobe Audition,
which at the time, would have been versions 2 and 3.

Copyright: © 2022 First author et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
License 3.0 Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source
are credited.
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Version 2 marked Adobe’s corporate commitment to
Audition, adding several features that improved upon its
progenitor Cool Edit Pro. One of its greatest strengths was
(and is) the convenient movement between multi-track
sessions and wave file editing. The user may click on a
wave file in the muti-track mode and instantly see the wave
file in the editing mode. After any desired alteration or
processing of a wave file, it may be saved as a new file and
immediately inserted into the multi-track session. The
original wave file may be kept or replaced in the session
but it will remain in the audio pool. The upside to this is
that all of the files that are a part of the compositional
process may be kept in one pool. The downside is that the
pool can become quite large and unmanageable. On
computers of the day a large session might take several
minutes to load the pool and populate the session from a
CD-R. Winsor made use of this capability and created
large, but organized, audio pools during the development
of a piece.
As a result of his extensive use of backup disks Winsor
left a large library of work disks for his audio and video
compositions. These disks have been catalogued by the
author but this paper reflects the first attempt to examine
the evolution of a work through multiple versions found in
Audition sessions. There are 10 CD-Rs catalogued as
Audio Source disks (AS) that pertain to Eighth Degree of
the Yang Ch’in.
A brief look at the most pertinent work disks follows:

AS-54 contains the second version of the work. The audio
pool has expanded to 541MB with almost 600 wave files
in the audio pool. This is the most complete listing of
samples and their variants that Winsor considered for
inclusion in the work.

Audio Source Disk 51 (AS-51) contains two folders:

As in the naming of sessions, Winsor was also descriptive
in his labelling of wave files. For instance, ArpeggCLIP,
ArpeggCLIP(2), ArpeggCLIP(2.1), etc.. This indicates an
arpeggiated sample, clipped from the original track and the
numbers indicate copies and variants. This naming convention makes it easy to compare various processed files.
He also indicated “MUSIC” as an additional term:
ArpeggCLIPMUSIC1. The author believes that Winsor’s
use of this term in other sound design projects indicates
manipulations of the sample that yielded an output that
Winsor deemed as rising to the level of “MUSIC.”

Figure 1. Audition session organized by sample groups.
AS-58 (1) contains the fifth and final version of the work
which is configured for 8 channel output. Notably, this
disk contains a stereo mixdown of the 11 audio tracks that
comprise the piece.
AS-58(2) and 58(3) contain the wave files for 8-channel
and 4-channel versions of the work.
2.2 Sample Taxonomy

New Yang Chin Piece, dated 11/02/2005, which contains
110 wave file samples (189 MB) and 1 Audition session.
Yang Chin samples, dated 10/30/2005, which contains 9
processed samples and 7 Audition sessions. These sessions
span 10/30 to 11/02 2005 and the beginning of each is
titled “RingThruYangChin” with additional attributes
appended to each title, such as “RingThruYangChin
WithPan3InProg.” These descriptors indicate what the
focus was for any given session.
Most importantly, this disk contains 34 tracks of the
original recordings which are, of course, the sample
source. These tracks contain multiple instances of single
pitches, tremolos, glissandi, extended performance
gestures, idiosyncratic gestures and microtonal samples.
These tracks carry no descriptive titles and are merely
numbered (Track 1, Track 2, etc.) These tracks would need
to be split into the individual “original” samples that would
then be processed. Because there are processed samples
found in both folders, one can assume that the presence of
the original tracks was intended as a backup.
The sessions on this disk display sample groups laid out
across a multitrack session (utilizing 4 or 5 channels)
spanning a time of 40 minutes. Winsor is using Audition
as a “movable sketch pad.” He organizes samples into the
desired group and is free to move them around the time
grid. Combining, layering samples and rearranging orders
allows Winsor to develop a motive-based, precomposition taxonomy and a virtual “sounding” workbench as a replacement for the venerable sketch book (See
Figure 1.).

2.3 Sample Processing

In the program notes for Showers of Flowers, Winsor
describes the processes applied to the samples.
“The techniques I used were simple ones, ranging from
time/frequency shifting to multiple loop overlays and
composites, microtonally shifted, repeated samples to
create a drone effect.” [2]
Audition performs the application of most of the aforementioned techniques quickly and easily. The techniques
involving time shifting and frequency shifting are employed most frequently. Audition has a processor named
“Stretch” which allows for time stretching and pitch shifting. Options included the ability to apply either process
separately or to apply both processes simultaneously. This
processor also provides for either a Constant Stretch or a
Gliding Stretch which allows for change across time. This
feature provides extremely expressive pitch shifting. One
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preset of this processor is titled Helium which is a term that
Winsor uses as a descriptor for samples: PizzClip1
HeliumShiftMusic. This is an obvious connection to this
processor in Audition.
Pitch shifting brings the ability to “transpose” samples
melodically and combine samples to create sequences.
Winsor would combine short samples with pitch shift on
each to create a linear entity that he would label as
“MUSIC.” A notable motif from the opening section uses
this technique to craft an easily identifiable melodic
sequence. Because of ease of creating a new sample from
melding, or splicing and reassembling, it is not initially
evident that this took place at all. However, when aurally
examining the source tracks, it is easy to pick out
individual samples that have been recombined and
manipulated. When comparing the rather pedestrian sound
of many of the source tracks to the processed samples used
in the work, it is apparent that Winsor was a master of
digital sound design and processing, building upon and
expanding the tape techniques that are found in his earlier
works with current processing techniques in the digital
realm.
There is also evidence that convolution synthesis and
granular synthesis were applied to the samples.
Convolution was added to Audition 3 with the capacity to
use external impulse files but for granular synthesis
Winsor often made use of a stand-alone application:
GranuLab by Rasmus Ekman. In the audio pool of the final
version there is only one sample marked CONV which is
his usual method to indicate the use of convolution. There
is no typical naming convention for GranuLab but the aural
evidence of the application granular synthesis is clear on
several of the lengthened samples. Winsor makes minimal
use of looping in this work: it is restricted to one section of
the piece and while Audition makes it easy to meld two
samples to form a new sample, the “compositing” he
mentions in the program notes is not apparent in his file
naming scheme. The microtonal aspect mentioned in the
program notes is in the source recording by “mis-tuning”
the Yang Ch’in and not due to any processing in Audition.
Even when allowing for copies that carry different
names, the sheer number of samples is daunting. Version
2 has almost 600 samples and the final version (5) has 243
files in the Audio Pool. The piece utilizes over 200 samples
(this includes repeats of samples). Even with the
convenience provided by modern software, the amount of
slicing and splicing necessary to go from the original
tracks to the processed samples utilized in the work seems
formidable.

WithPan3InProg.” Winsor seems to be content to create
samples in the audition editor and “mix” the samples in the
multitrack window. While Audition contains a virtual
mixer and VST plug-in support, there is no indication in
any session that Winsor made use of mixer automation or
in-line processing. In this composition it is likely that the
multi-channel conception and realization trumped the need
for individual track processing which is more typical of
commercial stereo approaches.
2.5 Spatial Placement

To realize the 8-channel version, Winsor created four
stereo pairs with specific panning for each pair. The
adoption of such a scheme allows for Left-to-Right spatial
movement for any stereo pair. The disadvantage is the
inability to easily “move” a sound from front to back on
one side or vice versa. Winsor adheres to the most standard
speaker assignment for 8-channel reproduction. From the
earliest version of the work, the placement of a sample, its
copies and variants, on adjacent audio tracks is evidence
that Winsor was aware of the sample placement in terms
of its dispersion into eight channels. The 4-channel version
is created by reducing the output into two stereo pairs.
There are 11 tracks of audio in Eighth Degree of the
Yang Ch’in and the audio for 8-channel performance is
organized as follows:
Left-Right 1
Left-Right 2
Left-Right 3
Left Right 4

Tracks 1 5 9
Tracks 2 6 10
Tracks 3 7 11
Tracks 4 8

The 4-channel version is organized as follows
Left-Right1
Left-Right 2

Tracks 1 3 5 7 9 11
Tracks 2 4 6 8 10 11

Audition could have been used to create 4 stereo subbusses that could be output to a multi-channel audio
interface. However, for the “portability” of an 8-channel
piece, providing wave files that can be dropped into any
DAW and performed through a properly configured
system is the most efficient way to present the work. Most
commercial DAWs allow for 5.1 surround recording but
do not support 8-channel audio configurations. A notable
exception is Reaper which has become a favorite for
preparing 8-channel pieces.

3. MUSICAL ATTRIBUTES
2.4 Mixing Automation

The following quote from Trevor Wishart’s text Audible
Design can be applied to Phil Winsor’s compositions [3].

Winsor utilizes volumes and pan envelopes which allow
him to automate those elements. There are only a few
places where panning is automated but many samples
make use of the volume envelope to create fades in and
out. There are few pan envelops employed because Winsor
used the placement of samples on specific track with
specific outputs to create the 8 channel panning scheme.
This is evident by the names of different Audition sessions
including a descriptor for a pan: “RingThruYangChin

Compositional Assumptions:
1. Any sound whatsoever may be the starting point for a
musical composition.
2. The ways in which this sound may be transformed are
only limited by the imagination of the composer.
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3. Musical structure depends on establishing audible
relationships among materials.

7’20 to 9’34” Section 4 (“angry” entrance of Yang Chin)
9’54” to 10’40” Coda (Opening material restated.)

3.1 Source Material
Figure 2 is a session display of the entire work.

The original 34 Yang Ch’in tracks were recorded in stereo
and are varied in content. A number of tracks contain a
series of individual pitches or two and three note figures.
Several tracks feature tremolos and glissandi while others
contain gestures that are easily recognized, upon listening
to the piece. There was no apparent use of time-based
processors on the original recordings. Winsor was
impressed with the reverberant quality of the undampened
instrument and since he knew that he would be processing
individual samples, sometimes heavily, it makes sense that
he left the original recording unprocessed or “dry.”
3.2 Structure
“There is an idea, the basis of an internal structure,
expanded and split into different shapes or groups of sound
constantly changing in shape, direction, and speed,
attracted and repulsed by various forces. The form of the
work is a consequence of this interaction. Possible musical
forms are as limitless as the exterior forms of crystals.”
-Edgard Varese [4].

Figure 2. Audition Session of complete work.
3.2.2 Sections
10” to 1’20” Section 1
The opening section of the work is expository and begins
with three glissandi gestures.
This section makes use of several ArpeggClip samples
and Track33ClipSharpAttack samples. The sequential
ArpeggClipMUSIC4(3) is heard three times with one
overlapping occurrence. The slower version of the
sequence ArpeggClipMUSIC1(4) is the most
recognizable sample of the work. The motivic integrity of
this opening is striking with the three opening gestures
presented on three channels.

Winsor describes the form of Eighth Degree of the Yang
Ch’in in his program notes for the work:
“The work is episodic in format, but only because the
materials seemed to be self-organizing. That is, after many
hours of digitally modifying the original Yang Chin
samples using a number of audio transforms and effects,
the music seemed to take shape of its own accord…The
materials themselves seemed to dictate their placement in
the overall texture, resulting in an episodic formal design.
[3]”

1’20” to 1’43” Transition
The transition introduces the PercMotif1(4) and the
PizzTreomo4(3) samples. The PercMotif sample will be
used in every transition. A decrescendo in the Pizz
Treomo leads to the next section with an ever-so-brief
pause.

This information combined with the evidence of sample
placement across a broad time canvas, as mentioned
earlier, and the ability to aurally peruse samples in
Audition’s audio pool verifies the episodic nature of the
work. While episodic, the work, at the sample level, is
more organized than Winsor allows in his program notes.

1’43” to 3’41’ Section 2

3.2.1 Macro-structure

The second section begins with an almost
impressionistic sounding PizzClipHeliumShiftMusic15
(2.2) sample that is followed by overlapping variations
(10) of thePizzClipMusicNew sample and variations (6)
of the PizzClipHelium Shift sample. Then audio is
presented in the four front channels. In this section it is
easy to hear how the variants of the same sample provides
variation while deepening the motivic connection of the
material.
This section also provides an opportunity to examine
how Winsor handles the “tempo” of the multi-track session
in Audition. This piece was realized before global time
stretching capabilities for multiple tracks of a session was
possible. Since the session is unfolding with one master
clock Winsor turns to the interior tempo of the material in

10” to 1’20” Section 1
1’20” to 1’43” Transition
1’43” to 3’41’ Section 2
3’41’ to 3’56” Transition
3’56” to 6’40” Section 3
6’40” to 7’15” Transition
7’15” to 7’20” I Feel Good Quote
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the sample itself. The result is a surprisingly supple and
quite effective.

which heightens the effect of the speedy return of the Yang
Ch’in. The use of musical quotes was not new to Winsor;
he had used quotes in previous works, most notably Melted
Ears with quotes from Classical piano works fashioned
into a piano duet.

3’41’ to 3’56” Transition
The second transition begins with a statement of the
PercMotif1(4) sample and the first appearance of a
Mixdown(2.2) sample, which fades in from nothing and is
looped to continue into Section 3. The first statement of
the Mixdown sample provides an effective underscore to
the fading PercMotif; its repeat, combined with a gradual
crescendo, leads to Section 3 where it continues as the first
of several drones.

7’20 to 9’34” Section 4 (Climax at the Golden Mean)
This final section contains the climax of the piece and,
not surprisingly, has the greatest number of samples. 122
samples are used in this last portion of the work. It begins
with the almost “angry” sounding return of the Yang Ch’in
using 2 variants of Track33ClipSharpAttack samples.
Variations of this sample dominate this section: there are
156 variants in the audio pool and 50 samples are used in
this section. Track33ClipSharpAttackSamples are attacked simultaneously; others are rhythmically offset. The
overlapping and panning create the climax which maintains its intensity for over a minute and begins to recede
with the PizzChord and PizzMotif samples that leads to
the final portion of this section. An additional statement of
Track33ClipsharpAttack samples lead to the first
appearance of the ScrapingSwirl2(3), 3(3), 4(3) samples
and, as in the final moments of Section 3, statements of
Pebble1Music lead to the Coda.
The Golden Mean would dictate that the climax of
Eighth Degree of the Yang Ch’in should occur at the 7’ 25”
location. This is immediately after the I Feel Good quote
and is the area of the greatest activity with the audio surrounding the audience on all 8 channels. When Winsor
uses a climactic gesture, it is not unusual to find it conforming to the proportions of the Golden Mean. The
authors analysis of Winsor’s Il Passaggio Spaziale displayed the same concern with macro-structural proportion
in an intermedia work. [5].

3’56” to 6’40” Section 3
Section 3 is the only section of the work that makes use
of loops. Several tremolo variants (PizzTreomo 2(3) and
4(3), KnockingPercTrem(3)) pitch shifted to different
ranges provide constant background to support the entrances of additional variations of the Knocking
PercTrem, PizzClipMusicNew, and PizzTrem samples.
The GlissMontage2 sample is heard for the first time and
is one of the few samples that uses pan automation to move
from left to right in Channels 5 and 6. As the
GlissMontage fades the KnockingPercTrem continues
as a drone that underscore the entrance of
DrunkMusic1(3) and 3(3) with the only statement of the
Quack1Music17b(3) sample. Although there are 20
variations of the Quack sample in the audio pool, this
singularity is its sole appearance in the piece. The Tremolo
loops fade in as this section ends with the return of material
from the expository section:
New material is played over the drones with previous
heard material returning at the end of the section. The end
of this section is marked by the return of the opening
gesture from section 1: ArpeggClips, placed on three
channels in close time proximity that creates a chorusing
effect. As the Tremolos fade away the section closes with
two variants of the Pebble1Music sample.

9’54” to 10’40” Coda
The coda begins with overlapping entrances of Pizz
Treomo samples which give way to the restatement of the
opening gestures and the familiar sequential sample
(ArpeggClipMUSIC1). A number of overlapping Track
33ClipShaprAttack variations combine with the Pizz
Chord5 sample to conclude the piece.

6’40” to 7’15” Transition
The PercMotif once again begins the transition. A
restatement of the GlissMontage sample provides a drone
background under several variants of PizzTreomo and
Mixdown samples. The transition ends with two
overlapping PizzChord samples that decrescendo.

3.3 Spectral Observations
A spectral examination of the piece was undertaken with
Steinberg’s SpectralLayers 8 which allows the audio file
to be broken into three component parts: the transient
spectrum, the tonal spectrum and the noise spectrum. In
this software the discrete components are presented as
tracks extracted from the audio file. The transient layer,
which displays the initial transients of the work, reveals the
harmonic richness of the almost instantaneous attacks. It
also indicates the broad frequency content of the “noisier”
attacks of the instrument (Figure 3a).
The tonal layer displays the frequency range of the tonal
components of the file, which, at certain moments in the
piece, display the component parts of the overtone series
quite clearly. In the climax of the work, which has many

7’15” to 7’20” I Feel Good Quote
The use of a signature quote from James Brown’s I Feel
Good is frankly odd, but creates a surprise moment in the
midst of the resonant textures of the Yang Ch’in. Winsor
truly enjoyed the audience response created by this quote.
“I Feel Good” was not the only quote considered. AS-56
has a file called YEHAW (an exultant cowboy holler) not
seen on any other “collection” of the samples. It also
contains a sample “Uh-oh” in a child’s voice. Of these
three available choices, the sample from I Feel Good
creates the most disruptive effect. The swift return of the
Yang Ch’in seems almost angry in presentation. The
length of the sample is reduced in Version 5 of the work
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Figure 3a. Transient Spectrum Layer

Figure 3c. Noise Spectrum Layer

overlapping samples, displays the broadest frequency
range in the work. It also displays more low frequency
material in the right channel than in the left. This is
consistent throughout the work. As a result, it also
increases the amplitude of upper harmonic components in
the right channel as seen by the heavier lines in the right
channel (Figure 3b).

video, and use audio sampling software to prepare the
music.”
This brief statement sums up his process succinctly but
not indicate the amount of time and effort devoted to
deliver these works. Because of the time-consuming
nature of rendering animations, many of these fractal
videos use previously, completed works for the audio
portion of the project. Several were produced with newly
composed audio material. The developmental line of
certain projects, like Il Passiaggio Spaziale, indicate that
the fractal videos seem to allow Winsor to complete his
artistic vision [5].
Showers of Flowers was a video that was undertaken
shortly before the Eighth Degree of the Yang Ch’in
Audition sessions and the stereo audio tracks for the
video were completed in April 2006. It is believed by file
dating that the video was completed and it was several
months before he eventually made the alterations to
generate the sound track.
The program notes for Showers of Flowers provide
expanded detail on Winsor’s method of generating fractal
videos [2].

Figure 3b. Tonal Spectrum Layer
The noise layer displays the idiosyncratic performance
noise of the instrument and, not surprisingly, it has
frequency material that exceeds the 20KHz range. The
density of the noise is greatest in the climatic section. This
section also has the greatest concentration of low and mid
frequency noise. At 4’ 10” the overlapping samples create
a swirling “noise wash” which initially catches the eye
because of the sustained nature of the noise displayed in
the track. Upon listening, the ears verify the eyes: it is
aurally quite interesting (Figure 3c).

“I composed video animations using computer software
that plotted Fractal graphic still images whose parameters
varied over time from one keyframe to the next; this
allowed motion from one fractal type to another as well
as zooming from one image size to another in a
panoramic fashion. Several animation sequences were
then rendered to a single video composite along with the
digital audio track” (See Figure 4).

4. COMPUTER MUSIC VIDEOS

The fractal stills were generated in Chaos Pro 3, a highly
regarded fractal generation application at that time. The
actual process of animating and rendering were
accomplished in Adobe Premiere which Winsor mastered
in the course of developing his computer music videos. His
hard drives contain 34 videos (in a folder aptly named
Finished Computer Music Videos). As with the audio
disks there are a large number of video work disks which
contain the Premiere project files. These have yet to be
catalogued but in the case of Showers of Flowers, the

In his last creative period Winsor became interested in
computer music videos. He had a long history of interest
and work in visual arts and had produced intermedia works
throughout his career. He described his approach to these
works in an email to Darlene Mitchell, a former colleague
from DePaul University [6]:
“I have been composing mainly computer music videos
for the past few years. I generally use a fractal generation
video software program to prepare animations for the
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The finished .avi file is titled Showers of Flowers4. This
is a 9’43” version with a 26” leader which includes the
opening title information. The actual video comprises 9’
17” and the original audio of Eighth Degree of the Yang
Ch’in is 10’ 43.’ The video is 1’ 26” shorter than the audio
work. There is a session in a folder titled “ShowersAudio
MakefromEighthDegree” which also contains three stereo
audio files that divide the original audio track into three
sections: Part 1a, Part 1b and Part 2. It was hoped that this
session would make use of the files for an easy comparison
but the session opened up with nothing other than empty
tracks.
In order to compare the original audio to the video sound
track the video was loaded into a video editing program
(Vegas17) and the audio track was separated and saved.
The original digital audio, the video soundtrack and the
three files that were “divided” from the original sound
track were all placed into an Audition session for
comparison. The first 4 minutes of audio were the same in
the original, the video soundtrack and Part1a. After the
opening section abridgment occurs.
PercMotif1 was removed at the 4’ location with a
reduction of 13”. From 5’45” to 7’10” was removed which,
of course, included the removal of the James Brown quote.
The audio resumes with the “angry” Yang Ch’in entrance
which begins the climax of the audio version of the piece.
At this point in the video the Unfolding2 work file is
employed which leads to the ShowersReordered
Montage2 which the author believes is the visual climax
of the work. However, the original “audio piece” climax
has been going on for 1’ 45” when the elided video of the
Showers Montage begins. If one knows both versions of
the work, the macro-structure of Eighth Degree of the
Yang Ch’in might be more satisfying but Showers of
Flowers is effective and the use of the climactic audio
material with the unfolding images from the middle of the
screen is quite compelling in its own right. The Unfolding2
video and the accompanying audio climax seem to be the
sole instance of music coordinating to action. This is
facilitated by the removal of the James Brown quote which
provided a nexus for coordination of both audio and video
components.

Figure 4. Two Layer Fractal Animation
“make” files are located in the same folder as the finished
video file. A chronological listing of the files follows:
Showers of Flowers No Audio (3’53”, 09/19/2005)
Opening four minutes of video.
Untitled 2 (1’04”, 09/19/2005) Multilayered panning of
fractal images
Untitled4(Best1) (1’04”, 09/19/2005) A better version of
the above.
ShowersReordedMontage (2 35”, 09/20/2005) This is the
frenetic “showering” of images that forms the climax of
the video (See Figure 5).
Funky Floral Alone (1’19”, 09/22/2005) Camera pan of
single fractal image.
Funky Flora Cancrizans (1’09”, 09/22/2005) Camera pan
with an overlay of two fractal images.
Funky Flora Cancrizans2 (1’19”, 09/22/2005) A twolayer panning of Funky Floral 1. Winsor gives a hint to
the organization of the video panning by using a musical
term that refers to a retrograde canon.
Funky Floral Big Montage (3’36’, 09/22/2005) Three
panning layers giving way to one layer.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Unfolding 3‘28” 10/07/2005 Fractal images opening from
the middle of the screen towards the outside.

This examination of Phil Winsor’s Eighth Degree of the
Yang Ch’in and Showers of Flowers provided an insight to
the composition procedures and methods used by a
contemporary composer whose works includes the
techniques associated with analog tape manipulation and
the inclusion of the techniques that have evolved with
digital signal processing. An examination of “work disks”
displays an emphasis on pre-composition (a notion often
alien to young composers) where Winsor generated
samples and developed hundreds of variants. His own
words validate the fact that the structure evolved from the
sounds, saying “the materials themselves seemed to dictate
their placement in the overall texture.” This is much the
way Varese envisioned composers sculpting form from the
interaction of “forces.” The work disks also reveal a

Figure 5. Shower Montage image
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progression of expansion as the work moved to completion
through a number of iterations.
At the motivic level Winsor uses varied repetition to
develop multiple variants of samples with differences that
range from slight to exaggerated. Motives are rarely
repeated but, when repeated, become important in
supplying motivic unity to the macro-structure.
The transition sections all use the same sample material
as another indication of motivic unity. The transitions also
provide textural variance and dynamic nuance while
providing a connective sonic bridge.
Besides the emphasis on motivic integration Winsor
maintains other “Euro-centricities” in this work. The use
of the Golden Mean, the “expository” statement- and
“recapitulatory” restatement of material and the constancy
of varied motives throughout the work all indicate his link
to traditional Western art music. The opening flourishes
that sonically move through space on various channels
make an immediate impression on the listener, indicating
Winsor’s understanding of the importance of gestures to
focus the aural attention of the audience.
Winsor’s rhythmic treatment at the sample level is quite
remarkable given the nature of the master clock in most
DAW applications. Building rhythmic expansion and
contraction into the samples themselves yields a flexible
rhythmic approach that belies the rigidity of the session
time clock and is another indication of pre-compositional
planning.
The use of the audio from Eighth Degree of the Yang
Ch’in in Showers of Flowers is less satisfying (to the
author) if you are familiar with both works. However, the
development of a computer music video at this time of
Winsor’s career is consistent with his emphasis on
intermedia work and consistent with his artistic vision.
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ABSTRACT

electronic and digital technologies, systems that support
more advanced interactions between composers.
The emerging blockchain technology is one of those very
promising avenues for the exploration of collaborative artmaking [2]. Blockchain is a technology that cryptographically records information in distributed databases through
peer-to-peer computer networks [3]. A protocol defines a
set of rules that allow the majority of the nodes in the network to achieve consensus and agree on the authenticity of
the recorded data. Decentralization is the typical goal in
all blockchain-based projects, and its important feature is
the lack of any central authority that regulates the activity
of the network.
In this paper, we propose a composition system for decentralized collaborative music creation that responds directly
to current explorations of blockchain paradigms in art distribution, monetization, and creation. Blockchain technology in combination with the arts has so far supported specialized applications in the fields of copyright protection
[4] and non-fungible tokens (NFT) [5]. These applications
do not interfere directly with the creative process and offer novel solutions to the problems of protecting, disseminating, and monetizing art that is created by conventional
means.

In the last decade, blockchain has been established as
a transformative technology that is beginning to impact
key sectors such as finance, health, energy, administration,
and agriculture, among many others. In relation to arts,
much of the current research focuses on the problems of
the protection, dissemination, and monetization of art and
music, which is created by conventional means. In this paper, we take a more experimental approach and propose
a blockchain system for collaborative electroacoustic music composition that achieves consensus by measuring a
contribution value. The main advantage of such an approach is having secure documentation that promotes trust
and guarantees the integrity of the whole process while
supporting a collaborative ecosystem for the creation of
new music. We introduce a Proof of Creative Contribution (PoCC) consensus protocol, which measures a contribution value and assigns the composer with the highest
value to record the composition data on the blockchain.
In addition, we document a simulated compositional process that demonstrates the diversification of the block creator whose contributions have been well received by the
network. The system supports a compositional process
that is based on modular units, enabling multiple electroacoustic music pieces to be composed simultaneously, asynchronously, and non-linearly.

2. RELATED WORKS

1. INTRODUCTION
Collaborative composition of new music has been an enduring, yet marginalized practice through the developmental course of Western music. A variety of works, including operas, ballets, orchestral, chamber, and solo musical
works, have been composed by a group of composers, predominantly by following the scheme of an organizer/producer
who assigns different parts of the work to different composers. One notable example is the Hexaméron (1839) for
solo piano, a set of six variations of a theme written by
different composers and coordinated by Franz Liszt. In
the chamber music repertoire, we find the F.A.E. Sonata
(1853) collaboratively created by Schumann, Brahms, and
Dietrich; and theorized to be a response to Wagner’s ideas
regarding artistry and community [1]. In recent times, that
paradigm has been radically transformed by the advent of
Copyright: ©2022 Kosmas Giannoutakis et al. This is an open-access
article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
License 3.0 Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source are
credited.
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The creative affordances and array of possibilities of the
blockchain technology have seen the birth of a type of art
that (1) either reflects the nature of encrypted distributed
databases or (2) art that uses blockchain as a specific tool
for creative endeavors [6]. The first type can be seen in
a practice known as ’Cryptograffiti’, or images stored as
digital detritus on the blockchain, similar to attached messages of apparently redundant data value [7]. The second type, also known as ’Crypto Art’ are pieces specifically made for the blockchain medium, including adapting to limitations of storage and distribution practices [8].
There are already efforts documenting a wide range of approaches that artists are taking to use and/or re-purpose the
blockchain in their creative work [9]
Regarding the direct application of Blockchain in musical creation (collaborative or not), the number of studies and projects is, however, remarkably small. Some recent examples include the Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO) Holly+ by American composer Holly
Herndon [10], ’Rhythm Dungeon’, a decentralized gamified experience that uses the blockchain to provide asynchronous multiuser interactions [11], and the Kepler Concordia, a NIME project initially structured to facilitate a
musical ”community that functions as a creative economy
and a collaborative ecosystem” using a blockchain-based
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paradigm [12].
Outside academia, the company ’Musical Blockchain’ claims
to have developed ”the world’s first creative approach to
blockchain as a solution for melodic sequence composition” in a self-published, non-peer-reviewed whitepaper [13].
Although the methods described to achieve such results are
obscure, they seem to rely on a combination of AI-powered
improvisation and machine learning applied to data extracted through music information retrieval.
In this study, we also built upon the conclusions of collaborative projects that utilize a client-server architecture.
In terms of adopting a multiphase creative approach, we
drew inspiration from the model proposed by Biasutti and
Concina [14] in their pilot study that involved a composition framework with both synchronous and asynchronous
components. Similarly, we noted web-based work in the
field involving a ’reactive’ approach to collaborative composition, which gives freedom to composers to intervene in
existing contributions by other users or simply start their
own pieces inside the same framework [15]. Finally, we
acknowledge recent efforts toward the implementation of
collaborative creative systems on the blockchain [16].

the emergent arborescent structure that contains all the interlinked segments. The composers have the flexibility to
compose any type of segments and attach them to already
formed composition nexuses or begin a new one with an
RS.

Figure 1. A fully developed composition nexus. The green boxes represent the opening segment contributions, cyan the intermediate segment
contributions, and red the closing segment contributions. The yellow contour highlights one of the four preliminary compositions that have been
formed in this nexus.

A preliminary composition is a path from an OS to a CS
within a composition nexus. Preliminary compositions can
be isolated from the nexuses and can be revised numerous
times by multiple composers. A revision contribution is a
modification of the compositional parameters of a tentative
composition and can include editing of the audio clips, insertion of sound effects, adjustment of gains, and overall
mixing. All alterations have to be commented on inside
the DAW file. A revision contribution can be submitted
as open (further revisions can be attempted by other composers) or final (no further revisions are allowed). A revision contribution that is final is endorsed as a final composition and is available for public listening.

3. ELECTROACOUSTIC MUSIC COMPOSITION
ON THE BLOCKCHAIN: PROJECT
DESCRIPTION
A blockchain-based system for composition involves a series of challenges. First, elaborating on a preplanned form
is not possible. Nonlinearity is also a factor to consider:
the composition can expand in multiple ways, and there
is little chance of anticipating the result. The end result
might resemble a ’Moment Form’: ”self-contained (quasi)independent section, set off from other sections by discontinuities” [17]. In this section, we summarize the formal
decisions taken to guarantee a degree of aesthetic cohesiveness while adhering to our distributed approach to the
creation of new music on the blockchain.

3.2 Technical features
Our proposed system is structured in three layers. The first
layer is a rigid blockchain structure that chronologically
tracks all contributions by composers and serves as the
archive of the collaboration process. In the second layer,
nexuses of interconnected musical ideas are created in a
dynamic, non-linear, asynchronous, and open-ended fashion, leading to the formation of preliminary compositions.
In the third layer, preliminary compositions are repeatedly
revised by multiple composers to become finalized compositions.
The first layer consists of the blockchain structure in combination with a P2P database that contains the Audio Workstation (DAW) and audio files. Each block contains an index, a timestamp, the hash of the previous block, a hash of
the composition data, and a hash of all the data structures
within the block (Figure 2).
In the second layer, which is called the composition field,
the main collaborative activity occurs. An interactive graphical interface allows the composers to view, listen to, and
download the data package of the validated segments. All
evolved nexuses are distinct and clearly visible to facilitate
the process of finding the appropriate spot for composers
to invest their creativity.

3.1 Collaboration model
The basic principle in our approach is the discretization
of the collaborative composition process with well-defined
units-modules which are referred to as contributions. Composers can make two types of contributions, (1) segment
and (2) revision.
We define a segment as any kind of tentative musical idea
that is composed with a DAW program and has a duration
between 1 and 60 seconds. Three types of segments are
possible: Opening Segment (OS), Intermediary Segment
(IS), and Closing Segment (CS). An Opening Segment can
be linked by subsequent segments only from the right, or
in other words, it may be used only at the beginning of a
composition. An Intermediary Segment can be linked from
both left and right, meaning that it can arbitrarily continue
any other segment anteriorly or posteriorly. A Closing Segment can serve only as the coda of the composition, being
able to be linked only from the left. We also define a Root
Segment (RS), a segment that can be OS, IS, or CS, that
has been submitted without any links to other segments.
An RS serves as an initial segment from which a new composition nexus can eventually be developed. In terms of
the meta-structure, a composition nexus is the way we call
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block validators will have the motivation to keep the process fair and transparent since their artistic work is at stake.
The contribution values for all the composers are calculated with the following mechanism: A new contribution
(any type of segment or revision) will give 1 point to its
composer. A segment that is continued and linked on any
nexus will give 2 points to its composer. All segments
which can be linked in any possible way, within the nexus,
to the submitted segment will generate some value according to a negative exponent formula. We prefer the formula
2/3n−1 over 1/2n−1 , where n is the link depth because
it is more likely to create sums that are not equal so that
ties are not going to occur frequently. A revision contribution will generate value to all the composers whose segments constitute the preliminary composition that is being
revised.

Figure 2. Scheme of the blockchain data structure.

The third layer functions in a similar fashion as the second layer. Designated as the revision field, the composers
are able to see, listen to, and download the data package
of the validated revisions. Any preliminary compositions
that are formed in the previous layer, will be automatically
shown in that layer in order to initiate its revision phase.

3.4 Challenges of the protocol
The proposed consensus protocol is vulnerable to a number of security flaws, such as Sybil attacks [19], Denial
of Service (DDoS) [20] and hard forking [21]. A publicpermissioned (publicly read, privately written) version of
the blockchain would potentially deal with those issues
but we aim for a permissionless blockchain that will be
able to sustain the experimental practice of electroacoustic
music. Therefore, we suggest a hybrid version of the presented consensus protocol that could incorporate Proof of
Work or other forms of consensus. For example, in order
to prevent submissions from fake addresses, the nodes will
have to invest some computational resources by generating
a nonce and submitting it within their contributions so that
the overall hash has a certain amount of leading zeros. In
the case of scaling up the project, such a development will
potentially introduce problems that are well known in the
blockchain research community such as 51 percent attacks
[22] and computational overhead [23]. These considerations will be the focus of our future research.

3.3 Consensus protocol
Various Proof of X (Proof of something) consensus protocols have been proposed and elaborated in recent years
with the goal of finding solutions and optimizing several
parameters regarding the general problem of distributed
trust [18]. In our case, several of those proposed parameters are not important for the successful conduct of the
project. For example, almost all of the recently developed
protocols aim at fast block validation rates in order to cover
the demand of high transaction volumes. The practice of
electroacoustic music composition typically takes place on
long-time scales, so there is no requirement for a rapid
block validation process.
The primary goal of our proposed Proof of Creative Contribution (PoCC) protocol is the creation of a diversified
and fair validation process based on the compositional effort that the composers put into the system. We established
a set of explicit rules that composers have to follow in this
protocol: (1) a submitted contribution is linked to only
one other contribution, (2) only contributions that are Root
Segments do not provide a link, and (3) two contributions
by the same composer cannot be linked.
All newly submitted contributions are collected in a pool,
waiting to be validated. When an exact amount (e.g. 10)
of contributions are accumulated into the pool, one of the
composers will be proclaimed as the block creator according to the consensus protocol. The block creator-leader is
responsible for recording all the segments from the pool to
the blockchain, and broadcasting the updated composition
field to the network. This cycle, which is referred to as
epoch, is going to be repeated indefinitely, allowing multiple compositions to be evolved simultaneously.
We introduce a pointing system that measures the contribution value for each composer and assigns the composer
with the highest value to record the composition data on the
blockchain. In every epoch, the composer with the highest contribution value becomes the validator-leader. The
mechanism which is described below favors the composers
who have put compositional effort into their contributions
and the community has appreciated this effort by continuing their segments. Those composers who are selected as

4. SIMULATION STUDY
We conducted a simulation study with 2 human composers
over the course of 4 months in order to assess the creative
potential of the collaborative model, as well as to test the
properties of the consensus protocol.
The initial phase of this process, was the creation of 10
pseudonyms inspired by 5 male and 5 female historically
prominent figures (byron, shelley, goguen, basho, voltaire,
hypatia, lovelace, hopper, boulanger, derbyshire). Both of
the composers involved had to assume one of these identities before submitting a new segment. The ’multiple personalities’ could be associated with a trend not uncommon in electronic music artists that often create and release
works with multiple aliases, usually done to experiment
with different styles without repercussion in their main careers. Similarly, it could be seen as an autoethnographic
experiment of sorts: branching blockchain segments with
different aliases and aesthetic attributes related to their perceived personalities.
In terms of sound production, the process simulation required the compositional constraint of avoiding using external plugins and commercial effects. Rather than an impediment, we considered that obtaining variety with a lim-
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Figure 3. Progression of the composition field in our simulated process. Four prospering and three underdeveloped nexuses have been formed in the 8th
epoch, each through a different evolutionary path. Some nexuses contain multiple tentative compositions.

ited set of tools could potentially push creativity forward,
and help with cohesiveness. These constraints were based
on the assumption of a technical formalization that would
facilitate the recording of the compositional data on the
blockchain. In the current version of the project, we intended to record only the hash of the compositional data
on the blockchain, thus there are not any limitations on the
software that is being used, open-source or proprietary.
Another aspect that could potentially help with obtaining a cohesive result was the use of a common database
of sounds, which is also a compositional parameter that
has a significant impact on the aesthetic language of the
composed music. We utilized the database of the CECIA
project, a previous collaborative project with a pool of 25
recordings created by the composers Panayiotis Kokoras,
Mariam Gviniashvili, Juan Carlos Vasquez, Martyna Kosecka
and Erik Nyström [24]. Given our past involvement in
the CECIA project, we decided for practical reasons to
re-utilize the database in a Blockchain context to further
exploit its creative potential. Using and re-using databases
has precedents in the EA music field, such as Henri Pousseur’s
’Scambi’ [25] and John Cage’s ’Williams Mix’ [26], a practice that stems from the musical form experiments with
’The Open Work’ [27].
With this model, we achieved 8 epochs (Figure 3) and
composed 71 segments with an average duration of 10.3
seconds. Four prospering and three underdeveloped nexuses
were formed, including 20 preliminary compositions in total. The average duration of those preliminary compositions was 46.3 seconds. We notice that this model affords
short compositions but with the passing of many more epochs,
longer pieces may eventually be brought about. Additionally, we did not employ any revisions, which had the effect of many of those preliminary compositions sounding
somewhat fractured, with most transitions from segment to
segment being sonically perceivable.
In each epoch, there was a single pseudo-composer who
received the highest contribution value and was selected
as the leader who records the data on the blockchain. As
seen in Figure 4, a fair distribution of the highest contribution value among the pseudo-composers is observed,
a result that supports the diversification property of our
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PoCC protocol. During the process of composition, we did
not track the contribution values of the pseudo-composer
and assigned the pseudonyms according to the aesthetic
attributes.
Conducting this simulation study provided valuable insights towards a potential large-scale methodology, in which
a feedback cycle between the design of the collaborative
model, technical implementation, and compositional practice, leads the evolution of the project to a mature state.
During the simulation, we realized that some composed
segments draw inspiration or/and used concrete material
from other segments although they were not directly connected. In a future developmental cycle, we would like to
include further links that are conceptual in nature. This
feature is proposed to function in a similar fashion as the
way citations occur in scholarly works, in this case generating additional contribution value to the composers who
are ’cited’.
5. DISCUSSION
This project has a number of technical, political, and philosophical ramifications which will be analyzed in future work.
We would like to discuss briefly some of them here.
From a philosophical standpoint, this project criticizes
the individualist Kantian notion of artistic genius that drives
the creation of western art and music since the beginning
of modernity [28]. Following the alternative views on authorship posed by post-modern thinkers such as Barthes
[29] and Foucault [30], we envision kinds of music that
are made from transindividual perspectives [31]. Although
we begin this project with an emphasis on electroacoustic music, we are interested in witnessing a flourishing of
novel and established musical aesthetics that are afforded
by the model we are proposing.
This project also adheres to an open-source framework
in which the communities of electroacoustic and computer
music co-develop the collaboration model, the technical infrastructure, the artistic practice, and finally the dissemination of its artifacts. The models and technologies presented
in this paper are meant to be revised, altered, and further
developed while acting as a pivot for the investigation of
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Figure 4. The accumulated contribution values in each epoch for all the pseudo-composers.

Music Conference is the best place to begin this endeavor.

experimental blockchain applications for new music creation.
It is equally important to acknowledge that Blockchain
technology is ethically and politically prone to controversy
[32], and we feel the need to include a community-wide
discussion of its implications in our framework. While
most of the blockchain projects endorse a neo-libertarian
ideology [33], we think of the technology as a tool with
the potential of achieving pertinent governance of the commons. In that regard, our project aims for some of the ideals heralded by the P2P foundation [34]. Specifically, our
design is intended to be aligned with the principles of (1)
trust-scaling technologies for integration of human relationships, (2) replacement of competitive game incentives
for cooperative mechanics, and (3) diminishing extractive
activities in lieu of generative dynamics.
Furthermore, we have the utopian vision of creating a
communal economy by introducing at a later point a token or a mutual credit currency [35], that would correlate
with the measured contribution value. Such an ecosystem would be democratic, diverse, inclusive, equitable, decentrally governed, and could ideally achieve a degree of
sovereignty, allowing new music to be created reflecting
the post-capitalist political economy of distributed ledgers
(aka. ’systems that operate in an environment with no central authority’ [36]). For that end, we will consider alternative distributed ledger technologies such as holochain [37]
in our future research.
In a similar vein, we need to also address the important
issue of off-chain governance [38]. While on-chain governance refers to the rules that are coded and enforced by the
blockchain, off-chain governance is the decision-making
process that determines the capabilities of the collaborative model, rules of the protocol, and the implementation
of the technology. A body that will be able to address those
issues, and handle any emergencies and states of exception
while supporting the above-mentioned ideals, is also a key
component of this project. Given the international scope
of the ICMA, we believe that the International Computer

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we introduced a protocol for the collaborative
creation of electroacoustic music on the blockchain, and
validated the methodology via a simulated compositional
process that provided valuable takeaways for the implementation of a future large-scale model. Given that both
the technical and conceptual ramifications of integrating
blockchain paradigms in EA music are significant, we consider the present study an initial attempt to reflect and provide insights into alternatives for composition that reflect
some of the contemporary concerns of present-day society.
As mentioned before, the involvement of the community in
this process is crucial, for which we extend our invitation
to everyone interested to contribute to the discussion.
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ABSTRACT
Echo and Narcissus is a live coding poetry opera for two
singers, live electronics, live visuals, and fixed media. Its
main characteristic is its libretto which is written in the
Python programming language, instead of English, or another natural language, following the code poetry paradigm.
By combining code poetry with live coding, the libretto is
being typed live during the performance and it functions as
the audio engine of this work, calling various methods that
process or produce sound. All audio processing is done
in Python with the Pyo module for DSP. The live visuals
are realised in openFrameworks and the projection of the
libretto to the audience and the signers is done with Raspberry Pi computers. This work was commissioned by the
Onassis Cultural Centre and realised by the artist group
Medea Electronique. It was presented at the main stage of
the Onassis Cultural Centre in Athens on the 19th of April
2018.
1. INTRODUCTION
Echo and Narcissus is a four-act opera for two singers, live
electronics, live visuals, and fixed media, realised by the
artist group Medea Electronique, performed at the main
stage of the Onassis Cultural Centre, in Athens, on the 19th
of April, 2018. This work introduces the practices of live
coding and code poetry to the opera by combining the two
in the form of a libretto written in the Python programming language. The opera is based on Ovid’s “Echo and
Narcissus” from his poem Metamorphoses. As with many
classic operas, the theme of the story was drawn from an
ancient myth. This choice was intentional as, even though
we wanted to diverge from the classic opera, we wanted
to bind our work to the existing repertoire of this art form.
The main characteristic of Echo and Narcissus is the libretto, the way it was written, and the way it functioned in
the play.
From the very early stages of setting up a proposal for
this work, we wanted to incorporate the practice of code
poetry and write the libretto in a programming language.
Combined with the convention in opera of the libretto being displayed as surtitles for the audience to read, live coding was naturally introduced to the concept which led us to
present the coder on stage where he typed the libretto live

during the performance. Apart from expressing the story
of the opera, the libretto was also used to call all functions of the electronic sound processes in the four Acts which were also programmed in Python - and served as a
kind of conductor, giving pace to the singers, as they had to
wait for a line to be written before the sang it. Wanting to
maintain code integrity and not spread the project among
several programming languages, being able to write both
the libretto and all the DSP algorithms in the same language was very important. The combination of the syntax
simplicity of Python and the integration of the Pyo module
for DSP [1] were the main reasons that led us to choose
Python for the realisation of this work.
This opera was a result of a nine-month period of intensive work in many different levels and disciplines from
most of the members of Medea and collaborators outside
of the group. Developing the system for this project which
consisted not only of the libretto in Python, but also of the
live visuals, the projection of the code as surtitles, the networked communication between computers, as well as the
fixed media that were used in the intermedia, was a demanding and time-consuming task. The time frame that
was available to Medea proved to be sufficient for us to
provide a complete work. Nevertheless, some issues that
occurred during development were not addressed as time
did not allow. Still, this opera was presented to an audience of approximately six hundred members and was well
received both by the audience and the production.

Figure 1. Still from the Ode of Echo and Narcissus.

Copyright: ©2022 Alexandros Drymonitis et al. This is an open-access
article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
License 3.0 Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source are
credited.

2. RELATED WORKS
Even though to the best of our knowledge, there is no opera
incorporating the live coding or the code poetry paradigms,
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3. CODE POETRY

there are various approaches that integrate live electronics
and cutting-edge technology to opera works. In this section, we will highlight some works that utilise computer
technology as a vital part of their dramaturgy.

Since the most prevalent characteristic of Echo and Narcissus is its live coding poetry libretto, in this section we will
outline a few code poetry approaches and resources. There
are various code poetry styles, whose differences are found
in the way code is used or perceived. A code poem can be
simply written in a programming language rather than a
natural one (e.g. Python instead of English). An algorithm
written in a programming language can create a poem in
a natural language. A poem can be written in a programming language, which, when compiled, results in another,
maybe completely different poem, most likely in a natural
language. All approaches to code poetry share one common rule: the code has to compile and run without errors.
Christian Iñigo D.L. Alvarez demonstrates a few different
types of code poems in his paper “The Intrinsic Mutability
of Code Poetry Uncovers New Notions of Poetic Design”
[11]. In this paper we can see poems that either mutate
when the source code is compiled, or poems created by
computer code, without necessarily perceiving the source
code as a form of poetry. Figures 2 and 3 demonstrate a
code poem in its source code and the mutation of it when
compiled.

A composer that is known for his mixed media operas is
Tod Machover. His opera Death and the Powers is probably his most popular. In this work, the scenic set is the
main technological aspect [2]. A sculpture representing a
library is controlled by the breath of the protagonist of the
opera. An interactive chandelier is also part of the scenic
design that serves both as a lighting element and as an interactive instrument played by one of the singers of this
work. This project also includes nine robots, referred to as
Operabots, functioning as a Greek chorus.
Another two projects where robots play a protagonistic
role are the Robot Opera by Wade Marynowsky and Julian
Knowles, and My Square Lady by the Gob Squad collective [3]. The first project is performed only by robots that
are choreographed and detect facial expressions from the
audience members as well as their proximity to the robots.
My Square Lady involves human performers together with
a robot that is trying to appreciate opera and understand
human emotions. It is worth mentioning that this project
incorporates Neural Networks to achieve the learning of
the robot.
Carl Unander-Scharin has realized two works that integrate new media into opera. One is The Elephant Man
[4], an opera based on the true story of Joseph Merrick (b.
1862 – d. 1890), the man also known as the “Elephant
Man”. In this work he collaborated with Ludvig Elblaus
and Kjetil Falkenberg to “develop a gesture controlled signal processing device for stage use” [5]. Based on notes
on Merick’s personality, this devices aimed to project his
character based on his very limited ability to speak. The
other work by Unander-Scharin is The Vocal Chorder [6],
an interactive instrument to create an accompaniment to
solo opera singers. The user bends steel wires which produce voltage changes that are translated to MIDI messages,
controlled in a Max patch.

Figure 2. Source code of a poem by Alvarez.

K. . . by Philippe Manoury is an opera with extended use
of electronics [7]. It is based on The Trial by Franz Kafka
and includes fourteen singers, a large orchestra, a fortyvoice virtual choir, and electronic sounds, as well as sound
spatialisation. The electronics included pre-recorded samples, live samples, synthesized sounds, spatialised events,
plus various effects that transform sounds. StarChild by
James Oliverio is another mixed media opera dating back
to 1996. Apart from the electronics used and the sound
spatialization, this work also employs sonification of data
of the comet Shoemaker-Levy 9’s collision with Jupiter
[8]. Auksalaq by Scott Deak and Matthew Burtner is a
telematic opera where five different remote sites stage parts
of the work simultaneously. Each site gives prominence to
its live performance, still all sites interact with each other
over the internet [9]. Finally, the mixed media operas
by Michel van der Aa are worth mentioning [10]. Even
though van der Aa makes no use of live electronics in his
music, he frequently uses technology in his operatic works,
such as 3D film, and virtual reality, which he blends with
the standard orchestral and lyrical music.

Figure 3. Code poem by Alvarez when compiled.

Another example is from Stanford’s Code Poetry Slam,
where the poem Say 23 by Leslie Wu won the competion.
This is similar to Alvarez’s poem, in that both the source
code and its compiled version are perceived as poems, and
they are different from one another. During the Code Poetry Slam, Wu recited her poem while she was typing it.
It is worth mentioning that the recitation included all symbols, including the hash character, backquote, backslashes,
etc. The compiled version resulted in the computer reading
out loud a stream of words from Psalm 23 using Text-ToSpeech, three times, each time with a different voice. The
source code of the poem is shown in Figure 4.
The ./code –poetry project by Daniel Holden and Chris
Kerr [12] is a good resource for code poetry. This project
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Another example from the first Act is shown below where
Narcissus describes Echo when he introduces her to the audience. The lack of varibale type declaration makes these
lines more readable in a poetry context and easier to understand by non computer-literate people:
naive = True
thoughtless = True
She is naive and thoughtless

Figure 4. Source code of poem Say 23 by Leslie Wu.

is hosted online and presents twelve code poems, each written in a different programming language. The languages
used are Haskell, Ruby, Go, Piet, Matlab, Python, Node.js,
C, C++, Racket, C#, and Brainfuck. Outlining every single
poem of this collection is beyond the scope of this section,
so this project is mentioned here in the interest of completeness.

The third Pythonic element that played a role in choosing
this language is how loops and if / else statements are written. Specifically, the for loop and the with structure served
the libretto well in many occasions. Two examples, from
Act I and Act III are shown below:
for i in I.myself(‘’):
I.belong()

4. THE LIBRETTO: ITS CONCEPTION AND HOW
IT WAS WRITTEN

persistently = True
I.talk(persistently)
with I: I.myself()

The language chosen for writing the libretto was Python
for various reasons. Compared to other programming languages, Python makes extensive use of English words. For
example, in many programming languages, the Boolean
AND operator is expressed by two consecutive ampersand
symbols “&&”, whereas in Python it is expressed by the
English word “and”. The same applies to other operators
like the Boolean OR and NOT. Another reason for choosing this language is its lack of variable type declaration.
In Python, the programmer needs not declare the type of
variable, be it int, float, bool, or a user-defined class. This
fact liberated us from having to insert certain keyworks at
a very high frequency in the text.
The last but equally important reason for choosing Python
was the integration of the Pyo module which was used for
all sound processes of the four Acts of the opera. Since
the libretto functioned as the audio engine of this project, a
lack of a module for DSP focused on music would pose a
serious problem in choosing Python. Pyo proved to be very
effective and was seemlessly integrated into the libretto environment as it was all done in the same language.

4.2 How the Libretto Was Recited and Sung
The singers tried to recite the libretto exactly the way it
was written, though without pronouncing any punctuation
marks. In the case of first libretto excerpt presented in this
section, the equals sign would either be replaced by the
verb “to be” – therefore the first line would be read “interested is false” – or it would be omitted altogether – in
which case the line would be read “interested, false”. This
was left to the singers to decide.
The way the libretto was sung was part improvised and
part pre-defined, with certain musical gestures mapped to
certain words of the libretto. For example, the word
“Cephissus” was sung with a series of upward glissandi,
while the word “Leriope” was sung with an arpegio both
upward and downward. The singers did not read any music
score, but all pre-defined gestures were established during
the rehearsals, verbally.

4.1 Libretto Examples
An example from the first Act is shown below where Narcissus states that he is not interested in Echo:

4.3 Internal Structure of the Libretto Mechanism

interested = False
I.am(not interested)

For the libretto to be functional, there were several classes
defined in Python files where the main Python process was
directed to look at. These classes were named after the
characters of the opera (Narcissus, Echo, Nymphs) or other
words that served the libretto (Forest, Loner, Cephissus,
and others). This fact breaks the convention of the source
code being the actual poem, intact, as there is a substantial body of code that is never shown to the audience. This
code served to render the libretto as functional code that
calls functions to start and stop audio processes, but did
not aim at being narrarive. Therefore, it was obscured
from the audience. This pre-defined code can be thought
of as an environment for writing the libretto in the code
poetry paradigm, thus provide a new approach to this form
of artistic expression.

In this example, we made use of the Python keyword
”not”, which negates its succeeding value. In this case,
”not” turns a True boolean to False. In pure programming
this negation might seem redundant, but the libretto aimed
first and foremost to express the story of Echo and Narcissus by making use of Pythonic keywords as much as possible, with optimal functionality being of lesser importance.
An interesting result of the double negation in the two lines
of code above is that the resulting argument passed to the
method “am” of the object “I”, is True. Therefore, these
two lines, when run, reinforce the libretto in a silent way.
We perceive this implicit function to give another dimension to it.
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4.4 Libretto Excerpt - The Ode

one voice, thus project the narcissistic nature of the character.
In the last Act, a solo for the soprano, the delay applied
previously to the singer is no longer used, as the singer is
now speaking the words of the Nymphs, who up until that
point were presented in the Intermedia videos only. In this
Act, Echo mourns for the loss of Narcissus, and since her
grief cannot be expressed in words, as the words she speaks
are not her own, it is expressed through the processing of
her voice. A series of sine wave oscillators that resonate
in a metallic, gong-like sound, passed through a distortion
effect, is the main sonic element of this Act. Whenever the
singer crosses an amplitude threshold, a white noise burst
passed through a lowpass filter is heard. As the Act progresses, the cutoff frequency of the filter drops, resulting
in lowering the volume of the noise burst, and the distortion of the sine wave series grows, making the voice of the
singer incomprehensible. This constant crescendo of the
processing of the singer’s voice aims to express the growing grief of Echo.
The Intermedia videos present the Nymphs who are observers of the story unfolded between Echo and Narcissus.
The audio heard in these videos is produced by frozen instances of voices of singers that were singing the libretto.
This process consists of FFT applied to the input signal
that creates spectral snapshots of it. This effect was realized in Pure Data and was further mixed in Logic Pro using
plugins such as GRM evolution. Third-party software was
also used like Cecilia and Sound Hack. Sound treatments
used are granular delay, convolution reverb processes, and
mutations. Mixing back the sound process into new audio tracks with electroacoustic tape techniques was further
applied. Remixing processes include delay, reverse and
glitch techniques.

Figure 5 shows an excerpt of the Libretto from second Act
of the opera:

Figure 5. Libretto excerpt from the second Act.

5. LIVE ELECTRONICS OF ECHO AND
NARCISSUS
The electronics of Echo and Narcissus consist of both procedural audio and fixed media. In all four Acts, the electronics were live and were either processing the voices of
the two singers, or sounds produced by Unit Generators.
The four Acts were bridged by Intermedia that consisted
of fixed videos and audio. The processing of the voices
of the singers aimed to contribute to the projection of the
characters they incarnated, by providing sonic characteristics that resembled their personality is some way. In Acts
I and II, the voice of the baritone incarnating Narcissus
was fed to a frequency shifting effect that shifts frequencies linearly, thus breaking the harmonic relationship between overtones. This effect was shifting frequencies to a
lower pitch than that of the singer, displaying an imposing
and confident character. The voice of the soprano incarnating Echo was fed to a dealy effect that alternated between
forward and backward copies of the original signal, to produce a confusing sound that reflected Echo’s inability to
speak words of her own.
In Act III, which is a solo for the baritone, the voice of
the singer was time stretched whenever he changed pitch,
and this time-strecthed effect lasted eight seconds. When
the singer changed pitch more than once within these eight
seconds, multiple time-strecthed versions of his voice were
being heard together with his unprocessed voice. In this
Act, the singer sees his reflection on the surface of a lake
where he goes to drink water. He falls in love with his reflection, converses with it, and finally drowns while trying
to kiss it. The time-strecthed effect applied to the voice of
the baritone aimed to create a choir-like effect only with

6. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The system architecture of Echo and Narcissus consists
of a computer where the libretto was being typed and the
sound was produced, a computer that was generating the
visuals, and seven Raspberry Pi computers that displayed
the libretto to the audience and the singers. The Raspberry
Pis were running an openFrameworks application that was
receiving each character typed by the coder via OSC. These
were being captured by a Python script running in the background in the audio computer, while the coder was typing in the Atom editor with the Hydrogen package used
to execute the code either line by line, or chunks of code
in loops, if/else structures, and function definitions. The
openFrameworks application was displaying up to two lines
of code or a single code structure or function. Two Pis were
used to display the libretto to the audience and the rest of
them were used for the singers, placed in a circular setup,
with four placed at the four corners of the stage, and one
placed in the middle, on the side of the audience. These
five Pis used background highlighting when a libretto line
or code structure was executed so the singers knew they
could start singing it.
In the Ode and Epilogue of the opera, the screen of the
coder was supposed to be projected. Since the coder was
typing on the computer that produced the audio and not
the computer that displayed the visuals, hence the com-
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coding and the less common practice of code poetry. The
approach to writing the libretto in Python introduced new
ways of writing poems with computer code, as it augmented
certain lines of the libretto with the implicit result of the executed code. In the course of nine months, a one-hour-long
opera was realised with many different elements, including
singing, choreography, live electronics, code poetry, live
visuals, as well as fixed media. Time constraints were strict
and did now allow for experimentation once the system for
the code poetry libretto was functional, so a few issues that
arose during development were not addressed. Nevertheless, Echo and Narcissus resulted in a four-act opera that
was presented at the main stage of the Onassis Cultural
Centre in Athens, one of the most important artistic venues
in Greece, and it was well-received both by the audience
and the producers.

puter that was connected to the projector, the screen that
was projected was that of the visuals computer. To simulate the typing of the coder, the two computers were connected through a local network. The visuals computer was
running an openFrameworks application that was receiving the typed characters, similar to the one running on the
Pis. The received bytes were echoed to a Teensy microcontroller through serial that was configured both as a serial device and a keyboard. The Teensy in turn echoed the
characters it received through serial to the keyboard interface. The visuals computer had the Atom editor open
and in focus. This way the echoed characters sent from
the keyboard interface of the Teensy were being typed in
Atom. This setup served our purposes well as our goal was
to project the code of the libretto only, and not possible
feedback that might occur, like True / False output resulting from certain lines when run. The visuals computer did
not execute the commands the coder was typing, but only
displayed them, thus it avoided this extra information that
was visible in the computer screen of the coder.
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7. ISSUES
The main issue of this project was the deterministic nature of the libretto. Even though it bears similarity to live
coding in that it was being typed and executed during the
performance, it did not allow for improvisation, a key characteristic of live coding. Due to the limited time frame
we had to develop this work, we could not experiment
any further, once the libretto was written and was functional. Our main goal was to present a complete work of
compound aesthetics. Devoting more time to the libretto
would reduce the time available to develop other elements
of the opera, like the visuals, the choreography, and the
rehearsals, something that was not acceptable by Medea.
There are two possible solutions to this issue. One is
to use method overloading so the various methods of the
classes defined for the libretto (e.g. the “Narcissus” class)
could be called with variable arguments. The second solution is to create an exception hook in Python that will route
all exceptions to a function after these occur. For example,
a NameError exception could be caught by this hook and
the calling function could assign a class or a method to the
word that caused the NameError. In this case, the first line
of the libretto, instead of being the following:
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ABSTRACT
This is a presentation of research outlining the technical
and aesthetic considerations in conceptualizing, constructing a virtual game environment as a new medium
for procedurally interactive computer music. Extrapolating techniques from a litany of culturally diverse musical
practices, including free jazz performance, improvisation,
acoustic augmentation, and procedural sound design, a
cross-platform, computer-mediated environment between
Max/Msp~/Jitter and the Unity Game Engine emerged.
The resulting experiment was a virtual musical world
featuring a hybridization of an indeterminate Free Jazz
Performance Model, with the improvisatory activity occurring between the human performer and a secondary,
virtual player controller.
In an effort to derive novel, electro-acoustic
improvisational techniques based on non-linear, procedural human-computer interaction, the virtual player’s
gestural options, as well as their discreet and continuous
movements, are converted into a stream of running data.
By constructing a musical environment in this manner,
there exists an inescapable duality between the participating musicians, where the human performer and virtual
player’s output greatly influences the decision- making
process of the other, and by extension, the processing of
the audio and video source material.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The initial premise of player interactivity within video
games and other immersive environments is based upon
the notion of the individual requiring a deep sense of
emotional immersion during game interaction. Unlike the
non-participative experiences passively observed by audiences in film and television, the user has a direct impact
on the events taking place place during the gameplay
experience. While procedurally generated graphic displays and visual cues within the gameplay environment
often reflect this to the user, game audio technology has
found itself significantly lacking in its ability to generate
continuously changing audio events that keep responding
to the physical stimuli occurring around game participants.
However, the current proliferation of game environments in consumer markets yields innovative ways in
which technologists and artists can collaborate to estabCopyright: © 2021 First author et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution23
License 3.0 Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and
source are credited.

lish new performance expectations of the audience and
performer alike; where there was once merely the passive
witnessing of an event, audiences would be able to fully
participate and interact with their surrounding environment, thereby creating a more enveloped sense of immersion for every participant involved. Immersive realities
and 3D game environment are an ideal space for exploring these artistic possibilities, where outcomes could be
controlled by game objects programmed to provide
meaning data for spatial positioning, shape and morphology.
Furthermore, procedural player-systems communications between multiple programs could be thought
of as another iteration of algorithmic composition, one
which has substantive performative implications for human-computer interactivity in contexts other than immersive realities. Rather, the concept can be applied in alternatively defined immersive experiences, which includes
sound installations, art installations, audio reactive-art,
game audio, and live music performance. This was the
primary impetus behind this research: establishing a systemic foundation for leveraging techniques from live or
gestural performance, procedural sound design, generative composition, and interactive computer music into an
entirely different medium, where all of these seemingly
disparate elements are integrated into an interdependent
system which generates a new musical outcomes upon
each iteration of the game experience.

2.

HUMAN COMPUTER MUSICAL INTERACTIVITY

3.1 A Layered Approach to Classifying Models of
Human Computer Expression
The diversity in systemic paradigms can be partially
linked to opting for a linear or non-linear approach to
structural organization, but the specific type of musical
interactivity each composer vies to emulate is another
crucial influence on the idiosyncratic behavior of the program. Thus, there is an interdependent relationship between the score functionality and model of interactivity
featured within it; the subjective collaborative process for
which each composer prefers their music to made with
will programmatically instruct computers to organize and
perform information accordingly (Desain, 1992).
The four primary Performance Models of human-computer interactivity - the Conductor, Chamber
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Music, Jazz Combo, and Free Jazz Models (2001) - are
paradigms attempting to emulate specific live performance traditions primary extrapolated from the styles of
Classical and Jazz. The former relies on judiciously constructed musical forms, while the latter accentuates spontaneous improvisation based on a set of collectively
agreed upon, highly social, musical guidelines. From the
comprehensive user influence found in the Conductor
Model, to the completely freedom displaying the Free
Jazz Model, the amount of control the designer of each
paradigm exerts over the overall sonic output diminishes
with each model, respectively.
However, adhering to four standard classifications become far more difficult to achieve as systems
have increased in complexity. The realities of working
with these paradigms can reveal nuances in categorization, where observable behaviors within one system run
contrary to its overall classification. Similarly to the innumerable music genres that resemble a fusion of multiple and varied cultural and performative traditions, it is
evident that interactive systems can in fact show an
amalgam of the attributes associated with multiple paradigms in order to successfully achieve the desired musical output (Rowe 1992). Because of the behavioral diversity in these interactive models, expanding the four
aforementioned archetypes can be done not only by observing how this communication is organized, but by the
way and degree to which the systems respond to a wide
variety of user-inputs: to what degree of structural and
micro-control is the composer willing to relinquish to the
computer? The degree to which the computer’s decisions
affect the actions of the human performer can be broadly
determined by whether the objective is to create a virtual
musical instrument which acoustically augments a realtime performance by analyzing human gesture, or if the
imperative is to construct a cybernated improviser, insisting of their own performative behaviors nearly independent from the user input (Rowe, 1992). These considerations are at the crux of studying these primary classifications, their hybrid adaptations and in turn, aid in contextualizing new systems by historically cross-referencing
modern interactive behavioral functionality and response
methods to those paradigms established by their predecessors.

create a dynamic that is also similar to the non-linearity
found in video game music; if no one entity - the musical
score, specific musician, agreed upon tradition, or temporality - is always guiding nor determining a centralized
end result, then an environment has been established that
simultaneously increases the unpredictability of the music
while also making the temporal linearity of the music less
important than the ability of the musicians to adjust to an
ever-changing dynamic within each iteration of an improvisational process (Borgo & Goguen, 2005).
Combining characteristics from multiple performances models is a commonality within large-scale
interactive systems, (Winkler, 2001), where one of the
formalized performance model’s functionality must be
expanded in order to achieve certain desired sonic outcomes. The flexibility built into the score-following capabilities of a system need to be matched by the allotment
of freedom (control) allocated to each of the human and
virtual members at any given point in the performance. In
order to accurately model this dynamic, the virtual performer must be given as much freedom as possible, so
much so that it may not even seem as if the two disparate
parts of the system are directly influencing each other in
the slightest. Thus the Free Jazz Model includes elements
of Rowe’s Player-Paradigm (1992), where there exists a
second layer of interactivity being controlled by an additional virtual user - the game’s main player character.
This secondary user is the representation of another performer, as it has been given human-like physiology, a
discreet set of gestural options, and the freedom to utilize
these options exactly how it is that they choose within the
environment (Lewis, 2013). Emulative of the Free Jazz
Performance Model, this freedom facilitates a greater
degree of independence for all active participants while
simultaneously developing a dynamic, non-linear relationship between composer (programmer) and performer.
3.4 Associated Technical and Analytical Considerations for the Free-Jazz Model and Player Paradigm
The analytical or evaluative significance of a free jazz
performance is often indomitably linked to “the (musical)
judgements made within a shifting cultural and historical
context” (Clark, 2012). For example, it is difficult to
evaluate a Sun Ra performance in its entirety without
fully understanding the cultural and material conditions
of the society in which they were created. In a musical
context using computer systems, iterative interactions
with a software-driven system will “tend to reveal the
characteristics of the community of thought and culture
that produced them (Lewis, 2000). Unlike in other jazz
idioms, Free-Jazz Performance Models are emulating
behavioral classification that can be rarely fall within,
“the panoply of devices known to music theory” (1987).
Even within the practice of generative systems or strictly
tonal jazz improvisation, this standardized panoply can be
easily categorized into quantifiable micro and macro-interactions for further analysis (Linson, Dobbyn, & Laney,
2012). Free Jazz Performance Models exemplify the difficulties researchers and composers have in determining
the best methods for evaluating the correlation between a
system’s input and overall sonic output, and how the relationship between the two players is perceived by the listener. The challenges are exacerbated when fusing

3.3 Examining the Free Jazz Performance Model
The Free Jazz Performance Model is the most apt archetype for this non-linear dynamic , where neither the performer nor the computer user is in complete control, resulting in two distinct improvisatory decision-making
processes emerging between that of the human and computer in real-time (Winkler, 2001). This model is emulating the group performance traditions which commenced
in the 1960’s, where great improvisational liberties were
granted to members of experimental jazz ensembles in an
effort to establish new parameters for solo and collective
musical expression (Pressing, 2002). However, as previously stated, increasingly complex player behavior derives a far more nuanced interpretation of how the performing instrumentalists (user-input) and its computerized player controller leverage techniques from other
paradigms in order to model musical typologies. The musical relationships that emerge from such freedoms not
only yield different outputs upon each improvisation, but
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Rowe’s Player-Paradigm with this particular hybrid model.
These systems utilize the virtual player controller with “a musical voice which may be related to,
but still in an audible way distinct from, the performance
of a human partner” (Rowe, 1996). The data that may
reveal pertinent information related to the relationship
between the virtual player and its human counterpart may
not be able to be defined before the performance. Therefore, the inherent difficultly lies in the measuring for
meaning quantifiable data when one may not initially
know what relationships may or may not immediately
exist between the factions of the system.
Conversely, a purely subjective analysis of a
Free-Jazz Performance Model is not ideal either, as the
feedback provided will only be relative to the listener’s
experience, their highly personalized definitions of jazz,
and any initial expectations that may arise from these
preconceived assumptions (Linson, Dobbyn, & Laney,
2012). Whether or not the output is deemed aesthetically
pleasing or satisfactory on a personal level is wholly irrelevant in assessing a system’s sonic response to dynamically changing user and virtual player inputs. Similarly
to the way in which procedural audio is evaluated based
on the physical, perceptual, and psychological relationships a player will establish between themselves and the
dynamic behavior of a game object, the Free Jazz Performance Model can be evaluated based upon the ease of
which the listener or performers can relate the actions of
the virtual player to the musically relevant decisions
made by the performer.

4.

enemies and numerous moving shapes (cubes, spheresA),
the original scene from a previous gaming project in Unity was used as a template. Considering the manifold of
mapping options within the Max patching, the need for a
complex game scene was as unnecessary as it was superfluous. A scene need not be overly complex nor ornate for
it to contain changing data that could be monitored and
effectively used to control a litany of interdependent processing parameters.
The intention was to have a large, open area consisting of

Figure 1. Basic Design Concept

numerous moving parts, each having the ability to change
their positional coordinations in three dimensional space.
The game level could be thought of as a form of instructions to the performer of this metaphorical, virtual musical score. Similar to a composer deciding vital aspects of
a piece of music - tempo, key signature, form, dynamic
levels - the game environment itself would inevitably
influence the rate and directionality of the virtual player’s
positional data by exchanging the coordinate information
from moving objects in one program to another program.
There is an interdependency that exists between the act of
designing the game environment and the necessary
thoughtfulness invested in mapping the incoming data. In
a sense, the role of the game designer is as integral to the
musical aspects of the audio-visual compositions as the
functionality of the music software or the live performance input.
While it seems like it may lack imagination relative to the ornate game designs that are easily implemented into Unity (and elsewhere in professional global gaming industries), the benign nature of the level serves a
vital musical function. If the surface of the level was constantly changing in elevation, or if the walls were too
close together, then that would translate to a sound parameters that would be changing only due to the nature of
the game environment design itself. The choices of the
player would be immaterial in comparison to the overall
design of the game world. It is of paramount importance
to provide a litany options for how a player could provide
meaningful data with limited gestures at their disposal.
The area of the game world needs to establish the para-

DESIGNING THE ENVIRONMENT

Considerations must be made that convert existing interactive works from stand-alone programs to new iterations
which technologically enable communications between
multiple software systems in real-time. In addition to
addressing this necessary technical altering, there exists
an even more vital consideration: conceptualizing the
player’s overall effect of the systems musical output, and
subsequently constructing a game environment and
thoughtful mapping strategies that facilitate an interactive
musical process between involuntary automation instruction and user-controlled input. This is highly dependent
on not only constructing the game simulation itself, but
also judiciously choosing the specific ways in which the
player’s surrounding environment influences the choices
linked to the processing parameters controlling the systems’s musical output.
4.1 Conceptualizing the Game Environment
A significant amount of time has to be designated to the
initial non-musical stages of the project so that adequate
attention can then be allocated for the anticipated technical challenges in connecting the separate programs.
While the Max programming component of the project
was complex, the Unity game scene was kept relatively
simple by comparison1. With the exception of adding in

Original scene was part of a flying tutorial and asset package, which can be found at https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/templates/systems/3rd-person-controller-fly-mode-28647
1
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meters of the choices to the player, but not enforce nor
even suggest which options needed to occur at a specific
point in time and space. Moreover, it is vital to consider
the capabilities and limitations of the virtual player controller when constructing the scene. There was no sense
in placing any object in the scene with which the player
could not interact, nor is there any musical reason to design a character that could perform an action that was
irrelevant or ineffective in respect to the game design;
A prime example of these considerations materializing in the game scene is the use of half and full-circles to initiate the simultaneous exchange of multiple
streams of data:

which the user experiences the game, but have the most
direct effect of the musical processes taking place. Simply stated, the user needed to instantly understand the
relationship between their gestural decisions and their
effect on the music and the visual output. As the result of
this intention, the player needed to been able to utilize
numerous gestures and subsequently incorporate them
into a control system that would yield musically sensible
results.The gestures provided for the player character
were as follows:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Idle on the Ground.
Walking Forward
Walking Backward
Lightly Jogging
Running Full Speed
Jumping

•
•
•
•
•
•

Flying slow
Flying Fast
Idle Hovering
Crouching
Punching
Rotating in a Circle

Figure 2. The Launching Point for the
Player’s Prospective Flight Path

When the player chooses to walk through one, it
initiates a trigger being communicated to Max. The same
immediate result will take place if one flies though the
full cycles above the surface. However, it is the combination of multiple decision in realtime that have the greatest
effect, as flying through the circles is a combination of
key commands that are complete different than the choices made when interacting with the half circle on the
ground. Not only do the distinctive key commands effect
the novel processes in Max individually, but the rate at
which the player moves is also a continuously changing
parameter. This simultaneously effects multiple processes, ultimately yielding musical outputs that could not be
anticipated otherwise.
Similarly, if a player wants to avoid enemies so
as to not initiate the musical processes that occurs as the
result of colliding with these adversaries, the options to
do so were to be made clearly evident to the participant.
The same options exist for when the player encounters an
opportunity to jump over barriers, or break through glass,
for instance. This ensures that the balance between the
dichotomous elements of structure and improvisation
within this metaphorical musical form translates into how
the game environment is experienced. Within this context, the structure is the game scene itself, with the improvisation element found in the way in which the player
chooses to interact with all the different elements they
encounter.

Figure 3.Initial Player Positioning

These gestures could be thought of as to being
analogous to the instructions a composer may give to the
performer of a graphic or aleatoric score: a musician has
been limited to only a subset of what is technologically
possibly (whether on a traditional acoustic instrument, an
interfaces o controller), but the conditions or instructions
presented to them by the composer (in this case the program for designer) aid in them using these restrictions in
a creative manner.
There are at least twelve discreet gestures the
player can opt to make. However, it is necessary to understand that these controls are being manipulated in realtime, and in most cases, at a rapid pace. For example,
there is a transition period between the decision to light
jog and sprint at full speed. This period can be thought of
a hybrid gesture in and of itself, one in which the user
actually has no unilateral control over. Taking this into
consideration, the actions available to the player are by
no means generating the same type of meaningful data:
running around in a circle would indicate changes in positional data, while punching (and connecting) would
indicate a discreet action in time. These are completely
different actions, and need to be translated consequentially within the Max programming.
A discreet action - jumping, punching, crouching
- initiated a process where the events being in triggered
in Unity can be translated into a Bang or Toggle in Max.
However, continuously running around at various speeds
yields three-dimensional positional data relative to the

4.2 Conceptualizing the Player Role
The player is analogous to motion-based, gestural improvisation within an interactive music setting. The virtual
player character needed to not only be the avatar through
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game world. These disparate gestures yield contrasting
data types. Discreet gestures enact a process, such as toggling the individual processing modules, randomizing the
value of a control sources, or initiating the playing of an
audio file. Positional data used to control the parameters
of whatever components the Unity triggers “banged in
Max. This means that the positional data needs to change
the processing over time while the actions enacted by
single key strokes in Unity control the onset of that processing taking place.
A prime example of this is in the way in which
the decision to “jump and fly” (space bar keystroke) turns
a pitch-shifting algorithm on, while the player flying after
this command changes the particular rate and note of the
pitch shifter based upon how fast what direction the player chose to fly. This seemed logical, as it was completely
impossible to ever fly without jumping first. If the decision to control the pitch shifter (the amount of signal to
be shifted, which pitches to use) is directly related to the
positional data while in the air, a discreet keystroke from
the virtual player was needed in order to turn this process
on in the first place. Otherwise, notes are be continuously
pitch- shifted. This was a vital process taken for nearly
every module in Max, as having every single parameter
turned on during the game would yield not only undesired musical results, but would significantly hinder the
overall performance efficiency of the system in general.

between normalized and faster speeds necessitates the
player to choose which gesture to use in response. The
player can choose to fly away, run away or maneuver in
other ways to avoid colliding with the enemy (unless a
collision yields the desired musical result the player is
looking to achieve). Providing each of the enemies with
their own Speed and route parameters creates distinctive
sections to this large level, somewhat metaphorical to
different movements of a musical score.
4.4 Modifying Control Systems
The last (and most crucial step) in designing the system is
expanding many of the preexisting control systems initially built in Max into a more flexible system which enables two-way musical interaction between the virtual
player, the drum performance, and the game environment.
The performing musicians establish the initial values of
any and all parameters that they wanted, while the smallest hint of user interaction within the game environment
would send data that would ultimately affect the processing parameters. Rather than having to repeatedly make
the same gesture, the virtual player had to be able to execute the simplest of actions - slowly walking - and yield
some sort of change within a contra source specified by
the programmer.
The most intuitive type of information to send
into Max for the purpose of providing control data would
have to be continuous in nature. The data would have to
be analogous to an LFO, where a constant source of data
could be continuously provided at an inaudible frequency.
While the player was under the immediate control of the
user, player enemies were the only entity within the game
environment that were constantly moving, regardless of
the decisions being made by the user. The player could
stop moving and this constant source of control data is
still provides to Max through the use of four enemies and
their respective movement along their individual waypoints. The Non-Player Characters (NPCs), would operate as the metaphorical LFOs for this system - an absolutely essential component of the project to function as it
was intended to. These more gradually moving game
components could be used to incrementally alter musical
processes that not need to be constantly changing in
overtly dramatic fashion. Aside from the virtual player,
the enemies are the most widely leveraged objects from
Unity, as they could easily be to make significant sonic
changes to the piece over varying durations.
One of the prime examples of utilizing NPC data
was in the tracking and mapping of two of the enemies’ Z
transforms, both of which ultimately controlling the cross
fading and spatialization of the quadraphonic panning in
Max. These alterations in data flow translate into continuous streams of numbers for LFOs, mapping, and automation values. As previously indicated, these values
have to be scaled in order to be of a relevant range of
values within the Max patch. In this particular example,
Z- transforms were scaled to values of 0-127 MIDI so
that they could serve as the X and Y input to the pictslidr
controlling the quadraphonic cross fading. Mapping the
incoming data from Unity to Max in this way causes assigned sounds to spatialize at the rate at which these disparate characters move about the scene independently
from the player. Furthermore, audio spatialization is an

4.3 Conceptualizing the Role of Enemies
The enemies assume a completely different function than
the player, as they operate with a different logic and control systems. A combination of the A.I. NavMeshGuide
and a pathway (known as a waypath in Unity) was chosen
because it was one of the most convenient methods in
implementing a significant measure of control over the
player experience while also automating all of the movement during the real-time experience. The NavMeshGuide allows the non-player characters to find the player
by using a simple planar surface that is rendered before
the game is ever compiled. After this surface renders, the
enemies can then track the player all over the game level.
The last step of this procedure is to refine the parameters
of the enemies’ movement. If left unmodified, any objects
connected to the NavMeshGuide will move right toward
the player. Too many simultaneous encounters meant that
there would be multiple decisions initiating musical processes that may or may not be the intended result from
the improvisor.
The waypath functionality can keep the enemies
within a range of locations. Instead of instantly locating
the player upon initializing the game scene, the enemies
use the NavMeshGuide only as it relates to the established points on the waypath. Enemies track the player
while constantly moving at one speed, only increasing
speed and direction if the player comes into the defined
proximity. If the player removes themselves from one of
these proximal ranges, then the enemies revert back to
their original waypath starting positions and respective
speeds.
Similarly to the bangs being triggered when the
player crosses the threshold of the circular props placed
around the scene, enemies making contact with the player
initiate musical processes that can only start after a collision takes place. Furthermore, the enemies oscillating
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ideal example of a musical parameter that one may want
to only subject to gradual rather than sudden changes.
Other gradual changes can be made by scaling
the positional transforms of the enemies, including blending the overall dry and wet send values to the reverb objects, and in adjusting the multi-tap delay values as the
result of player detection and NavMesh movement. This
iterative process, while painstaking and heavily reliant on
randomness and an interdependency of a myriad of moving components, creates a vast array of sonic textures that
would have otherwise been difficult to conceptualize and
materially execute.2
The purpose of this version of the system is for
the player and the game environment to simultaneously
assume a vital, functionary, yet transparent role in an interactive, live music making process. This would confirm
two vital priorities: that the performers would feel that
the integrity of their performance was not compromised
while the virtual player simultaneously became as vital to
the music making process as the instrumentalists.

hybridization of the Player Paradigm-Free Jazz Performance Model.
The perceived success of the system’s procedural features, no matter how well designed or programmed, will be determined by the way in which humans decide to interact with the virtual player. The dynamic is no different than an exclusively human improvisation: one freewheeling individual within an ensemble
can alter the crucial balance existing between their assumedly malleable roles. These non-linear, complex architectures require far more structural flexible and sensitivity from the human performer than the more Orchestral
Performance Models, where the player can gesturally
dictates every decision within the system.
There was a clear relationship between the virtual player’s effect on the control systems, producing results related to its real-time gestural decisions. However,
with the additionally sonic complexity incorporated into
each iteration, coupled with the development of more
robust and interconnected, it became more challenging to
distinguish which sound were as a direct result the human
performer, the virtual performer, and the interactions between them. Thus, this system is highly reliant of the judicious musicianship of the human input. Additionally,
there must be a musical coherency behind mapping large
amounts of interdependent measurements from listening
objects to another process within the system. This is best
achieved by not combining audio measurements from
two disparate inputs into order to create a hybrid control
source. While it may produce subjectively interesting
audio-visual music, mapping in this manner is not very
effective in establishing the relationship between gestural
improvisation and its resulting audio-visual output.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
5.1 Personal Observations:
The project succeeds on many artistic fronts, despite
some of the interactive aspects becoming slightly opaque.
The artistic output of the system was far more subjectively important than how readily apparent the interactive
technology appeared to other users or evaluators. To
solely evaluate on a technical basis, or for the technological components to be the most distinguishing or easily
apparent component of the experience, seems to undermine the premise of the project. to develop an interactive
music system where musicians and virtual controllers
would be simultaneously affecting and informing the
performance of each other. The purpose of the technology
was in facilitate this dynamic, not necessarily be wholly
evident while observing the musicians’ interactions.
The difficulty in assessing a procedurally interactive system made with the Free Jazz Performance
Model in mind is in harnessing the objectivity to parse
the significance difference between what each interactive
artistically produced, and how it went about doing so.
Those are two complimentary, yet opposing types of assessing, with one being vastly more subjective than the
other. A system can create a satisfying piece of music (or
visuals) yet do so in a way that was unexpected, unintended, or unclear. In this instance, while the system created compelling sonic and visual, the relations between
the end result snd the level of dynamic, multi-layered
interactivity was not easily recognizable as it was it
thought it could be.
It can then be determined that there exists another underlying, far more fundamental issue pertain to
the construction of vast frameworks for interactive computer music system in this manner. There is the indubitable presence of a highly complex, extremely variable dynamic co-existing between the aesthetics of the
multimedia programmer, the playing preferences of the
human musician, and how those factors can come into
conflict with holistically interdependent systems using a

5.2 Future Work
Prospective experimentation and prototyping will center
around extrapolating the game experience from what is a
relatively simple simulation in Unity into a significantly
more sophisticated, musically inclusive model in Augmented Reality. This hybrid platform facilitates a more
communal experience than, for instance, Virtual Reality.
While the former provides the means to provide a visual
overlay to an individual’s surrounding natural environment, the latter completely engulfs the auditory and visual senses, supplanting the participant into a completely
foreign world. In the context of this thesis experiment,
the long-term vision is to democratize the parameters that
could be used to define musical expressivity in electroacoustic musical performance.The objective is not necessarily to overwhelm by supplanting the user into a visually unrelated world, but for them to realize their direct
influence on significantly altering the sonic output of the
performance within their communal environment.

6.
1.
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a terse language that even groups of eight year olds are
able to grasp sufficiently to make and perform music
together within an hour [4]. So while these type-level
concepts have a reputation for being difficult to
understand, we argue that any difficulty is not exposed to
the TidalCycles end-user programmer.
It is not only applicative functors and monads which
TidalCycles depends on for its expressive pattern DSL.
Haskell’s type inference, partial application, string
overloading, and parsec parser combinator library [5] are
all made extensive use of in creating a language that is
terse and expressive enough to support fast-paced,
from-scratch live coding.1 This leads to the question
explored in this paper - what happens when you try to
extract the ‘essence’ of TidalCycles, and translate it into
another programming language?

ABSTRACT
In this paper we introduce ‘version zero’ of TidalVortex,
an alternative implementation of the TidalCycles live
coding system, using the Python programming language.
This is open-ended work, exploring what happens when
we try to extract the 'essence' of a system like TidalCycles
and translate it into another programming language,
while taking advantage of the affordance of its new host.
First, we review the substantial prior art in porting
TidalCycles, and in representing musical patterns in
Python. We then compare equivalent patterns written in
Haskell (TidalCycles) and Python (TidalVortex), and
relate implementation details of how functional reactive
paradigms have translated from the pure functional,
strongly typed Haskell to the more multi-paradigm,
dynamically typed Python. Finally, we conclude with
reflections and generalisable outcomes.

1.

2.

FROM HASKELL TO PYTHON

To answer the above question, we re-implemented the
TidalCycles pattern representation in Python, a
multi-paradigm programming language in widespread use
including across industry, scientific and creative contexts.
At the time of writing, the port to Python is around one
month old, and is codenamed TidalVortex. Thanks to a
team of collaborators (the present authors) it is already
usable, with a custom editor, using the SuperDirt engine2
created by Julian Rohrhuber for TidalCycles, and with
networked time synchrony using the Link protocol [5].
Before outlining the challenges of creating TidalVortex,
we will first review related Python live coding systems.

INTRODUCTION

TidalCycles is a live coding environment developed
since 2009 [1], for improvising music with algorithmic
patterns [2]. It is a domain specific language (DSL)
embedded in Haskell, a pure functional programming
language. It makes use of Haskell’s type system to
represent patterns as functions of time, based on pure
functional reactive programming (FRP) techniques [3],
extended to unify continuous signals and discrete
sequences within a single representation of patterns. That
is, in TidalCycles, patterns are not stored as data
structures, but as functional behaviour.
Part of what makes TidalCycles expressive is the ability
to flexibly compose patterns together into new
behaviours, thanks to Haskell’s foundational support for
applicative functors and monads. Explaining these
type-level structures is outside the scope of this paper, so
instead we explain what they do in TidalCycles. The
applicative functor definition for patterns means that a
live coder can, for example, add together two patterns of
numbers to create a new pattern, even if the patterns have
complex structures that are very different from one
another. Similarly, the pattern monad definition supports
the ability for pattern manipulations to themselves be
patterned, for example by patterning the factor by which
another pattern is being speeded up or down. The result is

2.1

Prior art in Python live coding systems

Existing Python-based live-coding environments
include FoxDot3 by Ryan Kirkbride, Bespoke4 by Ryan
Challinor and Isobar5 by Daniel Jones. These are each
unique, highly capable systems, built on different
foundations and designed with particular aims. FoxDot
cites some influence from TidalCycles for its notation,
but is based on an object-oriented paradigm, privileging
1

For full details on the TidalCycles syntax and
functionality, see https://tidalcycles.org/
2
https://github.com/musikinformatik/SuperDirt
3
https://foxdot.org/
4
https://www.bespokesynth.com/
5
http://ideoforms.github.io/isobar/
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stateful interaction between musical voices [6]. Bespoke
integrates live coding within an expansive, visual
patcher-style audio environment, where the end-user live
coder is given free reign to define their own musical
constructs within a callback-based system. Isobar and
TidalCycles emerged at the same time and from the same
lab (the Intelligent Sound and Music Systems group in
Goldsmiths, University of London), and Isobar offers an
extensive library of functions for composing and
manipulating patterns. However again the underlying
representations differ, with Isobar closely influenced by
SuperCollider’s own pattern DSL [7], supporting stateful
operations on sequences rather than functions of time.
Without getting too deeply into the design trade-offs at
play, the pure FRP approach of TidalCycles results in
patterns which are very easy to compose, combine and
transform, but due to the lack of state, have relatively
poor support for some ‘classic’ algorithmic composition
techniques such as L-systems, cellular automata and
Markov chains. There’s no particular reason why Tidal
(-Cycles or -Vortex) couldn’t become multi-paradigm and
better support these techniques, but in any case, readers
interested in them are encouraged to take a look at Isobar.

supporting object-oriented, functional and procedural
approaches to structuring a program. Functional is quite
an ambiguous term, but in this case means that Python
allows functions to be treated as values, and therefore
passed to and returned from other functions. Unlike
Haskell, it is not however pure functional, so there is no
guarantee that a function will not, for example, change
the state of the program in an unpredictable way.
Relatedly, Python does not support features like inbuilt
memoisation or tail-recursion optimisation, which
Haskell programmers routinely rely upon when making
efficient programs in a functional style. Nonetheless,
Python does in general have well developed support for
functional programming constructs, including the
lambda call for constructing anonymous functions, list
comprehensions and maps, and its functools library for
e.g. supporting partial application8.
Our feeling then is that it would have been difficult to
create something close to TidalCycles in Python in the
first place. The conceptual development of its
representation of pattern required deep thinking, with
clarifying moments heavily supported by Haskell’s type
system. However with the work done in developing
TidalCycles in Haskell, we have found that to a large
extent it is possible to translate it to Python.

2.2
Prior art in porting Tidal features outside
Haskell

2.4
What parts of TidalCycles have made it to
TidalVortex?

Several non-Haskell projects have already focused on
porting some TidalCycles features for integration into
existing live coding environments. However these
projects have not tended to port Tidal's internal pattern
representation. Rather, they have focussed on the
TidalCycles mini-notation for sequences, which is itself
inspired by Bernard Bel's Bol Processor [8]. Examples of
projects mapping the mini-notation to their own
representations include the JavaScript-based tidal.pegjs
project6 implemented for Gibber [9], and Bacalao7 for
SuperCollider. David Ogborn's Estuary platform and its
built-in MiniTidal language deserves special mention
[10]. This project allows multiple users to use a large
subset of TidalCycles referred to as "MiniTidal" from a
web browser. Strictly speaking, this is not a port, behind
the scenes it runs the entirety of TidalCycles via the ghcjs
Haskell-to-Javascript compiler, with a custom parser.
TidalVortex Zero differs from these examples in porting
the 'innards' of TidalCycles, by re-implementing its core
FRP approach in Python.

The TidalVortex port from Haskell to Python was
primarily based not on the current TidalCycles codebase,
but on an ongoing experimental rewrite of it [12]. The
core representation of this rewrite aims to be functionally
identical to mainline TidalCycles, but has been
refactored, and is therefore easier to translate.
TidalCycles really consists of two languages, one
embedded in the other. The embedded language is known
as its mini-notation, for quickly describing sequences,
including syntax for defining subsequences, polymeters,
polyrhythms, random selection and so on. Mini-notation
sequences are denoted with double-quotes but are not
otherwise treated as strings — they are immediately
parsed into patterns, i.e. functions of time, for further
manipulation and combination with other patterns. This is
done with the extensive combinator library that forms the
core of TidalCycles, and allows the end-user live coder to
make complex wholes from simple parts. So we can say
that TidalCycles consists of a library of pattern functions
for transforming and combining patterns, with a
mini-notation embedded into it as a quick way of
expressing sequences into patterns.
The mini-notation is really a short-hand, and although
the vast majority of TidalCycles users make heavy use of
it, it is not essential, and so far we have not prioritised
implementing it in TidalVortex. This is because the lack

2.3
Challenges of porting code from Haskell to
Python
On the face of it, Haskell and Python are very different
languages. Haskell is pure functional and strictly typed,
offering a conceptual environment which can feel
inflexible and unforgiving, but which therefore demands
clear thinking and very well-defined representations. By
contrast, Python is ‘multi-paradigm’ in terms of
6
7

8

https://github.com/gibber-cc/tidal.pegjs
https://github.com/totalgee/bacalao

To explore further, see the dedicated page:
https://docs.python.org/3/howto/functional.html
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The mini-notation angle brackets <> are equivalent to
using the slowcat function in Tidal, so that the
following have identical results:

of a mini-notation allows positive design focus on
making the base DSL as expressive as possible.
As well as the lack of mini-notation, a large portion of
the TidalCycles library of functions are not yet
implemented. Focus has instead been on the low-level
representation of patterns, and the end-user live coding
interface in terms of how patterns are manipulated and
combined.

3.

sound "bd ~ <sd cp>"
sound("bd", silence, slowcat("sd", "cp"))

In the mini-notation, braces {} denote polymeters,
which are made in TidalVortex using the polymeter
function, or its shorthand pm:

COMPARING PATTERNS

In this section we will share examples of equivalent
patterns written in TidalVortex and TidalCycles. These
are not intended to demonstrate the full range of
possibilities in either, or showcase them as musical
interfaces. Rather, we aim only to compare and contrast
their practicalities, in order to informally evaluate the
success of the TidalVortex port so far. To help avoid
confusion between them, we show TidalCycles examples
with a grey background, before equivalent TidalVortex
examples in white. We refer to properties common to
both TidalCycles and TidalVortex implementations
simply as Tidal. Some basic familiarity of TidalCycles
will help understand what follows, so please refer to the
documentation for a primer if you are new to all this.9
As we mentioned earlier, TidalVortex does not have a
mini-notation, so is therefore more verbose10:

sound "bd {cp sd, lt mt ht}"
sound("bd", pm(["cp", "sd"],
["lt", "mt", "ht"]))

Similarly, polyrhythms denoted with mini-notation
square brackets [] can be specified with polyrhythm or
it's shorthand pr, and may be embedded:
sound "bd {cp sd, [lt mt,bd bd bd] ht}"
sound("bd", pm(["cp", "sd"],
[pr(["lt", "mt"],
["bd", "bd", "bd"]
),
"ht"
]))

sound "bd ~ [sd cp]"
sound("bd", silence, ["sd", "cp"])

Note that polyrhythm/pr is equivalent to stack in
TidalCycles, and indeed TidalVortex supports that as an
alias too.
Combining patterns is similar, with TidalVortex using
the >> operator:

The first example in TidalCycles (and therefore
Haskell) shows the mini-notation in double quotes. The
second example in TidalVortex expresses the same
structure only using lists. Nonetheless they have similar
structures, because functions that take patterns in
TidalVortex automatically turn values into patterns, treat
multiple parameters as a sequence that are ‘concatenated’
into a single pattern, and treat lists as subpatterns that are
treated as a single ‘step’ in the sequence. This mirrors the
behaviour of subsequences in the mini-notation.
It’s also possible to define the same pattern without
mini-notation in TidalCycles:

sound "bd sd cp" # speed "1 2"
sound("bd", "sd", "cp") >> speed (1, 2)

Unlike in Haskell, it's not possible to add new operators
to Python, but it is possible to repurpose existing
operators, in this case the >> operator usually used for
bit-shifting. This means the full range of TidalCycles
inline operators aren't implementable in TidalVortex,
which will have to use prefix functions and methods
instead.
Applying functions is also similar:

sound $ fastcat
[pure "bd", silence,
fastcat(pure "sd", pure "cp")]

Without mini-notation, the TidalCycles example ends
up being more verbose, as due to Haskell's strict typing,
everything must be expressed as patterns.

rev $ sound "bd sd"
rev(sound("bd", "sd"))

9

See https://tidalcycles.org/ for documentation.
The re-introduction of a mini-notation is planned,
potentially using Python's parsy library, which is similar
to Haskell's parsec.

Functions are also defined as pattern methods, so we
can swap things around, avoiding embedded parenthesis:

10
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behaviour of adding lists together in Python, i.e.
concatenation, and going further with treating lists as
patterns will likely lead to confusion. We are wary of
going too far down this route, but may explore making
this optional in the future. For now, we have to explicitly
turn sequences into patterns before performing such
actions on them.
TidalVortex also supports continuous patterns, for
example sinewave signals:

sound("bd", "sd").rev()

In this way, Python's . operator for object methods11 is
used similarly to the $ operator in Haskell, in that they
both separate a function from its input12. The following
three examples are equivalent, but the final TidalVortex
example avoids some of the potentially confusing
embedded parenthesis. It reads similarly to the
TidalCycles example, only in the opposite direction,
being applied from left to right rather than from right to
left.

speed("1 2 3" + sine)

jux rev $ every 3 (fast 2) $ sound "bd sd"

speed(sequence(1,2,3) + sine)

jux(rev, every(3, fast(2),
sound("bd", "sd")))

In the above, the sinewave is continuous, but would be
sampled from in order to combine values with the
discrete pattern on the left. This works out to be roughly
equivalent to:

sound("bd","sd").every(3, fast(2)).jux(rev)

The above three examples demonstrate the use of partial
application, which is built-in to Haskell, but requires a
little work in Python, with the support of the functools
library. In particular, the fast function requires two
parameters as input, namely the factor by which a pattern
is sped up by, and the pattern to be sped up. When it is
given only the first parameter, rather than treating this as
an error, it simply returns a function that accepts the
second argument. Partial application may be a little
difficult to understand in theory, but as we think the
above examples show, is very easy to use in practice.
Without partial application, instead of fast(2), we
would have to write lambda pat: fast(2, pat),
which is much more cumbersome.
As with TidalCycles, arithmetic operators may also be
used with patterns of numbers. For example:

speed "1.93301 2.5 3.06698"

n ("1 2 3" + "4 5") # sound "drum"

The examples shown in the previous section rely upon a
few concepts that are standard in Haskell but less
common in Python. We will expand a little on some of
these in this section, in particular the functor, applicative
and monadic definitions. Before that though, we go some
way to explaining the basic model for representing
patterns in Python. For full details, see the source code.13
As before, where we make statements true of both
TidalVortex and TidalCycles, we refer to them
collectively as Tidal.
In Tidal, time is rational, allowing subdivisions to be
properly represented. As such there is no fixed 'tatum' or
indivisible unit of time, any 'step' can be arbitrarily
subdivided.

In summary, as a proof of concept, TidalVortex
demonstrates that representational concepts and code UI
features translate fairly well from Haskell to TidalVortex.
Indeed the flexibility of Python's type system means that
there is perhaps a lesser need for a stripped-down
mini-notation for sequences there. If we do without a
mini-notation, everything is expressed within the host
language, which may turn out to be easier to work with
and understand. We do still intend to implement the
mini-notation in TidalVortex, but look towards a broader
aim of unifying Tidal patterns and sequences, as outlined
in a previous paper [12].

4.

n (sequence(1,2,3) + sequence(4,5))
>> sound "drum"

In both implementations, the values are matched up
across patterns in order to perform the addition. The
resulting pattern is identical to:
n "5 [6 7] 8" # sound "drum"

In the previous example, it would be nice if
sequence(1,2,3) + sequence(4,5) could instead
be expressed as [1,2,3] + [4,5]. However, that

would

involve

4.1

overriding the standard, expected

IMPLEMENTATION

Object classes

In TidalVortex, patterns are represented using object
classes. The objects are treated as immutable, in that
object methods should never change the object, but return

11

Note that the dot (.) operator for calling methods in
Python is very different from the dot operator in Haskell
for function composition.
12
In Python an object (conventionally named self), is
passed as the first input to its methods.

13

The TidalVortex source code is available at
github.com/tidalcycles/vortex, under the GPLv3 license.
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a new object with any changes made. In other words, all
the object methods are pure functions.
A timespan (also known as an arc) is one of three such
object classes defined in TidalVortex, consisting of a pair
of time values specifying the beginning and end of the
timespan, and methods to perform operations such as
returning the intersection between two timespans.
The second object class represents events, with data
consisting of a value, and a timespan indicating when that
value is 'active'. An event might be a fragment of another
one, which is represented by a second timespan.
The final object class is the pattern itself, which
represents patterned behaviour as a function, with a
timespan as input, and a list of events active during that
timespan as output. This object class already has a large
number of methods for combining and transforming
patterns, although again none of them change the object
that the method is called upon, but rather return a new,
transformed pattern. This reflects the pure functional
underpinnings of Tidal.
This use of object classes allows the end-user to
transform a pattern with methods, but all these methods
have aliases as top-level functions, where a pattern to be
transformed is given as a final parameter. So, to transform
a pattern named pat, we can either call pat.fast(3),
or fast(3, pat). The top-level aliases support partial
application (via the afore-mentioned functools library),
and are only intended for passing to other functions such
as with every in the earlier examples.
4.2

However, we've also seen patterns added to patterns,
like this:
sequence(1,2,3) + sequence(4,5)

How is that possible? This is where applicative comes
in. With two patterns that you want to add together (pat1
and pat2), the first step is to make a new pattern (patf),
that is a pattern of functions that add the numbers in the
first pattern:
pat1 = sequence(1,2,3)
pat2 = sequence(4,5)
patf =
pat1.with_value(lambda x: lambda y: x + y)

To resolve the pattern of functions back to a pattern of
values, you call the app method, which will match up the
values in pat2 with the functions in patf:
pat3 = patf.app(pat2)

An end-user live coder would rarely call app directly;
this is what happens internally when you use + to add two
patterns together. But being able to apply a pattern of
values to a pattern of functions, as though they were
simple values being passed to functions, is of great use,
especially as these operations can be chained to work
with functions with more than two inputs. The hard work
in matching up events from the different patterns at play
is done by the app function, so that we can combine
patterns together freely. The app method is also behind
the >> operator in the earlier examples, performing a
union of control patterns.
What about the fabled monadic operations? Consider:

Functor, applicative and monadic operations

As mentioned in the introduction, much of Tidal's
functionality comes from three constructs; a) the
definition of patterns as functors, so that patterns of
values can be manipulated as values, b) the definition of
patterns as applicative functors, so that more than one
pattern of values can be treated as values and therefore
combined using a function with multiple values as input,
and c) the definition of values as monads, so that e.g.
patterns of patterns can be flattened into patterns.
The above paragraph is a bit of a riddle, and we do not
have space to go into implementation details. However,
the practicalities can be explained with simple examples.

sequence(1,2,3).fast(2,4)

We start with a sequence, and then 'speed it up' with the
fast method. But! The parameter to fast is itself the
patterned sequence 2,414. How can we pattern with

patterns? First, let's define the pattern of factors
separately from the pattern we want to speed up:

sequence(1,2,3).with_value(lambda x: x+1)

pat = sequence(1,2,3)
factor_pat = sequence(2,4)

The with_value method, called on the pattern created
by the sequence function, simply applies the provided
function to every value in the pattern, in this case
resulting in a pattern equivalent to sequence(2,3,4).
This is known as the fmap or functor map in Haskell, and
indeed has the same fmap alias in TidalVortex. As
mentioned earlier, the addition operator is overridden for
patterns, so the above can be expressed more simply as:

The first step is to use the with_value method, or here
for brevity its alias fmap:
pat_pat = factor_pat.fmap(lambda factor:
pat.fast(factor)
)

sequence(1,2,3) + 1
14

Remember that if you pass more than one value to a
method, it will treat it as a sequence.
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This speeds up our pattern, but inside our pattern of
factors. So, we end up with a pattern of patterns of
values. To flatten this to a pattern of values, we call the
bind method:

6.
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new_pat = pat_pat.bind()

Similar to app, bind does the job of matching up the
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we remember that patterns aren't data structures, but
functions of time. However this (monadic) bind is very
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different protocols, including MIDI [1], Open Sound
Control (OSC) [2], ReWire (en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ReWire_(software_protocol)), Abelton Link (www.ableton.com/en/link), and others, so additional software is often required to relay information between programs.
Experimental computer music systems often explore
new ways to control and generate sound, so existing protocols based on traditional conventions of equal temperament, time signatures and tempo are often too rigid and
limited. This might explain the popularity of OSC, which
is a very simple and open-ended protocol for sending
messages with an arbitrary set of parameters to objects or
functions, organized in a hierarchical name space.
The O2 protocol aims to address some of the shortcomings of OSC, making it simpler to create powerful distributed music applications while keeping the open-ended extensible nature of OSC with which many musicians are
already familiar. Important features of O2 include services, which help to achieve modularity, discovery, which
simplifies establishing connections, clock synchronization, which creates a shared time base among all communicating processes, and message delivery options, that
include (1) normal best-effort delivery as offered by UDP
and (2) reliable delivery as offered by TCP [3].
These features formed the core of O2 version 1, which
has been described previously [4]. This paper describes
some of the new features in version 2 and their relevance
to music systems. Related work is described in the next
section, followed by an overview of O2. Section 4 presents new capabilities in version 2, and some implementation details are provided in Section 5. Section 6 describes some typical applications of O2, and Section 7
presents conclusions.

ABSTRACT
O2 is a communication protocol or “middleware” for
real-time music applications. It features automatic discovery to simplify network configuration, clock synchronization, a reliable message option, and named services. A
new version of O2 offering new capabilities is described.
O2 now supports global discovery and communication,
extending the previous version, which was limited to a
single local area network. O2 can also deliver messages
through shared memory allowing efficient lock-free communication with high-priority audio threads. Multiple
styles of communication are facilitated in this new version, which supports taps to copy or “spy” on message
streams. Taps can be used to implement publish/subscribe
directly, and services also have writable properties that
are eagerly pushed to peer processes for reading. Typical
applications of O2 in creating computer music systems
are described.

1. INTRODUCTION
Computer music systems are often “composed” from relatively isolated and independent modules for signal processing, graphical interfaces, control logic, audio effects,
etc. In the past, performance requirements often dictated
using a monolithic program where all processing could be
carefully organized and scheduled. Today, most computers have multi-core processors, which allow multiple programs to run in parallel. This results in less contention for
resources and therefore fewer scheduling problems.
Moreover, if tasks such as graphical interfaces, control
and synthesis run in multiple programs, or at least in separate threads, more parallelism and therefore more computing power becomes available. Communication between programs, however, can be difficult. Software developers or end users must deal with a variety of communication protocols, each with different data representations, requirements for establishing connections, naming
conventions and other details. Different programs support

2. RELATED WORK
O2 is inspired by OSC, which is widely used in the community. O2 messages include the key ingredients of OSC
messages: A URL-like address string and a set of typed
parameters. Despite its success, OSC has a number of
limitations, including the need to provide clients with the
server IP address (which is often dynamic), and the problem of losing messages sent over Wi-Fi.
Libmapper [5] is a music communication system intended to map inputs from sensors into synthesis control
parameters. This rather specific focus makes libmapper
less general than other systems but more powerful in

Copyright: © 2022 Roger B. Dannenberg. This is an open-access article
distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License 3.0 Unported, which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited.
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tasks for which it is designed; for example, libmapper offers dynamically configurable connections from sensor
parameter to control parameter with various adjustable
mapping functions.
LANdini [6] has similar goals to O2 in that it offers
discovery on a LAN and reliable transmission. However,
LANdini messages flow in 3 “hops” – from application
(1) to local server, (2) to remote server, (3) to remote application, and the overall message rate for N devices is
proportional to N2. However, LANdini has inspired some
recent new capabilities in O2.
MobMuPlat (www.mobmuplat.com) [7] is software
specifically for running Pure Data (Pd) [8] on mobile devices. In addition to support for graphical interfaces and
sensors, MobMuPlat supports a simple discovery and peerto-peer connection scheme within a LAN.

4. NEW CAPABILITIES
4.1. Global Discovery and Communication
The pandemic has created new awareness and activity in
music networking. O2 version 2 extends the discovery
protocol beyond the local area network to the global Internet. This wide-area discovery protocol uses MQTT
(mqtt.org), a lightweight Internet-of-Things (IoT) messaging protocol for which there are open servers.
Using MQTT, O2 processes subscribe to a topic that
informs them of other O2 processes. To support multiple
O2 users on the Internet or even on a single LAN, each
group of communicating O2 processes, called an ensemble, is given a unique name.
Suppose our ensemble name is myens. To become
reachable, each process subscribes to the MQTT topic
o2-myens/xxxxxxxx:yyyyyyyy:zzzz, where
x…:y…:z… encodes the public IP address (x…x), local IP
address (y…y) and port number (zzzz) of the process, all
in hexadecimal.
Each process also subscribes to O2-myens/disc and
sends its service name (every process has an automatically generated O2 service name) to that topic. This notifies every existing process that the new process exists and
how to reach it. By examining local and public IP addresses, O2 processes can determine if they have direct
connectivity to each other. If so, pairs establish a direct
peer-to-peer connection. Processes behind NAT firewalls continue to use MQTT to reach other networks1.
Figure 1 illustrates connectivity between O2 processes.
To send a message, O2 first looks in a dictionary for
who offers the indicated service. If the service is offered
by a remote process, O2 checks for an existing connection (either a TCP socket or a UDP address). If found, the
message is sent directly. If not, O2 (version 2) publishes
the message to the MQTT topic corresponding to the destination process. Network routing is based only on the

3. INTRODUCTION TO O2
O2 is described elsewhere [4], but we give a brief introduction here. The remainder of this paper will focus on
new developments that extend the first version of O2.
The basic function of O2 is to send one-way, peer-to-peer
messages, usually to make a remote procedure call. Rather than directing messages to specific ports or host
computers, messages are addressed to services. Any process can offer one or more services. This allows some
flexibility in system design and configuration. Services
can be moved from one host to another or from one process to another without changing any clients.
Messages contain a sequence of data items with type
information (as in OSC). O2 messages also include a
timestamp. Addresses are URL-like strings, similar to
OSC addresses, e.g., /synth/lfo/freq; however, the
first node in an O2 address (here, synth) is a service
name, and the rest of the address refers to destinations (or
operations) within that service.
O2 offers two ways to send a message:
o2_send(address, time, types, val1, val2, …);
o2_send_cmd(address, time, types, val1, val2, …);
where o2_send sends with a “best effort” or UDP policy,
typically for time-sensitive sensor data that will be updated periodically, while o2_send_cmd uses a lossless or
TCP policy, typically for critical one-time commands.
O2 automatically performs clock synchronization so
that messages can be delivered at precise times in the future. This is a technique for avoiding network jitter [9].
O2 also offers OSC compatibility. To act as an OSC
client, an application can delegate an O2 service to an
OSC server. Messages for that service will then be forwarded to the OSC server. O2 can also act as an OSC
server that converts incoming OSC messages to O2 messages and forwards them to an O2 service.

Figure 1. Connectivity possibilities in O2 include processes on
the same host (A to B), processes on the same LAN (A or B to
C), and processes on different LANs (any to D). Process A uses
the shared memory option to exchange messages between two
threads.

1
A future extension might use STUN (en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
STUN) to traverse NAT gateways and offer lower latency in
some cases.
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service name, but upon receipt by the process offering the
service, the remainder of the address is used to find a specific handler (a function pointer).

messages arriving at that service. Taps can be used directly to implement publish/subscribe. The publisher creates a local service, possibly without any message handler. To publish, it sends a message to this service. Subscribers create a local service that taps the publisher’s
service.
O2 maintains taps, removing them when the receiver
fails (detected by monitoring the receiver’s TCP socket).
To avoid the infinite circulation of messages in the event
of a circular tap structure, tapped message have a “hop
count” that prevents the message from being forwarded
more than twice.

4.2. Shared Memory Communication
One drawback of O2 version 1 for audio applications was
that all communication required networking system calls.
Typically, network communication is not recommended
(and may be prohibited) in audio processing threads. To
address this, version 2 has a shared memory interface for
very low-latency messaging between threads. This is particularly intended to support sound synthesis. O2 can
now provide communication where one would typically
require special lock-free mechanisms to communicate
with asynchronous audio computation.
The life cycle of a message in this case is as follows:
(1) In the message construction process, message
memory is allocated from a built-in, real-time allocator
that dequeues memory from a free list2. If the free list is
empty, memory is allocated from a large pre-allocated
memory region. (2) The message is delivered by pushing
it onto a linked list that is read by the other thread. (3)
The receiving thread periodically removes the entire list
with an atomic lock-free operation. It then reverses the
list to put the messages in time order and delivers each
message. (4) After delivery, the message is pushed atomically onto the same free list from which it was allocated.
These free lists are shared by all threads.
Threads using shared memory communication run a
subset of O2 called O2lite and cannot send network messages. Instead, they communicate only with a full O2
thread acting as proxy to forward messages to and from
other hosts. To a remote process, all the services appear
to belong to the proxy. When an incoming message is received by the proxy, the service name is checked to determine if it should be handled immediately or be forwarded
to a shared memory thread. Similarly, outgoing messages
from a shared memory thread are posted to the proxy,
which forwards them to the real destination.

4.4. Properties
Yet another style of communication is based on sharing
state rather than sending messages. Imagine a service that
can be “ready” or “paused.” Clients of the service might
want to know when the service is “ready.” Of course, the
service could actively send its state to interested parties
through publish/subscribe, but new subscribers might
miss the message. At best, all subscribers have to receive
and remember state changes.
LANdini has a built-in mechanism for assigning properties to hosts. For example, a laptop orchestra might
have a conductor, a number of players, and some nonplayer processes. The conductor might want to identify
who are the players. This is simple if players can have a
“player” property. In O2, players would be services, each
with a unique name, and originally there was no easy way
to find services that are players (except possibly through
naming conventions: player1, player2, etc.
Inspired by LANdini, O2 now allows applications to
associate a list of property/value pairs (both are strings)
with each service. O2 functions allow a process to look
up property values or to search for all services with a certain property value, such as “player:true.”
Properties are implemented as part of the O2 discovery
system. Whenever the status of a service changes (it is
created or destroyed), update messages are automatically
sent to all known O2 processes. Properties are simply an
extension of the service status. Whenever anything
changes, the complete service status is transmitted to all
processes. Frequent changes or large amounts of state can
result in a large amount of network traffic, but small
amounts of fairly stable state information can be conveniently provided with this mechanism.

4.3. Publish/Subscribe
A normal style of message passing in O2 (or OSC) assumes the sender is requesting a remote action. This is essentially the remote procedure call (RPC) approach. Another style is based on the idea that the sender wants to
make information available, such as the current value of a
sensor, but does not know what processes are interested
in that information. This style can be implemented by allowing interested parties to subscribe to some message
source. The source must remove subscribers (other services) when they fail or terminate.
To implement this style of communication, O2 has a
mechanism called a tap. Originally, taps were created to
support debugging in a distributed system. When a service taps another service, it receives copies of all

5. IMPLEMENTATION
O2 is written in C++, runs on macOS, Linux and Windows, and is freely available as open-source software
(github.com/rbdannenberg/o2). It uses Bonjour (known
as Avahi on Linux) for discovery of processes. As each
process is “discovered” by another, a TCP connection is
made, and additional information is then exchanged via
special O2 messages about services. Every process keeps

2

One free list for each size, with choices in increments of 8 up
to 512 bytes, then sizes double up to 16MB.
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Yet another option is that the service can be provided
by a bridge. The bridge abstraction allows O2 to be extended to other transports and protocols. The use of
MQTT for global discovery and connectivity is one example, and the shared memory interface is another. The
bridge abstraction has also been used to create a minimal
protocol, O2lite, which gives O2 messaging capabilities
to microcontrollers (over WiFi) and web browsers (over
WebSockets) [10]. In fact, O2 includes an integral web
browser to serve web applications and an O2lite implementation in Javascript making it easy to connect browsers to O2 ensembles.

a complete and up-to-date map from service name to service provider (a process) so that messages can be routed
quickly and directly to the intended receiving process.
Clock synchronization is built into O2 and requires
one process to be manually designated as the reference
clock. Other processes discover the clock service and periodically request the time. Local clocks are updated after
filtering out delayed responses and compensating for
round-trip network transmission time. Clocks are adjusted smoothly to avoid jumps in the estimates of the
global clock time. Since O2 messages are accurately
timed, a process can schedule internal events simply by
sending messages to itself. By layering clock synchronization over O2 discovery and messaging, and by integrating O2 clocks with timestamps and message scheduling,
the implementation is compact, self-contained, and allows an external time reference such as digital audio, in
contrast to using a protocol such as NTTP.
Message delivery begins by looking for the first node
of the address in a hash table of services. (See Figure 2.)
Each service is associated with two lists: (1) service providers lists remote processes or local handlers (functions)
that implement the service, sorted by their process IP addresses. The highest is designated as the “active” service.
(2) taps list services that have tapped this service. The
message is sent to the active service (if any) and all taps
on the service. Normally, the service provider directly
references an object maintaining a TCP socket, a buffer
for incoming messages, and the connection state. Alternatively, the service could be local and described by a tree
of hash tables used to decode the address3.

5.1. Performance and Evaluation
Most of the runtime in message sending is due to basic
network operations and not the additional functions provided by O2. In a simple test, sending short messages
round-robin between two processes on the same machine,
O2 sends about 35,000 messages per second using either
TCP or UDP, compared to about 45,000 per second with
a streamlined implementation using UDP directly. When
actual networks are involved, costs are higher, and the
relative cost of O2 protocols is negligible.
For shared memory operation, we achieve about
600,000 short messages per second, or a 3.3 μs round trip
to send a message to another thread and get a reply. Most
of the time, however, is due to polling for network activity. If multiple messages are sent within one polling period, the polling cost will be amortized over many messages. Detailed analysis, factoring out the cost of checking for network events, indicates that a one-way shared
memory send and receive adds only 0.32 μs of processing
time, which is equivalent to 3.1 million messages per second. All tests were performed on a 2.4GHz Intel Core i5
running macOS.
O2 version 2 uses non-blocking calls for send and receive to minimize its timing impact, but only one message is queued to prevent clients from queuing an unbounded number of messages waiting on a too-slow connection. A process that is about to block in a send can detect that condition and avoid blocking altogether.
Of course, any system or protocol is judged not only
by performance but by functionality and ease-of-use,
which is very hard to measure. We believe O2 is a strong
candidate for computer music applications because it has
evolved from experience with OSC, ZeroMQ [11] and
others. We have used it for laptop orchestras, audio servers, interactive music systems and web interfaces, and we
hope the community will use it more widely.

Figure 1. To deliver messages, each process first maps the
service name (first node of the address) to either: (top) a
remote-process object encapsulating an open TCP socket, UDP
address, and connection state; (middle) local service represented
as a tree to decode the address, e.g., /s2/x/y, mapping it to a
handler function pointer or object; (bottom) a Bridge Interface
instance, which implements shared memory, MQTT and other
transports. This diagram is slightly simplified, as each service
actually maps to a list of service providers and taps rather than a
single provider.

6. APPLICATIONS
O2 is intended for a variety of applications. Interconnection and communication become critical as music systems

O2 supports OSC-like address patterns, and the tree structure
allows efficient search for matching addresses. However, since
OSC patterns are not widely used, a simpler and more efficient
“flat” hash table of full address strings is also maintained to
3

allow a full address lookup in a single step. A compilation option allows the developer to disable pattern decoding, which
also avoids maintaining the tree structured pattern lookup structure.
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become more complex, combining graphical interfaces,
sophisticated sound synthesis systems, machine learning
modules, wireless sensors, video projection, and even
global participation. We believe O2 can be helpful in
many applications such as the following.
6.1. Laptop Orchestras
The first application of O2 was in a laptop orchestra performance. Discovery simplified the process of connecting
players to a central conductor service, eliminating the
need to type in IP addresses and port numbers. The conductor established a shared musical time framework by
publishing a mapping from O2 time to beat, e.g.,

Figure 3. Bridging OSC over the Internet. An OSC Sender
sends to a local O2 Server (left), which discovers the remote
service and forwards OSC messages reliably. The remote
service converts messages back to OSC and sends them to a
local OSC receiver. Thus, OSC is delivered reliably across the
Internet without any manual configuration of IP addresses and
ports. If OSC processes are behind firewalls, O2 will
automatically revert to using an MQTT broker to forward
messages.

𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑡 = (𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙_𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 − 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒_𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡) × 𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑠_𝑝𝑒𝑟_𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑.

Since clocks were synchronized, music from the ensemble was synchronized so accurately that we had to consider the speed of sound in our setup. Control combined
global information from the conductor with local control
by each player. Some players used TouchOSC
(hexler.net/touchosc) and other controllers connected to
their laptops using the OSC compatibility feature of O2.
(video: youtu.be/3OYhC3KNt-g)

Soundcool” performance [13], which was implemented
directly with TCP before O2 was available.
6.4. Interactive Installations

6.2. Sensors and Synthesis

Installations often use multiple computers for audio,
video and control processing. Especially when microcontrollers and existing Wi-Fi networks are used, connections can require manual configuration or even reprogramming microcontrollers with fixed IP addresses. With
the ability to automatically connect multiple laptops and
microcontrollers, O2 simplifies configuration and offers
open-ended message formats and addressing to support
the needs of the installation. Another interesting option is
that artists often want to monitor long-term installations
remotely to make sure they are functioning correctly. Using global-scale discovery, publish/subscribe, and other
capabilities, the artist can construct remote monitoring
software that taps into the installation to obtain status, run
tests, or monitor activity. Although this idea has not been
used in a real installation, the capabilities are illustrated
in a working prototype described elsewhere (see Figure 4
in [4]).

O2 was designed to be light-weight and to run directly on
microcontrollers with Linux, such as the Raspberry Pi
(raspberrypi.org). However, microcontrollers abound, and
version 2 of O2 includes an O2lite implementation for
Arduino-compatible microcontrollers such as the ESP32,
which is a low-cost, low-power microcontroller with support for Wi-Fi. With these types of microcontrollers and
O2, sensors can be integrated into computer music systems with a minimum of on-stage configuration. Reliable
2-way communication allows sensors to be configured remotely, e.g., to request specific sensor data or change the
sample rate without reprogramming. Code samples are
included in O2 source code.
6.3. Network Music
Many computer music performers collaborate over networks [12]. Although O2 is not designed to support audio
and video streaming, network music often involves collaborative control of music generation systems, graphical
displays and sharing gestural controller data. O2 makes it
easy to bridge multiple sites, especially computers on
home Wi-Fi networks that do not have public IP addresses. Even applications running OSC can be interconnected as follows (see Figure 3): Create and run a local
O2 application that acts as an OSC server on (arbitrarily)
port 8000, forwarding messages to service remote. Create and run a remote O2 application that delegates service remote to an OSC server at (also arbitrarily) port
8000. Now a local OSC application can send to “localhost” (128.0.0.1), port 8000. The messages will be
transferred to the remote machine (anywhere with Internet access) and delivered to the remote OSC server on
port 8000. This approach parallels our “Telematic

6.5. Audio Synthesis
Audio synthesis typically runs on high-priority threads
where locks or blocking calls, which could add unbounded delay, are prohibited. Without locks, software
must resort to lock-free data structures so that control
software can communicate with audio synthesis software.
O2 now offers lock-free communication for time-critical
audio processing. This is not unlike the use of OSC by
the Supercollider synthesis server [14], only with more
flexible addressing, discovery, clock synchronization, etc.
See github.com/rbdannenberg/arco for a working example.
6.6. Modular Performance Systems
O2 originated in the context of a modular performance
system [15], with modules that include a conductor for
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coordinating performers, sequence-players for performing MIDI sequences, audio-players using phase-vocoders
to synchronize audio playback to live performers, and
score-players to display music notation and turn pages
automatically. O2 is now integrated with our code, so
modules discover other modules and configure themselves, e.g., players can operate stand-alone, but when a
conductor is discovered, the players accept control (start,
stop, set position, tempo) from the conductor. Clock synchronization allows modules to run as separate processes
but still synchronize precisely, even in the face of network latency.
This approach offers great flexibility. For example, we
have a polyphonic score-follower that, when substituted
for the usual conductor, converts the system into a (not
yet released) computer accompaniment system [16]. We
believe that future live computer music systems will include intelligent agents as performers, and we hope that
configuring these future systems will be as commonplace
as today’s rock band connecting electric guitars, pedals,
mixers, microphones, amplifiers and speakers.

Computer Science at Carnegie Mellon University. Zhang
Chi contributed to the initial implementation.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
O2 is a powerful communication protocol or “middleware” that aids in the construction of interactive real-time
computer music systems. This article introduces new developments now available in version 2, including discovery and communication on a global scale using the same
structure of services and messages. O2 does not rely on
DNS [3], so it works without domain names and fixed IP
addresses, which are often impractical in-home networks,
mobile devices and concert venues. At the very local
level, messages can now be delivered efficiently between
high-priority threads sharing memory using lock-free data
structures to support low-latency audio processing.
Also new in O2 are some styles of communication.
State information can be shared through properties associated with services. Frequently changing information can
be monitored using a publish/subscribe protocol.
We have also described six common patterns of communication in music applications ranging from low-latency audio computation and control to network music on
a global scale. A feature of O2 is that a single message
format and addressing mechanism can be used to send
messages to a thread in the same process or to another
host anywhere on the Internet. In fact, the location of services (receivers) is abstracted from the address, so systems become more modular and reconfigurable.
In the future, we expect to make more libraries available implementing O2lite natively so that code written in
Python, Java, Javascript and other languages can send
messages into an O2-based application. We also expect
to create external O2 objects for Max (cycling74.com)
and Pd (puredata.info) as an alternative to OSC.
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recent 100 projects, at the time of writing this article,
developed by Max users and displayed on Cycling ’74’s
project page,2 93 can be deemed creative in that they are
either artistic outputs or tools to be used in a production,
composition, or performance context; 93 are of musical
or audiovisual nature.
Despite such a significant artistic scope, Max is sufficiently generic an environment for its users to develop
non-creative artifacts. In the TaCEM project (Technology
and Creativity in Electroacoustic Music), funded by the
United Kingdom’s Arts and Humanities Research Council (AHRC) and led by the three authors of this article,3
Max was used as the primary programming environment
to conduct and disseminate a research of musicological
order: the analysis of the interaction between compositional or performance processes and technology in nine
important works of computer music. This project resulted
in a recently published book accompanied by a Mac/PC
application for each of these nine case studies [1], all
built from Max, and demonstration videos constituting a
bridge between the written chapters and the software.4
How can Max be used as a tool for musicology and music analysis? The second section of this article presents
the implications of software-based approaches for the
study of musics which exists primarily as sound – as opposed to those which rely on the intermediary support of
the score, which have been historically dominant in
Western musicology5 – and in particular the repertoire of
computer music. Key aspects of Max-based developments are then, in the third section, discussed on the basis
of the experience gained through the authors’ TaCEM
project, with implications on both the research itself and
its dissemination. Within a consistent but heterogeneous
repertoire, a variety of analytical needs have been identified and addressed, Max in some cases proving a natural
toolbox, in other cases showing limitations but ultimately
enabling very positive analytical outcomes. Finally, the
fourth section of the article considers the overall research
and development process of this project in the light of the
notions of specificity, generality, and abstraction.

ABSTRACT
We present this paper in memory of our friend
and colleague Peter Manning (1948-2022).
The Max software, created by Miller Puckette and currently developed and distributed by Cycling ’74, was designed in the 1980s as a graphical programming environment for musical creation, and has since then been
used in several other artistic domains. But as a programming environment, Max can also be used for noncreative purposes; this article presents how it can be
used as a tool for the musicological investigation of the
repertoire of computer music. After an introduction to
software-based approaches to the study of such a repertoire, an extensive research project dedicated to nine
case studies serves as a basis for the discussion of key
aspects of developments using Max in a musicological
context. In this paper, the focus is on the potential afforded by Max in such contexts rather than on the particular
musicological investigations. Perspectives for a generalization of this approach are therefore proposed, considering the modules created in this project according to their
specificity, generality, or potential for abstraction beyond
the work that motivated them. This ultimately leads to a
consideration of Max as a tool for musicological research and analysis beyond the field of computer music.

1. INTRODUCTION
A graphical programming environment, the Max application1 distributed by Cycling ’74 is primarily aimed at and
used for artistic and in particular musical creation. Its first
application was the complex interaction between piano
and live electronics in Philippe Manoury’s Pluton (1988,
final version 1989), and it is now used as a key element in
the creative toolset of countless musicians and artists of
very diverse backgrounds and aesthetics. Of the most
Copyright: © 2022 Frédéric Dufeu, Michael Clarke, Peter Manning. This
is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License 3.0 Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium,
provided the original author and source are credited.

2

https://cycling74.com/projects/page/1 (last visited 9th May 2022). The
projects considered for this indicator were from Plecto LFO – NonLinear Parameter Control by Steffanianigro (published on 20th August
2020) to a10 by Motoko (published on 15th December 2021).
3
See https://research.hud.ac.uk/institutes-centres/tacem/ (last visited 9th
May 2022).
4
The software can be freely downloaded from https://pure.hud.ac.uk/en/
datasets/inside-computer-music-accompanying-software (last visited 9th
May 2022).
5
See for instance [2], p. 17.

1

This initial definition of Max as graphical programming environment
is itself subject to discussion, as briefly discussed in section 2.2. In this
introduction, it is used to present both the capacity of the software to
offer a space for programming and developing prototypes and products,
and its primarily graphical paradigm – also found in Pure Data or
OpenMusic, as opposed to the textual paradigm of code-based environments such as Csound. SuperCollider, or ChucK, to name several other
important programming environments dedicated to musical creation.
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The interactive aural approach is related to other initiatives where a software-based approach is fundamental in
the implementation of the musicological scrutiny. In an
article from 2003 [7], Marc Battier proposed the concept
of faktura as “a conceptual tool for analysis [which] may
lead to using the method of reverse engineering. In this
technique, the analyst turns back and follows the composer’s inverse path, the path from the final work to the
initial ideas and materials, a paradigm which hopefully
leads one to a description of the processes involved in
making the piece and the production of the sound material.”9 Several musicologists undertook such a reconstructive approach to the computer music repertoire: in a 2007
issue of the Computer Music Journal, both Kevin Dahan
and Olivier Baudouin proposed independent reconstructions of Chowning’s Stria [8, 9]. In 2011, Andreas
Bergsland presented his Six Fantasies Machine (SFM), a
program producing a range of sound similar to those of
Paul Lansky’s Six Fantasies on a Poem by Thomas Campion [10]. In 2016, Sean Williams proposed a similar
approach – all in the analogue domain – to research interpretation and performance practice in Karlheinz Stockhausen’s Studie II (1954) [11], a piece which Joachim
Heintz had also reconstructed in software [12]. Also relevant is Alain Bonardi’s software reconstructions of
Philippe Manoury’s live electronics in En écho with both
musicological and preservation oriented concerns [13].

2. SOFTWARE-BASED APPROACHES TO
MUSICOLOGY
2.1 Interactive aural analysis and reconstructive approaches to the computer music repertoire
Interactive aural analysis, developed by Michael Clarke
for the study of electroacoustic music and formally presented in [3], is a musicological approach proposing a
substantial integration of software into the analytical processes and outcomes, where “the reader is presented with
tools with which to explore aspects of the music for
themselves alongside the author’s suggested interpretations.”6 Such a software-based approach can be applied to
the investigation of the techniques used by the composers
in the studio, whether they operate on audio signals or
higher level representations, and to the organization of
the musical work as a whole. If “visual representations
and words alone may not be the ideal means by which to
present an analysis of electroacoustic music,”7 the interactivity enables the approach not only to provide access
to dynamically-evolving processes, but also to integrate
the aural at the heart of the analysis.
This interactive aural approach was first implemented
by Clarke in 2006 for the analysis of Jonathan Harvey’s
Mortuos Plango, Vivos Voco (1980), where the written
article is accompanied with a software application on
DVD [4] enabling the reader to engage with interactive
aural examples for the exploration of the composer’s
techniques and his approach to timbre, harmony, and
structure. Another publication was later realized in 2010
for the issue of Ina-GRM’s Polychrome Portraits dedicated to Denis Smalley, with an interactive aural analysis
of Wind Chimes (1992), here too combining a written
chapter and a standalone application [5]. The following
year, an ethnographic study of the creative process and
performance of Michael Finnissy’s Second String Quartet
(2007) was jointly published by Amanda Bayley and Michael Clarke [6] – unlike the previous two analyses, the
publication was entirely in software and distributed on
DVD. In 2012, the three authors of this article initiated a
large investigation of the computer music repertoire8 with
both a contextual and historical approach and the development of interactive aural analyses for nine case studies:
John Chowning’s Stria (1977), Barry Truax’s Riverrun
(1986), Philippe Manoury’s Pluton (1988/1989), Hildegard Westerkamp’s Beneath the Forest Floor (1992),
Francis Dhomont’s Phonurgie (1998), Trevor Wishart’s
Imago (2002), Jonathan Harvey’s Fourth String Quartet
(2003), Cort Lippe’s Music for Tuba and Computer
(2008), and Natasha Barrett’s Hidden Values (2012). This
resulted in the publication of the aforementioned monograph [1] with nine standalone applications and 105
demonstration videos, key aspects of which are considered in terms of developments in the third section of this
article.

2.2 Max as a tool beyond musical creation
In 2002, Miller Puckette defined Max as a paradigm: “I
have worked for many years on a computer environment
for realizing live electronic music that I named in honor
of Max Mathews. Three currently supported computer
programs – Max/MSP, jMax, and Pd [Pure Data] – can be
considered as extended implementations of a common
paradigm I refer to here as ‘Max’.”10 In this article, we
consider the actual Max software (in 2002 known as
Max/MSP). Its primary scope is that of musical creation,
but as David Zicarelli, CEO of Cycling ’74, the company
which develops and distributes Max, specified in 2018,
“Max started in music, but it’s increasingly used in art
and architecture [university] programs.”11
We consider here Max as a programming environment
– not a language – although it is important to recognize
that this is a frequent point of discussion in its community
of users and developers.12 For instance, Puckette wrote
that “musicians have often used Max as a programming
environment, at which Max succeeds only very awkwardly. […] Rather than a programming environment, Max is
fundamentally a system for scheduling real-time tasks
and managing communication among them. Programming as such is better undertaken within the tasks than by
9

[7], p. 254.
[14], p. 31.
11
In an interview published on the website of the JUCE audio framework entitled “Building Max in JUCE. David Zicarelli of Cycling ’74
discusses building Max with JUCE”, https://juce.com/discover/
stories/building-max-with-juce (last visited 9th May 2022).
12
See in particular the discussion initiated by Peter Desain and Henkjan
Honing, continued by Roger Dannenberg, Dean Jacobs, Cort Lippe and
Zack Settel, Stephen Travis Pope, Miller Puckette, and George Lewis,
and reproduced by Robert Rowe and Brad Garton in [15].
10

6

[3], p. 355.
Ibid.
8
Computer music is here considered in a large sense, and includes
works of computer music heard in the stricter, historic sense (Chowning, Truax). Based in Europe, the project used the terminology “electroacoustic music”.
7
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building networks of existing tasks. This can be done by
writing ‘externs’ in C or C++, or by importing entire interpreters.”13
Considering that programming encompasses both the
construction of networks of objects using the visual paradigm of patching and the possibility of integrating the
textual via, for example, C and JavaScript, it is straightforward to see Max as a tool that can have applications
beyond artistic creation, and in a very generic way. For
the focus of this article, namely musicology and the analysis of creative processes using technology, and in particular our TaCEM project, several dimensions made Max a
promising initial candidate. Its musical and audio orientation, the existence of a large library of objects and in particular graphical user interface ones, the possibility to
integrate C externals for message, signal, and matrix data,
and the opportunity to create a fixed standalone for both
Mac and PC, led us to use Max consistently throughout
the project. The following quotation by Lippe and Settel
perhaps best summarizes the balance we found: “Using
this [external code resource] platform, it is possible to
combine the power of C with the convenience and speed
of Max […], and development time can be quite rapid”14.
Indeed, any programming environment – visual or not,
music and audio-oriented or not – can lend itself to the
development of a software-based approach to the study of
music. Among the musicological examples introduced in
section 2.1 above, Max was used for all cases of interactive aural analysis, from Mortuos Plango to Inside Computer Music; Dahan used Ruby and Csound, Baudouin
used Python and Csound. Csound was also used by
Bergsland and Heintz; Bonardi used Faust. In the forthcoming and third section of this article, we describe in
more detail key elements of our experience designing the
Inside Computer Music software with Max.

ments; the reverberation can also be deactivated to focus
on the sound of the dry frequency modulation).

Figure 1. Graphical representation of the first event of
Chowning’s Stria in the software accompanying Inside
Computer Music – each polygon represents one of the
ten individual elements.

With a second interface, we reproduced the step-by-step
command-line interface, where the result is only audible
once all parameters have been entered by the user. In both
cases, the audio was simply implemented, for the two
modulator / one carrier algorithm and the reverberation,
with plain MSP16 objects, approaching the original MUSIC 10 synthesis design.17
Another emulation was that of GSX, the real-time system Barry Truax developed for granular synthesis, and
used in his landmark work Riverrun. Like with Chowning, the publicly available documentation on the subject
is excellent, enabling us to develop a first prototype –
again, with a simple user interface using the JSUI object,
in order to approximate Truax’s own terminal, and MSP
objects, with custom C externals designed to trigger the
grains specifically18. In this case, some further discussion
with the composer and fine-tuning work alongside his
original system was necessary, but our attempt was eventually successful at simulating the behavior of GSX.19
Studying Francis Dhomont’s Phonurgie, the opportunity to develop a simple model of Ina-GRM’s SYTER, the
institute’s first real-time audio digital environment [19]
developed as it became apparent that it had been extensively used by the composer for this piece and several
others. Here, the motivation was not to reproduce exact
materials, but to give the user – and indeed ourselves, as
researchers – a better sense of the interaction with this
environment. On the basis of available documents on the
system,20 we reproduced the fundamentals of the user
interface using a JSUI object and some audio processors
in plain MSP objects. The scope of the project did not
permit us to attempt a full emulation, but our final prototype gives a good account of the user interaction with the

3. MAX AS A TOOL FOR CONDUCTING
AND DISSEMINATING RESEARCH
3.1 The emulation of historic environments and generic processes
In order to give an understanding of the compositional
environments and methods of the studied composers, we
have, where potentially insightful and technically possible, undertaken their emulation. The first example of this
was the investigation of John Chowning’s programs for
Stria: the SAIL algorithm for the composition of event
parameters – consistent sets of individual elements – was,
following the aforementioned approaches in [8] and [9],
replicated – here using JavaScript in a Max JSUI15 object
enabling us to implement a fully interactive interface. In
one of these interfaces, the user can experiment with the
reproduction of the algorithm’s parameters of event structure, time, frequency, frequency modulation, and spatialization; the parametric changes are immediately visible
graphically (figure 1) and the result audible (playback can
operate on the event as a whole, or on individual ele-

16

MSP stands for Max Signal Processing: the corresponding objects,
ending with the tilde (~), are dedicated to audio rate signals.
17
For more detail on the methodology of this case study, see [16].
18
In addition to the Max SDK documentation, a very useful resource for
the design of Max and MSP C externals was [17].
19
A fuller account of this study of Riverrun is available in [18].
20
Both publicly available in [19] and kindly provided by Yann Geslin.

13

[14], p. 39.
Cort Lippe and Zack Settel, quoted in [15], p. 7.
15
JSUI stands for JavaScript User Interface.
14
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system, especially the interpolation ‘balls’ which enable
all the parameters to be modified at once by navigating a
two-dimensional screen between memorized presets, very
much like the current Max nodes object.
In some cases, the implementation of generic techniques was sufficient to give a precise account of the
composer’s process. Composing Beneath the Forest
Floor, Hildegard Westerkamp experimented with field
recordings and digital modules such as time-domain gating, speed variation resulting in transposition, delay,
harmonization, reverse playback, or reverberation. Without knowledge of the specific implementation of those
actually used, but with access to the composer’s archive
of sound files for the work,21 generic implementations of
such techniques proved useful in approaching the composer’s materials. These were implemented using standard MSP objects, with an external specifically developed
for flexible playback with continuous signal rate speed
control, including backwards, and looping, in conjunction
with the TaCEM playback user interface. Studying
Wishart’s Imago, a number of non-real-time processors,
including several involving FFT and phase vocoding,
were also implemented generically, which proved sufficient to give a detailed account of much of the composer’s creative process.22

example shows a global graph, itself following the model
of patching, with rectangular named objects representing
either instruments or synthesis, sampling, and processing
modules, interconnected with lines (figure 2).

Figure 2. The DSP graph of Lippe’s Music for Tuba
and Computer, as visible in the TaCEM software. Inactive modules and connections are greyed out.

This representation gives a dynamic view of the evolution of the graph through the piece, facilitating the understanding of the implication of each audio module or message-driven process at any moment. Visually, generators
and processors are greyed out when inactive; the thickness of lines indicates the gain assigned to the corresponding connection. Besides, each object can be bypassed by clicking and all its parameters can be viewed
on a separate panel, enabling an actual interactive aural
understanding of the contribution of specific techniques
to the overall music. Parametric envelopes are also made
available in a separate view, enabling the user to visualize
the evolution of the behavior of any module while listening to a simulation of the performance of the work.
In Natasha Barrett’s Hidden Values, and in particular its
third section The Lock which we focused on, a Max patch
embedding IRCAM’s Spat is used to control, during the
performance, a variety of spatial processes in a high-order
Ambisonics configuration. Here too, a refactorization of
the patch has been made in order to facilitate the understanding of the contribution of the spatial processes and
enable the user to mute specific tracks (played in Nuendo
in Barrett’s configuration, in a sequencer developed as C
external in our reconstruction) or play with processes
independently.

3.2 Musicological refactorization of Max performance patches
Where Max is used as part of the creative process of a
work being researched, using Max as environment for the
analysis naturally facilitates the investigation; where the
interactivity between performer and electronics relies on
a patch, one can consider the electronic instrument as the
direct subject of analysis [21]. In the TaCEM project, this
was the case with Manoury, Harvey, Lippe, with different
aesthetics, instruments (respectively piano, string quartet,
and tuba), and interaction modes, but with a general patch
architecture typical of IRCAM with the audio modules
grouped in a “DSP” subpatch, and parameters controlled
by sending event-tagged messages from qlist objects.
The performance patches are complex and, although
logically organized and of course operational for performance purposes, they are difficult to scrutinize as is with
musicological intentions. Our approach was first to try to
extract each audio module, simple or complex, and make
it available for independent exploration – in order to understand its expressive and aural potential outside the
context of the work itself. This had been done with several interactive examples in a CD-ROM on Manoury’s
works for real-time electronics [22]; in TaCEM, we systematized the approach to all available modules and parameters. The next step was then to understand – and
communicate – how these modules where dynamically
activated and used through the chronology of the works.
In each of these three cases, the main and first interactive

3.3 Researching and disseminating
During the research for Inside Computer Music, Max was
occasionally used as a tool to make quick prototypes to
facilitate discussions with the composers and their collaborators. Once Francis Dhomont had provided us with
his ProTools session, we started establishing hypotheses
on the provenance of each track. To discuss these in more
detail with Yann Geslin and the composer himself, we
drafted a playback map with colors corresponding to our
own categorizations – as opposed to the coloring and
layout of the original ProTools six-track arrangement. A

21

As kindly provided by Westerkamp, along with notes documenting
the sound files, greatly facilitating the reconstruction of their genealogy.
22
These non-real-time processors emulating Wishart’s techniques were
initially developed as Jitter externals and objects, following an approach
inspired by Jean-François Charles [20]. Ultimately, we rewrote those as
plain Max externals, using the buffer API.
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similar idea was implemented to discuss Hildegard Westerkamp’s materials; in the accompanying software, the
video recording of this discussion is available as an interactive presentation23; and the subsequently developed and
complete map of materials is made available as well24.
Such maps were simply developed again using a JSUI
object and the mgraphics library, and connected to simple
MSP players for the audio playback.
For dissemination of the final software, the possibility
to build standalone applications for Mac and PC from
Max25 certainly helps us reach an audience of non-Max
users; this also protects against accidental editing. Together with a user interface design that we intended as
accessible as possible while providing detailed features
and information, this mode of dissemination is adapted to
those of our readers who may not be technological experts themselves.

oped and used in both Westerkamp and Wishart’s cases,
again with different data but with a same control/view
implementation.
4.3 Generalizable software modules and abstraction
Considering specificity and generality, it is useful to
look back and question which modules have been developed for the purpose of a specific case study, but could be
generalized. Truax’s GSX could be used or developed
further towards GSAMX in order to study more of the
composer’s historic pieces with granular synthesis and
granulation of audio files. Our emulation of SYTER
could be expanded to study more of Dhomont’s works, as
well as those by all the composers who used the system
while at Ina-GRM. The interactive graphs in Manoury,
Harvey, and Lippe could also be generalized and abstracted to accommodate an in-depth study of the live
interaction in those of the pieces created at IRCAM
which follow the same overall Max architecture.
In a more recent project, IRiMaS (Interactive Research
in Music as Sound), funded by the European Research
Council, the first two authors of this article are working
on a generic toolbox developed in C++ with the JUCE
framework, TIAALS (Tools for Interactive Aural Analysis) in order to enable musicologists to create their own
analytical charts with no particular technical skills, but
with access to advanced scrutinization tools for sound
together with other media [23]. Although this current
project is not dedicated specifically to computer music,
the generality of its toolbox makes it adapted to the development of interactive aural analyses. The advanced
study of musicians’ specific technological developments
could not be envisaged in such a context, but research
based on sound materials and their organization within
the musical work would be largely facilitated by providing tools that do not require the detailed programming
work that we invested in with the TaCEM project, hence
fostering the directly musicological investigation.

4. FROM NINE CASE STUDIES TO A
GENERALIZABLE
MUSICOLOGICAL APPROACH
4.1 Specific components
When studying works where the elaboration of software
tools for composition or performance is integral part of
the compositional process, an interactive aural approach
inevitably involves the development of specific components. For the writing of Inside Computer Music and its
accompanying software, the emulation of Chowning’s
SAIL algorithm for Stria, the interactive graphs representing the live interaction in Manoury, Harvey, and Lippe’s works, the sequencer/spatializer in Barrett’s The
Lock are all examples of modules that were developed in
an ad hoc way – they were dedicated to the analysed
piece only, with no consideration for reusability or generalization beyond the study itself.
4.2 Generic components

5. CONCLUSION

Conversely, several tools developed during such a
large-scale project were common to several cases and
could be used in many other contexts. Amongst these are
a simple but flexible audio sample player with a common
user interface, used in all the interactive presentations
where sample playback is required to experiment with
sound transformation processes.26 Paradigmatic charts,
developed in JavaScript, are used with different data but
with a same software implementation in the analyses of
Westerkamp, Dhomont, Wishart, and Barrett’s works.
Likewise, a genealogic map showing links between materials from the initial sources to the final work was devel-

As a particular case of a software-based approach to
musicology and analysis of the creative process, interactive aural analysis involves a considerable amount of development. This is a rewarding investment in that the
research and its dissemination are both tightly connected
with sound by design, and an interactive approach with
the studied processes is, in our experience of researching,
presenting in conferences, and teaching, providing an
understanding that would not be possible in traditional
writing only. But this is only fully achievable if the end
product is both easy to use while still providing a way in
to the required level of detail. This is an aim that we hope
to have achieved with Inside Computer Music.
In the process of developing such tools, where any programming environment could in theory be a candidate,
Max proved itself an excellent choice – its own balance
of user-friendliness and flexibility with advanced needs,
in particular in audio, as well as the availability of a rich
library of graphical tools, made it both possible to draft
initial ideas quickly and to design end products as full

23

In presentation 14: “Listening to the materials of Beneath the Forest
Floor.”
24
In presentation 15: “Paradigmatic analysis of the work.”
25
The advice provided by Dan Nigrin in his presentation “Making A
Slick Max Standalone” at Expo ’74 in 2011 was very helpful in this
compilation process. See https://cycling74.com/forums/making-a-slickmax-standalone-expo-74-presentation-available (last visited 9th May
2022).
26
This player was used in all case studies except Chowning’s Stria.
Initially prototyped in mono/stereo, it was adapted for multichannel
when studying the spatialization processes in Barrett’s The Lock.
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applications, distributable as such on Mac and Windows
PC. On the other hand, for the more recent TIAALS,
which is an advanced document editor integrating the
manipulation of multiple media, Max showed limitations
and we chose to undertake the development in JUCE
which provides more control at the application level.
Overall, using Max enabled us in TaCEM to elaborate
and share insights relating to the nine works we chose
that go from introductions to the basic techniques at play
to the large-scale organization and structure of these
landmark examples of music created with computers.
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• Scalable graphical user interface (GUI) and font size
• Easy mapping of parameters to any MIDI/OSC continuous controller
• Algorithmic control of granular processes via OSC
scripts
• Unique filter design optimized for per-grain synthesis
• Unlimited user presets with smooth interpolation for
gestural design
• Open source code and free to download and use

EmissionControl2 (EC2) is a stand-alone application for
interactive real-time sound granulation. As a laboratory
instrument, EC2 enables detailed control over the vast parameter space of granular synthesis for the composition of
extreme granular textures and gestures. In this paper we
describe the theoretical underpinnings of the software and
shed discuss design choices made in creating this sound
granulation tool. The paper covers the main features of
EC2 with an emphasis on per-grain synthesis and signal
processing. We discuss the graphical user interface design
choices as well as the theory of operation and intended use
cases that guided these choices. We describe the architecture of the real-time granular engine, which generates and
emits grains in synchronous or asynchronous streams. We
conclude with a brief evaluation of the software.

A granular approach to sound was first proposed by
physicist Dennis Gabor in a trio of brilliant papers [1–3].
The acoustician Werner Meyer-Eppler promulgated Gabor’s ideas and utilized the Gabor matrix for analyzing
sounds into acoustic quanta [4]. After studying MeyerEppler and Gabor’s scientific papers, Iannis Xenakis
demonstrated granular synthesis using analog tape [5–7].
Curtis Roads first implemented granular synthesis on a
mainframe computer in 1974 [8, 9]. He later developed the
CloudGenerator application with John Alexander at Les
Ateliers UPIC [10]. Barry Truax [11] implemented the first
real-time granulation engine.
Commercial granular synthesizers have proliferated in recent years. Some digital audio workstations (DAWs) come
pre-packaged with granular synthesis plugins (e.g. Granulator II in Ableton Live, Fruity Granulizer in FLStudio,
and Alchemy in Logic Pro). Dozens of other plugins are
available for purchase on the market. Mobile apps include
Borderlands Granular by Chris Carlson and Quanta by Audio Damage. Granular synthesis has also been realized in
hardware such as the Clouds module in Eurorack format
from Mutable Instruments. We designed EC2 as a free laboratory instrument that provides broad and precise control
over the vast parameter space of granular synthesis.

1. INTRODUCTION
The granular paradigm has proven to be one of the most
powerful methods of sound synthesis and transformation.
By now it has appeared in at least 55 products according
to our most recent tally and is used by innumerable musicians. Many implementations, however, lack the per-grain
signal processing and multi-file processing that is necessary for articulating the animated multi-dimensional textures and gestures that are the essence of the technique.
The original goal of the EmissionControl2 (EC2) project
was to re-implement the original EmissionControl software using newer technology (see Section 2 below). As
we developed the program, new possibilities opened up, so
that EC2 goes far beyond its predecessor.
The main features of EC2 are:
• Per-grain signal processing (envelope, waveform, amplitude, frequency, spatial position, filter center frequency and resonance)
• Granulation of multiple sound files simultaneously
• Up to 2048 simultaneous grains
• Synchronous and asynchronous grain emission
• Intermittency control
• Modulation control of all parameters with six LFOs
(bipolar or unipolar waveforms)
• Real-time display of peak amplitude, active grains,
waveform, scan range, scanner, and grain emission

2. GENESIS OF EMISSIONCONTROL2
A first version of EmissionControl was written by David
Thall in consultation with Roads in 2004 [12]. The original EmissionControl app ran only on Apple G5 processors.
Thus we had a strong motivation to make a new version for
the modern age.
Jack Kilgore, a computer science student at UCSB, joined
the project in summer 2019. Since the original C source
code for EC was lost, David Thall provided a conceptual overview of the grain emission engine. In consultation with Andres Cabrera, Technical Director of the Allolib Research Group, the open-source Allolib C++ library
was chosen for the framework of EC2. Rodney DuPlessis
joined the project in October 2019, bringing expertise in
the design of the software. The first prototype of EC2 emitted its birth cries on 20 December 2019.

Copyright: ©2022 Curtis Roads et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License 3.0
Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction
in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited.
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Figure 1. EmissionControl2 GUI (as of v1.1 - released April 2021).

3. EC2 GUI

part information about the perceptual function of the parameters. Blue sliders (Grain Rate, Asynchronicity, Intermittency, Streams) govern the timing of the grains, green
sliders (Playback Rate, Filter Center, Resonance) modify
pitch characteristics of the grains, yellow sliders (Sound
File, Scan Begin, Scan Range, Scan Speed) determine the
source of the grains, and red sliders (Grain Duration, Envelope Shape, Pan, Amplitude) control the amplitude of
the grains over space and time. Of the schemes tested, this
one resulted in the most intuitive navigation of the large
parameter space.
The four readout displays in the lower part of the GUI
provide visual feedback to the user about the grain engine and audio output. These readouts were designed to
be highly responsive, updating at a rate of sixty frames per
second.
The scan display, shown in Figure 2, conveys information
about the source of the grains. The waveform displayed
here represents the sound file from which grains are currently being sampled. Each individual grain is represented
on the scan display by a red line, showing which part of
the sound file the grain is sampling. The black line represents the scanner, which traverses the light blue region
called the scan range and determines where the grains begin within the sound file. Further explanation about the
theory of grain scanning can be found in the “Theory of
operation” section.
The information readily available in the GUI is supplemented by tooltips that appear when the user hovers the
cursor over certain objects. More information and advanced features can be found in the toolbar menus.
The level of control offered by EC2 presented major challenges for efficiently conveying meaningful information to
the user. We arrived at the design of EC2 through extensive
iteration and testing over the project’s duration. Special
thanks goes to Yin Yu and other testers for their valuable

Figure 1 shows the Graphical User Interface (GUI) of EC2.
The major sections of the GUI are:
• The menu toolbar with Engine Start button (top)
• The five control panels: GRANULATION CONTROLS, MODULATION CONTROLS, PRESETS,
RECORDER, and LFO CONTROLS.
• The four readout display panels: SCAN DISPLAY,
ACTIVE GRAINS, OSCILLOSCOPE, and VU
The display of EC2 features responsive scaling (the layout adjusts dynamically to changes in the size of the window), dark and light modes, and text scaling for accessibility. The user can interact with the GUI via buttons, textand number-input boxes, drop-down menus, and range
sliders. The GUI was arranged to give priority to the control panels. The synthesis parameters can be directly controlled with sliders in the top left GRANULATION CONTROLS panel. Each parameter’s corresponding modulation control is situated directly to its right in the MODULATION CONTROLS panel. Directly beneath this, the
LFO CONTROLS panel offers control over the shape and
rate of the EC2’s six LFOs. The PRESETS panel allows
for saving, recalling, and morphing between states of EC2.
The RECORDER panel can be used to write the audio output to disk.
The colors of the GRANULATION CONTROLS sliders
were carefully chosen to help the user visually parse the
large amount of controls. There are 15 parameters in EC2
(for an in-depth description of each parameter, see [13]).
Color theory and Gestalt principles were used to perceptually break up the 15 parameters into more manageable
groups of 3-4. The asymmetry of the groups (three groups
of four and one group of three) provides another perceptual anchor. Beyond being a visual aid, the groups im-
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Figure 2. Scan Display.

file (see Figure 2). Scan Speed controls how quickly the
scanner moves through the scan region. When the scanner
reaches the end of the scan region, it loops back around to
the beginning of the scan region. Note that while the scanner always remains in the scan region, a grain can exceed
the boundaries of the scan region if it begins near the edge
of the scan region and Grain Duration is long enough. This
is because EC2 always prioritizes grain integrity.

feedback during this process. Ultimately, we gave priority
to balancing the following design goals:
• Making all controls immediately accessible to the user
with minimal mouse clicks
• Creating a clear, logical, and ergonomic layout
• Providing immediate visual feedback to the user when
parameters are changed
For the GUI library we chose the fast and flexible Dear
ImGui by Omar Cornut [14]. Additional GUI elements
were derived from Allolib and from our own extensions
and modifications of Dear ImGUI.

4.3 LFOs
We made six independent LFO modulators for EC2. Each
LFO can be set to one of five shapes: Sine, Square, Rise
(sawtooth), Fall(reverse sawtooth), and Noise. Each of
these shapes can in turn be set to bipolar, unipolar positive,
or unipolar negative. The frequency of the LFOs can be set
anywhere in the range of 0.001-6000Hz. The square LFO
shape has an additional parameter, duty, which governs the
duty cycle of the square function (the proportion of time it
spends in its maximum state). With this broad range of options, a great diversity of modulation possibilities are open
to the user.
The LFOs are assigned to parameters in the MODULATION CONTROLS panel. There are 15 sliders in this
panel, each corresponding to one of the granulation parameters. The user can select a source LFO from the drop
down menu next to the slider and the slider itself then multiplies the effect of the LFO on the respective parameter.
A value of 0 results in no modulation, while a value of 1
modulates the parameter to its full range (set by the parameter’s current min and max values). See Figure 3 for a
diagram of the flow of LFO control.

4. THEORY OF OPERATION
4.1 Real-time granulation
EC2 operates on a real-time granulation principle where
the engine runs continuously while the user modifies the
parameters to shape the resulting grain streams and clouds.
Many plugin granulators used in a DAW operate on a similar principle, with one major difference. Plugin granulators
typically take in the audio stream of the track they are inserted into and send out a granulated version of that audio.
EC2 was designed to give the user greater control over the
source of the grains. In EC2, the user can select particular
sections of an audio file, traverse an audio file in reverse, or
combine multiple audio files to create lively multi-source
cloud textures. This paradigm does not allow for real-time
audio input, and so the sound files must be loaded into EC2
in advance. To make this more flexible, EC2 includes a
feature to load multiple files at once and to save preset collections of audio files to be reloaded at will, avoiding the
need to load sound files one at a time.
4.2 Theory of Scanning
The faders for Scan Begin, Scan Range, and Scan Speed
control the scanner: a pointer that determines where grain
waveforms are read from in the sound file. When a grain
is emitted, it begins at the current scanner location. It will
then read forward or backward through the sound file depending on Playback Rate.
Scan Begin and Scan Range together determine the region of the sound file through which the scanner moves.
For example, if Scan Begin is at 0.50 and Scan Range is
set to 0.25, then the scan area will extend from halfway
through the sound file to 3/4 of the way through the sound

Figure 3. LFO Scheme. The basic parameters of the LFOs are set in
the LFO CONTROLS panel. The MODULATION CONTROLS panel is
then used to scale and assign the LFOs to parameters in the GRANULATION CONTROLS panel.

5. DESIGN OF A REAL-TIME GRANULAR
ENGINE
A granular engine acts on grains. A grain contains a reference to a sound file, instructions for reading the file, and
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output. The Sound File parameter provides a reference to
a sound file in memory. The output of the Scanner provides an initial index, which determines where the grain
will begin in the sound file. The grain’s trajectory through
its referenced sound file is set using the initial index, the
Grain Duration, and the Playback Rate.
Once everything pertaining to sound file configuration is
done, the granular engine sets up the effects applied to the
samples read from the sound file. This is where the Envelope Shape, Amplitude, Pan, and Filter Center/Resonance
parameters are applied.
EC2’s filter is a unique multi-stage bandpass filter, designed to accommodate smooth transitions between a completely unfiltered signal and a maximally filtered signal reduced to a sine wave. To achieve this flexibility, EC2 uses
two filter busses, one for all-pass or subtle band-pass filtering, and one for extreme resonant filtering (see Figure
4). The subtle filter is a single biquad band-pass filter [15].
The more extreme filter is a cascaded biquad design with
three band-pass filters arranged in series. The final filtered
sound, then, is a mix of these two filter busses.

effects applied after reading. A grain can be either made
active or inactive by the grain engine. The transition from
inactive to active is called grain generation. During this
process, a grain is configured and made available for emission. When a grain is emitted, it reads from its sound file,
summed with all other active grains, and is sent to the audio
output. A grain is active for a finite amount of time before
being made inactive where it ceases to output audio.
The grain engine contains three sections that operate in
different time domains:
1. Granulation Controls running at a control rate.
2. Grain Generation running at a variable rate determined by the output of a “scheduler”.
3. Grain Emission running at the audio rate.
5.1 Granulation Controls
On the surface, a granulation control consists of a slider
and a minimum and maximum input box that determines
the range of the slider. Functionally, each granulation control acts as an interface that receives information from the
user and then provides information to some process in the
granular engine: the scheduler, the scanner, or grain configuration system.
Every granulation control is tied to one of the six independent LFOs, determined by the dropdown box under
MODULATION CONTROLS. This LFO can modulate the
respective granulation control before being sent to one of
the three granular engine processes.

Figure 4. Diagram of the filter chain design.

5.2 Grain Generation

5.3 Grain Emission

Grain generation is the process of preparing a grain for audio emission. It requires a trigger (from the scheduler) and
a process for configuring a grain based on the granulation
controls.

Grain emission is facilitated by the Allolib PolySynth object [16]. This object manages active and inactive grains
as well as providing an interface for emitting grains to the
audio output. When a grain is triggered by the scheduler, the PolySynth class provides an inactive grain for
configuration, which is subsequently marked active and
made available for audio output. When the audio output
requests a sample, the PolySynth reads the value of each
grain marked active and adds its value to the audio output.
After a grain is done emitting audio (determined by the
grain duration set during the grain configuration stage), the
PolySynth class marks it as inactive and removes it from
the audio thread. This inactive grain is now ready to be
used the next time the scheduler requests a grain.

5.2.1 Scheduler
The scheduler determines the timing of grain generation.
The scheduler can be thought of as a clock that relies on
user input from multiple controls in the GUI (Grain Rate,
Streams, Intermittency, and Asynchronicity). The number
of times this clock ticks per second is a product of the grain
rate multiplied by the number of streams. The intermittency control sets the probability that a tick will simply not
occur. Asynchronicity is akin to jitter. Each tick is offset by a random amount proportional to the asynchronicity
value.

5.4 The Complete Pipeline of a Single Grain

5.2.2 Scanner

We now have explained all the pieces necessary for assembling a grain engine, as illustrated in Figure 5. When we
start the granular engine, we allocate a finite number of
grains and place them in a bucket marked “inactive grains”.
When the engine is started it will start to receive information from the (modulated) granulation controls. Some of
this information will be used to determine the rate at which
the scheduler triggers, while others will be used to configure the grains. The scheduler is dynamically set by the
granulator controls: grain rate, intermittency, asynchronicity, and streams. Each tick of the scheduler triggers the
engine to grab a grain from the inactive bucket, configure
it, and place it in the active bucket.

The scanner manages where grains will begin playing in
their referenced sound file. This uses the granulation controls Scan Begin, Scan Range, and Scan Speed to determine where to begin. See the Theory of Scanning section.
When a grain is generated, the scanner reports its current
value to the grain configuration stage.
5.2.3 Grain Configuration
The grain configuration stage is where an empty grain is
made ready for grain emission. This involves getting a
sound file reference, determining how the grain will move
through the audio file, and applying effects to the audio
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Figure 5. The granular engine showing the pipeline of a grain “g” from birth to death. The figure shows the three sections of the engine: Granulation
Controls, Grain Generation, and Grain Emission. See the text for more details on each of the three sections.

The “good parts” can then be culled from the recording.
Later, these parts can be assembled into a finished composition using studio tools.
Thanks to robust OSC compatibility, many other studio
paradigms are supported in EC2. For example, one can
create scripts that send OSC messages to algorithmically
control EC2 and generate sound files unsupervised, hearkening back to the non-real-time methods of computer music pioneers on mainframe computers in the 60s-70s.

When a grain has reached the active bucket, it is fully
prepared to emit audio. At each tick of the audio clock, the
engine grabs all the grains marked active and sums up their
output. Each active grain is then asked if they are done.
If they are done, they are removed from the active grain
bucket and placed in the inactive grain bucket where they
are made available again for the grain generation process.
If not, they are placed back into the active grain bucket,
ready to emit audio output again.

6.2 Live Performance

6. INTENDED USE

Beyond studio composition, EC2 becomes a responsive
musical instrument by means of its MIDI/OSC and preset
functionality. Any slider in EC2 can be easily mapped to a
MIDI fader or other continuous controller so that EC2 can
be controlled in real time with a physical interface. This
opens the door to tactile and dynamic gesture control.
Additionally, the preset functions enable programmed
gestures through a morphing functionality that smoothly
interpolates between presets. The interpolation can be set
from 0-50 seconds, so one can create snappy gestures or
long ambient transformations. With this tool, users can
not only find interesting parameter states, but also explore
transformations between them.

In the past, only a handful of granular synthesis apps existed. Now dozens of different apps run on smartphones,
tablets, laptops, and desktop computers. Each provides a
different take on the process. Some have elaborate GUIs
that attempt to simplify the inherent complexity of granular synthesis. This is important in a commercial app that
must stand out in the marketplace.
By contrast, we designed EC2 in the tradition of the original EmissionControl: as a laboratory instrument. It is
precise, flexible, and broad in scope. We see it serving
in two main musical applications: studio composition and
live performance.
6.1 Studio Composition

7. EVALUATION AND CONCLUSION

The potential sound space of granular synthesis is unlimited, since any sampled sound can be used as raw material.
EC2 is a powerful tool for studio-based exploration of this
vast space. Of course, only a tiny subset of this space is interesting or useful in a given composition. EC2 has builtin sound recording. Thus in studio composition, the presumed mode of work is that “tape is running” constantly.

As of January 2022, EC2 has been downloaded by some
6500 artists around the globe. We have put EC2 to use
in our own musical productions, including Greenhouse by
Curtis Roads in which 68 tones aligned to the BohlenPierce scale are granulated to make melodic and harmonic clouds of sound. This is an example of classic sine
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transition. In our case, the code does not depend on such
an API ; the processor code never interacts directly with
the binding code. It will be possible a posteriori to write a
binding to newer APIs without requiring any code change.
Second, there is no run-time cost: the binding process can
be done entirely at compile-time unlike existing solutions
such as Juce[1]. Third, multiple implementation strategies
can easily be tried. One could compare atomic variables
for controls and message-passing through lock-free queues
for the usual problem of communication between an audio
processor and a user interface.
This paper will cover the issues with existing binding
systems for MPs, introduce the C++ features which enables
defining and reflecting MPs in a declarative fashion, give an
overview of the proposed way of writing MPs and introduce
a few additional possibilities of this system.

ABSTRACT
We identify a set of issues with the current abstraction systems for media objects and introduce a methodology to solve
these issues, associated with a sample implementation in the
Avendish library. This methodology is based on the limited
reflection features available in recent C++ versions, unlike
the existing systems which are overwhelmingly based on
class-based inheritance or other run-time affordances of
the language.
We propose using a simple subset of the C++ object model
to define media processor’s metadata and interface declaratively: this subset can be reflected in order to generate the
binding code to various plug-in interfaces such as VST, the
Max or Python API, and automatically generate UI code or
OSC APIs at compile-time.
Unlike existing systems and frameworks, our proposed
method has the advantage of being non-intrusive. The media
processors do not need to inherit from existing base classes
or be part of a framework: they can be written without even
having to include any specific header.

1.1 Open issues in media processor APIs
We cover succinctly in this section various undesirable properties of the current APIs and systems for implementing MPs
in C++.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1.1 The quadratic glue problem

We aim to devise the most adequate abstraction for defining
and implementing media processors (MP) in C++: realtime or offline audio effects and instruments, message-based
objects for use in patching systems such as Max/MSP and
PureData or in object-oriented programming languages such
as Python, visual processing objects for machine-learning
pipelines. Depending on the host environment (HE) or API
used, those are called nodes, unit generators / ugens, objects,
boxes, plug-ins...
Using reflection to extract information from the implementation of a MP has multiple advantages over existing
systems. First, the object implementation does not need to
depend on an existing library. It is possible with this method
to write an audio processor with controls, metadata such as
ranges and names, which does not include any header or
inherit from any class. The code only needs to implement
the right types, in a structural sub-typing sense. This is
future-proof: today, if an existing API is abandoned by its
developers, algorithms written against this API have to migrate to another, as seen for the complicated VST2 to VST3

This is also known as the M × N problem [2]. In the
field of intermedia creation, it manifests itself as M MPs
(distortion, chorus, OSC message sender, pitch detection,
MIDI arpeggiator…) and N HEs (Max/MSP, PureData, ossia score [3], vvvv, OpenFrameworks, Python, Unity3D,
Unreal Engine, Essentia, VAMP, PiPo, digital audio workstations (DAWs)…). It is meaningful for almost every such
algorithm to be present in almost every such environment.
This requires writing M × N glue code between the MP
algorithms and the HE data structures.
Abstractions exist to allow MPs to support multiple environments. Writing against the VST API enables an audio
algorithm to work in many DAWs. Writing against the wellknown Juce API allows code to be abstracted over multiple
DAW APIs (VST, AAX, LV2, etc.), but there are two costs
to this: the runtime performance cost due to going through
run-time abstractions and parameter systems, and the limited expressive power: parameters must conform to the API
defined by Juce, which is biased towards audio processors.
Juce does not allow the creation of a Max object that processes messages or a Python class with multiple methods
for instance. Other meta-plugin-APIs, such as iPlug2[4] and
DPF 1 , behave similarly.

Copyright: ©2022 Jean-Michaël Celerier et al. This is an open-access
article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
License 3.0 Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source are
credited.
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1.1.2 Example of the problem

A better technique, found in Bespoke, is to separate the parameter abstraction and its value, by passing a pointer to the
value to the parameter abstraction, which will be tasked of
querying and updating it. This way, the processing code can
directly use the parameter variable without going through
the abstraction layer required by the metadata system.

Consider the task of declaring a user-facing control for a MP:
the cut-off frequency of a low-pass filter. Examples taken
from various extensible software environments are shown
in Table 1: most of them additionally require to inherit from
some base class.
In all these examples, the low-pass code can be implemented with a similar expression once the parameters’ values have been retrieved from the parameter system. Yet, it
is necessary to write as many low-pass implementations as
there are environments. In addition, APIs which abstract
over HEs, such as iPlug2, Jamoma, and Juce, may store
some meta-data at run-time even for APIs which would
be unable to leverage them, which wastes memory. This
causes frameworkization: a MP author must ask “Am I writing against JUCE, iPlug2, DPF, VST3 directly ?”. Likewise,
a MP implemented in Bespoke, cannot be trivially ported
to VCVRack even when a large amount of algorithms is
theoretically portable to both.
Other approaches rely on custom pre-processors using C++
comments as in RATL [5] or generation of MPs defined in
another language, such as in UGG [6]. In the first case, the
approach lacks the static checking opportunities offered by
the C++ type system, and require the meta-processor to be
able to parse enough C++ to understand the comments 2 . In
the second case, the interoperability with separate libraries
is harder, as the generator only supports a predefined set of
operations ; mainly arithmetic on numbers. In contrast, the
proposed approach only depends on native C++ constructs:
everything is done through language features, no separate
system is involved.

1.1.4 Cache optimality, abstraction cost
Another issue directly related to this parameter metadata
system, is the locality of the storage of parameters. In systems such as Juce, the parameter values are stored within
objects, which can be dynamically allocated: in terms of
memory layout, the controls may be far apart in memory.
This means that instead of needing to fetch one cache line if
eight parameters were laid out contiguously, the CPU may
have to perform eight different memory fetches, assuming
a 64-byte cache line and a MP with eight double-precision
parameters. This can have a performance impact especially
at smaller buffer sizes where the parameters may have to be
fetched again at a high frequency.
Additionally, all the present abstractions’ overhead is per
instance, even when the metadata of each parameter is
known to be constant across all instances of a given MP.
That is, when loading a bank of 64 filters, the description of
the filter’s parameters will be duplicated at least 64 times in
memory. A better system ought to store a single copy of the
metadata for the whole program, and not per MP instance,
to facilitate large-scale systems with thousands of objects.
Finally, these systems are less amenable to compiler optimizations, due to the indirection barrier between parameters.
In the cases where one would perform a compile-time combination of multiple MPs, such as building a synthesizer
out of an oscillator, a filter, and an amplification stage, the
compiler is less likely to be able to optimize computations
across modules.

1.1.3 Parameter addressing and safety
The existing abstractions generally do not offer convincing
safety mechanisms, or coerce everything into the lowest
common denominator, such as single or double-precision
floating-point value. This is caused by run-time parameter
abstractions, evidenced in Table 1: when retrieving the value
of a parameter, it is not possible to simply access a value of
the correct type, which is hidden by the abstraction. Instead,
the developer of the MP has to query the parameter system
for this value. This querying mechanism can be done in
various ways:

1.1.5 A note on other languages

• Index-based queries: PureData, Max/MSP, VST2.
Error-prone: the developer has to remember to which
numeric index a parameter is assigned and either
switch on it or go fetch it in an array. Adding a new
parameter at the beginning may require the developer
to recompute all the indices in the MP codebase.
• String-based queries: getParameter("freq"). Used
in Essentia. Error-prone: since string content is not
part of the type-system, the compiler cannot warn
that "Freq" has been used instead of "freq" which
leads to hard-to-debug issues.
• Enum-based queries: a layer of safety above indices,
which are replaced by enumerations which can be
named: enum Param { kCutoff, kGain }. Used
in VCVRack, iPlug2 for instance.

We do not cover non-C++ systems and DSLs such as Faust[12],
SOUL 5 , Vult 6 …. They are mainly concerned about defining DSPs. In contrast, using a general-purpose language
allows a wider range of MPs to be designed: event-driven
message processors, image processors, network communication systems, etc. The system should allow the user
to implement a 2D image filter that would be useable in
drawing software as well as in Max/MSP, without having
to write glue code.
Staying in C++ enables the algorithm authors to benefit
from the ecosystem of libraries and APIs. Most of the systems mentioned in Table 1 are implemented in C++, and
most of the libraries for performing media-related processing or data communication offer a C or C++ API: interacting
with hardware such as LeapMotion, Kinect, Wiimote, etc.
Systems based on separate languages generally need a small
layer of C or C++ glue to implement e.g. OSC communication: one cannot easily write OSC network code directly
in a Faust, SOUL or Vult object as these language do not
expose 7 socket primitives. This implies the existence of
bindings akin to Faust architecture files [13]: in our case, as
C++ code which reflects MPs.
https://soul.dev
https://www.vult-dsp.com
7 As far as the author could find.

5

Consider for instance printf("this \"co // de\""); as an example which requires non-trivial work to parse correctly

6
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Code example: declaring a new parameter
new FloatSlider(this, "freq", 5, 4, 120, 15, &mFreq, 20, 2000)
declareParameter("cutoff", "frequency [Hz]", "(0,inf)", 1500.)
GetParam(kFreq)->InitDouble("Freq", 0., 0., 100.0, 0.01, "Hz")
PiPoScalarAttr<double> factor{this, "freq", "Frequency", false, 1.0}
addAttributeWithSetter(freq, kTypeFloat64)
addAttributeProperty(freq, range, TTValue(2.0, sr*0.475))
addAttributeProperty(freq, description, TT("Cutoff"))
Parameter<double, Limit::None<double>, NativeUnit::Hz> frequency
= { this, "frequency", 1000.0, ... };
addParameter(freq = new juce::AudioParameterFloat("freq", "Freq", 0.0f, 1.0f, 0.5f))
Declared in a Turtle file defining the processor metadata
No parameter type, run-time mechanism generally based on switch/case
configParam(FREQ_PARAM, -54.f, 54.f, 0.f, "Frequency", " Hz", ...)
No parameter type, run-time mechanism based on queries from the host
parameters.addParameter(new ScaledParameter ("Freq", "Hz", 0, 1000, ...))

Table 1:

Declaring a frequency parameter with metadata such as minimum and maximum value, unit, textual description, etc.
in various environments.
1.2 Our goals

2. AVENDISH: LIBRARY DESIGN PROCESS

We aim to provide a C++ methodology and system to alleviate the aforementioned issues:

The goals exposed in section 1.2 are mostly achievable
thanks to various features added to the C++ programming
language over its last evolutions. Even if the language
does not support an explicit “reflection” feature as in Java,
Python and others, we can combine enough existing features
of the language to approximate reflection to a point which
is enough for implementing MPs succeeding in these goals.
An example implementation, which is able to target VST,
VST3, Max/MSP, PureData, Python, create an OSC API
and create a Qt GUI has been developed by the author and
is available on GitHub 8 under a free license.
An important point of this implementation is that MPs
can be written without having any explicit dependency on
the library: technically, even existing code can be reinterpreted as being an Avendish-compatible MP, without requiring manual intervention. Since some tasks are verbose, a
helper library nonetheless provides valid implementation
of common use-cases. However, the author encourages organizations to develop their own helper libraries with the
coding style and conventions they are most used to.

• End the frameworkization: it should be possible to
implement a MP solely through language primitives,
without requiring specific types coming from a thirdparty library. This improves composability, optimizability, and compatibility: a MP which does not use
any library but is implemented simply as a C++ struct
with appropriately-named members is trivial to compile and run on even very small embedded targets
(such as microcontrollers), uncommon targets (WebAssembly, eBPF) or to port to a new host, unlike a
MP written with Juce.
• Zero-cost design with a strict “do not pay for what you
do not use” policy: unused metadata should be able to
be entirely optimized-out by the compiler. The system
should allow inter-procedural optimizations among
MPs to the limit of what C++ compilers are able to
perform. Binding to an existing plug-in API should
have no run-time over-head over implementing a plugin directly against this API in the most efficient way.

2.1 The C++ subset we are using

• Safe design where parameters are defined in a nonredundant, integrated way, without per-instance cost
for the metadata: what we want is the processing code
to be able to refer to simple C++ variables directly
for accessing parameters, so that the C++ language
can type-check them to reduce the opportunity for
run-time errors especially when adding and removing parameters in MPs. These variables should at
the same time carry the metadata (description, range,
unit...), without having to duplicate them for each
instance of the MP. We do not want in particular a
system where one would have to repeat the declaration of a parameter or split it in multiple places (by
defining for instance enumerations). We do not want
to require the use macros either due to their notorious
error-proneness.

Note that by subset, we do not mean that users of the API
are restricted from using parts of the C++ language for
their implementation ; only that this work does not imply
that every C++ construct is used. For instance, dynamic
polymorphism through inheritance is not processed in any
way as it does not add any meaningful information for what
we wish to do. Most run-time environments do not even
have a way to make use of it: a polymorphic VST control
does not make sense.
The main restrictions are that reflected types must be aggregates in C++ parlance. Simply put, types which do not
have explicit constructors, private or protected members,
or virtual functions. Every struct example throughout
this document is an aggregate. Templates cannot easily be
mapped either as they exist at a level of abstraction above
the object model we are working with ; one cannot reflect a
template, only a particular instantiation of it.

• Extensible design: an HE with specific port types,
such as geometry data for 3D software, should be
able to add support for them.

8 Available at https://github.com/celtera/avendish. A complete documentation is provided, and explains how to author a MP from
scratch: https://celtera.github.io/avendish.
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2.2 Reflection features in modern C++

print("{}", t.foo);
else if constexpr(has_a_float_bar<T>())
print("{}", t.bar);

We present to the reader the features introduced in recent
C++ standards which we are able to use to implement the
MP bindings.

}

2.2.1 Reflection on struct members with Boost.PFR

This code compiles if T is an integer, a character array, or
even the following type:

The core technique making this project possible is implemented within the Boost.PFR 9 library. It enables compiletime iteration of the members of an aggregate. The structure
Controls below is an example of aggregate: Boost.PFR
permits iteration and subsequent reflection of the members
a, b, c in order. The implementation leverages destructuring,
a C++17 feature.

struct empty_type { };
The implication for our needs is that it becomes possible
to reflect object properties at compile-time, without any
run-time cost.

struct Controls {
std::string a;
float b;
int c;
};

2.2.5 A wide API contract
It is possible to support various variants and coding styles for
a given concept. The techniques presented here can be used
to make the first part of Jon Postel’s statement: “Be liberal
in what you accept, and conservative in what you send”
applicable to C++ API design. Consider an user-facing
description metadata for an object, various organizations
may use distinct coding styles:

2.2.2 Querying existence of members
Thanks to C++20 concepts[15], it becomes possible to query
the following information at compile-time: “Does the type
T have a member variable named foo?”. The has_a_foo
() function will return a compile-time computed boolean
value, true if it is passed as template argument a type with
a member variable foo, false if not. requires yields a
boolean: whether T satisfies the specified requirements:

struct object_of_org_A {
auto desc() { return "Equalizer"; }
};
struct object_of_org_B {
static void getDesc(std::string& storage)
{ storage = "Equalizer"; }
};

template<typename T>
consteval bool has_a_foo()
{ return requires (T t) { t.foo; }; }

Both implementations transmit the same information. We
can on the library side write the following function:

2.2.3 Querying metadata on members
It is possible to perform queries on the type of such variables,
such as: “Does the type T have a member variable bar of
type float?”.
This is done with concepts and requires-expressions:

template<typename T>
string get_description(const T& t) {
if constexpr(requires { t.desc(); }) {
return t.desc();
}
else if constexpr(requires (string s)
{ t.getDesc(s); })
{
string ret; t.getDesc(ret); return ret;
} // etc..
}

template<typename T>
consteval bool has_a_float_bar() {
return requires (T t)
{ { t.bar } -> std::same_as<float>; };
}
2.2.4 Reacting to existence of members
It is possible to implement different behaviours depending
on those cases, thanks to the if constexpr C++17 feature.
Unlike if, the condition is guaranteed to be resolved at
compile-time and thus bears no cost and does not exist at runtime ; for each template instantiation, either the condition
will be true or not true ; each instantiation will only have
one of the branches compiled in (or none at all).

This way both possibilities will be treated in an equally optimal way. Not all cases can be accounted for ; as evidenced
in Table 1, it is impossible to get a community of our scale
to agree on a single interface. Instead, we should consider
making binding libraries which try to accept as many systems and ways of implementing MPs as possible, especially
when extending those independent binding libraries is a task
as simple as adding a branch to a compile-time if.
This approach accommodates both for future MP APIs
when they will inevitably come up, and for various ways
of designing the actual MPs, and do both these things without having to pay a run-time abstraction cost either in CPU
usage or memory, simply through writing or extending independent binding code.

template<typename T>
void print_foo_or_bar() {
if constexpr(has_a_foo<T>())
9 github.com/boostorg/pfr. A prototype which leverages the variadic destructuring feature: auto [... members] = a_structure;
proposed in standard paper P1061 [14] allows discarding the Boost dependency entirely. This feature however only works in development versions
of C++ compilers so far.
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are incompatible with the types. A similar feature is
available for initialization of Max/MSP or PureData
objects. No explicit type conversion is ever required.

2.3 Application to our work
The outlined reflection mechanism allows the author of a
binding to check at compile-time whether an object is, for
instance:

• A preset system to declare built-in presets of input
controls is available.

• Something that will only process messages.
• Something that is a monophonic, per-sample audio
processor (and thus can be duplicated to multiple
channels), for instance because the structure has a
member function of the form:
float operator()(float input).

2.4 Defining controls
The idea is to make the control meta-data part of the type
system. As shown earlier, most systems store the metadata
relative to a parameter in the same object than the parameter
itself which is bad for cache behaviour and memory use.
That is, if our parameter is a float, we want:

• Something that is a polyphonic audio processor, for
instance because the structure has a member function
of the form:
void operator()(float** in, float** out,
int frames), or adequate input / output ports.

sizeof(TypeOfParameter) == sizeof(float)
without a single wasted or repeated byte. Thus metadatas
such as range, unit or descriptions, cannot just be stored as
member variable. We are able to leverage our system to put
this information as static methods instead: this means that
the storage will be allocated not once per instance, but once
for the whole program. Static data members are technically
possible, but incur additional limitations: there cannot be a
static variable in an unnamed class. Functions and methods
however are “free” in a storage sense ; besides, it is possible
to define structures inside methods which allows to simplify
the code. A control, which combines static metadata and
per-instance value, can be implemented with:

• Something that is a video filter, because it has a texture input port and a texture output port.
Defining an ontology for ports is a work-in-progress for
which the author believes a collaboration across the computer music community would be fruitful. During the library
development process, many different shapes of ports were
tried. Here, my_port is categorized as a polyphonic audio
port, and another_port as a sample-based audio port.
struct {
doubles** frames;
int channels;
} my_port;

struct {
float sample;
} another_port;

Binding code will adapt these recognized forms to what
HEs expect. One can write a per-sample audio processor: it
is converted to a per-block VST plug-in automatically. The
binding code will run for every frame and every channel
of the input buffers. Conversely, a per-block definition
can be mapped to a per-sample system such as VCVRack,
simply by passing a sample count of 1 and allocating 1sized arrays as automatic storage (i.e. on the stack). This
way, an algorithm can be expressed in the way that is the
most natural for it, while retaining portability to all existing
environments.
A self-contained example of a simple distortion processor
is available: https://github.com/celtera/avendish/
blob/main/examples/Raw/Minimal.hpp. Various other
examples showcase the supported features.
The Avendish library is currently able to reflect on the
following features of a class:
• Inputs, outputs: either as ports or in simple cases
as arguments to an operator() function. Recognized ports value types can be int, bool, float,
string and enumerations, sample-based, channelbased or array-of-channel-based audio ports, MIDI
ports ; RGBA texture ports.

struct {
struct range
{ float min = -1, max = 1, init = 0.; };
float value;
};
2.5 Simplifying controls
If we have many similar controls (some synthesizers can
have thousands), we may want to simplify the way they are
defined.
Before C++20 this could be done with macros which
would expand to code such as in section 2.4, but those come
with well-known issues. In C++20, we can instead make
them part of the type system:
struct range {
float min{}, max{}, init{};
};
template<range Def>
struct float_control {
consteval auto range() { return Def; }
float value;
};
float_control<range{.min = 0, .max = 10}>
control_1;

• Methods, free functions and lambda functions can be
used for messages in Max/MSP and PureData. Their
arguments are automatically reflected: void foo(
int f, std::string v) will display an error in
Max and Pd consoles if the messages sent to the object

In all the above cases, we can easily create new control
types, with the range metadata embedded in the type itself.
This enables performing static, compile-time checks on the
control ranges.
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ABSTRACT
Zygons measure similarity relationships between derivations (changes) of characteristics of musical events, like
pitches and note durations. The statistics of zygons can
describe properties of composition styles and musical categories. In this work, we present a method to identify the
most relevant zygonic statistics for the recognition of musical genres which helps to better understand the important
properties of that genres. Our approach is based on the
extraction of zygons for discretised audio features and the
analysis of non-dominated fronts after multi-objective feature selection. The statistics of zygons are also compared
to and combined with a large set of audio semantic descriptors from a previous work. The results on a publicly
available dataset show that the classification performance
is improved for 12 of 19 genres when zygonic statistics are
added to other semantic features.
Figure 1. Examples of two pitch zygons.

1. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
like a repeated and modified melody which starts from another pitch or with shorter note durations. Automatic categorisation of music covers a wide range of applications,
such as music recommendation systems, organisation of
personal music collections, cover and plagiarism detection,
etc. For a better understanding of relevant properties of
musical categories, they can be manually annotated by experts, as done, for instance, in the Pandora Music Genome
Project and applied for genre recognition in [3]. However,
substantial human efforts are required to analyse each music piece. On the other side, automatic approaches for music categorisation can be also problematic. Earlier works
usually incorporate low-level signal features which are often less comprehensible, either for musicologists or individual listeners, like descriptors proposed by Tzanetakis
[4]. More recent approaches like deep neural networks [5]
lead to complex and also not very interpretable black-box
models with a huge number of parameters.
Some studies tried to introduce more interpretability in
automatic music categorisation. One of the first related approaches proposed a so called anchor space with semantic
features for music classification and similarity search [6].
Another concept to measure structural complexity of different musical properties which may change over time was
proposed in [7]. In [8], a set of various semantic descriptors mostly predicted by classification ensembles was suggested. Another extension for more interpretability was to
use these descriptors for fuzzy music categorisation in [9]
that was originally introduced in [10].

Zygonic theory introduced by Ockelford [1, 2] proposes
that “the notion of perceived derivation may be a key additional element in the cognition of musical structure”. Zygons are similarity relationships measured for groups of
musical events. First, a property of these events is selected, such as pitch or note duration. Then, derivations
are estimated, i.e., changes over time between the consecutive notes or note groups (rising or falling melody, shorter
or longer note durations). Finally, relationships between
sequences of derivations are estimated, which are characterised by a perfection grade (a measure of similarity between two derivation sequences), a type of relationship (direct or inverse), a length of the derivation sequence, etc.
Figure 1 shows two examples of pitch zygons with derivations in semitones below the note sequences. The first zygon is a direct and perfect one of length three (exactly the
same semitone changes happen for both sequences of four
notes). The second one is an inverse almost perfect one
of length four (the inverse change of semitones is slightly
different).
As variation and contrast are the central elements of music composition, zygons may identify relationships between
groups of different musical events with similar derivations,
Copyright: ©2022 Igor Vatolkin et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License 3.0
Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction
in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited.
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Figure 2. Overview of algorithms for zygon extraction and music categorisation.

by previously trained classification models. As many signal features are extracted from very short time frames (e.g.,
23 ms), their values are further aggregated by averaging
their values for a larger frame with a length closer to note
duration (e.g., 500 ms). In our experiments, we have also
tried to aggregate features around onset events (time points
with beginning notes); however, due to the poor performance of onset estimators for polyphonic audio recordings, this aggregation method did not perform significantly
better. Then, the continuous feature values are discretised
to a limited number of levels (in our experiments, we use
discretisation by quartile statistics and histograms). For
discretised feature values, a single-order derivation is calculated. Finally, in an analysis time frame of 30 s or a musical segment (the boundaries of music segments are predicted after [12]), it is searched for similarities between all
possible combinations of derivation sequences of a given
length (here, we test the lengths of two and three).

The integration of semantic audio properties based on zygonic similarities into categorisation of music can improve
the interpretability of related models, but was barely researched until now. In our previous work [11], we have
proposed a method how zygons can be extracted for discretised audio features and applied it for the recognition of
musical genres and styles, showing that the combination of
zygons and semantic descriptors could improve the recognition performance. For this paper, we have continued the
experiments with zygonic statistics for genre recognition.
The novel contributions are two-fold. First, in contrast to
[11], we conducted the experiments on a larger and publicly available dataset with annotated genres instead of a
small internal dataset, so that the results can be treated as
more general and be better reproduced. Second, we apply a measure based on non-dominated fronts to identify
the most relevant zygonic statistics and semantic features,
providing lists of the top five most relevant feature dimensions for each of 19 musical genres to predict.
In Section 2, we briefly introduce our framework for categorisation of music with zygonic statistics from discretised audio features. Section 3 describes the setup of experiments: the details of the dataset and partitioning into
training, validation, and test subsets for a strict evaluation
of feature selection (Section 3.1) and the list of zygonic
statistics and semantic descriptors (Section 3.2). In Section 4, we discuss the results of experiments, first comparing and combining zygons to/with semantic descriptors
(Section 4.1) and then estimating the list with the top five
most relevant descriptors of musical genres (Section 4.2).
In Section 5, we summarise the most important outcomes
of our work and discuss several ideas for future studies.

The lower subfigure sketches the steps for music categorisation and its evaluation. After the zygons are identified, their statistics (number of different zygons and overall
number of zygons for each zygon type) are estimated for
the analysis frame. These statistics are used as features to
train classification models for genre recognition. We apply evolutionary multi-objective feature selection following the general scheme from [8]. Two targets are minimised: the balanced classification error (the mean of errors for “positive” and “negative” tracks which either belong or not belong to a genre to predict) and the number
of features used to train a binary classification model. In
each iteration of the evolutionary loop, the solutions (feature sets) are randomly modified by mutation which adds
or removes individual feature dimensions. For the selected
features, a model is built using the training data and evaluated using the validation data. As in [8], binary classification models are trained with four different methods: decision tree, naive Bayes, random forest, and support vector
machines. When the final number of 3000 iterations in an
evolutionary loop is achieved, the models are evaluated on
the test data. The training, validation, and test partitions
of the original dataset contain distinct tracks of different
artists (see Section 3.1 for details).

2. METHODS
Originally, zygons were proposed for the measurement of
similarities in the musical score. As it is not always available, and because some information may be missing in the
score (e.g., applied digital effects or individual properties
of a performer), in [11] we have proposed a procedure how
zygons can be extracted from audio features.
Figure 2 presents an overview of our framework. The first
part (upper subfigure) deals with the extraction of zygons
from audio signals. First, a set of base audio features is defined which should describe some semantic property, like
timbre (a more general property) or instruments predicted

The output of the multi-objective feature selection is the
non-dominated front of feature sets which describe the best
trade-offs between both evaluation measures, the classification error and the number of features. Figure 3 provides
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3. SETUP OF EXPERIMENTS
3.1 Dataset
For our experiments, we use 1517-artists data set [23] which
contains 3180 full audio tracks of 1517 artists. Each track
is exclusively assigned to one of 19 musical genres.
After the application of the random shuffling and artist
filter, so that only one track per artist remained, we have
created a following distribution of training, validation, and
test data for each genre category. For each genre, we build
a training set with 16 “positive” tracks and 18 “negative”
tracks (each for the other 18 genres). This rather low number of training tracks is motivated by two reasons. First,
in a real world application a listener would prefer to create a music category based on a small number of manual
annotations. Second, for a better balance between positive
and negative tracks, and the measurement of differences
between genres, we had to align the number of training
tracks to the Classical genre with the smallest overall number of tracks. So, even if more tracks could be used for
the training of classification models for other genres, these
models may benefit from the larger track number, so that
the complexities of individual genres would be not comparable after the experiments.
Validation sets for the evaluation of feature selection, as
well as test sets for the final evaluation, contained 228
tracks (12 tracks per genre). The imbalance in track distribution is not a problem, because we have measured a
balanced classification error as classification performance
measure. Estimation of a measure like accuracy would be
indeed problematic, as it may achieve a very good value of
(100/19 ∗ 18) = 94.73% in case all tracks will be wrongly
classified as not belonging to a genre to predict, because
only appr. 5.27% of the test set belong to that genre.

Figure 3. Example for a non-dominated front for Country recognition.

an example of such front after the recognition of the Country genre. This front includes two boundary solutions, (1)
in the lower right corner, the smallest feature set (which
should contain a single feature dimension in the extreme
case, as also in Figure 3) with the error smaller than all
other feature sets of the same size (here 0.2824), and (2)
in the upper left corner, the feature set with the smallest
classification error in total, but as few features as possible (227 feature dimensions with the error of 0.1458 in the
example). Other feature sets in the front represent different compromises between these boundary solutions. Even
if solution (2) is typically the most relevant one in practice because of a significantly lower classification error,
solution (1) is also worth to analyse, as it presents one or
several relevant feature dimensions with the best possible
classification performance, when only the small number of
dimensions is allowed. Additionally, the analysis of all solutions of the non-dominated front provides further details
of the relevant feature dimensions which contribute to all
those feature sets (see Section 4.2).
1-3
4-11

12-21

22-30

31
32-34
35-39

Energy
All energy audio descriptors, root mean square of the
time signal, zero-crossing rate
Harmony
All harmonic features, chord vector [13], chroma
DCT-reduced log pitch (CRP) [14], interval strengths
from 10 highest semitone peaks, interval strengths
from the semitone peaks above 3/4 of the maximum
peak, semitone spectrum [15], strengths of major / minor keys [16], tonal centroid [16]
Instruments: approximative features [17]
Dominance ranks of and mean similarities to 51 instruments, similarities to: bowed instruments, drums,
key instruments, pianos, stringed instruments, Western guitars, Western strings, woodwind instruments
Instruments: CNN predictions [18]
All instruments, bowed instruments, drums, key instruments, pianos, stringed instruments, Western guitars, Western strings, woodwind instruments
Pitches: approximative features [17]
All pitches
Rhythm and tempo
Fluctuation patterns [16], rhythmic clarity [16], sum
of correlated components and periodicity peaks [19]
Timbre
All timbre features, angles and distances in phase
domain [20], Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
(MFCCs) [21], spectral moments [22], tristimulus and
normalised energy of harmonic components [22]

3.2 Zygons and Semantic Features
Table 1 lists 39 carefully selected base feature sets for zygon extraction following [11], leading to the overall number of 3120 zygonic statistics (39 base feature sets × 5
perfection grades (perfect, almost perfect, more or less perfect, less perfect, imperfect) × 2 lengths of derivation sequences (2 or 3) × 2 kinds of zygons (direct or inverse) ×
2 aggregation window sizes (30 s or segments) × 2 zygonic statistics (number of different zygon types and overall
number of zygons). As a baseline to compare with, 566
semantic descriptors from [8] were extracted, see Table 2.
4. EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Classification Performance
Table 3 provides an overview of the smallest balanced classification errors estimated for test datasets after 10 statistical repetitions of feature selection for each classification
method. We can observe that zygonic statistics or combined sets lead to smaller errors for 12 of 19 genres, however, after the best processing method has been taken into
account. The performance improvement is not so high as
for the previous work [11], where it was observed for 12
of 14 genres and styles, but still remarkable, as semantic features contain very different characteristics, some of

Table 1. 39 sets of base audio features for zygon estimation.
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Chroma and harmony
Consonance, harmonic change, key and its clarity, local tuning, strengths of intervals based
on CRP and semitone peaks, strengths of major/minor keys, tonal centroid, tone and its amplitude of chromagram maximum
Chords
Numbers of different chords and chord changes,
shares of the most frequent 20%, 40%, and 60%
chords with regard to their duration
Tempo, rhythm, and structure
Duration, numbers of onsets, beats, tatums, and
segment changes, rhythmic clarity, tempo
Instruments
Diverse classification models for prediction of:
guitar, piano, strings, and wind instruments
Moods
Diverse classification models for prediction of:
Aggressive, Confident, Earnest, Energetic, PartyCelebratory, Reflective, Sentimental, Stylish
Semantic tags provided by experts
Diverse classification models for prediction of:
drums, effects distortion, harmony major/minor,
high activation level, melodic range larger or less
than octave, melodic range linear/volatile, vocals
clear/rough, vocals female/male, vocal tessitura
medium, vocal solo polyphonic/unisonous
Structural complexity
Structural complexity for chords, harmony, instruments, tempo/rhythm

Genre
Alternat
Blues
Childrens
Classical
Comedy
Country
EasyList
Electron
Folk
Hip-Hop
Jazz
Latin
New Age
R’n’B
Reggae
Religious
Rock
Soundtr
World

Sem

ZygQ

0.1204
0.2361
0.2477
0.0694
0.2130
0.1204
0.1944
0.0903
0.2546
0.0926
0.2384
0.2384
0.2199
0.1921
0.0602
0.1435
0.0972
0.1181
0.1412

0.2731
0.1574
0.2500
0.0880
0.2523
0.1829
0.1968
0.1111
0.1528
0.0741
0.2245
0.2130
0.1111
0.2083
0.1296
0.2847
0.2338
0.2176
0.3310

ZygQ
+Sem
0.1875
0.1806
0.2616
0.0787
0.2083
0.1204
0.1782
0.0556
0.1412
0.0880
0.2361
0.2477
0.1273
0.1991
0.1157
0.1597
0.0648
0.1644
0.1713

ZygH
0.1644
0.2153
0.2685
0.0903
0.2546
0.1968
0.2014
0.0856
0.1944
0.0602
0.1713
0.2778
0.1412
0.1852
0.1736
0.2731
0.1921
0.2361
0.3333

ZygH
+Sem
0.1343
0.1667
0.2639
0.0718
0.2106
0.1389
0.2176
0.0694
0.1690
0.0579
0.1759
0.2407
0.1181
0.1852
0.1019
0.1204
0.0625
0.1713
0.1574

Table 3. Smallest test balanced classification errors. Sem: semantic features; ZygQ: zygons based on quartile discritesation, ZygH: histogram
discretisation. Alternat: Alternative and Punk; EasyList: Easy Listening;
Electron: Electronic; Soundtr: Soundtracks and More. The best (smallest) values for each genre are bolded.

interpretable features—have limitations in terms of interpretability: consider a very large decision tree or support
vector machines which transform original features to new
dimensions. However, w.r.t. (1) non-deterministic repetitions of feature selection, (2) multi-objective evaluation,
and (3) aggregation of results for an ensemble of classifiers, the estimation of ω provides an explainable statistic.
It describes a contribution of individual feature dimension
to the most successful feature sets in terms of classification
quality and number of selected features for different classification methods as well as for different statistical repetitions. Because of a large number of features it is obvious
that there may exist their redundant combinations which
are (almost) equally important for a particular genre.
Table 4 shows the occurrences of the top five features
sorted by ω-values for experiments with semantic features
together with zygons based on quartiles. For zygonic statistics, the information on the perfection grade, the analysis
window (either 30 s or segments estimated by Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) from [12]), and the zygon
length are provided. Some of the categories like Alternat, Religious, Rock, and World show a better performance
with semantic features which are often very interpretable:
rough vocals for Alternat and Rock, distortion for Rock,
major harmony for Religious. For the remaining 15 genres, one or more zygonic descriptors contribute to the top
five features, for example, several statistics of similarities
in the sequences of the semitone spectrum for Classical or
tonal centroid for EasyList.
Some features are relevant when the predictions of the
corresponding model are negative, such as Aggressive mood
for Jazz or PartyCelebratory for Religious. This information can be meaningful to list properties which do not characterise the corresponding genre. Some features appear
multiple times (like effects distortion for Rock), because
they were stored from different classification models.

Table 2. Semantic features. The numbers in the left column indicate feature dimensions after feature processing. For further references to concrete algorithms, please see [8].

them not related to selected zygonic statistics (like predicted moods and semantic tags, or structural complexities
of various musical properties).
Please note that the evaluation strategy was designed to
be close to a real world application scenario, and some of
the errors are rather high. Not only the training sets were
small and the classifiers had to learn the genres from only
34 tracks, but also the evaluation of the independent test set
was done after the feature selection for the last population
of solutions. This sometimes leads to situation, when the
error of the combined set of semantic features and zygonic
statistics has a larger error (e.g., 0.1806 for Blues using
both feature sets and 0.1574 with only quartile zygons).
4.2 Identification of the Most Relevant Features
Let N be the number of statistical repetitions of feature selection, Dj the number of feature sets in the non-dominated
front compiled from final solutions after feature selection
for all four classification methods in the j-th repetition,
and ak (i, j) := 1 iff dimension k is selected in i-th nondominated feature set from j-th repetition. Then, we can
measure a relative contribution of the k-th feature dimension to all fronts across all repetitions:


Dj
N
1 X 1 X
ω(k) =
·
·
ak (i, j).
(1)
N j=1 Dj i=1
Individual classification models—even when trained with
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1
Vocals rough

2
Mood Energetic

3
Vocals male

4
Melodic range > octave

ω = 0.1273
RMS / inverse perfect /
30s / 3
ω = 0.0980
Melodic range linear

ω = 0.1000
Major/minor / imperfect / 30s / 2
ω = 0.0964
Vocal tessitura medium

ω = 0.0980
Major/minor / perfect
/ 30s / 3
ω = 0.0927
Local tuning

ω = 0.1036
Semitone spectrum /
less perfect / 30s / 2

ω = 0.1000
Semitone
spectrum
/ inverse imperfect /
CNN / 3
ω = 0.1000
Harmony major

ω = 0.1000
CRP / inverse more or
less perfect / 30s / 3
ω = 0.0963
Interval strength / inverse imperfect / 30s /
2
ω = 0.1000
Strength of CRP
major second

5
Strength of CRP
minor sixth
ω = 0.0976
Strength of CRP
minor third
ω = 0.0869
Mood PartyCelebratory

ω = 0.0911
Semitone spectrum /
less perfect / 30s / 3

ω = 0.0911
Instruments CNN: piano / perfect / CNN / 2

ω = 0.0929
Wind

ω = 0.0885
Major/minor / perfect
/ 30s / 2
ω = 0.1000
MFCC / perfect / 30s /
3

ω = 0.0885
Major/minor / perfect
30s / 3
ω = 0.0891
Instruments
CNN:
Western Strings /
almost perfect / 30s / 2
ω = 0.0886
Chord vector / inverse
almost perfect / 30s / 2

Comedy

ω = 0.1064
Guitar

Country

ω = 0.1322
Vocal tessitura medium

ω = 0.1275
MFCCs / imperfect /
CNN / 3

ω = 0.1014
All timbre / perfect /
30s / 3

ω = 0.1000
All harmony / inverse
less perfect / 30s / 3

ω = 0.0977
Tonal centroid / inverse perfect / 30s / 3

ω = 0.0966
CRP / inverse more or
less perfect / CNN / 3

Electronic

ω = 0.1026
Drums

ω = 0.0962
High activation level

Folk

ω = 0.1083
Melodic range < octave

Hip-Hop

ω = 0.2286
Drums

ω = 0.1000
Instruments
CNN:
bowed/ inverse perfect
/ CNN / 3
ω = 0.1043
Semitone spectrum /
inverse almost perfect
/ 30s / 2
ω = 0.1041
Semitone spectrum /
inverse imperfect / 30s
/3

ω = 0.0980
Semitone spectrum /
less perfect / CNN / 2

ω = 0.0939
Instruments
CNN:
strings / perfect / 30s /
3

Jazz

ω = 0.0989
Mood Aggressive

ω = 0.0979
Structural complexity
of instruments

ω = 0.0959
Mood Confident

ω = 0.2612
Semitone spectrum /
imperfect / 30s / 3
ω = 0.1111
Tonal centroid / perfect / 30s / 3
ω = 0.1000
All harmony / inverse
almost perfect / 30s / 3

ω = 0.1124
Chord vector / inverse
almost perfect / 30s / 3
ω = 0.0960
Semitone spectrum /
less perfect / 30s / 2
ω = 0.1000
Semitone spectrum /
imperfect / CNN / 3

ω = 0.0959
Chord vector / inverse
more or less perfect /
30s / 3
ω = 0.1096
Mood Confident

ω = 0.1300
Mood Confident

ω = 0.1000
Tonal centroid / imperfect / 30s / 3
ω = 0.1083
Melodic range linear
ω = 0.2000
Mood Reflective
ω = 0.1035
Mood PartyCelebratory

EasyList

Latin
New Age
R’n’B

Reggae
Religious
Rock
Soundtr
World

ω = 0.1107
Harmony major
ω = 0.2000
Effects distortion
ω = 0.1987
All timbre / perfect /
30s / 2
ω = 0.1005
Vocals polyphonic
ω = 0.1400

ω = 0.1000
Mood Energetic
ω = 0.1000

ω = 0.0943
Interval strengths / inverse perfect / 30s / 2

ω = 0.0947
Harmonic change detection function
ω = 0.0952
Semitone spectrum /
inverse less perfect /
30s / 2
ω = 0.1000
Mood Confident
ω = 0.1000
Mood PartyCelebratory
ω = 0.1250
Effects distortion
ω = 0.1000
MFCC / almost perfect / 30s / 3
ω = 0.1000
Vocals clear
ω = 0.1000

ω = 0.0924
Tonal centroid / inverse imperfect / 30s /
3
ω = 0.0917
Instruments approximative: strings / less
perfect / 30s / 2
ω = 0.0907
Melodic range < octave

ω = 0.0893
CRP / inverse more or
less perfect / 30s / 2
ω = 0.0864
Strength G] major
ω = 0.0857
Instruments
approximative:
woodwind/brass / inverse
imperfect / 30s / 2
ω = 0.0954
Chord vector / almost
perfect / 30s / 3

ω = 0.1000
Structural complexity
of tempo and rhythm
ω = 0.0938
Tonal centroid / perfect / 30s / 2
ω = 0.0938
Major/minor / imperfect / 30s / 2

ω = 0.0976
Mood Stylish

ω = 0.1000
Vocal tessitura medium

ω = 0.0893
Vocal range < octave
RF
ω = 0.0960
Vocals male
ω = 0.1000
Vocal tessitura medium
ω = 0.0936
Mood Energetic

ω = 0.1000
Mood Stylish
ω = 0.1000
Vocals rough
ω = 0.1000
Periodic peaks / more
or less perfect / 30s / 2
ω = 0.0990
Vocal solo unisonous
ω = 0.1000

ω = 0.0879
Wind
ω = 0.0905
Major/minor / imperfect / 30s / 2

ω = 0.0972
Melodic range < octave
ω = 0.1000

Table 4. The top five most often selected features sorted by their relative occurrence ω (see Equation 1).

5. CONCLUSIONS

performance for 12 of 19 tested genres. With a statistic measuring the properties of non-dominated fronts after
multi-objective feature selection, we showed how the most
relevant individual dimensions of features can be automatically estimated for a further analysis of genre properties.

In this paper, we have applied the zygonic theory for the
recognition of musical genres based on audio signals. The
statistics of zygons—similarities between derivations of discretised audio features—could improve the classification
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In future, we plan to continue the optimisation of parameters for the extraction of zygons and to search for occurrences of concrete individual zygons which may describe
a particular composing style. Another promising direction
is the analysis of changes of zygonic statistics between different musical segments.
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ABSTRACT

continue the theme of a song, to change the theme and
prepare for the next coming piece of lead melody, or to
allow for instrumental solos to add to the color of the song.
This is why it is important to investigate the instrumental
accompaniment generation when the lead melody of the
singer is silent. Therefore, in popular music, instrumental
solos are sections where the vocal singer stops singing and
allow an instrument to take over and play the role of the
main melody. Similar to a vocal melody, this instrumental
solo may also be accompanied by another instrument. An
important attribute of an instrumental solo is that it should
still sound similar to the rest of the song, but also retain a
certain amount of uniqueness unheard throughout the rest
of the song.
However, even though a considerable amount of research
has been devoted to musical accompaniment generation,
little attention has been given to the ability to generate instrumental accompaniment with solos for popular songs.
The goal of this research is to generate popular music instrumental solos using Transformers [6] and use these instrumental solos in accompaniments. This instrumental
solo will take over the role of the lead melody in the sections of a song where the singer stops singing, different
from the accompaniment itself which only takes a supportive role. In this paper, only instrumental solos that are located between two vocal melodies are considered. We propose an interpolation composition scheme, show how this
approach is able to generate a popular song instrumental
solo, and show that an accompaniment with an instrumental solo is more acceptable than an accompaniment without
an instrumental solo by subjective evaluation.

When generating instrumental accompaniments for a popular song’s vocal melody, the accompaniment needs to be
able to support the lead melody sung by the vocalist so that
the lead melody can sound more colorful with the accompanying instrumental melody. In a popular song, the lead
melody or the singer may have ”break moments” where the
lead melody or singer is silent. In these moments, the instrumental accompaniments generated by state-of-the-art
models do not deviate from what they normally generate,
which can cause listeners to lose interest. Thus, because
there is no lead melody, there is nothing to accompany.
We propose an interpolation composition method based on
the Transformer model that can improve the current accompaniment generating models by adding an instrumental solo generation module whenever the singer is absent.
Overall, our Interpolation Transformer was able to generate instrumental solos that can combine with the original
accompaniment to improve upon the baseline accompaniment generation model. We also learn that including an
instrumental solo in the parts where the singer is quiet indeed increases the likelihood that the accompaniment is
preferred twice as much by human evaluators compared to
an accompaniment without an instrumental solo.
1. INTRODUCTION
The musical instrumental accompaniment generation in this
paper refers to the creation of the instrumental music that
accompanies a singer in popular music. An accompaniment’s main role is to support the main or lead melody
sung by the singer in popular music. Research done in
this field [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] has been increasing in the past
few years. Through the use of state of the art Neural Networks and Deep Learning models, improvements in musical accompaniment generation have been drastic especially in comparison to MySong [1], one of the earliest,
if not the first, models to automate music accompaniment
generation. However, current music accompaniment generation models do not deal with the problem of generating
accompaniments with instrumental solos during the time
period when the singer rests and is silent. This means that
in these moments, the role of the instrumental accompaniment is not really to accompany any lead melody but to
serve some other functional roles. The instrumental accompaniment in these moments may serve roles like to

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED LITERATURE
2.1 Music Accompaniment Generation
Music accompaniment generation is the generation of the
instrumental accompaniment by use of the vocal melody
as an input. When employing the use of deep learning,
Encoder-Decoder networks are often used [2, 3, 4, 5]. Figure 1 shows how music accompaniment generation utilizes
Sequence-to-Sequence Learning. Previous works have improved upon music generation by being able to generate
accompaniments with multiple instruments [2, 3], being
able to generate near human quality accompaniments [2],
and even a method for real-time accompaniment generation [4].
2.2 Interpolation Music Composition

Copyright: ©2022 Kevin Cua et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License 3.0
Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction
in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited.

Interpolation music composition is the process of generating a transitional piece of music that is intended to combine two pieces of music melodies by creating a smooth
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One example is the use of two different vocals to predict
an instrumental solo melody.

Vocal Melody
Encoder

Decoder

2.4 Symbolic Music Representation

Accompaniment
Figure 1. Encoder-Decoder (Inference) Architecture for Music Accompaniment Generation

Pre-Solo Melody Interpolation Melody Post-Solo Melody

We use REMI [11] to represent polyphonic music in a symbolic form, as it is one of the state-of-the-art symbolic music representations used in music generation [11]. REMI
stands for revamped MIDI derived events and is able to
retain a lot of information from MIDI files that other simpler MIDI representations would lose.
3. POPSOLO MIDI DATASET

Figure 2. Interpolation melody between two melodies

There is lack of a usable dataset that contains training data
for the popular music instrumental solo generation probtransition from the first piece to the second piece [7]. The
lem. The training data must include the pre-solo vocal
research done on generating an interpolation track focuses
melody, instrumental solo melody, and post-solo vocal melody.
on using different variants of Autoencoders [8, 7]. AuFurthermore, the piano accompaniment must also be intoencoders are often used for musical interpolation because
cluded, as the end goal is to generate accompaniments with
Autoencoders are able to ”interpolate” by combining the
instrumental solos. Therefore, the creation of a dataset is
latent spaces of two different data samples and decoding
required.
them to create an output that blends the different quality of
We created the PopSolo MIDI Dataset based on the Pop909
the two data samples, which can be applied to more than
Dataset [12]. Pop909 is a compilation of 909 pop songs in
just the scope of music [9]. The following shows the forMIDI format created by professional musicians. Pop909
mula for the latent representation of the interpolation.
contains MIDI files that are all uniformly labeled with three
tracks that contain the vocal melody, the lead instrument,
zc = α ∗ za + (1 − α) ∗ zb
(1)
and the piano accompaniment.
To extract the solos and vocal melodies from the Pop909
where:
dataset, we have to check whether each song has an instrumental solo or not. As the dataset has already defined the
za = is the latent representation of the first data sample
location of the vocal melody and lead instrument, we look
zb = is the latent representation of the second data sample
for all the lead instrumental melodies that are played at a
zc = the latent representation of the interpolation
time the vocal melody ceases for a significant amount of
α = is a value from 0 to 1
time. This signifies that at this point in time, the lead inAs popular music instrumental solos are typically located
strument has replaced the vocal melody as the main melody.
between two vocal melodies, interpolation music compoWe then extract both pre-solo and post-solo vocal melodies
sition serves as a good comparison and basis for generatand the instrumental solos with the three melodies being
ing the instrumental solo. Figure 2 shows a visualization
the same number of MIDI ticks. To clarify, the dataset does
of an interpolation melody and its location between two
not have a uniform size, but each element in the interpolamelodies. The instrumental solo also has to be able to cretion group- the pre-solo, post-solo and solo melodies- has a
ate a smooth transition between the pre-solo and post-solo
uniform size in MIDI ticks (time) that is dependent on the
tracks. Figure 3 depicts the instrumental solo generation
size of the solo melody. For comparison, we also created a
problem as an interpolation music composition problem.
secondary dataset with all pre-solo and post-solo melodies
having a fixed duration of 10000 MIDI ticks (which is
around 10 seconds) with the goal of checking whether the
2.3 Transformers
length of the dynamic dataset allows the different models
The Transformer [6] architecture is composed of an Ento generate solos that have a stronger correlation with the
coder and Decoder, which is needed for Sequence-to-Sequence length of the vocal melodies.
problems. However, Transformers are often not used in
For data size balance, we collected a total of 750 soa Sequence-to-Sequence setup when tackling music genlos found in the Pop909 dataset, with 750 pre-solo vocal
eration problems due to the problem being formulated as
melodies and 750 post-solo vocal melodies. With all the
either generating a song from nothing or from a prompt.
melodies combined, the dataset reaches around 15 hours.
Music accompaniment generation is one of the few probThe solos in the extracted dataset have an average length
lems in music generation that is able to fully make use of
of around 24 seconds, with a minimum length of 7 seconds
the Transformer architecture [5, 2]. Multi-source Transand maximum length of 57 seconds.
formers [10] are Transformers that have multiple encoders
to allow the use of multiple inputs for a single prediction.
4. INSTRUMENTAL SOLO MELODIES VS
VOCAL MELODIES
Vocal Melody Solo Melody Vocal Melody
With the vocal melodies and instrumental solo melodies
being the same size in MIDI ticks, we study the differFigure 3. Instrumental Solo Generation as an Interpolation Problem
ences between an instrumental solo and a vocal melody.
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We take a look at a number of pitch-based features and
rhythm-based features [13] that will allow us to understand
the dataset on a structural level. The features are pitch
range, pitch count, and note count. Pitch range is the difference between the highest and lowest semitones found in
the musical sample. The pitch count is the total number of
distinct pitches found in the musical sample. Finally, the
note count is the total number of notes inside the sample
without taking pitch information into account.
PN
PitchCount(i)
MeanPitchCount = i=1
N
PN
PitchRange(i)
MeanPitchRange = i=1
N
PN
NoteCount(i)
MeanNoteCount = i=1
N
where N is the total number of melodies, and i represents
a single melody
Type
of
Melody

Mean and
SD Pitch
Range

Mean and
SD Pitch
Count

Mean and
SD Note
Count

Before
Vocal
Melody

13.84 ±
2.99

7.85 ±
1.57

42.45 ±
17.03

After
Vocal
Melody

13.65 ±
3.33

7.71 ±
1.73

44.61 ±
16.44

Instrumental
Solo
Melody

21.81 ±
8.71

12.17 ±
4.73

54.32 ±
28.70

Vocal Melody

Vocal Melody
Decoder

Encoder

Encoder

Vocal Melody + Ins. Solo Melody + Vocal Melody
Encoder

Decoder
Accompaniment

Figure 4. Instrumental Solo Generation Integrated with Music Accompaniment Generation

for the Euclidean distance between two sequences [17]. It
can be seen in Table 2 that the two vocal melodies, presolo and post-solo vocal melodies, are more similar to each
other in comparison to the instrumental solo melody.
X and Y sequences

Mean and SD
DTW Score

Mean and SD
Edit Distance
Score

pre-solo and postsolo Melody

15.51 ± 4.93

22.10 ± 11.38

Before and Solo
Melody

37.70 ± 28.40

43.00 ± 24.10

After and Solo
Melody

37.73 ± 28.20

45.46 ± 26.27

Table 2. Dissimilarity Score of Vocal Melodies and Solo Melodies (the
higher the more dissimilar)

Table 1. Comparison of Vocal Melodies and Instrumental Solo Melodies

It can be seen that in their role to add more interest and
variety, popular music instrumental solos are able to wander more freely. The features in Table 1 clearly show how
instrumental solos are able to use almost an octave more
in pitches by looking at the average pitch range. Furthermore, the average pitch count shows how the instrumental
solo melody uses almost 50 percent more unique pitches
than a vocal melody showing the difference in variety of
these two types of melodies. Finally, the average note
count shows how instrumental solo melodies tend to have
a faster rhythm, playing more notes in the same amount of
time as what a vocal melody would have. Meanwhile, the
standard deviation of the note count shows that different
solos can have very big differences in rhythm.
To further see the differences between a vocal melody and
an instrumental solo melody, we perform both a dynamic
time warping algorithm [14] and an edit distance algorithm
[15], specifically the Levenschtein distance [16], between
the note sequences of the three different melodies. The two
algorithms will both produce a scalar output. The edit distance algorithm will take a look at the differences between
two sequences, x and y, and tally a cost of one for each
replacement, deletion, and insertion, with the aim of making the two sequences the same sequence [16]. A dynamic
time warping algorithm measures similarity by computing

5. METHODOLOGY
5.1 System Overview
The generation process is divided into two parts: generating the instrumental solo and generating the accompaniment. To do this, we used the pre-solo and post-solo vocal
melodies to predict the instrumental solo. Finally, we integrated it with the final accompaniment by concatenating
the three in chronological order and predicting the accompaniment. Figure 4 represents the process of generating an
instrumental solo and using this with the vocal melodies to
further generate the piano accompaniment in the inference
stage. This allows the generation of an accompaniment
that also includes an instrumental solo.
We perform data augmentation by transposing each set to
6 other keys. For example, if a song is in the key of A,
we transpose the song into the key of A# or Bb by transposing each note in the song higher by one semitone. We
keep doing this until we reach the key of B# or Cb. Thus,
we obtain three times more melodies. Similarly, we also
transpose the song lower by one semitone until we obtain
three times the number of melodies from the original key.
This will increase our dataset by 6 times its initial size.
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5.2 Baseline Model

Ah (Q, Ka , Va ) is the attention computed from the Encoder
of the post-solo vocal melody
Ah (Q, Kb , Vb ) is the attention computed from the Encoder
of the pre-solo vocal melody
z
is the interpolation derived by summing
the attention from both encoders

5.2.1 Instrumental Solo Generation
Most approaches to musical interpolation use a variation
of an Autoencoder [8, 7, 18]. Therefore, an Autoencoder
would serve well as a baseline model in generating the
instrumental solo melody as it is located in between two
different melodies. We make use of the Transformer and
train it as an Autoencoder. Musical Interpolation via Autoencoders have been limited to interpolating sequences of
the same size. This is due to the summation of the two latent spaces of the pre-solo and post-solo melodies [8, 7].
In order to use Autoencoders in interpolating differently
sized sequences, we padded the latent space of the shorter
sequence with zeros. The Transformer is trained as an Autoencoder by being conditioned to predict the same piece
of music. The architecture of the Transformer-Autoencoder
contains 3 Transformer Encoder layers and 3 Transformer
Decoder layers, embedding size of 512, dropout of 0.10
and 8 attention heads.

In this method, the Decoder uses the sum of the attention
of both the Encoder of the pre-solo vocal melody and the
attention of the Encoder of the post-solo vocal melody.
To summarize this section, there will be four different
proposed instrumental solo generation models:
1. Transformer A - Transformer conditioned on the presolo vocal melody
2. Transformer B - Transformer conditioned on the postsolo vocal melody
3. Interpolation Transformer - Transformer conditioned
on both the pre-solo and post-solo vocal melodies
4. Ensemble Transformer - Ensemble of Transformer
A and B
5.3.2 Accompaniment Generation

5.2.2 Accompaniment Generation

Our proposed accompaniment generation model is a Transformer conditioned on the the pre-solo vocal melody, instrumental solo melody, and post-solo vocal melody which
are all concatenated together as one single melody. This
allows us to generate an accompaniment with an instrumental solo. The architecture of the Accompaniment Generation Transformer also contains 3 Transformer Encoder
layers and 3 Transformer Decoder layers, embedding size
of 512, dropout of 0.10 and 8 attention heads.

The baseline architecture for the accompaniment generation model is the same as our proposed model for the accompaniment generation with the instrumental solo melody
omitted, thus allowing the comparison of an accompaniment with an instrumental solo to an accompaniment without an instrumental solo.
5.3 Proposed Models
5.3.1 Instrumental Solo Generation
Four Transformer models are proposed. For the first model,
a Transformer model will be trained in a Sequence-to-Sequence
setup with one Transformer called Transformer A being
conditioned only by the pre-solo vocal melody. For the
second model, a similar setup is proposed, but another Transformer called Transformer B will be conditioned only by
the post-solo vocal melody instead. For the third model,
we use an Interpolation Transformer that is conditioned on
both the pre-solo vocal melody and post-solo vocal melody
via use of two Encoder blocks. Finally, for the fourth
model, a Transformer that tries to mimic the Interpolation
Transformer in making use of both the two vocal melodies
as input is also proposed. This will be called the Ensemble
Transformer. The Ensemble Transformer works by using
both Transformers A and B and choosing the prediction
that has a higher probability between the two at every given
time step. The architecture of the 3 Transformers contains
3 Transformer Encoder layers and 3 Transformer Decoder
layers, embedding size of 512, dropout of 0.10 and 8 attention heads, with the exception of the Interpolation Transformer having a total of 6 Transformer Encoder layers due
to having two Encoder blocks.
The following equation defines music interpolation in the
Interpolation Transformer. This is performed by using a
Transformer based model where multi-head attention is used
to interpolate the two different pieces of vocal melodies to
learn to generate the instrumental melody:
z = Ah (Q, Ka , Va ) + Ah (Q, Kb , Vb )

(2)

6. EXPERIMENTS
6.1 Training of the Instrumental Solo Generation
Models
Each of the models are trained for 500 epochs with a learning rate of 0.0002 and a batch size of 8. Using a single
Nvidia 1070Ti, it takes roughly nine hours for a single
model to finish training. We also trained another set but
under the ”fixed” dataset, wherein the vocal melodies have
a fixed set of time in MIDI ticks. We use the categorical
cross entropy loss function to train all models, wherein the
categories are the tokens to be predicted at each time-step.
The following formula describes the loss function:

where

N
1 X
Loss = −
yn · logxn
N n=1

(3)

yn is the musical note category determined by the
vocabulary of the dataset
xn is the predicted probability distribution for
the note at following time step.
N is the total number of time steps.

6.2 Training of the Accompaniment Generation
Model
Finally, to complete the accompaniment, we train the accompaniment generation Transformer for 2000 epochs with

where:
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a learning rate of 0.00001 and a batch size of 1. The small
batch size is due to hardware restraints. With a single
Nvidia 1070Ti, it took around 9 days for the model to finish training. This model can be used to perform inference
in cooperation with any of the the instrumental solo generation Transformers when generating the accompaniment.

Rank Scores

Musician
Non-Musician

7. RESULTS

Ground Truth Accompaniment with Solo

Table 3 shows the comparison of the baseline model and
our proposed models using the features - mean pitch range,
mean pitch count, and mean note count. We compare the
instrumental solos in the test set and compare with the solos generated by each model, with the aim of generating
solos with features as close to the ground truth as possible.
For ease of usage, we display the variance from ground
truth instead of the mean themselves.

Ground Truth

Mean
Pitch
Range

Mean
Pitch
Count

Mean
Note
Count

22.15

12.49

53.12

-3.36

-6.40

-7.33

-1.59
-1.44
-1.50

-0.53
-0.71
-3.60

4.19
1.60
14.63

-0.99

-0.26

0.07

of a pair-wise comparison is due to the length of each piece
of music being around 1 minute. A pair-wise comparison
of 4 different songs would take at least 24 minutes to finish while a stack ranking comparison of 5 different songs
would only take around 15 minutes. The only task given to
the user is to rank the instrumental music that is played together in accompaniment with the vocal melody from best
to worst.
An example of a stack rank comparison of a single song
in this case is to rank the instrumental music of the following from the best to the worst:
1. Song #1 with Ground Truth Instrumental Music
2. Song #1 with Accompaniment with Instrumental Solo
(This Paper)
3. Song #1 with Baseline Model Instrumental Music
Out of the 25 participants, we had 12 people who knew
how to play at least a single instrument or had some background in music theory, and 13 people who just liked listening to music. We compare the different ranking scores
from each group and found no disconcerting difference
between the two. However, musicians clearly favoured
the ground truth and our accompaniment with instrumental
solo a little bit more than non-musicians, and favoured the
baseline a little bit less than non-musicians. This can be
seen in figure 5.

Table 3. Comparison of Generated Instrumental Solos between the features: mean pitch range, mean pitch count, and mean note count

Table 4 shows us that the Interpolation Transformer that
is conditioned on the dynamic dataset generates solos that
are more accurate in bar count. Mean measure count difference is the average difference between the bar count of
the generated solo and that of its ground truth counterpart.
Dataset

8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposes a framework that could generate instrumental accompaniments with instrumental solos by using music interpolation and Transformers. It first generates
an instrumental solo by using a multi-encoder Transformer
that can take two different pieces of vocal music as input to
generate an instrumental solo. Then it employed a second
Transformer to learn how to generate accompaniments by
being conditioned on the pre-solo and post-solo vocal, and
instrumental solo melodies. It achieves this by concatenating the three melodies: the pre-solo vocal melody, the
instrumental melody, and the post-solo vocal melody, in
this specific order. We improved the ability to generate instrumental solos and accompaniments by performing data
augmentation and increasing the training data six-fold.
We conclude that our generation model is objectively able
to generate instrumental solo melodies when measured by
the features, pitch count, pitch range, and note count. Our
objective evaluation also proves that fixed length pre-solo
and post-solo melodies performs worse than one that is dy-

Mean Measure Count
Difference (Interpolation
Transformer)

Fixed Dataset
Dynamic Dataset

Baseline

Figure 5. Musicians versus Non-Musicians Stacked Rank Listening
Study Results

Variance from Ground Truth
Baseline
Autoencoder
Transformer A
Transformer B
Ensemble
Transformer
Interpolation
Transformer

1

0

7.1 Objective Evaluation

Model

2

3.40
2.48

Table 4. Average Bar Count Difference

7.2 Subjective Evaluation
Because taste in music is highly subjective, we perform
a subjective evaluation by performing a listening test in
which we ask the preference of the certain group of people. Songs in the listening test can be found here. We
perform a stack ranking comparison of the ground truth vs
accompaniment with instrumental solo (this paper) vs the
baseline which is the version of the song without an instrumental solo. The rationale on using a stack ranking instead
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[6] A. Vaswani, N. Shazeer, N. Parmar, J. Uszkoreit,
L. Jones, A. N. Gomez, L. u. Kaiser, and I. Polosukhin,
“Attention is All you Need,” in Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems, I. Guyon, U. V.
Luxburg, S. Bengio, H. Wallach, R. Fergus, S. Vishwanathan, and R. Garnett, Eds., vol. 30. Curran Associates, Inc., 2017.

namic or where the pre-solo and post-solo melodies are
given the same time length as the instrumental solo melody.
Our subjective evaluation supports the claim that by adding
instrumental solos in accompaniments, the accompaniment
becomes more preferred than the version without a solo.
This is due to an additional lead instrumental melody accompanying the background music whenever the singer
stops singing, a trait that the baseline model does not have.
However, our accompaniment generation model still falls
short from the ground truth, especially in terms of arpeggios. This may be because of the low batch size upon
which the model was trained due to technological constraints. However, our model is still able to compete against
the ground truth despite these deficiencies.
Generating accompaniments with instrumental solos remain a challenging task in the field of music accompaniment generation. Future work includes the following:
1. Generating accompaniments with instrumental solos
of different types of instruments;
2. A one-step framework that is able to generate accompaniments with instrumental solos;
3. Exploring other models related to music generation.
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ABSTRACT
Automatic chord recognition (ACR) naturally faces musical ambiguities between chord classes. These can be responsible for many misclassifications, especially in large
chord vocabularies. In this paper, we propose a metric
learning approach utilizing a triplet loss for the task of
ACR in order to reduce chord ambiguities. In particular,
we investigate how metric learning with different triplet
sampling strategies re-aligns the distances between different chord classes in the latent space. Our main finding is
that metric learning significantly improves the ACR performance for two taxonomies with five and nine chord classes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Harmony analysis is a key ingredient of many music information retrieval (MIR) tasks such as music transcription,
music identification, as well as music similarity and recommendation. As an important subtask, automatic chord
recognition (ACR) aims to identify and transcribe a musical chords from audio recording. While this task has been
researched for over two decades, most ACR algorithms so
far focused on a small vocabulary of 24 chords covering
all major and minor chords. However, such simplification
does not match the complexity of different chord qualities
used in music genres such as jazz or popular music. Therefore, the focus of current research has changed towards
large-vocabulary chord transcription, which faces several
challenges [1].
First, by considering additional (extended) chords, ambiguities caused by shared chord tones become more evident as some basic chords are subparts of higher degree
chords. An example for such an ambiguity is that only
three fully diminished chords (dim7) with unique chord
tones exist. Here, all four chord-tones are three semitones
apart from each other. From the perspective of an ACR
system, Cdim7 and E dim7 consist of the same chord
tones C, E , G , and A. Chord inversions, i. e., different
cyclic permutations of chord tones, can cause additional
ambiguities as they share the same chord tones, but have
a different interval structure. One example is the pair of
chords Am7/C, which is the chord interpretation from the
root note A, and C6, which is the chord interpretation from

Z Z

the root note C. Another challenge for ACR algorithms is
the influence of various instrument timbres and note loudness on the perception of chord qualities. For instance, a
predominant bassline may affect which pitch class is perceived as chord root.
Finally, the quality of annotations directly affects the performance of data driven methods such as deep neural networks (DNN). The inherent subjectivity of human chord
annotations can introduce label noise, another source of
bias and ambiguity [1]. Furthermore, ACR labels commonly lack information concerning the octave position of
a chord, its note dynamics, as well as its inversion. If simpler chord taxonomies are targeted, complex chord qualities are often simplified and re-mapped to simpler classes,
e.g. from maj13 to maj7 and eventually to maj.
The majority of ACR research nowadays relies on deep
learning algorithms, which are trained in a data-driven fashion. However, only little research was conducted to better understand the learnt feature representations. Our main
research objective is to interpret typical errors and chord
confusions of state-of-the-art large vocabulary ACR algorithms in order to allow for a systematic improvement.
This paper offers two main contributions. First, we introduce several metrics to better understand how different chord qualities are distributed in learnt latent spaces
of deep learning based ACR algorithms. In particular, we
use a variance ratio inspired by Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and further introduce the “pair-wise distance
matrix (PDM)” to quantify the separability between different chord classes. Second, we study a metric learning
approach based on the triplet-loss to improve the ACR performance by improving the chord separability in the latent
space. Figure 1 is a toy example to illustrate the proposed
method to interpret and improve chord class separability.

Z
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2. RELATED WORK

ber of frequency bins. All audio signals are processed at
a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz and converted to mono. The
input feature X is derived by first computing the ShortTime Fourier Transform (STFT) with an FFT size of 8192
samples (186 ms) and a hop size of 4410 samples (100
ms). Then, the magnitude spectrogram is mapped to a logarithmically spaced frequency axis using a triangular filterbank resulting in 133 frequency bins with a resolution of
24 bins per octave. Finally, equal-sized spectral patches of
15 frames (1.5 s) duration are extracted with 50% overlap
and the corresponding chord class targets are generated.
We do not simplify or remap existing chord annotations,
but rather select annotated frames for two different class
taxonomies, which we consider to study further potential
chord confusions caused by extended chord vocabularies.
First, since extended tetrads often have hidden triads [12],
we experiment with the five chord classes maj, min, maj7,
min7, and hdim7. The chord hdim7 contains both maj
and min triads. Second, a larger vocabulary with nine
chord classes is considered, additionally consisting of the
chords 7, dim, dim7, and 5 (“power chord”). We exclude
the “no chord” class in this work.

Traditional ACR approaches rely on chroma-based audio
features, which encode the salience of different pitch classes
throughout the audio signal. In earlier works, pattern matching techniques based on pre-defined chord templates were
used to determine the chord label [2]. Another common
approach combines an acoustic model that focuses on the
feature learning and recognition of the chord in a given
frame and a temporal model that models the temporal dependencies associated with a given chord frame to estimate
harmonic progression [3, 4, 5]. In this work, we solely focus on the acoustic modeling part of ACR systems.
Recent data-driven ACR methods using DNNs have consistently outperformed traditional methods based on handcrafted feature representations. For instance, convolutional
neural networks (CNN) [6, 7], recurrent neural networks
(RNN) [8, 9, 10], and feed forward neural networks [11]
have been applied for acoustic modeling. Widely used signal representations for these purposes are the constant-Q
transform (CQT) [8, 9, 10, 11] and magnitude log-frequency
spectrogram (MLFS) [5, 12]. To capture the harmonic series of the chord-tones in MLFS representations, spectral
weighting on the spectrogram was considered [13, 14] as
a pre-processing step. In some cases, the Harmonic CQT
(HCQT) [15, 16] and raw waveform as input feature [17]
also found application. We recommend [1] for an in-depth
review of existing ACR methods.
Musical content can be described by multiple properties
such as chords, melody, rhythm, genre, etc. For popular
music, these musical dimensions are typically not independent, but in fact highly interdependent. To exploit the correlation of this information, several efforts towards multitask learning approaches have been made. One example
of simultaneous estimation for chords and other musical
properties such as beat, downbeat, bass pitch class and key
is demonstrated in [18]. To exploit the onset information
from downbeats, joint estimation of chord and downbeat
was also considered [19, 20].
Despite a wide range of methods, earlier ACR algorithms
were restricted to a small vocabulary of 24 major and minor chords. Several recent works have shown interest towards a larger chord vocabulary [12, 21, 22, 23, 24]. Increasing the vocabulary comes with an increase of chord
confusions, as mentioned before.
In recent works, methods employing Deep Metric Learning (DML) aim to learn latent spaces, where the proximity of data instances better reflect their semantic similarity. The triplet loss function is most often used in this regard [25, 26, 27]. For our work, we use a triplet model
to improve the separability of the chords, thereby reducing
chord confusion and improving the overall ACR system.

3.2 Neural Network Architectures
We employ two neural networks. First, a CNN model
adopted from [6, 12] is used as a baseline system, denoted
as B. Second, to improve upon the chord confusion and to
increase the separability of chord classes, a triplet model is
considered which is explained in Section 3.3. This model
is denoted as T.
To keep both models comparable, the core CNN model
for feature learning was kept similar. It comprises four
convolutional blocks, each incorporating four blocks of
stacked convolutional layers (ConvLayers). The first block
contains four ConvLayers, each with 32 filters and a kernel
shape of 3×3. The second block contains two ConvLayers
with 64 filters of size 3 × 3 each. The third block contains
one ConvLayer with 128 filters of size 12 × 9 in order to
aggregate harmonic information for the classification part
of the network. The final block is used to reduce the feature dimension with one ConvLayer with 25 filters of size
1 × 1. Each block is followed by a max-pooling layer of
size 1 × 2 and a dropout layer with a dropout ratio of 0.5
to avoid overfitting. Finally, each ConvLayer is followed
by batch normalization and the ReLu activation function.
To assure comparability with the triplet embeddings, we
added an additional dense (embedding) layer with 20 units
per chord class. We chose the dimension 20 empirically,
such that in the case of 5 chord classes, the dimension of
the dense layer would be 100, whereas for 9 chord classes,
it is set to 180. Finally, L2 normalization is applied to the
embedding layer.
The baseline model was trained in a supervised fashion
using the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 10−4 , a
batch size of 128, and the categorical cross entropy loss
function.

3. PROPOSED METHOD
3.1 Input Features & Targets
The choice of a suitable signal representation is crucial for
DNN based classification methods. During the acoustic
modeling step in ACR methods, the neural network learns
a mapping f : RNT ×NF → RNT from a two-dimensional
input feature X to frame-level targets y with NT denoting the number of time frames and NF denoting the num-

3.3 Metric Learning and Sampling Strategies
Recently, DML methods have been successfully applied
to improve the class separability in latent representation
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Figure 2:

Comparison between a conventional supervised learning based ACR approach (top) and a metric learning based
ACR approach (bottom), where the latent representation (embeddings) is learnt prior to the final classification layer.
Dataset

spaces[26]. Therefore in this work, we follow a tripletbased learning approach to train a core network, which extracts embeddings that are processed by the classifier, as
shown in Figure 2. The triplet loss function enforces the
model to learn a latent space representation based on data
triplets, i.e., an anchor, a positive, and a negative, in order to minimize the distance between the anchor and positive, while simultaneously maximizing the distance between the anchor and negative. The dimension of the embedding layer is chosen similar to the baseline model (see
Section 3.2). After the metric learning stage, the final classification layer is trained with the parameters of the embedding extractor layers. We compare two sampling methods
to generate data triplets. First, we randomly sample a negative example for a given anchor such that it corresponds to
a different chord class (denoted as random). Second, we
found that most of the seventh chord classes are confused
for their respective major and minor chords. Therefore, in
the second sampling strategy, denoted as maj-min, we
randomly sample negatives from the respective major and
minor chord of a given anchor. For example, a maj chord
will be sampled as negative for all maj7. In the cases of
hdim7 and 5 chords, both maj and min can be sampled
at a probability of 50%.

Beatles [28]
RWC [29]
Robbie Williams [30]
Queen [28]
IDMT SMT Chords [12]
Total

Files

Duration

180
100
26
20

8h 09m
6h 47m
2h 06m
1h 12m

16

4h 6m

326

22h 20m

Table 1:

Overview of the datasets. Durations are given in
hours (h) and minutes (m).
a) played on keyboard instruments (e.g. triads with three
chord-tones), and b) replicating 6-string guitar play style
(e.g. barré chords, and open position triads with six chordtones). We performed a 80%-10%-10% split for the train,
validation, and test set on file level. To ensure a balanced
distribution of the seventh chords, first the files with extended chords were segregated from files with only maj
and min chords. Further, another 80%-10%-10% train, validation and test split was performed on both of the segregated sets, which were later combined to their respective
train, validation and test sets. We furthermore generate
eight pitch shifted versions of each file within a range of
+/- 4 semitones as data augmentation.

4. EVALUATION

4.2 Metrics

4.1 Dataset

Throughout this paper, we report frame-level (ACR) performance using the F1-score F . To account for the large
class imbalance of chord qualities found in the real-life
music recordings, we use the weighted macro F1-score,
where each class is averaged individually and weighted
by the number of true targets. Furthermore, we use two
metrics to characterize the class distribution in the latent
space, which are inspired by Linear Discriminant Analysis
(LDA). The first metric is the between-class variance σb ,
computed based on the Euclidean distances between the

In our experiments, we use five publicly available ACR
datasets listed in Table 1. The datasets Beatles (Bs) [28],
Queen (Qn) [28], Robbie Williams (RW) [30], and RWC
(100 songs from the RWC Popular Music Database [29])
contain multi-instrumental recordings from popular music genres. The IDMT SMT Chords (Ic) [12] dataset includes single instrument recordings of chords synthesized
from MIDI using several digital audio workstations. The
Ic dataset was built around two types of chord voicings:
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class centroids. As a second metric, the within-class variance σw is computed per class to estimate the spread of its
data points, and finally averaged over all classes. Lastly, a
ratio (σr ) is computed:
σr =

σb
.
σw

of the network until the embedding layer were reused to
train the different network variants with additional dense
layers “on top”. Each dense layer is followed by a ReLu
activation and has the dimension of 20 per chord class as
discussed in Section 3.2. Table 3 shows the results of the
network T for ND ∈ {1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10} additional dense
layers.
For the small vocabulary of 5 chord classes, the network
has reached the optimum learning capacity for a shallow
model (ND = 1) as we cannot see any improvement w.r.t.
F for a larger number of layers. Here, an increase in the
number of layers goes along with an increasing betweenclass variance but also an increasing within-class variance.
As shown by the σr values, both effects combined lead to
a decreased class separability for larger ND . In the case of
the large chord vocabulary of 9 classes, deeper networks
show an improved class separability in the latent space,
which is supported by the highest value of σr = 7.20 for
10 layers. However, this does not lead to an improved ACR
performance.

(1)

4.3 Improving Class Separability in the Latent Space
Model

Sampling method

# Classes

B
B

-

5
9

T
T

random
random

T
T

maj-min
maj-min

σb ↑

σw ↓
0.18
0.08

0.70
0.60

5
9

0.44
0.45

0.18
0.08

0.71
0.63

5
9

1.28
2.49

0.42
0.38

0.73
0.66

0.41
0.44

F↑

Table 2:

Influence of model training and triplet sampling
strategy on the between-class variance σb , the within-class
variance σw , and the F1-score F of the ACR systems.

4.5 Musical Interpretation of Chord Class Confusions

In this experiment, we investigate the influence of the
proposed DML method on the data distribution in the latent space (measured by σb and σw ) as well as on the ACR
performance (measured by F ). We compare the baseline
model B and the triplet model T as described in Section 3.3.
The metrics σb and σw for model B were computed based
on the embedding layer output for the test dataset. The
triplet model T is trained using the two triplet sampling
methods described in Section 3.3.
As can be seen in Table 2, the model T improves over
model B in F1-score. The maj-min sampling strategy
leads to the best ACR performance of F = 0.73 and F =
0.66 for the 5-class and 9-class chord taxonomies, respectively. This strategy shows a clear increase in σb compared to the other two configurations, which indicates an
improved class separability in the latent space. This comes
at the cost of an increase of the within-class variance σw ,
however, to a smaller extent.

In this experiment, we aim to investigate to what extent
the musical similarity between different chord types is captured by their distances in the latent space of the best performing ACR model T. We expect the results to reveal potential weak spots of the learnt representation, which can
cause chord confusions.
Therefore, we investigate the pair-wise distances between
class centroids in the latent space. In the following,
zi ∈ RL denotes the embedding representation of the ith example in the L-dimensional latent space. The corresponding chord class is denoted by yi ∈ ZNc and the number of examples and chord classes is N and Nc , respectively. We compute a pair-wise distance matrix (PDM)
P ∈ RNc ×Nc as follows: Based on the class centroids
(
N
1 X zi if yi ≡ c,
z̃c = c
(2)
N i=1 0
otherwise,
with c ∈ [1 : Nc ], the pair-wise Euclidean distances between chord classes are computed as

4.4 Influence of the Network Depth
Model

ND

B

1

T
T
T
T
T
T

1
2
4
6
8
10

σb ↑
0.41
1.28
1.60
2.0
2.30
2.37
2.34

5 chord classes
σw ↓ σr ↑ F ↑
0.18

2.28

0.70

0.42
0.56
0.68
0.84
0.85
0.85

3.06
2.81
2.92
2.73
2.76
2.73

0.73
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.73

σb ↑
0.44
2.49
3.35
3.06
4.37
3.42
3.58

9 chord classes
σw ↓ σr ↑ F ↑
0.08

5.38

0.60

0.38
0.49
0.46
0.68
0.54
0.49

6.40
6.73
6.63
6.37
6.33
7.20

0.66
0.66
0.66
0.65
0.65
0.65

Pi,j = ∥z̃i − z̃j ∥ for i, j ∈ [1 : Nc ].

(3)

To better understand which particular chord misclassifications were improved using the triplet-based model, we
compute the relative PDM between both networks as
∆PT,B = PT − PB .

(4)

Figure 3a illustrates the pairwise distance matrix P for
the baseline model B. Furthermore, the relative PDMs
∆PT,B between the triplet-based models are shown for
both the random (3b) and maj-min (3c) triplet sampling
strategies and the baseline model. Due to their symmetric
nature, only the lower triangles of P and ∆P are shown.
From these visualizations, we make the following observations. First, lower values in PB reveal pairs of similar
chord classes such as min7 and min, 7 and maj, as well
as dim and hdim7, which are mostly plausible according
to shared chord tones and interval structures. When looking into the improvements of the triplet-based networks

Table 3:

ACR performance for different variants of the
triplet-based model T with ND dense layers for both the
5-class and 9-class chord vocabularies.
We have shown in Section 4.3 that model T clearly outperforms model B in ACR performance. In addition to the
general training methodology, we aim to investigate in this
experiment the influence of the network depth, i. e., the
number of dense layers prior to the final classification layers. Here, we consider model T with the maj-min triplet
sampling strategy. The learnt weights from the initial part
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0.9

maj

maj

min 0.56

min 0.80.11
maj7 0.03 0.05
0.7
min7 0.08 0.01 0.06
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Figure 3:

Pairwise Distance Matrix (PDM) P for the baseline model B (a). Relative PDMs ∆PT,B between the triplet-based
model T with random (b) or maj-min (c) triplet sampling strategy and the baseline model B.
Society for Music Information Retrieval Conference
(ISMIR), Curitiba, Brazil, 2013, pp. 335–340.

over the baseline model, we can see that many chord pairs
such as min-maj, 7-hdim7, as well as 5-maj show a
larger distance and hence a better discriminability. The
biggest improvement can be observed for the dim7 chord
with reduced confusions to the dim chord (random sampling), as well as to the maj, min, min7, and dim chords
(maj-min sampling).
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In this paper we used a triplet based deep metric learning approach for the task of Automatic Chord Recognition (ACR) to address the problem of chord confusion. We
presented two triplet sampling strategies for reducing the
chord confusion in the latent space. To interpret, understand and evaluate the chord overlap in the latent space, we
presented two approaches. First, we used an LDA based
within-class variance and between-class variance. Furthermore, a Pair-Wise Distance Matrix (PDM) is computed to
evaluate the class separation in the latent space. Our results
show that using triplets there is a clear improvement over
an existing ACR baseline model.
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ABSTRACT
We introduce the Autocoder, a simple machine learning
tool for spectral synthesis and sound manipulation. The
Autocoder is a creative framework that takes a sound ––
harmonic or inharmonic, monophonic or polyphonic ––
learns its surface features such as harmony, pitch and timbre, and generatively synthesizes a continuous soundscape
in real-time, based on the trained model.
1. INTRODUCTION
Figure 1. Plain autoencoder layout.

A significant amount of energy has gone into developing
generalized synthesis models based on large corpora of
real–world sounds. These models often sacrifice local detail in order to capture the vast differences found in these
large sets of data, making these models less than optimal
as tools for producing case-specific high-quality sound output.
Retraining on larger datasets is also time and power expensive, making these models less useful for rapid creative
experimentation. These tools mostly focus on monophonic
sounds with harmonic spectra which limits their usefulness
as a DSP tool. This paper positions a case specific creative
tool –– the Autocoder –– as an applied solution.
The Autocoder [1] is a Tensorflow based implementation
of a variational autoencoder that is optimized for singular
musical input rather than large corpora of sounds, and attempts to model the spectral details of the input in order to
synthesize a novel output based on the input sound.
It is available as a Max/MSP external, as a python framework, and as hardware in the form of a Eurorack module.
It is designed to have high usability for non–expert users
and allow even the most novice musician to experiment
creatively with the underlying methods without a deep understanding of the topic.

The network consists of two separate parts: an encoder
that takes the training data and produces a latent vector encoding the training data in a lower number of dimensions;
and a decoder that reconstructs the original input based on
the latent vector (see Figure 1). The two parts are trained
at the same time, using the reconstruction error, i.e. the
difference between the input and the output, to adjust the
weights of the hidden layers and in the process changing
how the input maps onto the latent vector.
1.2 Variational Autoencoders
The representation learned by an unregularized autoencoder is not necessarily meaningful. If the model has no
incentive to place similar data points near each other in
the latent space, it may still achieve a low reconstruction
error with a more-or-less arbitrary and contorted mapping
into the latent space, making it ‘lumpy’. As a result, minor
changes in the latent space can produce wild variations
in the output of the decoder, rendering it hard to control
as a generative tool – there is no meaningful notion of a
‘random point’ in latent space, and a small perturbation
can move off the data manifold entirely. The only reliable
way to get a meaningful point in the latent space of a plain
autoencoder is to run data through the encoder.
Variational autoencoders (VAE) [3] solve this problem by
constraining the distribution of data points once embedded in the latent space. While the distribution in the latent
space may be arbitrarily ‘lumpy’ when using an unregularized autoencoder, the VAE can require it to be in some
sense ‘smooth‘; for example, to be Gaussian. The VAE
achieves this by adding noise in the latent space during
training, which encourages like points in the latent space
to map to like outputs in the data space, while points in the
latent space spread apart to become less confusable.
A complementary view is that the VAE approximates a

1.1 Plain Autoencoders
An autoencoder [2] is a neural network that takes an input,
runs it through one or more hidden layers and reproduces
the input as accurately as it can. It can be described as a
same-in-same-out structure where a compressed representation of the training data is learnt by the model.
Copyright: ©2022 David Brynjar Franzson et al. This is an open-access
article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
License 3.0 Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source are
credited.
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believe that the technical solution presented here will add
knowledge and technical tools to the research domain of
AI musical creativity.

Bayesian probabilistic model of the data. With a VAE, we
can sample points in the latent space from our chosen prior
distribution. By passing those latent points through the decoder, they become samples from the (modeled) data distribution. As long as a vector in latent space is not too
unlikely under the prior (i.e., has a magnitude less than
three or so when using a standard normal prior), it should
decode to something ‘data-like’, regardless of whether that
specific latent representation is present in the training data.

3. IMPLEMENTATION
The Autocoder implements a VAE using the Tensorflow
machine learning framework. The Autocoder uses a short
input––such as a song or a song fragment––to optimize the
latent dimension of the VAE based on similarities that are
present in the specific input rather than optimize for all
eventualities in a larger corpus. As the goal of the Autocoder is to generate materials that could exist within the
space defined by the training data, the model can use the
full input sound as both training and test input, which produces a more nuanced case specific output with shorter
training times than when splitting the data into seperate
training and testing input.
Random walks within the resulting latent space produce
seemingly meaningful musical output based on features
present in the input. This allows the artist to creatively
explore and extend previously constructed materials rather
than having to positivistically construct the musical experience from explicit parameters.

1.3 Prior Work
The use of autoencoders for generative spectral synthesis
was proposed by Sarroff et al. in 2014 [4]. They trained an
autoencoder on a large corpus of magnitude Fourier frames
and used the encoder to encode an incoming signal and
manipulate the resulting latent vector before running the
altered latent vector through the decoder, synthesizing an
output based on the altered vector.
The basic autoencoder approach was further extended
with MFCC transforms and made fully generative by
Colonel et al. [5], training an autoencoder on a large
corpus of samples taken from a MicroKorg synthesizer.
In their 2018 paper, Esling et al. [6] made a fully
generative network, using a variational autoencoder with a
mel scale transform of the input data, using Ircam’s SOL
database of monophonic instrumental sounds as training
data. By manipulating any of the 64 values in the latent
layer, hybrid instruments and perceptual descriptors were
synthesized.
The Acids group at Ircam has developed this work
further with their impressive RAVE model which allows
for real-time unconditional generation and remapping of
sounds between domains, with the output being generated
directly from the model without the need for spectral
resynthesis.[7]
The differentiable digital signal processing (DDSP) [8]
project has made complementary progress on sound modeling by using an intermediate representation in the decoder between latent space and data space. With DDSP,
a primary decoder outputs interpretable parameters for one
of several differentiable synthesizers, which then complete
the decoding to audio.
This prior work has in large part relied on larger scale
corpora of monophonic sounds with harmonic spectra in
order to produce a generalized model rather than modeling
individual sounds. As a result, these models behave more
like traditional instruments rather than an exploratory creative space and take days to weeks to train. In addition,
much of the more recent work, such as Ircam’s RAVE, focuses on the production of sequential waveform generation
rather than the spectral domain.

3.1 Training–data Preparation
A moment–by–moment spectral representation is extracted
from an input sound by running it through a short-term
Fourier transform. Any sequential or temporal structure
that is not encoded within an FFT frame is lost. Any pitch
connections that are present within a frame, either through
harmony or when the frame overlaps over two consecutive
sounds, are captured by the model. Through trial and error,
we chose a frame size of 16384 in order to capture some of
this local structure in the training data.
Raw FFT data has the issue that half of the data represents the top octave of the sound (which at a sample rate
of 44.1kHz would be the frequencies between 11.025 kHz
and 22.05 kHz), and half of the rest of the data the octave below that. Without specifying which frequencies are
important to our hearing, the neural network would spend
most of its capacity on modeling high-frequency details
which are imperceptible to humans, neglecting more important spectral content. To address this, the amplitude
of the spectrum is converted with a mel scale transform,
a linear transform of the log distribution of energy in the
spectrum. In the mel transform, each octave is represented
by roughly the same number of values, making the reconstruction error more perceptually relevant.
Converting the data to mel also allows for a large
compression of the input spectrum, in our case from
8192 points for an FFT window size of 16384 down to
512 points. The data is normalized by scaling the global
minimum and maximum of the data between 0 and 1, and
then fed into the encoder network.
The spectral amplitudes are absolute values, while the
phase can be rotated and cuts off as it crosses either pi or
-pi, making both raw phase and phase–difference hard to
train on without some clever cooking of the raw data, so the
phase of the input is ignored. This means that the synthesized output loses most transient information beyond that
which is present in the larger scale dynamics of the input.

2. MOTIVATION
Our motivation for the Autocoder is the artistic need for
a simple tool aimed at creative individuals that allows for
the manipulation and exploration of any input sound ––
harmonic or in-harmonic, monophonic or polyphonic –– in
real-time, with minimal time wasted on training and adjustment of network parameters while emphasizing the quality
of the synthesized output. We found that existing technical
solutions did not support the artistic outcome desired, and
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4. APPLICATIONS

Future work will explore phase reconstruction techniques
as a potential solution to this limitation.

Max/MSP implementations for 4.1 and 4.2 are included
with the Autocoder[1]. A simple implementation of 4.3
can be found in the github repository.

3.2 Network Architecture

4.1 Generative Synthesis

The objective of the network is to learn the spectral representation of the input data as accurately as possible in
order to synthesize an output that is representative of the
spectra and dynamics of the input data. The Autocoder architecture is somewhat arbitrary and designed through trial
and error. It is a ‘shallow’ single hidden layer model that
learns general features efficiently and fast. We found that
using deeper architectures with our small-data tasks only
resulted in a more ’lumpy’ latent space (see 1.2).

A continuous soundscape is produced by generating a random walk for each value in the latent vector and then decoding the latent vector into a spectral frame. The resulting
spectrum is then synthesized by randomizing the phase and
taking the inverse FFT of the frame. If the step size of the
random walk produces undesirable discontinuities in the
output, spectral domain low pass filtering can be applied.
Three examples of the output of the generative synthesis
can be found at https://tinyurl.com/ya9jkz4d. In the first
example, the shallow model was trained on a three minute
song, in the second, the model was trained on three minutes
from Wagner’s Tristan and Isolde, and in the third, on 95
minutes from Books 1 and 2 of Monteverdi’s Madrigals. 2
4.2 Filtering
The network can also convert a discrete input space into a
continuous one. Spectral filters can be derived from a set
of reverb impulses which can then be fed as training data
to the model, producing a continuous latent space that can
be used to generate the filtering stage in a hybrid reverb.
This generates new unheard impulses in-between the original impulses, and offers the ability to dynamically morph
between discrete reverb spaces.
Models used for generative synthesis can also be used for
convolution, resulting in a cross synthesis where the carrier
signal is generated by the model and dynamic within the
space defined by the training data. By whitening the modulator spectrum (by normalizing the frame to 0 to 1 and
then setting each value to a fractional power, thereby flattening any peaks in the spectrum), the need for loud bins
to align for a signal to be produced can be mitigated and a
more forgiving imprint of the modulator on the carrier can
be produced.
Two examples of the hybrid reverb/convolution can be
found at https://tinyurl.com/2p97zmrw. The first uses a
model trained on 660 impulse responses for the filtering
stage of a hybrid reverb, while the second uses the generative output from the pop–song model from above as an
impulse response.

Figure 2. Shallow network architecture.

The hidden layer of the encoder explodes the input data of
512 points into 1000 dimensions, allowing for better feature separation, feeding into a latent space with 8 dimensions. The decoder reverses this process (see Figure 2). By
feeding the training data through the encoder after training, min and max factors are extracted to scale the range of
values in the latent vector that correspond to the min and
max values in the encoded training data to the range from
0 to 1.
The model is trained using an Adam optimizer, with a
Kullback Leibler loss function. The stopping condition is
a given minimum change in the reconstruction error between epochs. Based on listening experiments the minimum change was defined as .001 for fast training, .0001 for
medium amount of training, and .00001 for high amount of
training. The learning rate was also defined as .001 for fast
training, .0001 for medium amount of training, and .00001
for high amount of training. 1 As the learning rate and
stopping conditions are adjustable, the number of epochs
is variable. The resulting model size is roughly 6.4MB.
As the network architecture is relatively simple, training
times on Google Colab are roughly equal to the duration of
the input sound for a model using the fast training setting
with batch size set to 256, and around 3-5x the duration of
the input for a more detailed model. With batch size set
to 4096, the training time of a model trained with the fast
training setting drops to less than 25 percent of the original
duration on a few minutes long input.

4.3 Autocoding
A more direct form of cross synthesis can be produced by
feeding a different input sound into a pre–trained encoder,
producing a latent representation of that new input sound
as ‘heard’ by the AI. This representation can then be decoded, effectively transferring timbre from the model onto
the input sound. Since the AI only knows how to hear
things based on its training data, a hybrid sound is produced. It is highly unlikely that the latent vector representations even as much as overlap, and since the model
is trained to fit very tightly to the input data with minimal
generalization, the two sounds need to be trained together

1 Higher amount of training does not universally lead to better sounding results.

2 The Autocoder can handle longer input as long as it is internally consistent and structured.
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as well as constantly changing performance instruments.
We are pleased with the results, the generated sound often
proving surprisingly rich and sophisticated, supporting our
belief that there is much potential in our approach.
Listener response to the generated materials makes us believe that source specific modeling represents an important
niche in musical machine learning that presents artists with
an important tool to expand their DSP toolkits.
We encourage people to download the software and apply the Autocoder in their own work. It is open source
under a very permissable license and available for anyone
to use and extend. Our future work will focus on the expressive potential and use cases of the Autocoder, further
developing the core algorithm and reflect upon its creative
use, particularly its potential to be a ghost in the machine
within otherwise traditional instruments.

as a single model, and the latent representation of the modulator must be offset, clipped and scaled to match the latent
representation of the carrier. The mapping of the different
dimensions of the latent representation can be scrambled
and the dimensions themselves inverted, producing numerous variants of the original input.
4.4 Hardware Implementation
Currently, we are developing a synthetic body for the halldorophone [9] –– an electroacoustic feedback string instrument –– in the form of a Eurorack–module–based implementation of the convolution algorithm. This generative virtual resonant body is produced from a number of
real-world and synthetic responses, creating new hybrid
responses where the resonant response of the instrument
shifts dynamically in time, affecting the feedback properties of the instrument.
The initial prototype runs in real–time on a Raspberry
Zero 2, making the hardware relatively inexpensive and its
power consumption minimal. The hardware can also be
used as a standalone generative synthesizer.
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Resurrecting Score-11 in Siren:
What ever happened to the score languages of the 1980s?
Stephen Travis Pope
HeavenEverywhere Media & FASTLab
Ojai, California USA
stephen@heaveneverywhere.com

with the description of digital signal processing graphs
that constituted the “instruments" to play on; and another
(the score or notelist) with a list of commands to play
“notes” by activating the instrument definitions, passing
them the parameters they require. The SWSS program
then writes the output stream of audio samples to a file.
MusicN notelist files generally begin with a few lines
that define the stored waveform and envelope functions
used by the orchestra, followed by one or more sections
of note commands, which are performed in sequence.
There are standardized note arguments for the required
parameters—start time, duration, amplitude and probably
pitch—while the parameters that define the note's other
timbral/spatial characteristics follow them. The parameters of each note in the notelist are listed as an array of
numbers that are referred to positionally (e.g., p5, p13). It
is not unusual for instruments to have 20 or more parameters, so notelists for even short musical selections can
grow large and difficult to manage.
Starting with the Music-V package [3], a score-preprocessing stage has been defined as part of the SWSS
process; several techniques arose for this, ranging from
“music input languages” with which one could directly
transcribe traditional Western music notation to more
“programming-language-like” algorithmic composition
tools. Researchers at the CCRMA center at Stanford University developed a dialect of MusicV called Mus10 (because it ran on a Digital Equipment Corp. [DEC] PDP-10
mainframe), and Leland Smith implemented the SCORE
program for creating Mus10 notelists based on (relatively) readable descriptions of music material [4, 5]; later in
the 1980s, it was also used for high-quality music typesetting on personal computers.
The attraction of SCORE was that it allowed easy transcription of music from common-practice Western notation, as well as supporting all manner of serial, set-theoretic, stochastic and other compositional algorithms as
well as non-standard representations for pitch, loudness
and other common note parameters.
By 1980, the DEC PDP-11 mini-computer had become
popular, and MusicV-style language called Music11 [6]
was available from MIT (for an annual rental fee, which
annoyed some users, since they were generally academics); Alexander Brinkman proceeded to develop his
Score11 program (based loosely on Leland Smith’s
SCORE program) for use with Music11 [7, 8].

ABSTRACT
This paper describes a “software archaeology” project in
which a new interpreter was created for Score11, a popular 1980s music input language that was frequently used
with the Music11 non-real-time software sound synthesis
package. The new version runs within the Smalltalkbased Siren system, a library of software classes for music representation, algorithmic composition and live interactive performance.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The first compositions of “computer music” involved
algorithmic composition programs that created scores for
performance by traditional instruments [1]. The development of music input languages progressed in parallel with
the development of software sound synthesis (SWSS)
system of the 1960s and 1970s [2]. The seminal Music-V
package [3] even incorporated a preprocessing stage in
which some form of composition routines could be applied to generate or modify the note list ([3], p. 78ff).
The SCORE language is the work of Leland Smith,
working at the CCRMA center at Stanford University [4,
5]. With the wide availability of the Music-11 system [6],
Alexander Brinkman at the Eastman School of Music in
Rochester, NY wrote a version of SCORE (with some
revisions) that he called Score11 [7, 8].
This paper describes a project to create a new Score11
interpreter and integrate it into an interactive real-time
system in Smalltalk [9]; the motivation was both to recreate several of the author’s compositions from the early
1980s, and to enable new works to be created using the
powerful Score11 description language.

2.

SCORE LANGUAGES OF THE 1970S

Before MIDI and real-time software synthesis were
available, computer music was created by non-real-time
software tools referred to as sound compilers or software
sound synthesis (SWSS) packages [2]. In SWSS tools
such as the “MusicN” family (for values of N = I-V, 10,
11, 360, etc.), sound is computed by a program that is
configured by passing it two files: one (the orchestra)
Copyright: © 2022 Stephen T. Pope. This is an open-access article
distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License 3.0 Unported, which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original
author and source are credited.
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< p9 will be between 3 and 8.5 100% of the time
< (i.e., random selection range)
p9 1 3 8.5;

SCORE11 FILE STRUCTURE

A musical score in Score11 consists of one or more text
blocks that describe sequences of notes for a single instrument. The parameters of the instrument’s notes are
given on separate lines, generally starting with rhythms
and pitches, and proceeding to the (possibly many) other
parameters. Special keywords support the convenient
specification esp. of rhythm and pitch values. An annotated example is given in Figure 1 [10] (from a score written
in 1982 for music first published in 1610).

< p11 will be selected to be between 10 and 40 50%
< of the time and between 40 and 42 50% of the time
p11 .5 10 40 .5 40 42;
< Using sets of values.
< Choose at random for 10 beats from a C-major
< triad, then for 12 beats from a D-major triad
p4 sets 10 c5 e g / 12 d5 fs a6;

< This is a comment.
< Scorell Score for Terpsichore, Volte 201
* f 1 0 512 10 1;
tempo 50 300;

< Interpolation between values.
< Exponential ritardando over 20 beats (p3 doubles)
p3 movex 20 .1 .2;

< Generate a Sine in function 1
< * means in-line Music11 code
< Tempo = 300 beats/min

< Crescendo for 5 beats (amplitude from 10 to 100),
< then Diminuendo for 5 beats
p5 move 5 10 100 / 5 100 10;

instrument 1 0 108;

< Instrument 1 for 108 beats
< p3 = Rhythm = 3 * 1/4, 2 * 1/8...
p3 rhythm 4/// 8// 4//// 2// 1/ 4/// 8// 4//// 2// 1/;
< p4 = Pitch = d5, e, f#, e...
p4 notes d5/e/fs/e/fs/g/fs/e/d/fs/g/a/ [ … ] ;
p5 74;
< p5 = Amplitude (in dB)
end;
< end of instrument

< Random selection ranges and moves combined
< to create tendency masks; notes chosen at
< random over 20 beats; starting range = c2-c3;
< final “range” is unison c5
p4 mo 20 c2 c3 c5 c5;

Figure 1. Score11 example from [10]

One rendition of this last pitch set might look like the
Hauer-Steffens notation shown in Figure 3.

Figure 1 is an excerpt from a Score11 score for a
melody from Terpsichore by Michael Praetorius (shown
in Figure 2, courtesy of the International Music Score
Library Project, https://imslp.org). Score11 comments
start with “<” and continue to the end of the line. The
example’s single instrument block starts with the instrument keyword and continues to the end keyword. Within
the block, the statements define the data for the rhythm
(p3), pitch (p4) and amplitude (p5) of the notes using
different representations; the keyword rhythm introduces
a list of note-duration values whereby a value of 4 denotes a quarter note and the number of “/” after the numerical value shows how many times the value is repeated. Similarly, the notes keyword allows one to use note
names (with octave indications) for the p4 parameter to
specify note pitch by name. A constant value is assigned
once, as in the amplitude (p5) value of 74 for all notes.

Figure 3: Hauer-Steffens notation for a structure with a
dynamic tendency mask for pitch

4.

THE PORT TO SMALLTALK/SIREN

The Siren system [9, 11] is a collection of software modules (classes) that encompass: (1) low-level music representation objects (duration, pitch, amplitude, timbre, spatialization, etc.), (2) simple and composite musical events
and event lists, (3) objects that generate or modify event
lists based on higher-level descriptions of compositional
algorithms, (4) real-time schedulers with which to perform event lists on their “instruments,” and (5) tools for
building graphical user interfaces to interact with the other Siren objects. A schematic view of these objects is given in Figure 4 below, which comes from [9].
Given Siren’s abstractions for event lists and event generators, it was straightforward to create a new subclass of
event generator that parses a block in Score11 syntax and
creates the corresponding event list. The most important
feature to keep from Score11 is the format of the parameter value lists shown in the examples above; it was decided that the “wrapper” text is relatively unimportant and

Figure 2: Common Western music notation for Figure 1

In addition to the ability to enter note data directly,
Score11 has a wide array of facilities for defining sets or
sequences of values that can be repeated and transformed
(e.g., a recurring phrase or a 12-tone row), and for defining static random selection ranges or dynamic “tendency
masks” for values. A few examples of these options are
given below.
< Constant values.
< p8 will always be 100.3 (i.e., constant value)
p8 100.3;
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could be changed to make a Score11 instrument block a
legal Smalltalk constructor expression.

chorale1
“Score for a Bach chorale — see http://scores.
ccarh.org/bach/chorale/chorales.pdf #28. To test,
execute [Score11 chorale1] and inspect the result.”
| s11 eList |
“Declare variable names”
“S11 object - Instrument 1 block for 9 beats”
s11 := ((Score11 instr: 1 from: 0 to: 9)
“p3 = dur in beats; quarter and half notes”
add: #p3 -> (#rh -> '4/////2//');
“p4 = chords; ‘f3:a4‘ means 2 pitches at once”
add: #p4 -> (#no -> ‘f3:a4:c:f/f4:c5:f:a6/e4:c5:g:g/
eb4:c:f:a5/d4:d:f:bb5/c4:g:e5:c/f4:c:f5:a/');
“p5 = ampl ratio - random 0.25 to 0.3”
add: #p5 -> #(1.0 0.25 0.3);
“gliss ratio, constant 1.0 mapped to
symbolic parameter name”
add: #p6 -> 1.0 mapTo: #gliss:;
“L/R position is all over the map“
add: #p7 -> #(1.0 1.0 -1.0) mapTo: #pos:;
“modulation index is between 4 and 5”
add: #p8 -> #(1.0 4.0 5.0) mapTo: #modInd:
).
“end of constructor”
“generate the event list into the variable eList”
eList := s11 eventList.

Figure 4: The components of the Siren library.

Figure 5 shows the class inheritance hierarchy for the
Score11 class in Siren starting at the top with class Object; the tokens in parentheses after the class names are
the given class’ instance (member) variable names. One
can see from Figure 5 that there are several levels of abstraction for the classes of musical events, event lists and
event generators; specifically, event lists are themselves
events that have collections of sub-events (an example of
the object-oriented composite design pattern), and
Score11 event generators are specialized event lists that
have generators and postProcessors to facilitate their special event list creation methods.

Figure 6: Score11 example method in Siren

The eventList message sent to a Score11 object in the
last line above creates and returns an event list based on
the receiver object’s maps of generators and postProcessors. In this process, the p3 parameter is first used to create a list of events with start times and durations only;
after that, the other generators in the score’s map are iterated over to add other properties to the events. Lastly, the
postProcessors are used to transform, filter or otherwise
manipulate the event list’s items as described next.
The various Score11 representations for musical parameters (rh, no, mo, etc.) are implemented by simple generator methods that each iterate over the events in the
event list and assign a named property (since Siren
doesn’t use positional parameters) using their policies, be
they simple lists of values or complex generational algorithms. The methods for the handling of value sets and
static or dynamic tendency masks within a parameter
statement are actually quite simple. Figure 7 below shows
the simplest example—the method that handles mapping
constant-value parameters to the events in an event list.

Object ()
AbstractEvent (properties)
DurationEvent (duration realTime)
MusicEvent (pitch loudness voice)
EventList (events index startedAt)
EventGenerator ()
Score11 (start stop instrument
generators postProcessors
paramMap)

Figure 5: Class inheritance hierarchy for the Score11
class in Siren/Smalltalk

The Score11 class in Siren acts like a map or dictionary;
instances are created with an instrument number and
time-span as shown in the assignment to the variable s11
in Figure 6. Once the Score11 instance is created, parameter mappings can be added that associate a symbolic
parameter name with an expression that describes the
parameter values using the keywords of Score11 scores.
A trivial example of this would be the expression,

writeConst: property from: val into: eList
“Parse and process the constant-value keyword to
generate events”
“E.g., aScore11 add: (#p5 -> 70);”
| evts |
“declare a var”
evts := eList events.
“get the list of evts”
evts do:
"event loop"
[ :eAss | | tN |
“loop arg & temp”
“get evt start time”
tN := eAss time asSec value.
“if evt time in range, assign property”
(tN >= start and: [tN <= stop]) ifTrue:
[eAss event perform: property with: val]]

aScore add: #p6 -> 1.0 mapTo: #gliss: .

which sets p6 to 1.0 and maps it to the gliss property.
The first few parameters have default mappings, i.e.,
p3, p4, and p5 are mapped to rhythm, pitch and amplitude
respectively. For parameters beyond the basics, the mapTo: message is used to tell the interpreter which named
event property to assign.
The example in Figure 6 below shows a Bach chorale
as notated in the new Score11 version; note that Smalltalk
comments are enclosed in double quotes.

Figure 7: Example Siren generator method to process a
constant-value parameter
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Given an event list, Siren has a general-purpose way of
post-processing using the message, applyBlock:toProp:
from:to: wherein the first argument is a function or closure that will be evaluated for each event in the list, as in,

theoretical processing. One can assume that any efforts to
provide more modern text-based music composition tools
would be welcomed by the community.
As a stress test, the author used the Score11 port to
Siren/Smalltalk to recreate several of his compositions
from the 1980s (and to modify them with real-time performance!), and is currently working on sketches for a
variety of new works.

anEventList applyBlock: [ :pitch |
(BohlenPierceScale root: PitchClass mi)
nearestNoteTo: pitch asHz value]
toProp: #pitch

7.

from: 24 to: 34.

The Score11 language enables the easy transcription of
traditional music notation, and algorithmic composition
using (e.g.,) stochastic and set-theoretical processing. The
new Score11 interpreter in the Siren/Smalltalk system has
achieved the stated goals of (1) allowing the recreation of
“ancient” (early 1980s) scores written for the original
Score11/Music11 system, and (2) enabling the use of the
algorithmic composition facilities of Score11 for new
pieces (WIP). The fact that the resulting scores are simply
Siren event list objects means that all manner of further
processing, interaction and performance are made easy.

which will round the eventList’s note pitches between 24
and 34 beats to the nearest pitches on a Bohlen-Pierce
scale rooted on E.
Among the motivations to port Score11 to Siren was the
availability of the other Siren components: the additional
event generator classes, the general-purpose Smalltalk
programming language for manipulating event list, and
the GUI components that are bundled with Siren. The
applyBlock example above shows the power of event list
processing using standard Smalltalk data and control
structures. These have proven very useful in developing
extended musical fragments with the system. There are
many more examples in the Siren source code (https://
github.com/stpope/Siren9), and several of these (along
with more extensive musical examples) will be given in
the presentation of this paper.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

8.
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DISCUSSION

Just as there are several more modern software sound
synthesis packages than MusicV in common usage [2],
music input languages and general-purpose music representations are also still active areas of R&D. Mikel
Kuehn’s nGen (http://mikelkuehn.com/index.php/ng) is a
modern Score11-like preprocessor used with Csound
(https://csound.com); unfortunately nGen is not opensource and the only back-end is csound. CommonMusic
(http://commonmusic.sourceforge.net) and SuperCollider
[12] are both examples of a music input language built
into a flexible programming language. Sadly, however,
none of these systems combines the terseness and expressive power of Score11 with the generality and flexibility
of a general-purpose programming language Smalltalk.
The greatest drawback with this port is the fact that
Smalltalk is, for all intents and purposes, a dead language
with a tiny user base; nevertheless, there are new
Smalltalk implementations and platform ports every year.
It remains the author’s tool of choice by virtue of its stability, portability and productivity, to say nothing of its
syntactical simplicity and beauty, comprehensive class
library, and high-level cross-platform integrated development environment.
One could of course entertain alternative platforms for
hosting a reimplementation of Score11; SuperCollider
and Python come to mind, as do several of the wellknown compiler-construction tools. The Siren/Smalltalk
system was convenient because it provides a general-purpose language with a powerful class library of musicrelated objects (Siren).
Aside from those cited above, the author us unaware of
modern music input languages that make it easy to both
transcribe traditional notation and to create algorithmic
composition procedures using (e.g.,) stochastic and set-

11. S. T. Pope, “The Interim DynaPiano: An Integrated
Tool and Instrument for Composers,” Computer
Music Journal 16(3), 1992.
12. J. McCartney, “Rethinking the computer music
language: SuperCollider,” Computer Music Journal
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ABSTRACT

Beyond this pragmatic application, experimental musicians can use IR convolution to impart the tonal characteristics of one instrument’s body onto the signal from a
different kind of instrument, creating hybrid timbres that
contain a sum of the tonal characteristics of both instruments.
A limitation of fixed IR convolution is that there is no
parametric control once the IR has been recorded. This
paper proposes an alternative resonant body modelling
method which aims to achieve accurate representation of
a recorded IR, whilst providing composers and performers with real-time parametric control over a set of parallel
IIR filters that represents the impulse response. Within the
context of this paper, we refer to our method as Parametric
Convolution.

We describe a method to model resonant bodies from measured Impulse Responses. We use the Filter Diagonalisation Method to extract the prominent modes of the resonant body in order to calculate IIR filter coefficients. This
modelling allows for real-time parametric convolution of
instrument input signals with the chosen resonant body’s
IR. A case study is presented where a bank of filters modelling a measured cello IR is implemented in embedded
hardware and used in a 3D-printed cello instrument. This
study demonstrates accurate modelling of the measured IR,
with the addition of parametric control of parameters such
as decay rate and modal frequencies.
1. INTRODUCTION

2. PARAMETRIC CONVOLUTION

Among the variety of digital techniques for sound processing, the idea of combining the timbral characteristics
of different sounds is of great interest to composers and
performers. One such technique is convolution, which is
equivalent to applying an FIR filter to an audio signal,
where the FIR coefficients are the system’s impulse response values[1]. This technique is employed in experimental contexts such as cross-synthesis[2], and within the
music industry as a means for digital reverb that reproduces the characteristics of specific physical spaces[3].
Convolution is also used to impart the resonance of instruments’ bodies instead of rooms. Acoustic instruments
are valued by their characteristic sound radiation[4]. However, when amplifying acoustic instruments, these timbral
qualities can get lost to feedback. Bowed string instruments address this issue by using piezo pickups which do
not capture the reverberation of the acoustic body. Karjalainen et al[5] developed a method to use simultaneous impulse-response measurements of a pickup and microphone signals of an acoustic bowed string instrument
to produce an impulse response, which can later be used
to process the pickup audio signal with the response of
the microphone. This method has been adopted by the
commercial market in products such as Audio Sprockets
ToneDexter 1 .
1

Dr. Maarten van Walstijn
Sonic Arts Research Centre
Queen’s University Belfast
m.vanwalstijn@qub.ac.uk

Our method implements resonant body modelling through
a series of parallel 2nd order IIR filters, as illustrated in
Figure 1.

Input

IIR Filter 1

IIR Filter 2

IIR Filter M

y1

+

y2

+

Output

yM

Figure 1. Diagram of a series of parallel 2nd order IIR filters

The impulse response of each of these filters is a decaying sinusoid. A resonant body’s IR is comprised of a series
of decaying sinusoids, denoting the systems response to
those sinusoids’ frequencies; its resonant modes. Therefore, we can use a number of these filters running in parallel to represent a resonant body’s response at different
frequency bands within the audio spectrum.
In order to calculate the coefficients of the filters, we first
find the modal values of each of the system’s prominent
resonant modes; their frequency, decay rate, amplitude,
and phase. This is done using the Filter Diagonalization
Method (FDM)[6] of modal decomposition.
Calculating the filter coefficients directly from these
recorded modal values enables us to parameterise the resonant body model. Control over the modal values of the IR

https://audiosprockets.com/tonedexter/

Copyright: ©2022 Eoghan Ó Néill et al. This is an open-access article
distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License
3.0 Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited.
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amplitude (dB)

allows us to manipulate the model in ways which go beyond the limitations inherent in physical resonant bodies.
For example, we can create unnaturally long decay times,
or modulate the resonant frequencies of the body using a
low frequency oscillator (LFO).
These modal manipulations can be controlled in real
time, opening the door for various applications in instrument design and digital audio effects.

attenuation (Np/s)

The impulse response of a physical system is often expressed as the sum of decaying sinusoids:
Ai e−αi t sin(ωi t + ϕi ),
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3. FILTER SYSTEM DESIGN
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where ωi is the frequency, αi is the decay rate, ϕi is the
phase, and Ai is the amplitude of each individual mode.
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3.1 Including Phase
Initially, there was uncertainty about the phase parameter’s contribution to the tonal characteristics of the resonant body. To test this uncertainty, the filter system was
implemented with and without phase calculation. Listening to both options confirmed that the phase parameter is
in fact important, as it provides a significantly more accurate representation of the resonant body’s tonal characteristics. This may be due to the summation process of
the filters, with constructive/destructive interference making some modes more perceptually prominent than others
and effecting the overall tone of the filters’ response.
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Figure 2. Example of estimating modal parameters. The bot-

tom plot shows the amplitude spectrum of the target and resynthesised IR. In the upper three plots, black crosses indicate
the target modal parameter values, and the coloured dots represent values estimated with the FDM. Pink dots indicate rejected
modes. The re-synthesised IR uses only the modes with values
indicated with green dots.

3.2 Modal Decomposition
3.3 Preparing the Impulse Response

In order to find the modal values of each of the resonant
body’s prominent modes we use the FDM[6][7][8]. This
spectral analysis method is chosen as it can overcome limitations of Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) based approaches, allowing us to extract the modal values of multiple modes with closely spaced or even identical frequencies. Other methods for high resolution spectral analysis of short time signals predate the FDM, such as Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC)[9] and Estimation of
Signal Parameters via Rotational Invariance Techniques
(ESPRIT)[10]. However, using these methods on IRs with
high modal densities would lead to unfeasibly large and
typically ill-conditioned linear algebra problems[6].
Figure 2 shows an example result in which the target IR
was synthesised by adding five decaying sinusoids with defined parameters; two of the modes were set to have the
same frequency (400 Hz), so a successful estimation strategy cannot rely on the notion of finite spectral resolution.
Estimation with the FDM was performed on this IR with
added white noise (using a 30dB SNR). As can be seen in
the upper three subplots, spurious modes (indicated with
pink dots) are estimated due to the noise; these are rejected
by either falling under the amplitude threshold (indicated
with a dashed line in the upper subplot) or via having a
negative attenuation value. In this particular example there
were 153 modes (not shown in plot) that fell below -45db.
These are considered spurious modes and were rejected
from further calculations.

The measurement of impulse responses from architectural
spaces has well established methodologies. The main approaches being Exponential Sine Sweep (ESS) and Maximum Length Sequence (MLS)[11]. Measuring resonant
bodies of acoustic instruments differs from rooms, and several methodologies have been proposed[12][13][14].
The accurate recording of IRs is a research topic in itself,
which is out of the scope of this paper. We tested custom
IRs made with no specialised equipment, IRs made using
an impact hammer[15], and commercially available IRs.
Before applying FDM, we calculate the minimum-phase
reconstruction (MPR) of the signal. This ensures that the
majority of the energy of the IR signal is concentrated close
to 0 seconds, and that the sinusoidal modes which comprise the IR are at all times decaying.
The mode values calculated are stored as four separate arrays. Unnecessary mode values are then removed, checking against a set of criteria, as discussed in section 3.2.
3.4 Coefficient Calculation
The four sets of mode values obtained using FDM are then
used to calculate the coefficients required for each 2nd order IIR filter.
Using the impulse invariant method[16], the transfer
function of the IIR filter can be derived from the impulse
response in Equation (1) and expressed as:
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amplitude (dB)

0

sin(ϕi ) + Ri [cos(ϕi )Si − sin(ϕi )Ci ]z −1
H(z) = Ai
1 − 2Ri Ci z −1 + Ri2 z −2
(2)
where
Ri = e−αi T ,

Si = sin(ωi T ),
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Figure 3. Frequency response of cello IR and frequency response of 2216
filters modelling the same cello IR; Top - 0kHz to 20kHz, Bottom - 1kHz
to 4kHz.

(7)

The difference equation of the filter is as follows:
yi (n) = b0,i x(n) + b1,i x(n − 1)
−a1,i y(n − 1) − a2,i y(n − 2).

-60
0

By comparing this transfer function to the transfer function of a second-order digital filter, we can derive the four
filter coefficients:

a2,i = Ri2 .

-40

-80

Ci = cos(ωi T ). (3)

b0,i = Ai sin(ϕi ),
b1,i = Ai Ri [cos(ϕi )Si − sin(ϕi )Ci ],
a1,i = −2Ri Ci ,

IR
Filters

-20

(8)

A key aspect of the above filter formulation is that the
filter coefficients of each mode are specified as functions
of the resonance control parameters. This offers control
options that would not be available through direct IIR coefficient estimation as conducted in works in the field of
modal reverberation[17].

Figure 4. 3D printed electric cello.

Component
Slider 1
Slider 2
Slider 3
Slider 4
Knob 1
Knob 2

4. CASE STUDY: A 3D-PRINTED CELLO
We tested our system on a 3D-printed cello designed by Peter Qin 2 . Our aim was to assess a modelled resonant body
on an electric instrument without inherent resonance. We
used a commercially available french cello body IR from 3
Sigma Audio 3 . Figure 3 shows the frequency response of
the original IR and the modelled version. Figure 4 shows
the printed instrument.
The filter system was implemented in C++ on the Bela
embedded platform 4 . The cello provided the input signal
to the filter system via a piezo pickup placed underneath
the bridge.
The impulse response of the 3D printed cello body was
also recorded and an FFT was taken in order to subtract
the tonal contribution of the physical body from the signal,
leaving only the tonal contribution of the resonant body
model. This helped in reducing a subtle but distinct plastic
sound which is common to 3D-printed instruments.
A control panel was designed and attached to the cello
to enable the player to manipulate the modal values of the
resonant body being modelled in real time using their left
hand. As per Figure 4, this is comprised of 4 sliding potentiometers and 2 rotary potentiometers.
This control panel allowed the player to reduce the decay
rates of the modes almost all the way to 0 (no decay), shift
all of the modes frequencies up or down, and modulate
all of the modes frequencies using a frequency multiplier
controlled by an LFO, oscillating between 1 and the LFO
max value within the range of 1 and 2.

Mapping
Decay Rate Multiplier
Frequency Shift
LFO Max Value
LFO Frequency
Unused
Unused

Range
0.01 - 1
-1000Hz - 1000Hz
1-2
0Hz - 12Hz
N/A
N/A

Table 1. 3D printed electric cello control panel mappings

A professional cellist from the Ulster Orchestra was invited to test and evaluate the response of our instrument
from a classically-trained musicians perspective. We received encouragingly positive feedback regarding the response and tonal playability.
The cellist played and compared the 3D-printed cello,
modelling an acoustic cello, and an NS Design Wav 5 5
electric cello (without IR convolution). Both the processed
signal from the Bela and the signal from the NS Design
Wav 5 were amplified using a guitar amplifier 6 with the
same settings applied. Whilst there where some remarks
regarding the mechanics of the printed instrument, the
overall quality of resulting sound was deemed superior to
the NS Design electric instrument. This is a very encouraging result. The NS Design instrument is a professionalquality instrument fitted with custom D’Addario electric
cello strings 7 . NS Design bowed string instruments are
considered, along with Yamaha electric strings, as the industry standard for electric violins, violas, cellos and double basses.
5 https://thinkns.com/instrument/ns-design-electric-cello/
ns-design-electric-cello-wav/
6 https://www.positivegrid.com/spark
7 https://www.daddario.com/products/orchestral/cello/
ns-electric-cello/ns-electric-cello-string-set-44-scale-medium-tension/

2

https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:4735332
https://www.3sigmaaudio.com/items/category/strings/
4 https://bela.io/about
3
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Our printed instrument was fitted with un-branded cheap
cello strings at a fraction of the cost. The increase in perceived quality thanks to the impulse response implementation and the addition of parametric control of the system
makes our method open to artistic and creative exploration.

[5] M. Karjalainen, P. Henri, and V. Välimäki, “More
Acoustic Sounding Timbre From Guitar Pickups,” in
2nd Int. Conf. on Dig. Audio Eff.(DAFx 1999), Trondheim, NO, Dec. 2000.
[6] V. A. Mandelshtam and H. S. Taylor, “Harmonic
inversion of time signals and its applications,” The
Journal of Chemical Physics, vol. 107, no. 17,
pp. 6756–6769, Nov. 1997, publisher: American
Institute of Physics. [Online]. Available: https:
//aip.scitation.org/doi/10.1063/1.475324

5. CONCLUSION
We have presented an FDM-based modelling of impulse
responses which allow for parametric convolution. Our
method allows for real-time parameter manipulation of
measured impulse responses which opens up creative potential for musicians to explore. Whilst the calculation of
filter parameters is computationally non-trivial, once these
have been calculated, the filter code is able to run on embedded hardware for stand-alone electronic instrument design.

[7] A. Damiao, M. Quinlan, and B. Zinn, “Determination
of Combustion Stability Margin Using the Filter
Diagonalization Method,” in 51st AIAA/SAE/ASEE
Joint Propulsion Conference, ser. AIAA Propulsion
and Energy Forum. American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics, Jul. 2015. [Online]. Available:
https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/10.2514/6.2015-4019
[8] A. Damiao, “Filter Diagonalization Method - Matlab,”
Mar. 2021, original-date: 2021-03-03T02:39:54Z.
[Online]. Available:
https://github.com/adamiao/
filter-diagonalization-method-matlab

6. FURTHER WORK
For our case study we looked at parametric control of decay time of the modes, frequency shifting and modulation
using an LFO. However, the parameter space allows for
further exploration of resonance manipulation. To enable
this exploration, an audio plug-in has been developed in
C++ 8 to allow for the prototyping of different input sound
sources, different resonant body models, different manipulation parameters and different controllers to adjust those
parameters.
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ABSTRACT

The second oscillator reverts to the sync position from different positions in its cycle. The syncing from different
phase sizes and the pattern of those in sequences is a way
to understand how the dynamics heard are generated.
In a soft-synchronization arrangement, when the first oscillator’s phase crosses zero the second oscillator is directed to move toward zero. The speed of the oscillator
is altered so that it won’t reach zero, rather it moves slowly
toward zero. The method presented here is more similar
to soft-sync. It will deploy time-varying coupling coefficients to augment a target oscillator phase. The oscillator
will change frequency given conditions of the other oscillators moving toward a crossing with other oscillator phase
positions. Typically when oscillators cross the appropriate
coupling terms are altered by an if-statement. A dynamically changing position, as opposed to a static position, is
then a condition for changing the coupling term. Before
moving to examples and analysis, premises and variables
used to construct laterally coupled oscillator systems are
defined.

We describe a method for laterally coupling oscillators.
The structuring creates a second-order of feedback relations that generate patterns on a higher level of organization. The idea involves arranging a set of three or more oscillators. Overlapping subsystems of those oscillators are
measured for descriptions. Those descriptions then serve
as conditions under which oscillators outside the subsystem are affected by dynamically changing the frequency
based on the description.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this short paper, we will examine a specific technique
for laterally coupling oscillators, relevant to practices of
Experimental music. The general premise requires a system of three or more oscillators. All oscillators are measured in real-time for phase differences. With three oscillators, for instance, there are 3 possible subsystems of two
oscillators. Each subsystem of two oscillators has a continuously varying phase difference. The phase difference
is used to affect the phase increment of third oscillator outside the subsystem. This leads to a situation where each
oscillator in the subsystem is modulated by another pair of
oscillators, which in turn affects the oscillator outside the
subsystem. Instances of three and four oscillator regimes
are described and contrasted with the relatively static dynamics of oscillator systems where the subsystem affects
itself rather than an outside oscillator. Exposition of the algorithm is the key focus here, followed by a capsule qualitative analysis.

2. PREMISES AND VARIABLES
Here are some premises and variables. Each oscillator in
the system can be described as in equation 1 and 2:
θi [t + 1] = mod1(L∗i [t] · (ω(i)/R) + θi [t])

(1)

xi [t] = cos(2π · θi [t] · S)

(2)

δ = θ1 [t] − θ2 [t]
δ 0 = 1 − |δ|

(3)
(4)

The output θi [t + 1] is an iterated function updating the
phase position where, t, is the time step. The index for
each oscillator is notated i. The oscillators, xi [t], can be
added or sent to different channels for sound spatialization.
L∗i [t] is a (lateral) time-varying coupling coefficient. The
intrinsic frequency of the oscillator is ω(i). This is a static
value ranging typically between 0 and 10. The sample rate
is R and θi (t) is the previous time step of the output. S is
a static base frequency, where S · ω is the highest possible
frequency of the oscillator.
Time-varying coupling coeffcients L∗i [t] will be used in
the systems described in the paper. These L∗i [t] are constructed using the difference between phase positions.

1.1 Hard and soft synchronization
Prior related techniques that use phase positions to modulate the motion of an oscillator are know as hard and soft
synchronization, documented in [1]. The method of hardsync produces variation effects in the time domain. These
effects can be seen as a function of the frequencies of the
two oscillators. To produce a hard-sync oscillator pair, one
of the oscillators is assigned a sync point that can exist
anywhere in the course of it’s phase. When the oscillator reaches this predetermined point in its cycle, the second oscillator’s phase is recomputed to start at that same
phase-position. Since the oscillators are or can be set to
different frequencies a number of possible rhythms ensue.

There are two distances between two points on a circle.
The notion of δ refers to the inside distance between two
phase positions, while δ 0 refers to the outside distance. We
will focus on δ in this section, used when representing
phase positions on a line with a discontinuity, which wraps
the phase positions once per cycle from 1 to 0 or 0 to 1,

Copyright: c 2022 David DeFilippo et al. This is an open-access article
distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License
3.0 Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited.
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depending on the direction of motion. For representations
on a circle δ 0 is necessary. That usage and implementation
will be described later with a four oscillator system. Here
are some of the possible L∗i [t] using δ. The λ is a value
for coupling strength used to intensify the effect. The term
Li [t] is defined below:
Li [t] = 1 + (λ · |δ|)

When the coupling strength is increased as in Figure 2,
where λ = 1.3, the activity generated creates melodic and
rhythmic sequences. The sequences are slightly chaotic.
With a static parameter setting, long term variation is heard
which does not diverge greatly from a certain central tendency. In general, shifting and sweeping figures are heard,
that give way, immediately, to an isochronous series of
pulses. At times, the isochronous pulses are fast like 16th
or 32nd notes and at other times slow like quarter notes.
These pulse sequences tend to stay at a single pitch or ascend in pitch. Rarely, these isochronous pulse sequences
will arpeggiate. The pulse sequences are recurrent, emerging from the kind of central tendency mentioned, sounding
like a second-order of organization.
Continuing the phase plot in Figure 2, it is important to
note that the trace is space filling in 3 dimensions, spanning
the entire area of the cube. The phase space of this system
can be considered a cube, as it is the cartesian product of
three lines. Each phase position moves on a line, not a circle. Otherwise, the dimension of the phase space would
be a 3-torus. From the phase plot it might be argued that
the sound generation moves between two and three dimensions. If looking at the segment spanning from 0. to 0.4
on the X-axis, a recurrent structure of vertical planes in the
Y and Z dimension emerges. These planes repeat until 0.4
across the X-axis and move into a 3-dimensional trajectory
at other times.
Figure 3 shows a different depiction of the three oscillator system in a time linear organization. Each of the three
phases are plotted to show 2 seconds of transformation.
Each phase trace forms a zig-zag pattern with local peaks
and valleys. In terms of synchronization, it is notable that
each local peak of each trace on its ascent or decent intersects with another trace through its local peak or valley.

(5)

Alterations of the the term Li [t] are possible where −Li [t],
1/Li [t] and −1/Li [t] mean −1+(λ·−|δ|), 1/(1+(λ·|δ|)),
and −1/(1 + (λ · |δ|)).
A negative applied, as in −Li [t], changes the direction of
motion. This changes the direction relative to the direction
of the previous phase increment, as positive to negative or
negative to positive. Taking the reciprocal as in 1/Li [t]
produces a logarithmic acceleration as a opposed to linear
acceleration with Li [t].
3. A THREE OSCILLATOR SYSTEM

Figure 1. The structure of the three oscillator system. The numbered circles are each oscillator. The solid lines between adjacent circles indicate
a subsystem, as {1,2}, {1,3} and {2,3} . The black box indicates that the
relation between the two in the subsystem affects the oscillator pointed to
with the hashed line. In this case, the coupling is to an oscillator outside
of the subsystem.

The diagram of the three oscillator system, shown in Figure 1, processes pairs of oscillators as {1,2}, {1,3} and
{2,3} for phase distance and phase ordering. Equations 67 demonstrate how the time-varying coupling coefficients
are constructed to target the oscillator outside the pair. In
that way, oscillators 1 and 2 affect 3, 1 and 3 affect 2, and
2 and 3 affect 1. Each oscillator in the pair is affected by a
different pair of oscillators.
(
Lδ{1,2}
if θ1 [t] >= θ2 [t]
∗
(6)
L3 [t] =
−1/Lδ{1,2} otherwise
(
Lδ{1,3}
=
−1/Lδ{1,3}
(
Lδ{2,3}
∗
L1 [t] =
−1/Lδ{2,3}
L∗2 [t]

if θ1 [t] >= θ3 [t]
otherwise

(7)

if θ2 [t] >= θ3 [t]
otherwise

(8)

Figure 2. A phase plot of the 3 oscillator system. The parameters are
ω1 = 7.2, ω2 = 2, ω3 = 3.2, κ = 1.3 and the duration is 10 seconds.

3.2 Self-affecting subsystems: a three oscillator
system
The example, shown as a diagram in Figure 1, demonstrates the effect of constructing a system of oscillators
with subsystems that affect oscillators outside the subsystem. This appears to be a principle that can be scaled to
larger numbers of oscillators to produce complex, deterministic, long-term structures of prevailing patterns, known
as regimes.

The L∗i [t] given from each condition of pairs is used as
the main component to construct the phase increment for
the target phasor, θn+1 (i), shown in equation 1.
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Figure 3. The three oscillator system with phase traces plotted over time.
The parameters are ω1 = 7.2, ω2 = 2, ω3 = 3.2, κ = 1.3 and the
duration is 2 seconds.

Figure 5. A phase plot of the self-affecting three oscillator system. The
parameters are ω1 = 7.2, ω2 = 2, ω3 = 3.2, κ = 1.3 and the duration
is 10 seconds.

Figure 4. Self-affecting subsystems within a three oscillator system. The
numbered circles are each oscillator. The solid lines between adjacent
circles link indicate a subsystem, as {1,2}, {1,3} and {2,3} . The black
box indicates that the relation between the two in the subsystem affects
the oscillator pointed to with the hashed line. In this case, the coupling is
to an oscillator inside of the subsystem.

Figure 6. The structure of the four oscillator system. The numbered
circles are each oscillator. The solid lines between adjacent circles are
meant to show subsystems of 3. The black box indicates that the relation
between the three in the subsystem affects the oscillator pointed to with
the hashed line.

Here each subsystem of oscillators shown in Figure 4
affects only itself, not outside oscillators. The three frequencies can be heard statically and independently, similar to additive synthesis with 3 oscillators. A series of
isochronous pulses at about 7hz is heard concurrently with
pulses at about 0.5hz. As shown in Figure 5, the phase
plot is in the form of a 2 dimensional plane at zero on the
vertical axis, with a regular tessellation of rows of equal
triangles.

representation and the line representation, is that the circle
does not have a wrap point at a maximum position. This
makes it difficult to determine ordering in an absolute way
because the relations between phase positions need to be
considered metrically, as relative distances. A procedure
determines which oscillator is in the center of a subsystem. The center of a subsystem is defined as the oscillator
having the least sum of distances from the other two.
To begin with, we need to represent each phasor as if it
moves on a circle without a wrap point. As in equations 2
and 3, δ and δ 0 are measured between all pairs of phasors
Then a set of if-statements finds the minimum distance,
δ µ , between each pair of phasors. Below is an example for
phasors 1 and 2.
(
0
|δ{1,2} | if |δ{1,2} | <= δ{1,2}
µ
δ{1,2} =
(9)
0
δ{1,2}
otherwise

4. A FOUR OSCILLATOR SYSTEM
The four oscillator system, as shown in Figure 6, represents four positions on a circle rather than a line. The phase
space of possible phase combinations is the cartesian product of four circles, creating a 4-torus. The phasor positions
are grouped into subsystems of three as {1, 2, 3}, {1, 2,
4}, {1, 3, 4} and 2, 3, 4}. Each subsystem will affect the
oscillator outside the subsystem. For example, subsystem
{1, 2, 3} affects oscillator 4. Each subsystem generates
two conditions to affect the outside oscillator. These conditions help delimit if a selected oscillator is in the center
of the group or not. A key difference between the circle

For each oscillator, in each subsystem, there is a sum of
distances from the other two. Below is an example for sub-
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system {1, 2, 3}. All four subsystems are checked this way.
µ
µ
Σ1 {1, 2, 3} = δ{1,2}
+ δ{1,3}

µ
µ
Σ2 {1, 2, 3} = δ{1,2}
+ δ{2,3}

Σ3 {1, 2, 3} =

µ
δ{2,3}

+

µ
δ{1,3}

(10)
(11)
(12)

The following checks if the center, C, of subsystem {1,2,3}
is oscillator 1.
(
1 if min([Σ1 , Σ2 , Σ3 ] == Σ1 )
C{1, 2, 3} =
(13)
0 otherwise
The same procedure is used for the other subsystems except a different oscillator is selected for each subsystem
to yield a different δ µ from each subsystem to effect the
outside oscillator. So C{1,2,3} is checked for 1, leavµ
µ
ing δ{2,3}
. C{2, 3, 4} is checked for 2, leaving δ{3,4}
.
µ
C{1, 3, 4} is checked for 3, leaving δ{1,4} . C{1, 2, 4} is
µ
. Similar to the three oscillachecked for 4, leaving δ{1,2}
tor system, we now affect a target oscillator with two of the
relative opposite L∗i [t], as Ln or −1/Ln for each subsystem.
(
Lδµ {2,3}
if C{1,2,3} == 1
∗
L4 [t] =
(14)
−1/Lδµ {2,3} otherwise

L∗1 [t]

(
Lδµ {3,4}
=
−1/Lδµ {3,4}

if C{2,3,4} == 2
otherwise

(15)

L∗2 [t]

(
Lδµ {1,4}
=
−1/Lδµ {1,4}

if C{1,3,4} == 3
otherwise

(16)

L∗3 [t]

(
Lδµ {1,2}
=
−1/Lδµ {1,2}

if C{1,2,4} == 4
otherwise

(17)

Due to difficulties visualizing 4-dimensions, a plot like
Figure 2 for the 3 oscillator system cannot be shown here.
The sound, however, seems to indicate intermittent transitions between three and four dimensions. The fourth dimension has a perceptual primacy, due to perhaps the highvoice superiority effect [2]. The highest frequency noise
tends to sound the loudest within a group of noises. The
primary channel, considered here to be the fourth intermittent dimension, is most related in frequency to ω4 · S.
This sound can be characterized as having a varied melodic
character with constant variation and irregular timing that
is coupled to the timing of the other three channels. It
maintains a central tendency and has a series of variable
frequency envelops, at times pulsed and at times similar to
whistling.
Viewing Figure 7, a process similar to the three oscillator
system is seen. Phase positions over time have a series
of local peaks and valleys. Here the intersection of local
peak or valley’s trajectory, with the peak or valley point of
another is not always exact, but close. Sometimes this kind
of intersection doesn’t occur every cycle, only to happen at
a later point of a peak or valley. Also observed here are
some spontaneous transitions from 0 to 1 or 1 to 0.
5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has investigated a principle of organization that
leads to complex regimes from laterally coupled oscillator
systems. Namely, it is a technique of coupling overlapping subsystems to oscillators outside a subsystem within
a system. The dynamics elicited are a critical point where
oscillators of low dimension arguably begin to sound intelligent. This principle is scalable to larger numbers of oscillators, which at this stage of research, indicate the possibility of increased complexity with scale. Another factor that
increases complexity, not presented here, is that a more
detailed description of the state variables leads to more
conditions for effects and thus more complex dynamics.
These dynamics can enter more distinct sonic states and
also have more sophisticated patterns of recurrence. Future work will also investigate methods of lateral coupling,
where subsystems of oscillators and its state description affect the dynamics of more than one oscillator outside the
subsystem.
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Figure 7. The four oscillator system with phase traces plotted over time.
The parameters are ω1 = 2.2, ω2 = −0.4, ω3 = 1.1, ω4 = 6.1,
κ = 1.3 and the duration is 2 seconds.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an algorithm and software that implements it for the gradual transformation of musical rhythms
through graphical means, as well as the artistic installation Waiting for Response where it was first used. The
transformation is based on the manipulation of the timeline of the input rhythm, which is treated as geometric form
in constant transformation. The aim of the algorithm is to
explore rhythmic relations in an evolutionary manner by
generating transformations based on graphical and geometric concepts and independently of the musical character of the initial rhythmical pattern. It provides, relates
and generates a genealogy of rhythms based on an initial
rhythm, which may be perceptually unrelated. Waiting for
Response is an artistic installation that employs the above
transformation in the generation of sonic events to enter in
an acoustical “dialogue” with the materiality of the exhibition space.

Figure 1. The geometric metaphor of Elastic Transformations.

a musical sense? Can we consider them as one sonic pattern that is being transformed over time?
In this paper, we will present a graphical rhythm transformation process developed as a Max for live device that
puts in a sonic creative perspective the above geometric
metaphor. The above metaphor can be considered analogous to gradual transformations and folds of the metric
musical grid, which mainly is a mapping of time into itself. The core algorithm of “elastic transformations” generates rhythmic transformations by gradually manipulating
the timeline on which the rhythmic events lie, effectively
warping and folding time and distorting the durations between them. Moreover, we suggest a bridge between the
parametric design of geometric forms on the one hand [2],
and the generation of musical rhythms through the geometric representation of their timeline and events on the other
[3], [4]. Our interest lies in utilising processes inspired by
geometric principles in a musical/sonic context as a creative performance tool and methodology.
In addition, we will present the art installation Waiting for
Response, which is the first implementation of that method
[5] and places those elastic transformations in a creative
perspective and dialogue with the materiality of an existing physical space. Furthermore, we will discuss future
research and development based on the above graphical
rhythm transformation process.

1. INTRODUCTION
Musical rhythm may be understood as a sequence of ordered events in time. While time is commonly represented
as a straight line, repetitive rhythms have often been represented as polygons inscribed in circles, where time runs in
a circular fashion folding onto itself and starting over with
every repetition [1]. Let’s now imagine a group of sonic
events placed as fixed points on an elastic wire, which lies
free on a cylindrical surface, where it continuously flexes,
bends, folds and slides 1 . Let’s further imagine that we
walk on the bottom edge of that cylindrical surface, while
vertically holding a stick that triggers those events when
it hits them. As we go in circles, in a steady pace, while
holding the triggering stick, as shown in Fig. 1, we realize
that when the elastic wire stays steady the group of sonic
events becomes a distinct pattern, but when the elastic wire
starts to transform itself that pattern becomes gradually alternated. Moreover, depending on the deformation of the
elastic wire, the resulting sequence of sonic events may
gradually become perceptually unrelated to the initial perceived pattern, it can even reverse the time order of the
initial pattern’s events. Can we consider all the different
appearances of the initial pattern as topologically equal in
1

As a cylindrical surface we consider an open right cylinder.

Copyright: ©2022 Odysseas Klissouras et al. This is an open-access
article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
License 3.0 Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source are
credited.

2. BACKGROUND
The relation between mathematical and musical structures
has been long established. From the geometric properties of pitch and tonality in the days of Pythagoras or the
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mathematically precise rhythms of Indian Classical Music
(Tala), to the exploration of formalised rhythm from pioneer composers such as Lejaren Hiller and Leonard Isaacson, Iannis Xenakis, Milton Babbitt and G.M. Koening,
mathematics play a central role in music practice around
the world [6, 7]. The advent of programmable sequencers,
both analogue and digital, expanded the possibilities for
rhythm experimentation. Especially, the digital medium,
through computer music languages such like Max, Pure
Data, Chuck and Super Collider, has introduced immense
possibilities for accurate rhythmic design and processing
based on formal, mathematical and algorithmic strategies.
On the other hand, commercial sequencers and digital audio workstations are focusing more on the generation and
programming of rhythmic sequences and less on their processing. Sadly, very often efforts on the latter direction
are part of the composers personal artistic dialect and have
not being adequately documented or broadly published. In
contrast to other type of symbolic processing or automatic
rhythmic generation algorithms, only few textbooks in the
computer music literature present rhythmic and timing processing functions.
Two timeshaping parametric methods, which implement
a graphical interface are the timewarp external developed
by John MacCallum and Andrew Schmeder [4], and the
cage.timewarp object developed by Andrea Agostini and
his colleagues [3]. The former aids in construction and
management of polyphonic tempo maps, and the latter focuses on real-time computer aided composition.
Recently, George Sioros and his colleagues have developed a series of algorithms and software for the real-time
manipulation of syncopation in a given pattern [8]. While
these rhythmic transformations are based on a deterministic model of musical meter [9] rhythmic transformations
may also be approached as a stochastic process [10].
In the seminal work of Godfried Toussaint [1], rhythmic
structures are understood as geometric shapes and their
musical properties reflect their geometric features. His models have found many applications in the generation of musical rhythms [11, 12]. However, beyond these applications, the geometric representation and manipulation of musical rhythms open up endless possibilities for the development of rhythmic transformations and processing that have
not yet been fully explored. For instance, the parametric
modeling of geometrical bodies gives rise to almost unlimited and continuous variations of forms by changing the
values of a limited set of parameters, which creates a class
and a genealogy of forms that can go even beyond topological similarities [2].
3. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
The programming environment that we used to put the geometric metaphor of Fig. 1 in a creative and practical musical perspective is Cycling ’74’s Max, and in particular its
Max for live integration in the Ableton Live DAW. To create a simpler user interface that is closer to that of conventional music plugins we sought a convenient analogue of
the above mentioned cylindrical surface. Having in mind
that a cylindrical surface can be described topologically as
a square in which top and bottom edges are given parallel orientations and the left and right edges are joined to

Figure 2. The gradual rhythm transformations morphing concept.

Figure 3. Weighted average interpolation between f1 and f2, with a
weight value a=0.7.

place the arrow heads and tails into coincidence [13], we
can unfold the cylindrical surface to a rectangular surface,
and apply to it two perpendicular positive axes of time, t
and t´. Since, the initial group of sonic events is fixed on
the elastic wire, our main consideration is how the latter is
being mapped in time. A similar mapping can be achieved
if we place and lay the elastic wire on the t axis, and introduce and utilize a new curve as the transfer function from t
to t´. In order to simulate the transformations that the elastic wire takes on the cylindrical surface through time, the
introduced transfer function will have to move, bend, flex
and slide in a similar manner. Now let’s consider that the
elastic wire on the cylindrical surface is at its “rest” position when it is parallel to the bottom edge of the cylinder.
This means that when the length of the elastic wire spans
the entire duration of the time domain of the t axis, then
the “rest” position of our analogue will be the the diagonal
line (0, 0) to (T, T’).
At the core of the elastic transformations lies the transfer
function M that continuously morphs between two target
functions f1 and f2 (Fig. 2). The resulting function M is
the weighted average:
M = a × f2 + (1 − a) × f1

(1)

where a stands for the weight value (Fig. 3).
By drawing the two target functions as free form curves
between the axis t to t´, the above method results in a
graphical process for producing gradual rhythm transformations. Those transformations can even result in time reversal of the input events that are placed on the t axis. In or-
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Figure 5. The architectural void in the Jewish Museum Berlin where
Waiting for Response was exhibited as part of Mischa Kuball installation
that took place in 2017.

Figure 4. The Elastic Transformations Max for live device.

der to overcome this time reversal in a live performance situation, we utilized the following approach. First the MIDI
events are “recorded” in real-time over a time period of T
and are stored in the device’s memory as the input pattern.
Then, the transformation of the entire recorded input pattern takes place over a time period of T´. This process introduces a delay between the MIDI input and the generated
output. The function M maps the initial sonic event’s time
position t that lie within the duration T of the input loop, to
a time position t´ within the output loop duration T´. The
morphing weight a can be manually controlled and modulated directly from the graphical user interface (GUI) of
the device or it can automatically oscillate between 0.0 and
1.0 at a rate set by the user. T and T´ can be also specified by the user. The functions f1 and f2 are inserted by
the user as curves through the GUI, and can be stored and
recalled as presets. The transformed rhythmic pattern is
updated either at some regular interval (e.g. at the beginning of every loop or bar) or continuously, incorporating
any changes in the values of parameters as they occur (e.g.
the value of the weight a). Fig. 4 shows the Max for live
device and how it appears inside Ableton Live. Sound examples demonstrating the graphical rhythm transformation
process can be found online 2 , where, also, the Max for
live device “Elastic Transformations” can be freely downloaded.

Figure 6. The eight impulses constituting the sonic material used in Waiting for Response.

in the time domain by filling a 64 sample buffer-array.
Such impulses are used as excitation signals and generate
the acoustic response of architectural spaces, thus revealing the geometry and materiality of those spaces. Therefore, space can be “performed” and articulated musically
in the artistic process.
Furthermore, such short impulses act as a metaphor for
the spatial void. The idea that lies behind the aforementioned impulses is to act as a trigger/sound stimuli that is
completely a-spatial, that is, clean of any possible spatial
characteristic. Anyone who has ever shouted in an anechoic chamber realises how weak and different the uttered
voice is. The an-echoic chamber tries to assemble the aspatial. In this sense, the aforementioned 8 impulses are
waiting to be revealed through the specific space, and in
the same time the space is waiting to be revealed by the
sonic impulses. Both space and sound are “waiting for response”.
Our aim is to interact with the space in a most direct and
neutral way. To this end, eight different impulse trains
were produced from the above eight impulses, which in
turn they were rhythmically processed by the elastic gradual transformations algorithm. In this case the graphical
rhythm transformations happen by gradually morphing between two functions f1 (t)= c·t and f2 (t)=T´- c·t, to achieve
a simple linear time-reversal of the input events. As the initial rhythmic pattern is an isochronous pulse, the rhythmic
result at the two extremes (a=0 or a=1, eq. 1) is the same.
However, interesting patterns and relations emerge as the
morphing between the functions continuously takes place.
In Waiting for Response the introduced rates on modulating the morphing weighted averages don’t share a least
common multiple between the different impulse trains. This
produces mathematically controlled phase-shifting relations
between the 8 different impulse trains, resulting in an overall metamorphosis of periodicities. This metamorphosis of
periodicities, together with the unique characteristic of the

4. WAITING FOR RESPONSE
Waiting for Response 3 is part of the light and sound installation res·o·nant created by Mischa Kuball for the Jewish
Museum Berlin in 2017 4 . The installation incorporates
two of the five vertical voids that perforate the Museum’s
Libeskind building. On each of the two 24-high meter
voids, there is a speaker attached to a rotated light projector. The speaker plays back in loop a series of 60-secondlong sound clips - so called Skits - which were composed
specially for the piece by more than 50 musicians. In Fig.
5, three still frames show the view of Mischa Kuball’s installation where Waiting for Response took place.
Waiting for Response consists of a sound clip - Skit - that
aims at interacting directly with the acoustics of the architectural void, revealing it and being revealed by it. The
sonic material used for it, is a collection of 8 designed impulses, as shown in Fig. 6, which were synthesised directly
2

www.oneContinuousLab.net/projects/#ElasticTransformations
https://onecontinuouslab.net/projects/#WaitingForResponse
4 http://www.mischakuball.com/works.html
3
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RhythmTrain: making rhythmic sight reading training fun
Reece Godfrey Matthew Rimmer Chris Headleand Charles Fox
School of Computer Science, University of Lincoln, UK

ABSTRACT
Rhythmic sight-reading forms a barrier to many musicians’ progress. It is difficult to practice in isolation, as it
is hard to get feedback on accuracy. Different performers
have different starting skills in different styles so it is hard
to create a general curriculum for study. It can be boring
to rehearse the same rhythms many times. We examine theories of motivation, engagement, and fun, and draw them
together to design a novel training system, RhythmTrain.
This includes consideration of dynamic difficultly, gamification and juicy design. The system uses machine learning
to learn individual performers’ strengths, weaknesses, and
interests, and optimises the selection of rhythms presented
to maximise their engagement. An open source implementation is released as part of this publication.
1. INTRODUCTION
Sight-reading is the ability to understand and perform a
piece of written music without having seen it prior [1].
All instrumentalists need skill at rhythmic sight-reading,
and an analysis of errors in sight reading [2] suggests that
‘more than half of errors made by performers were errors in rhythm’, which is the task addressed by the present
study. Practicing sight-reading can often be dull and time
consuming, so many individuals find it difficult to stay motivated and engaged [1]. It is thus important to find new
ways to increase motivation to practice rhythmic sight-reading.
RhythmTrain is an open-source mobile game, aiming to
aid users in their practice of sight-reading rhythms in classic western music notation. RhythmTrain builds on, collates, and embodies existing research to include game features that aim to motivate users and eliminate some of the
tedium that can often come with practicing sight-reading.
To cater to different users, a probabilistic approach has
been taken to adjust the difficulty of the rhythms on a userby-user basis.
2. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
2.1 Concepts
The main barrier to learning sight reading is motivation to
practice it, so we assume that there is a strong correlation
between learning and time spent [3]. Motivation has been
studied in the following theories:
Intrinsic and extrinsic motivation [4] are two forms of
motivation. Intrinsic motivation is doing something for its

Figure 1. Images from RhythmTrain showing the landing and game
screens

inherent satisfaction, such as practicing sight reading because you’re interested in being better at it; Extrinsic motivation is doing an activity as a result of external factors
and rewards, such as practicing sight reading in order to get
paid more for performances. Intrinsic and extrinsic motivation may have complex interactions rather than additive effects [5]. For example, introducing extrinsic rewards
may have a negative effect on intrinsic motivation if they
make individuals feel incompetent and don’t feel an internal locus of causality (whether someone feels the cause for
an event is internal or external). Goal-Setting Theory [6]
of motivation suggests that task performance is increased
when intermediate goals are set which are specific, challenging but attainable.
Flow is a state where a player is having an optimal experience [7]. They may lose track of time and self and show
a high engagement [8], something desirable for practicing
sight-reading. Flow is associated with challenging activities requiring skills, a merging of action and awareness,
clear goals for the player, immediate feedback on actions,
the need for concentration on a task. Fun has been argued
[9] to arise in games from mastering a series of problems
at the margin of ability.
2.2 Tools

Copyright: ©2021 Reece Godfrey Matthew Rimmer Chris Headleand Charles Fox . This article is distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License 3.0 Unported.

The following techniques when used appropriately can be
used to apply the above concepts in game design. Most
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records how many minutes an individual has played for
over a 24 hour period. If a student meets their self-set
daily target for practice, then the application generates a
notification on the community page for all users to see to
demonstrate an individual’s efforts. A study reports that
notifications elicited positive responses.

musicians lack intrinsic motivation for sight reading practice and tools can add extrinsic motivations to compensate.
Challenge, when offered at the correct level, is an important to flow, fun and motivation. An internal locus of
causality is likely to be lost if the player feels their success or failure is due to incorrect difficulty. If something
is too hard, they won’t feel competent. If it’s too easy,
they don’t learn. Low difficulty [10] may result in boredom and extreme difficulty, anxiety and ‘switching off’.
Dynamic difficulty adjustment (DDA) is a means to combat this. For it to be successful [11], a game must track
the player’s ability and adapt to it quickly, be able to balance in accordance with the players skill and not be clearly
perceived by a player, with previous game states being coherent with successive ones.
Gamification is the application of engagement-increasing
and extrinsic motivation techniques found in games – especially video games – to serious tasks such as skill training.
Games have been defined [9] as ‘exceptionally tasty patterns to eat up’, with sight-reading an ideal candidate to
gamify because this definition may apply equally well to
musical patterns. Points (scores) are often a numeric representation of a players performance to provide feedback
and draw attention to a task [12]. The immediate feedback
on actions will help with flow. Leaderboards rank players in relation to one another (usually based on points) in
a table like structure. A player will compare to those performing better which can motivate individuals to improve,
though for some this may induce feelings of incompetence,
or those performing worse making players feel more competent and lifting their self-esteem [13]. A study found
that neither comparisons would reliably decrease players
enjoyment. Badges (achievements) have a name, completion requirements and a visual reward [14] as an extrinsic
motivator providing users with the ability to set themselves
structured goals to facilitate some of the benefits afforded
by Goal-Setting Theory. A study was conducted [15] to
ascertain whether badges increase the use of an international peer-to-peer trading service and demonstrated that
users were more likely to use the service after badges were
introduced.
Juicy design [14] is the idea that positive player experience can be induced via large amounts of audio-visual
feedback (Visual Embellishments, VE’s) caused immediately by the player’s actions. For example, in a space invaders game, the player is rewarded for firing a shot by
a flash and a bang, regardless of whether the shot hits an
alien. Juicy design has been shown to improve players’
perceived competence despite no change in performance
and can contribute to flow while offering positive feedback
on actions that will help with motivation. [16].

3. DESIGN
RhythmTrain, shown in fig. 1, runs as a mobile app. It
plays an mp3 song and presents users with a series of progressively harder rhythms in classical notation, which they
must tap in time with the music until they become too difficult and the user fails. A session is divided into stages
that increase in difficulty as a user performs rhythms correctly to provide immediate feedback when a player performs consistently well. The game also offers training
rhythms selectable by the user, for example they may want
to work specifically on common baroque, romantic, or jazz
rhythms as occurring in the canon for their particular instrument. The above tools of flow, gamification, and juicy
design are applied to increase engagement, fun, and learning as follows.
3.1 Dynamic Difficulty Adjustment
Define the difficulty of rhythm R for user U by pR,U =
P (S|R, U ), the probability that they will succeed (S) at
performing it. Success is defined as U performing more
than 70 percent of notes and rests of R correct. A note
performance is defined as correct if tapped within approximately 1/10 of its duration from its score position, and
a rests performance is defined as correct is its left silent
within similar bounds.
We cannot know a difficulty exactly, but we can infer beliefs over it, modelled as a Beta (β) distribution [19]. We
do this by fusing three distributions, which are also Betas.
It is useful here to consider Beta distributions as parameterised by N , the number of real or virtual observations,
and K, the number of these observations which are successes.
First, we assume that each user has an overall skill level
which contributes a rhythm-independent prior,
P (pR,U |U ) = β(Ns , Ks )
We assume that skill can change over time, including within
a game, due to training. Indeed improving skill is the
whole purpose of the system. Ns and Ks are obtained as
actual counts of the user’s performance over all rhythms,
over recent historical games and the current game.
Second, we assume that each rhythm has an inherent and
unchanging complexity which contributes a user-independent
prior,
P (pR,U |R) = β(Nc , Kc ),

2.3 Related work
It has been suggested that games can provide a ‘spoonful of
sugar’ for musical exercises that might otherwise be dull.
Tone Deafener [17] allows players to control a game using an acoustic musical instrument, using pitch detection
to establish whether a player is playing the correct notes.
Informal user reports suggested they felt it improved their
sight-reading skills. PracticeCactus [18] is a mobile app
used by piano players to support practice. It uses acoustic analysis to detect when a student is playing piano and

where Nc and Kc are psuedo-counts which may be estimated for each rhythm using any simple heuristic function.
We currently fix Nc = 10 which controls the strength of
the prior (found to work well empirically) and score Kc
heuristically from 0-10 for each rhythm by considering the
number of notes and their average locations relative to beat
positions.
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Third, we may have actual recent observations of the user’s
performance on the rhythm: No and Ko the observed numbers of attempts and successes respectively. These contribute the likelihood,
P (pR,U |No , Ko ) = β(No , Ko ).
The difficulty posterior is then given by the Bayesian fusion (⊗),
β(Ns , Ks ) ⊗ β(Nc , Kc ) ⊗ β(No , Ko )
= β(Ns + Nc + No , Ks + Ks + Ko ).
The form of the Beta distribution and choice of parameterisation makes this especially simple and fast to compute,
as fusion can be performed by keeping a running total of
N and K. This is important for real-time updating.
Recency is important in both the rhythm observations and
the skill level. Heuristically, we make use of only the latest 10 performances of a rhythm as its observations, and
the latest 5 full games’ data for user skill. This is because
both user overall skill and performance at each particular
rhythm are assumed to increase over time.
Rhythm selection is performed according to the theories
of flow and fun which suggest that users will be most engaged when working within the margin of their skill. To
enable this, we choose a high but non-unitary target probability of success, such as 0.95. After each bar, we update
the posterior belief for each rhythm’s difficulty. Usually,
we select the next rhythm as the one whose expected difficulty (mean of the posterior) is closet to the target. This
works well to ‘exploit’ [20] good inferences about the difficulty of each rhythm for the user, once they are available.
But an additional ‘explore’ mechanism is needed to obtain
these inferences. Currently, a heuristic annealing schedule
is used at the start of the game which chooses whether to
exploit or explore. To explore, the rhythm with the widest
Beta belief is greedily selected in order to learn more about
it. After the annealing schedule completes, all selections
are exploits. New rhythms continue to be selected as the
user’s skill increases from the training, bringing previously
too-hard ones closer to the target difficultly.

Figure 2. Images from RhythmTrain showing the badges (called ‘trophies’ in game) and requirements for achievement screens

players from demotivation from comparison of their ability to those who are higher, whilst encouraging motivation
from competition with nearby players who are beatable.
The game features a health bar (fig. 1, below ‘stage 2’)
which rises on successful performance and falls with failed
performance. The game is over when this bar reaches zero.
The duration of play thus acts as an additional, intuitive
form of points system.
Additional features include a star rating system for each
song, the progressive unlocking of new music via play, a
levelling and XP system, a series of call and repeat practice exercises for those new to rhythm sight-reading and a
read assist mode that spaces notes proportionally to their
duration.
3.3 Juicification

3.2 Gamification
RhythmTrain implements a badge system (referred to here
as challenges). These challenges can be undertaken at any
time and progress toward challenges will happen passively
as a user plays. A menu accessible via the landing screen
shows progress on unlocking badges and the ability to check
the requirements for completion. Players can show off
their achievements by choosing a badge to display next to
their name on the leaderboard.
The game is divided into numbered levels with different
songs and different color backgrounds, these act as an additional form of achievement as they are unlocked in series.
Points are earned through hitting notes successfully and
are used to rank players on the leaderboard. The leaderboard implementation in RhythmTrain facilitates both upward and downward comparisons in almost equal measure.
Players will be placed at position 5 of 10 on the leaderboard where possible. It was decided that players should
not be able to scroll through the leaderboard: this shields
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We have taken care to ensure feedback elements increase
immersion and feelings of competence. Audio cues convey the state of the game to the player when they hit a
note successfully. A bass drum sound effect plays (inspired
by Guitar Hero’s cutting of the guitar track for missed
notes), rewarding players for success. This provides feedback for actions and involvement with what’s coming from
the speakers while showing users how close they are to the
beat. Notes react when either hit or missed to bring attention to actions (fig. 3). As the progress bar drops low, a
low pass filter is applied to the music, suggesting the player
beginning to drown in water.
3.4 Software implementation
Implementation is based in Godot, an open-source game
engine with Python-like syntax and automatic packaging
for platforms including Android and iOS. New rhythms
and songs can be added via the creation and modification
of JSON files. A line spacing algorithm [21] is used to position notes on the stave but one limitation of the system is
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For example, if a single funk rhythm is presented and succeeded this may be informative about the user’s likely skill
at simple funk rhythms and perhaps anti-correlated with
their performance at classical rhythms.
We invite the community to explore more detailed machine learning models here and to add them to the open
source system, and to analyse user data to study human
learning. The full source code and installable Android apk
for the project are available at: gitlab.com/HaMM4R/
RhythmTrainGodot.

Figure 3. Juicy animation frame sequences from a hit and missed notes.
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ABSTRACT
We present the first open source hardware (OSH) design
and build of an automated robotic internal duct flute player,
including an artificial lung and pitch calibration system.
Using a recorder as an introductory instrument, the system
is designed to be as modular as possible, enabling modification to fit further instruments across the woodwind family. Design considerations include the need to be as open
to modification and accessible to as many people and instruments as possible. The system is split into two physical
modules: a blowing module and a fingering module, and
three software modules: actuator control, pitch calibration
and musical note processing via MIDI. The system is able
to perform beginner level recorder player melodies.

Figure 1. Photograph showing a build of the automated recorder player
assembly with artificial lung and fingering module.

1. INTRODUCTION
Robotic performers have four major uses: As assistive technology, they may enable disabled users to participate in
performances through semi-automation, such as automating the work of hands but leaving the user to use their own
mouth or vice versa. Similar semi-automation can be used
in education to enable students to focus on learning hand or
mouth control individually. As artistic installations, fully
automated robots can be used to perform music on physical instruments which is hard or impossible for humans to
play, but retaining the live physical quality of their acoustic
instruments. As composition tools, they can be used by humans who don’t play an instrument themselves but would
like to write for it, including for high quality, high accuracy
studio recordings without the need for session musicians.
The latter is especially important for orchestral film scores
which are required to be edited and re-recorded many times
at short notice to fit to new, sometimes daily, video edits.
Synthesis of orchestral instruments remains unrealistic so
physical automated instruments could cheaply and quickly
enable these updates, beginning with a few lead instruments and growing via ensembles towards full orchestras.
While robotic performers have been developed for many
instruments [1], they have mostly been developed independently of one another, and the research community lacks a
method to build easily on one anothers’ work. Open Source
Hardware (OSH) is a recent movement [2] modelled on
previous developments in Open Source Software to enable
Copyright: ©2022 James Bennett et al. This is an open-access article
distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License
3.0 Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited.
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cumulative collaboration in hardware designs. Presenting
a first research design as OSH enables it to be extended
gradually by the community and develop into a robust and
deployable solution. OSH also enables reuse of modules
between related projects, for example a fingering module
from a guitar could be modified and reused to finger woodwind. OSH does not simply mean reporting selected aspects of a design, rather it has a legal definition which requires the complete design to be available and buildable by
anyone from commodity components. The CERN-OSHW licence is a common legal definition of OSH and is used
here. This licence ensures that any modifications made to
the design are contributed back to the community, but also
allows non-open products to use it unmodified as a subcomponent. Only a few robot musicians have been fully
open sourced such as the guitar [3], violin [4], and percussive aerophone [5] family of instruments. There is a gap in
the OSH robot orchestra for a woodwind family system.
Woodwind instruments are single pipes hosting a vibrating air column, whose harmonics are controlled by opening and closing finger holes along the pipe. Woodwind
breaks down into reeds and flutes. Reeds use a vibrating
reed, stimulated by the players mouth, to excite the air column. Flutes use the flow of air directly from the players
mouth to excite the air column. Flutes are subclassified
by how the air is blown: transverse flutes (such as the orchestral Western concern flute) have the air blow across a
hole in the side; end-blown flutes (such as the middle eastern ney) have air blown across one end; and internal duct
flutes (such as the recorder) have it blown into one end.
We would eventually like to automate the whole woodwind family. The sub-family of internal duct flutes, specifically the recorder, was chosen as this permits a standardis-
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ation of fingering actuation and air delivery. This provides
a foundation for extension throughout the classification.
The contribution of this paper is the first open source
hardware robotic system for playing the recorder (fig. 1)
that non specialists can develop upon, and which is designed to support modular extension to other woodwind
instruments. It consists of a mechanised lung to enable air
flow regulation and allow breathing techniques to be seen
during play (section 3.1), a fingering system for visual note
actuation (section 3.2), a serial transceiver to interface utilising MIDI and an Arduino for system control and actuation (section 3.3). A calibration protocol that enables auto
tuning of the system is also included (section 3.4).
1.1 Related Work
Flutes have been played since the stone age [6]. Internal
duct flutes were originally made from bone or soft pithy
wood commonly with six fingering holes and a speaker
hole for the thumb [7]. The Banu Musa automated flute
player of 9th century Baghdad [8] is important in computing history as it was both the first programmable machine
of any kind. Automated internal duct flutes were popularised in 1736 by Jacques de Vaucanson [9] with a lifesized humanoid, ‘The Flute Player,’ playing twelve melodies
using fingers as levers and a bellow system piping air into
the mouth. Two centuries later, ‘The Fluitist’ extended
upon this [10], mechanically reproducing the physiology
of the organs involved during flute playing. Although full
descriptions and general designs exist, both these early examples are too complex for non-specialists to build due to
limited OSH design considerations.
The recorder playing robot [11] is an automated unsteady
flow rate system, designed to enable the precise control of
vibrato, specifically targeted towards music researchers of
woodwind instruments. The systems uses a constant pressurised air supply with a quick response laminar flow sensor (QFS) to emulate natural sounds produced by a human
player. Artificial mouths such as the single reed woodwind artificial blowing machine [12], implements an artificial tongue and actuated embouchure to study oscillation
thresholds for various reed mouth pieces. Real time regulation of air pressure within an artificial mouth [13] enables a user to investigate the functioning of a recorder.
Although extremely useful, previous recorder playing systems were developed as tools for realistic single note actuation and instrument fluid dynamic control analysis, rather
than continual play robotic musical expressive purposes.
Standardising an air delivery method will make it easier
for users to obtain everything they need to use the system.
A robotic bagpipe player [14] includes flute pipe controls.
Each of the above include some public details of their designs which are used as inspiration here, but they predate
the OSH concept so lack the licensing, build requirements,
and instructions demanded by modern OSH.
OSH has been applied to instruments themselves as well
as to robot performers. KeyWI [15] is a fully OSH/OSS
electronic wind instrument. It is designed to emulate woodwind instruments via a keyboard for polyphonic pitch selection and a breath pressure sensor to create a dynamic
range of sound. KeyWI is intended to improve upon previous limitations in breath sensors as well as providing a
platform for development rather than enable the teaching
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of woodwind instruments themselves. The Open Woodwind Project [16] is an electronic woodwind instrument
that is easy for users to build and develop. The breath system used, similar to the KeyWI is closed loop and requires
a user to leak air out the side of their mouth to vary the
pressure on the sensor to ensure pitch. Flow, a 3D printed
recorder [17], is a socially responsible instrument designed
to improve the psychological wellbeing of children with
functional diversity in the upper limb. It requires only three
fingers and a thumb to play. This is achieved via a piccolo
key system, similar to a classical flute, to actuate the holes.
Although simple in design and having many useful characteristics that would support our goal, the design is under
patent so cannot be used here.
The OSH automated guitar [3] system includes fingering
the frets using solenoids. This fingering is similar to what
is needed for flutes, so – as it is OSH – parts of this design
can be reused directly in the present work.
2. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Multiple design considerations have been adopted from the
automated guitar player, the Flow 3D printed recorder, as
well as respecting the principles of CERN-OHL-W.
The automated guitar focuses on being cheap and simple
to build (e.g., by a typical musician), broadening inclusivity and permitting configurable one-offs to be built to requirement at short notice. The Flow recorder emphasises
versatility and customisable design, specifically enabling
future modification to other woodwind instruments including orchestral traverse flutes and reeds. Where components
cannot be self made, ensure that all available components
within the system are available as per CERN-OHL-W. This
means providing enough information to describe them and
their interfaces or to enable them to be sourced.
For use as a composition tool, three further considerations were applied: The capability of the system will perform comparable to a basic human player. At minimum the
system should seal all tone holes fully and move between
notes with sufficient speed. The level of autonomy of the
system should be fully autonomous other than if used as an
assistive instrument. The integration of the system shall be
via MIDI for best compatibility with existing products and
industry standards. The physical system should be modularised where possible to support ease of sub-module or
full system extension to other projects and instruments.
3. DESIGN
Our design is based upon, and forks from, a previous OSH
guitar player [3] in which there is an Arduino microcontroller processing note instructions sent from a Python interface which actuates the hardware. The following important modifications have been made:
First, the design for the fingering module has been modified for the needs of the recorder. Second, an artificial lung
is introduced to blow air into the recorder. Third, the communication protocol is redesigned to use MIDI. Fourth, a
calibration procedure is implemented to calibrate the motor speed such that the correct air flow rate is obtained so
each note is in tune.
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The following sections give the detail of each design aspect. The full bill of materials, design, step by step build
instructions as well as code and demonstration videos are
available under the CERN-OSH-W licence from: github.
com/ICMC22-tmp/OSH_Automated_Recorder

solenoid to seal individual tone holes.

3.1 Blowing Module
An artificial lung was found to be the most appropriate
means of blowing into the recorder over those of using a
fan or pressure vessel type system.
The artificial lung (fig. 2) is constructed of a fixed end
and an actuated end which are connected by a flexible concertina material. Pipes connect the lung to the recorder and
atmosphere via one-way valves. The actuated end moves
linearly via a lead screw and stepper motor which uses a
DRV8825 driver and is controlled from the Arduino. This
setup gives a near linear response of air flow rate to motor
speed and readily facilitates setting different motor speeds
to achieve the correct pitch of a note.

Figure 3. CAD model of fingering module.

3.3 Communication and MIDI Decoding
The Arduino (arduino.cc) controls the actuators via
serial communication of MIDI messages [18]. The most
common MIDI messages are note-on and note-off messages. They consist of three bytes each – a status byte, a
byte to indicate which note to turn on or off, and a byte to
indicate the velocity of the note (how loud or soft it should
be played). The lowest note on the recorder, C5, is MIDI
number 72 and each semitone is numbered consecutively.
A MIDI message consisting of $90 72 60 translates to ‘on
channel 1, turn on note C5 at a medium volume’.
The Arduino responds to MIDI messages as they are received, thus it does not need to keep time. Timing is managed by the device sending the messages whether that is a
MIDI controller or script on a computer.
Currently only data byte 1 is implemented due to the
complicated nature of changing the volume of a note on
a recorder – increasing air flow to make a note louder will
also increase the frequency of the note, making it sound
out of tune.

Figure 2. CAD model of bellow module.

3.2 Fingering Module

3.4 Calibration Protocol

The fingering module (fig. 3) is an extension of the automated guitar fretting module. It is made of a five seat
and single seat solenoid holding box, a bracket and clamp
frame, and one four seat holding box. A base stand is also
included to hold the instrument in an upright position.
The five seat holding box contains each of the solenoids
to independently seal tone holes one through five along
the top of the recorder middle joint. A single seat holding box is used to contain the solenoid for the thumb hole
underneath the body at the start of the middle joint of the
recorder. For the two double tone holes, a four seat holding box positions each solenoid back from each other and
90◦ from the centre line of the middle joint holes. Due
to the close proximity of the smaller holes within each of
the double tone holes, each solenoid has a fingerpad extension arm that enables close independent actuation without
collision. These match the travel distance of the solenoids
across the rest of the recorder. An M3 nut and bolt can be
inserted into each box to secure each actuator in position.
Printed finger pads using a combination of rigid and flexible filament are attached as static end effectors to each

The pitch of the recorder is controlled by the air flow rate
produced by the blowing module; to ensure the recorder
sounds as it should, the relationship between the stepper
motor speed and the air flow rate must be calibrated. A
high sensitivity sound sensor module was integrated into
the Arduino system that can sample the sounds produced
from the recorder and determine the dominant frequency
via performing the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm.
The calibration procedure, which is only performed on initialisation of the system, is carried out as follows: 1) A
note is selected and played while the sound sensor collects
samples of the signal. 2) The signal is analysed via FFT,
and the dominant frequency is identified 3) The difference
between the measured frequency and a reference frequency
for that note, ∆f , is computed. 4) The motor speed is adjusted to try and minimise ∆f via a simple proportional
controller. 5) Steps 1 - 4 are repeated until ∆f is within a
predefined tolerance, then the new value of motor speed for
that note is updated in the Arduino memory; this procedure
is then repeated for each playable note of the recorder.
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be interesting to the public? Perhaps the most obvious
application would be an educational one, where a robot
(physical or animated) could tirelessly conduct the same
piece over and over again for the benefit of students. But
another, possibly even more useful application would be
to augment the performance of a human conductor and
their orchestra with features that can entertain and educate
the audience.
Orchestral performances of classical music have been
registering a significant drop in attendance [4], as younger
audiences are quickly losing interest. Orchestras around
the world are augmenting their performances with video
projections [5]. The challenge is to find suitable image
content that doesn’t distract from and is synchronized with
the music. The Philadelphia Orchestra has been utilizing
LiveNote, a mobile app that concert goers could run on
their mobile devices to receive real-time program notes,
including text and translations for vocal works [6].
However, most of these examples require
reprogramming or redesign for every musical piece, as
systems that get information from a musical score are still
very rare. One system [7] uses music stored in MIDI files.
This has its limitations, as MIDI files were not intended for
musical notation, and therefore have to be manually
annotated with information that is not available in the notes
themselves, such as dynamics, articulation, and even
entrance cues.
In this paper we present a system that extracts conducting
information from sheet music encoded digitally in
MusicXML format, and generates an animation that
conveys conducting gestures for tempo, dynamics, and
cueing, in real time, synchronized with the music that is to
be played. While the animation is based on the classic
gestures performed by conductors, most notably the
various time signature patterns, the approach represents
just a starting point that can be used to create more artistic
visual displays.

ABSTRACT
In this paper we present a system that extracts conducting
information from sheet music encoded in a MusicXML file
to generate a real-time animation that conveys the
gestures that would be performed by a conductor. The
information includes time signature, tempo, dynamics, and
entrance cues. The approach could form the basis of an
educational virtual conductor application that educates
budding musicians, or could be used as a means to
augment an orchestral performance with synchronized
visual displays.

INTRODUCTION
Music-based human-computer interaction applications
have seen increased interest recently, with both musicians
and audiences showing more acceptance of computers
supplementing classical performances. Technology allows
people with little to no musical training to easily interact
with instruments and even immerse themselves in a virtual
orchestra.
Conducting is easier to address in a camera-based
application than playing an instrument, since conductors
move their hands freely and do not directly manipulate a
rigid instrument. Various tracking technologies permit the
creation of installations such as the Virtual Conductor at
Vienna’s House Der Musik museum [1], where even the
novice user can enjoy the experience of conducting (a
virtual model of) the Vienna Philharmonic.
The opposite problem, of a virtual or robotic conductor
conducting a real orchestra has also been tackled, from
Honda’s cute ASIMO robot conducting the Detroit
Symphony Orchestra performing “The Impossible Dream”
in 2008 [2], to the rather creepy Android Alter 3 robot
conducting a piece called “Scary Beauty” in 2020 [3].
However, these robots had their gestures preprogrammed,
copying a human conductor and without using any musical
knowledge. More work is needed to develop robots that
could conduct any musical piece without the need for
reprogramming, just based on sheet music. But what
would be the applicability of such a robot? Why would a
human musician want to be conducted by a robot, and,
after the novelty wears off, why would such a performance

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Copyright: © 2022 First author et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License 3.0
Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction
in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited.
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Our system creates and displays a real-time animation that
is meant to accompany a musical piece, and reflects the
gestures that a conductor would perform when conducting
it. The animation can also be used as an artificial
conducting tool. In the absence of musicians, for a better
testing and viewing experience, the system also plays the
music.
We use a MusicXML file to obtain conducting
information. The user is asked to also convert the file to
MIDI format using a third party software such as
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MuseScore, so the application can play the music while
displaying the animation. Both files, MusicXML and
MIDI, are then supplied to the application by the user.
Figure 1 shows the initial window and the MusicXML file
selection window. The MIDI file selection window looks
similar.

Figure 2. Screenshot of the Conducting animation
for a String Quartet piece by Beethoven.

Figure 1. Left: initial window displayed to the use.
Right: file selection window allowing the user to
select a MusicXML file.

METHODOLOGY

After the MusicXML and MIDI files have been selected
and confirmed, the program quickly parses the MusicXML
file and presents a JFrame window labeled “Conducting
Animation”. The animation begins in the paused state: the
user is able to click anywhere in the window to begin
playing, and can click again to pause it whenever they like.
The paused state displays the piece’s title and contributors
at the top of the window, and a blue triangle representing
a “play” symbol in the center of the window. Once the user
clicks to play, the program displays the following items
(see Figure 2 for reference):
• the title of the piece and contributors (authors), which
remain at the top of the window throughout the
animation;
• a row of colored blocks on the left, each representing
an instrument part in the musical score, labeled with
the name of the instrument intended to play the part;
these blocks fade out whenever the instrument
encounters a rest measure, and fade back in when the
part has non-rest notes to play;
• yellow arrows above or blue arrows below the blocks
indicating an increase or a decrease in dynamics; these
arrows are labeled with the term extracted from the
musical score music (pianissimo through fortissimo)
and fade out for a visual effect;
• a circle moving in a pattern according to the music’s
time signature and tempo, displayed on the right side
of the window; this display includes a fading trail to
emphasize the pattern;
• the time signature, displayed at the bottom of the
screen;
• the current measure number and the total number of
measures, below the time signature;
• the tempo in beats per minute, below the measure
number.
The MIDI audio is played alongside the animation, and
is also paused when the animation is paused. Once the
piece has finished, both the animation and the music stop.

1.1 Extracting Conducting Elements
Our algorithm uses the musical score encoded in a
MusicXML file [8]. Like other XML formats, a
MusicXML file contains readable text, formatted
generally as follows: <tag>value</tag>. Specific tags are
used for different elements of the musical score. General
piece information is listed at the beginning of the file, and
is followed by one music part after another (one for each
instrument in the piece), with each part containing all of its
measures in order.
Our application relies on the time signature, tempo,
dynamics, and rest measures to generate an animation that
conveys the information passed on by the conductor to the
musicians. All of these are represented in a MusicXML file
[9].
Time signature is one of the most important elements we
need, as it defines the general conducting pattern. In a
MusicXML file, this can be found in the first measure of
each part. Beats per measure and beat value are specified
separately. For example, a 3/4 time signature (meaning
that there are 3 quarter beats per measure) would appear in
a MusicXML as <beats>3</beats> followed by <beattype>4<beat-type>.
Tempo is specified in a MusicXML file as one line
within a measure, for example <sound tempo="120"/>. In
this case, 120 is the number of quarter notes per minute.
Notice that MusicXML specifies the tempo in quarter
notes per minute, regardless of the value of the time
signature, so occasionally there may be a need to convert
from quarter notes to beats. The first measure will usually
have the tempo listed, while later measures show tempo
only if this changes from its previous value.
Dynamics representation is relative in music. Terms such
as piano or forte, or wedge symbols for crescendo or
decrescendo, do not correspond to a specific value, leaving
the ultimate loudness or softness up to the conductor or
musicians. The MusicXML representation either reflects
this, or it can also use an explicit value representing the
MIDI note velocity, if available.
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The final conducting element that we used in our system
is entrance cues after rest measures. While rest measures
are obvious in sheet music because they don’t have any
notes, MusicXML encodes them either using a specific rest
measure label for the entire measure, or by including rest
notes in a regular measure. Both ways to describe rest
measures are easy to work with.

Tag

Information

number

Measure number

beats

Number of beats per measure

beat-type

Value of one beat

1.2 Algorithm

sound tempo

Tempo

Our system was built in Java, using SAXParser [10], a
generic XML file parser, to parse the MusicXML file,
several object classes to help organize the information, and
ArrayLists to manage the objects. The animation is created
in a JPanel, managed by a JFrame which implements
Runnable in order to achieve a frame rate of exactly 100
frames per second. The time signature and tempo extracted
from the MusicXML file are considered together with the
frame rate to ensure the animation is synchronous with the
music.
Our animation is inspired from the textbook gestures of
a music conductor [11], and this is reflected in the structure
of the code. Different components handle the parsing of
the MusicXML file, generating an animation for the tempo
using the pattern appropriate for the time signature
(equivalent to the conductor’s right hand gesture), and
additional animations for cueing different parts of the
orchestra for dynamics and entrance (this would be
equivalent to the conductor’s left hand). Figure 3 shows a
simplified class diagram of the source code.

sound dynamics

Dynamics, written as an explicit
value

rest measure

If “yes”, then this is a rest measure

implicit

If “yes”, then this is not a full
measure and should not be
counted

Table 1. MusicXML tags relevant to the system.
mented in our system: 2/4, 3/4, 4/4, 6/8. It is important to
keep the correct timing for each part of each pattern, while
keeping the frame rate constant. This can be done by
calculating the number of frames available for each beat:
(frames per second) * 60.0 / (beats per minute). Curved
patterns are obtained using quadratic functions. Use of
trigonometric functions ensures that the animation is
smooth and speeds up slightly at the end of each beat,
while accurately keeping the tempo.

Figure 4. Conducting patterns implemented in the
system. From left to right: 2/4, 3/4, 4/4, 6/8. Top:
textbook illustration; bottom: screenshot from our
animation
The Orchestra class handles the colored blocks on the left
side of the animation. These show which instruments are
playing, as well as dynamics and entrance cues. A block
will gradually fade out when the corresponding instrument
is resting, and will gradually fade in providing an entrance
cue. Arrows labeled with dynamics terms show dynamics
cues for each block. Since a conductor would signal
instruments in advance, the information displayed is based
on the upcoming measure. This class also displays the time
signature, tempo, and current measure number.

Figure 3. Simplified class diagram of the system.
The MusicXMLHandler uses the XML tags from Table
1 to parse and extract conducting information and store it
in various variables in the system.
The RightHand class oversees the movement of the
white circle on the right side of the animation’s window,
which corresponds to the right hand of the conductor, and
indicates the tempo in a pattern determined by the time
signature. Figure 4 shows the conducting patterns imple-

TESTING AND RESULTS
The system was tested on a variety of sample MusicXML
files obtained from the MusicXML [8] and Project
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Gutenberg [12] sites to ensure that every aspect works for
every variation.
Some inconsistencies were found between different files,
such as a lack of title and/or contributors in some pieces,
various expressions for dynamics, two different ways to
describe a rest measure, the presence or absence of a
pickup bar, and changes in tempo throughout the piece.
These were all accounted for in our system’s
implementation.
The score-editing software MuseScore [13] was used to
verify the validity of the sample files, as well as to export
MIDI files to use for the animation soundtrack. MuseScore
also displays the musical score from a MusicXML file as
it would look on paper, which was used to help test and
debug the program.
The system runs as expected. The animation and music
are synchronous, the pause/unpause function works as
expected, and the data retrieved by the parser is correct.
The noticeable changes in dynamics in the audio
correspond to the correct arrows display, and the
instrument blocks fade out and in when appropriate. The
movement of the right hand animation is similar to the
conductor’s motions for the appropriate time signature.
The animation properly halts once the current measure
number reaches the total measure number, and the music
stops then, too.

original score. More conducting information, such as
articulation, could also be added.
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Digital musical instruments with novel, ergonomic
interface mappings [5] are often embodied with both constraints and ornamentations, exploited to facilitate accessible music making. Instruments designed or adopted for
people with unique and atypical cognitive and physiques
are well documented [6]. Otherwise known as matching
an individual to an assistive technology [7]. Inclusivity,
as we propose here, is best considered at the start of a
design process, (an opposite concept to adaptation of existing designs), and indeed is most empowering when
musicians initiate research. In doing so a musician embeds an active political process of redistributing power
and agency into the research process. We identify Virtual
Reality Musical Instruments (VRMI) as an extension of
DMIs that may further liberate musical interfaces from
physical constraints. [7]. The core principles of VRMI
design are well documented [8] [10] however, concepts
that may define how a VRMI may become an Accessible
Virtual Reality Musical Instrument (AVRMI) must take
into consideration the immersive environment as a personalisable design space. Florent Berthaut’s taxonomy of
3D geometry (Widgets) [9] is a useful reference for
methods of manipulating behaviours in the virtual environment (VE). We find ourselves on a journey of critically evaluating hand and widget interactions once physical
constraints are introduced. VRMIs are embedded within a
flexible ecology, a complex ecosystem of perceptible,
hidden and false affordances [10] that differs between
individuals. Not all diverse body forms can grasp handheld controllers yet we find those same hands hands challenge the robustness of recognition algorithms exposing
fundamental challenges in producing the discrete poses
required in free hand VR object manipulation.

ABSTRACT
Immersive technologies are showing increasing potential
for accessible music making. Costs, availability, interfacing methods and open-source development tools allow for
exploration of the potential to facilitate atypical minds
and bodies. We present a participatory study on the facilitation of accessibility within virtual reality musical environments. This study was carried out during a series of
workshops with an experienced group of musicians with
congenital physical disabilities and a community music
group of novice musicians with acquired brain injuries.
We qualitatively evaluate prototype instruments adopted
for hand recognition. We examine this embedded process,
asking how a musician may understand, organise and
personalise their virtual music environment, while examining how co-locating virtual instruments with physical
surfaces can be used as potential aids to accessibility.
Findings show that when participants are matched to the
technology, it contains potential for musicians to gain
agency through a process of shared knowledges and
shared explorations. Understanding and personalising
their own musical environment means perceiving affordances and uncovering hidden affordances. We find
the quickly adaptable, visual, iterative processes of participatory design using VR is engaging and motivating for
musicians and the wider network of stakeholders

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Accessing music with a disability
Participation in music is both a human right and a disability right [1]. Music can promote human well-being by
facilitating human contact, human meaning, and human
imagination of possibilities [2]. Disabled people often
access music making through social facilities [3] where
inter-personal relationships are initiated and cultivated
between disabled music makers, accessible music facilitators and the ever evolving and indeed, “ephemeral” [4]
digital music instruments (DMIs). DMIs adapted or
adopted by disabled musicians can be referred to as Accessible Digital Musical Instruments (ADMIs).

1.2 Framing our methodology
Alice Wong’s influential research [11] on the accessibility needs of early disabled adoptees of popular immersive
technology in turn framed our own research. We asked
how a collaborative process of inclusive design could
explore potential new affordances of a popular, standalone (untethered) VR device. We looked to address
some of the financial and perhaps ergonomic barriers to
accessibility Alice Wong had identified. Could we embed
a VR musical instrument in a working workshop environment that satisfied the physical and sensory constraints of an unknown group of novice disabled musi-

Copyright: © 2022 First author et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
License 3.0 Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and
source are credited.
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2. TECHNOLOGY PROBE

cians? We had to consider physical constraints of onehanded operations, haptic cues (or lack of), and stamina,
inclusivity for slow reactions and range biases alongside
designing for cognitive sensitivities including vertigo,
locomotion, motion sickness and sensory overload.
We considered the dependency model of accessibility
[12], which describes the pre-requisites for adopting ‘accessible’ technology as a combination of (a) knowledge
and skill, (b) money and equipment resources, and (c)
time needed to utilise and then disseminate those resources. We applied a musician and stakeholder led initiative applying appropriate heuristics and usability evaluations [13]. In this study the musicians placed themselves
at the centre of design for manipulating their environment, a process known as Centred Control. We are inspired by Ingunn Moser’s study [14] of a Norwegian
skydiver named Jarle who experienced a life-changing
accident. Through a mutually beneficial process, employing social carers and expert facilitators, he initiated a process of co-designing and personalising his own habitat.
By doing so he addressed a balance of power, agency and
control, subsequently improving the quality of his life. In
this study, the principal researcher was an accessible music facilitator, matching participant to technology guided
by centred control. The desirable outcome was for the
disabled musicians to obtain musical agency through their
ability not only to manipulate the affordances of a novel
visual and audio environment, but also understand potential future affordances.

2.1 Applying our Technology Probe.
We agreed upon a weekly workshop series of five Technology Probe (TP) sessions (a simple, flexible, and
adaptable evaluation of a technology within a real-world
setting) [24]. Research took place in the Belfast studios of
Drake Music Northern Ireland (DMNI)1 and at Brain Injury Matters2 (a support agency hosting DMNI outreach
music workshops). The TP sessions involved three members of DMNI’s ‘Wired Ensemble’ who are experienced
and enthusiastic evaluators, composers and performers of
adapted and bespoke musical instruments. They had requested trying out immersive experiences. The first facilitated music making sessions occurred during the Covid
19 pandemic where health and safety guidelines and social distancing confined the TP to a non-immersive evaluation. An Oculus Quest 2 (OQ2) headset was clamped to
a boom stand in front of the musicians above head-height
(fig 1), giving a static, top-down point of view of hands.
This was referenced on a visual monitor positioned in
front.

1.3 Participatory Design within Community Music.
Participatory design (PD) is a way of structuring and designing research [15]. In this paper we use the term codesign. We detail an iterative collection of design considerations involving all stakeholders in the process, [16]
such as the musicians, their on-site carers and the local
charities that facilitated their music engagement. Improvements were incrementally introduced [17], iterations updated and experimented with, in both real time
and between sessions. The relationship between the disabled musicians, the facilitator and the technology [18]
were initially explored though sharing values of a musician-orientated, music first programme [19], knowledge
sharing between people with different skillsets and experimentation with the technology. This flexible, communication-led approach complemented the multi-disciplinary
and improvisatory methods of bricolage [20]. The principal researcher as embedded bricoleur engaged a ‘treasure
trove’ [21] of assets (e.g., the computer and music hardware, knowledge of software, programming and the previously established interpersonal musical relationships
prior to this research). In this multi-disciplinary methodology the researcher became a facilitator, designer, programmer, technician and artist, while valuing the critical
realist perspective of applied, situated knowledges [22].
The novice disabled musicians in our study in turn became students, improvisors, evaluators, negotiators and
co-designers exploring the potential for their own agency
within immersive environments.

Figure 1. Non-immersive technology probe set up.

Prior knowledge of the participants’ preferred physical
interaction gestures influenced initial VRMI designs. We
proposed a co-located surface (where a physical surface
inhabits the same space as a virtual object) as a potential
aid to accessibility, to guide and potentially stabilise
some musical gestures and to provide options for VRMI
and widget placement. Some widgets benefit from a colocated physical surface, for example, a tap tempo controller benefits from a co-located physical surface.
To address any locomotion issues inside VR, we facilitated centring the VRMIs to the musician’s preferred
hand. As we had prioritized a static experience, we introduced a physical tabletop surface into the virtual play
1
2
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space (co-locating it) as a potential aid to accessibility
and to study its effect on musical gestures, instrument
placement and musician’s spatial awareness. We assessed
the prototyped instruments designed for simple movements along either the horizontal axis (Fig 2: A), where
notes are harmonically arranged and note values signified
by colours; or vertical axis (Fig 2: B), which replicated
the chromatic arrangement of a previous study [23] by
Performance without Barriers3. For one musician in the
Wired Ensemble with limited hand movements we tested
a Theremin-like instrument which contained the potential
for a VRMI to trigger notes in a scale in any direction,
once the instrument was centred (Fig 2: C). In all instruments, note triggers export a MIDI note value to a digital
audio workstation.

ment to surface accurately. Recorded levels of frustration
were generally low, occurring if there was system latency, and with the vertically arranged instrument (Fig 2: B)
where the static, top-down camera angle was best for
capturing robust hand shapes but did not optimally display VRMI notes arranged vertically along the Y axis.
Those notes closest to the head mounted display (HMD)
obscured other notes and the avatar of the musician’s
hands.
At the end of week five, Musician 1 volunteered to
take the research to the co-design stage (becoming Musician A in the PD study). Carers of Musician 2 indicated
susceptibility to seizures that could possibly be triggered
by a visually immersive head mounted display. Musician
3 received no hand recognition with the Oculus Quest 2
or the subsequently tested Magic Leap IR170. All musicians highly rated the evaluation processes of the technology probe and would have continued research if possible.

Figure 2. Prototyping in Unity: A: Prototype Harmonic Arrangement, B: Prototype Instrument ‘Notestacks’. C: Prototype
Theremin-like Instrument. D: Iteration 2 of Harmonic Note
Arrangement. E: Constrained Harmonic Note Arrangement with
gaze control widgets. F: Prefab positions on Avatar.

Figure 3. Technology Probe Results

2.3 Resources
The resources used for the study were part of the principal researcher’s toolkit for ongoing community music
workshops. These included a mixture of popular commercial hardware and software with open-source toolkits
and libraries that help adapt these for more inclusive music making. This follows the researcher’s aim of using
technologies that may be available to other practitioners.
The tools for this project included a PC Specialist laptop with a GTX1070 graphics card capable of running
Unity Version 2019.2.15f1, the Oculus Quest 2 headset
and the Leap Motion IR170. The Quest and Leap motion
devices were used for hand recognition and connected via
the Oculus SDK4. MIDI messages were sent from Unity
using DryWetMIDI5 Net library and LoopMIDI6 virtual
MIDI router into Ableton Live 10 for audio processing.
Audio and video recordings were captured using Open

2.2 Technology Probe Results
The three musicians were excited to try out the new technology even with restrictions to full immersion. Three
prototypes, the centring function of the VRMI and the
effect of introducing a table surface were tested. We
evaluated the playability of the note arrangements, the
effect of passive haptics and physical comfort for the
musician. Centring the VRMI required the musician to
indicate with their index finger where the instrument
should be located. The researcher then initiated a keydown event on the computer that ‘snapped’ the instrument container widget to the desired location. None of
the participants had problems understanding the process.
Hand recognition placement by the OQ2 was not robust,
and often a few attempts were needed to align the instru-

https://developer.oculus.com/quest
https://github.com/melanchall/drywetmidi
6 https://www.tobias-erichsen.de/software/loopmidi.html
4
5

3

http://performancewithoutbarriers.com/
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Broadcasting Software. Widgets and 3D graphics were
designed using Blender 3D software.

brain unifies disparities in visual and tactile modalities
[29]. We proposed that by introducing a table surface to
the immersive environment, we could affect how our
immersed musicians could interact with the instruments,
facilitating actions, guiding movements, and providing
physical support.

3. A PROCESS OF CO-DESIGN
3.1 A-Priori: Proposing an AVRMI

3.3 Research embedded in community music

Beyond the technology probe we wanted to explore how
disabled musicians could work with researchers to explore, learn and personalise a virtual reality musical environment when wearing a head mounted display.
One of our musicians has cerebral palsy, a neurological
condition that affects movement and coordination. In
terms of human computer interaction the condition has
been found to interfere with target acquisition [24]. We
had observed in the TP that the further away from the
surface or HMD a note was, the more likely a musician’s
hand drifted from accurately triggering it, and noted a
possible correlation to Fitts’s Law [25]. The design of our
tonal interface reflected the desire to reduce distances
between harmonically related notes, as often seen in digital musical instrument mappings. A process of exploring
hexagonal tessellations led to Euler’s 1739 Tonnetz ‘tone
network’ (as cited in Hu et al, 2015) [26]. Its compact and
efficient design presents the Western scales in an isometric harmonic relationship, effectively quantising notes
without omission. Vertical note values are in perfect
fifths, diagonal relationships in major or minor thirds and
common chords are clustered. We would like to suggest
that this note arrangement introduces a low threshold for
harmonic output for novices, while presenting a path of
exploration for seasoned musicians. Later iterations (Fig
2: D) born from TP feedback, employed enactive or implicit knowledges based on existing semiotic relationships hoping to augment the development of a player’s
cognitive map [27] of this novel note arrangement.

Over a period of four weeks (sessions six to nine) we
introduced immersive technology into a community music programme. Six novice musicians with no VR experience at the Brain Injury Matters studio and one experienced musician at DMNI took part. A brief immersive
experience matched five participants to the technology.
Further immersion for ten minutes encouraged play. Colocation of a surface in the VE was introduced in session
seven and we evaluated satisfaction levels of the gaze-ray
centring process, VRMI orientations between free space
and surface placements, perceptions of the instrument on
a second exposure and group influences on playstyles.
It became evident that separate sessions were necessary
for the involving and personalised nature of PD. Two
volunteers (Musicians B & C) agreed to meet independently from the group sessions for an hour before the
main group in week 8 in Brain Injury Matters. These
hour-long small group sessions allowed exploration of
workable concepts in co-design: personalising the virtual
environment, signifiers and affordances, the effects of
constraining available notes on music making. The volunteers explored task-based interactions designed to explore
the potential of widget manipulation in 3D space using
gaze-ray triggers. We designed and tested iterations of the
harmonic table musical instrument (note colours & number of available notes), the centring preferences for each
player (prototype widget size, orientation of instrument,
widget starting locations, use of surfaces, spacing and
accuracy). We created new VRMIs and explored their
effects on a limited interaction space, and we expanded
our Ableton Live MIDI interaction to control tempo, to
enable the metronome and to trigger clips of pre-recorded
sounds. We also evaluated how participants rated the
design process itself.

3.2 A-Priori: Immersive Interaction Design.
For our participatory design sessions, we introduced the
OQ2 as a head mounted display. We had identified onehanded interaction could be facilitated in the VE using a
gaze ray function. A gaze-ray sent an interacting ‘beam’
originating from the musician’s HMD, operated using
neck muscles. This additional function acted as another
interacting point for the musician, increasing reach within
the VE. A discrete yellow dot signifier indicated to the
musician the direction of their gaze. A three second hover
action over a closely located ‘To Me’ or ‘To You’ widget
shown in (Fig 2: E) ‘snapped’ an instrument container to
an interactive point on the musician’s left or right index
finger (Fig 2: F).
When we co-located the VRMI onto a table surface,
we introduced passive haptics, where high-fidelity virtual
artefacts inhabit the same space as low-fidelity physical
objects [28] to affect perceptions of immersion as the

3.4 Data Collection
Data from the technology probe (TP) were captured
through a mix of processes for reflexivity. A short questionnaire with Likert scale rating of prototype interactions
was conducted on week one up until the fifth week. On
the week five we further reflected on the process of embedded technology probe. With non-verbal musicians in
the group, rich, musician-led feedback is difficult. When
asking a question, the researcher asked for a “yes” response from the musician, while raising a hand slowly
and counting upwards from one to five to indicate preferred answer. A cursory check confirmed the selection.
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From session six onwards a programme of post workshop questionnaires was timetabled. The first questionnaire screened for suitability and assistance needs of using a HMD. The second questionnaire occurred in the
same session after prolonged immersion and evaluated
the musician’s enjoyment levels, ergonomics, assistance
needs, clarity of experience, robustness of hand tracking
and environmental comfort, cognition of hand and gaze
ray interactions, avatar representation, accuracy of sound
response, potential for future use and quality of facilitation. In session six a questionnaire and semi-structured
interview evaluated the effect of the collocated surface on
perceived safety, fatigue, ergonomics, presence, immersion, and as an aid to playing. Given the iterative nature
of this work/research, the questionnaire process adopted
here will be continually evaluated for future use in ongoing studios with this research group.
In both the TP and the co-design process, the researcher observed, sometimes guided, and recorded the musician’s interactions using the Unity software, observing
the musician’s point of view (Game View) and through a
freely adjustable camera (Scene View). These videos
coded instrumental interactions, generating thematic
analysis [30]. Transcribed audio recordings of post interaction discussions with both pre-determined questions
and natural conversations were used as design briefs for
the following week. Post session seven, a shorter questionnaire on changing relationships with immersion over
time and perceptions on physical surfaces related to physical movement and sense of immersion.

hardware hand recognition (splaying and lifting fingers to
headset). The wrist tended to lift as the index finger
dropped in a preparation gesture, obscuring HMD camera
recognition of finger shape, leading to an avatar reset.
This flickering and resetting interrupts play, and the musician self-corrected to re-establish recognition. Gaze-ray
interactions were robustly accurate.
Musician B has an acquired brain injury and displays
no voluntary movement with their left arm. They initially
desired not to see the avatar of their immobile left hand.
Iterations through co-design adjusted visual preferences
for environmental and note trigger colours. We introduced direction signifiers to assist orientation, a tap tempo and a clip triggering array. The process itself prompted an incredibly positive emotional response from the
musician, the process of personalisation and crafting a
virtual instrument around their disability was important to
their development of acceptance and utilisation of an
immobile arm.
Musician C preferred the instrument co-located to the
surface. Aspects of the hidden nature of the musician’s
impairment presented itself in time. The musician tended
to use resting gestures while playing, for example gazeray positioning of an instrument to an elbow supported by
the table. Musician C enjoyed the associated passive haptics of the co-located VRMI.
“It sits in front of you... it was far better; far easier you
know; you could go hard at it if you wanted.”
The musician had an aptitude for understanding and
suggesting future potential affordances of VR such as
arrangement of gaze ray widgets and the initial and final
arrangements of instruments in his environment.

4. RESULTS
Video observations showed a process of the musicians
constructing meaning either through movement first, (one
musician, a retired secretary, interacted in typewriter-like
gestures) or sound-first explorations [31]. Musicians tested their ability to reach all notes presented to them in the
VRMI, notes further away were not as accurately attained. Musicians tended to favour one-handed when
playing. Note excitation gestures changed as cognition of
spatial relationships between musician and instrument
developed. Larger, whole arm gestures developed into
more refined wrist movements and then finger movements. Specific “preparing to play” gestures were commonly observed. Visual ‘glitches’ tended to be explored,
for example when the trigger finger launched two triggers
in quick repetition but with no visual response from one.
Musician A, from the Wired Ensemble has Cerebral
Palsy and preferred a surface co-located VRMI as it was
easier to initially position, provided a reliable guide to
return to, guided musical gestures, provided support for
thumb and wrist during play, and surface friction assisted
unsteady hands thus reducing the number of compensatory alignments of head, arms and body. The musician
adopted finger shapes for discrete note triggering (index
finger down), adapting when necessary to re-establish

5. DEBATE, CRITIQUE, REFLECTION
When the musicians entered our immersive musical environment, the relationship was not simply with a virtual
instrument, but an environment where the musician was
externally guided through an evolving taxonomy of affordances both observable and hidden. We juggled with
symbolism, easily understanding symbols used for ‘play’
and ‘stop’, but novel affordances unique to virtual interactions demand unique and simply understood metaphors. By sharing concepts of constraints and affordances
the co-designers developed a mental awareness of the
effectivity of proprioception and the embodied self. For
example, Musician B initially disliked their dormant left
hand being represented in VR. A week later they evolved
perceptions on how their hand, still being rendered by the
hand recognition algorithms could be used as a future
control mechanism. The potential for the musician to see
their individual impairment being considered in design
led to a valued emotional response and increased motivation to engage with the process. This interaction does
raise interesting questions about one handed object trans-
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lations, rotations and scaling which have traditionally
used two hands [32]. We were even more constrained by
hands that cannot display iconic gestures, those discrete,
coherent poses common to instruction or manipulation in
VR (e.g., pinch, point, thumbs-up and grab). The function
of accurately positioning virtual objects to the musician
was critical for accessibility. Further research is required
in how to transfer agency to our participating musicians
in fine tuning widget manipulation techniques to negate
avatar ‘hand wobble’ due to variances in camera recognition.
Conscious fatigue was not a huge issue of concern for
the musicians. Instruments were directed to relatable and
ergonomic positions and the surface often guided placement for direct collocation or were positioned so that
other body parts could rest while playing. Surfaces often
defined the interaction gestures and offered tangible interactions and musicians reported enhanced ‘realism’. As
Musician B stated when comparing the playstyles of free
space versus co-located instruments:

aligned widget arrangements. Finally, we are aware that
though we used open-source software, the base-line
hardware resources did come at a cost to the researcher
and was part of the initial ‘treasure trove’.

6. INITIAL CONCLUSIVE REMARKS
Developers find it difficult to meet the demands of atypical physiologies, mainly because the tools they design
with have been driven by the ergonomic design preconceptions of hardware manufacturers, who have up until
this point, passed the onus of ‘inclusive’ content to application developers. We echo Gerling and Spiel’s statement
that VR is inherently ableist [33]. Only when a person
was matched with our virtual reality set up, we could
instigate a participatory methodology embedded in a process of knowledge sharing and co-design. The responsive
software environment of the Unity game engine brought a
rewarding, creative and rapid iteration process. We use
the term ‘initial conclusive remarks’ as we continue to
explore what makes a VRMI an AVRMI. We are at the
start of our participatory design process; our volunteers
are motivated and the supporting partner organisations in
this research see its value and the positive effects on service users.
Pursuing further research into group immersion could
stimulate interesting research into accessible networked
music making, accessing shared musical artefacts and
displaying co-located or local environmental information.
This may mitigate some elements of exclusivity that we
noticed in our group while leading to interesting accessible music workshopping and performance. Using MIDI
and Ableton live is useful for musicking within a facilitated workshop, but the multi-programme set up is complex, the equipment and technical know-how currently
beyond the reach of most consumer’s ‘plug and play’
needs, but potentially within the reach of many accessible
music tutors. Sideloading7 a future final iteration of our
research will somewhat strip down technical knowledges
and resource requirements. Some commercial VRMI can
export MIDI out to a DAW alongside their onboard synthesis8 and one example9, has enabled an option to enable
external camera information as a background to their
VRMI.
We hoped to engage community music participants in
an ongoing process of reflection and gradual improvement of musical instrument prototypes, processes and
designs [34]. Through knowledge sharing we developed
an understanding of what is possible; we found ways to
constrain the (virtual) design space [35] (involuntarily
determined by embodied constraints and mobilities, and
voluntarily through negotiating personal preferences)
within the real space.

“Not a real difference no... but saying that, it was more
like an instrument because it was there”
(indicating towards the table).
Introducing AVRMIs during facilitated music workshops conflicts with some of the music orientated aims of
group work. Head mounted displays formed an un-natural
barrier that breaks eye contact and adds extra sensory
information. Group work did have the benefit of creating
a forum allowing us to discuss concepts of musicality
including symbols, constraints and control concepts and
social bonding as the observers empathised with each
other, compared techniques and vocalised encouragement
and appreciation. While Brain Injury Matters participants
were not part of the technology probe, the group workshops gave the chance for participants to make an informed decision about engaging with participatory design
(in contrast to the Wired Musicians who pro-actively requested immersive musical experiences that led to this
research). All attendees were excited for the future of the
technology, even when proven exclusive and inaccessible
at the point of contact, or participants could not commit
regularly to a longitudinal study. Value came from every
participant’s contribution, the non-matched participants
exposing the limitations of current hand recognition algorithms.
The virtual environment was arranged according to the
extended physicality of the musician. For example, the
seating preferences of our three co-designers of wheelchair, swivel chair, or static chair dictated the position,
range, orientation, and number of widget arrangements.
Orientation of widget groups may create complex and
crowded virtual spaces, but the agency in discovering
these complexities was transferred to the musician who
negotiated the organisation of own their space, and problem solved on their own terms, negotiating line of sight,
control and play, and mixing vertically and horizontally

7

https://sidequestvr.com/
steampowered.com/app/606920/EXA_The_Infinite_Instrument
9
https://virtuoso-vr.com/
8
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connectivity factors." Journal of Rehabilitation
and Assistive Technologies Engineering, 2019.
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ABSTRACT

Embodied technologies participate in the world
they represent
• Users, not designers, create and communicate
meaning
Dourish discusses why tangible computing works and
emphasises the importance of embodied theories. But as
we can see from these two principles, and Johnson’s
description of our understanding of the world around us,
environment and context are highly influential on our
understanding. Thus, Dourish’s perspective embraces
social computing, with people-centred design strategies
such as User Centred Design (UCD) and participatory
design being important examples. This combination of
social and tangible computing makes it ideal for accessible
design and immersive technologies.
In exploring the affordances of VR and AR, Steffen et al.
[3] argue that affordances ‘facilitate examining VR and
AR in comparison to physical reality’. In their list of
features of each, the clear difference is that physical reality
is bound by physical laws, but VR is not. Affordances, in
this context, however, are goal driven and not immediately
evident from features alone. As designers of musical
interfaces our main goal is to produce music. The question,
therefore, is which affordances can we extract from VR to
support our music-making goals (or which affordances of
VR potentially align with the affordances of the musical
structures which we wish to explore)? If we take, as an
example, the virtual reality string instrument Coretet [4] or
bottle blowing virtual reality instrument Cirque des
Bouteilles [5], we might view the affordances not as the
reproduction of physical world events, but as the
exploration of music synthesis through real world
interactions. The features of VR are immersive and
embodied, and with music creation as our goal we might
explore spatial and tactile features with musical metaphors
to extract new and unexploited affordances [6].
We investigate the potential affordances of VR and
embodied musical metaphors as a musical language that
may prove to be accessible across cultural and disciplinary
differences, as a tool for participatory design, and to
improve the usability of a Virtual Reality Musical
Interface (VRMI) through haptic feedback and mapping
[7]. A discussion of the full participatory and iterative
•

The spatial affordances of VR have frequently been
explored for musical purposes in recent years, but the
tactile affordances that are becoming increasingly
available with current hardware have been relatively
underexplored in musical applications. The prevalence of
consumer VR systems has created a renewed interest in
embodied theories in tangible computing, alongside the
imperatives (both moral and practical) for designers of
accessible systems to focus on people-centred design
methodologies. This paper will explore how the
affordances of Virtual Reality (VR), with respect to
adaptable mapping strategies, have supported the design
of an Accessible Virtual Reality Musical Instrument
(AVRMI), whilst also supporting participatory design
practices. To begin participatory design processes, it is
essential to find common areas of understanding between
designer and participants. Within this paper, the authors
describe design strategies that explore the spatial and
tactile affordances of VR as an embodied framework for
the participatory design of an accessible and immersive
system for music-making. We conclude by presenting
further design iterations resulting from these initial stages.

INTRODUCTION
This work builds upon two particular points of reference:
the work of Dourish [1], who sets out a guide for HCI
practitioners, bringing together the worlds of tangible and
social computing under the heading of Embodied
Interaction Design, and Johnson who states that human
understanding ‘is a result of the massive complex of our
culture, language, history, and bodily mechanisms that
blend to make our world what it is’ [2]. Most notable of
Dourish’s six principles, in this context, are:
Copyright: © 2022 First author et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
License 3.0 Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source
are credited.
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practices involved in this work, which occurred over many
months, is beyond the focus of the present paper. Instead,
we will focus on the use of social computing concepts in
the design and as a foundation for the mapping process.

associated with gaming in interactions with GUIs and
physics-based interactions such as hitting an object.
Integrating the audio-visual and spatial affordances of
VR with texture data associated with 3D objects in game
engines such as Unity has the potential to be a source of
control data for audio synthesis. It is the consideration of
the tactile affordances from 3D objects, along with their
morphology as a spatial affordance, that led to a central
design inspiration that embodied models of timbre and
pitch could form the basis of a shared musical language to
address the imbalance of knowledge between designer and
co-designers in the creation of an AVRMI. From an
accessibility standpoint, a synergy of the audio, visual and
haptic output modalities may be utilised to increase the
‘bandwidth of information transfer’ [30], to support the
learnability of such a system while providing alternative
channels of information should one of those modalities be
missing or filtered due to physical impairment [31].

1. EXISTING ADMI PRACTICES
Accessible Digital Musical Interfaces, are becoming more
prevalent within Digital Musical Instrument (DMI) design,
as reflected in a growing number of submissions to ICMC,
SMC and NIME, as demonstrated in Frid’s 2018 [8]
survey of ADMIs presented at these conferences. More
recently, the NIME 2020 conference’s theme was
‘Accessibility of Musical Expression’ and included papers
such as [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14] and the importance
of participatory practices discussed in [15].
ADMIs are varied in context and execution and examples
vary from adaptive routes using MIDI such as Modular
Accessible Musical Instrument (MAMI) [16] and The
Music Cre8tor [17], to movement based interfaces such as
Adaptive Music Technology Using the Kinect [18], Motion
Composer [19] and Adaptive Use Musical Instruments
(AUMI) [20], and continued interest in brain-computer
interfaces (BCMI) at ICMC conferences such as [21], [22]
and [23].
As Frid’s 2018 survey also notes, most ADMIs come in
the form of tangible user interfaces (TUIs), with nontangible interfaces following. Although many of the
ADMIs in the literature refer to participatory methods
within their design it is often difficult to ascertain the exact
nature and structure of those participatory methods. This is
perhaps due to the great variety in contexts and cases that
ADMIs reside within, and participatory methods are
seldom ‘one size fits all’.
Participatory design can be one strategy for addressing
imbalances in knowledge [24] and methods such as
PICTIVE [25], through its use of low-tech objects and
iconography, can allow designers to find hybrid spaces in
which designers and participants can metaphorically meet,
negotiate and collaborate on the design of systems [26].
The authors considered it to be important to begin the
participatory process by establishing a hybrid space for the
conceptualisation and collaborative design of an AVRMI.
As such, the present system exploits the affordances of VR
and in turn, can be explored using a shared descriptive
language that inhabits both tangible and social computing.

2.1 Establishing a Shared Descriptive Language

To establish a shared descriptive language for
participatory design purposes, the authors considered what
the imbalance of knowledge may be between designer and
participants when designing an AVRMI. The participants
(N = 4) within this project are musicians with intellectual
or physical disabilities and no formal musical training. The
researchers are trained musicians and as such the
imbalance was identified as residing within musical
language and that a shared language within the context of
immersive music making may be found in the shared and
embodied descriptions of musical qualities.
Descriptors of timbre are predominantly visual and
tactile [32]. The texture features of 3D objects within game
engines are controlled by texture maps. These maps affect
lighting and are therefore predominantly visual. However,
it is possible to access the data within these maps and
therefore extract tactile features. By conceptually
connecting the tactile descriptor of timbre and the VR
feature of 3D texture, a VR system (with appropriate
mapping and synthesis) can afford the performing of
timbral modulations. And indeed, we can continue this
process to find other affordances that may work well
within the context of a shared musical language (Table 1).
This was explored through workshops using a granulator
to change the timbre of audio samples and asking
individual participants to describe the sounds they heard as
rough or smooth. In another workshop the participants
were shown two spheres with differing textures (one rough
and one smooth) being ‘performed’ in a video of a
prototype. They were asked to describe the sounds being
performed as rough or smooth also. The participants were
also asked, after individual sessions, to agree on
descriptions as a group. There was consensus between
participants and between participants and researcher on
these descriptions. By connecting the tangible to a hybrid
space for participatory design we began the design process
firmly rooted in a framework based on Embodied
Interaction Design, seeking metaphors and affordances
which may have the potential to be accessible to
participants without formal musical training.

2. VR'S AFFORDANCES FOR
INTERACTION AND SHARED MUSICAL
LANGUAGES
The primary affordances of VR can be seen as related to
its audio-visual and enactive spatiality. These spatial
affordances are evident in the auditory and visual sensory
outputs of head-mounted displays and headphones. The
spatial affordances of VR have been used to explore timbre
[27], [12] and pitch organisation [28], [29]. Tactile
affordances, through vibro-tactile feedback, are mostly
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VR Feature
3D Texture in
space
Spatial
morphology of
3D object
Spatial
morphology of
3D object

Musical
DescriptorMETAPHOR
Rough or smooth
sounds –
TIMBRE IS
TEXTURE
Pitch height PITCH IS
VERTICAL
Music moves MOVING
MUSIC
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through vibro-tactile feedback. This is most obvious on
tiled surfaces (e.g., floor or wall tiles) where the normal
map is generally smooth, but boundaries are clearly
visible.

Affordance
Performance of
timbral
modulations
Performance of
pitch
modulations
Scrubbing of
audio samples

Table 1 Musical affordances of VR

3. AFFORDANCES AND METAPHORS:
MAPPING FEATURES OF 3D
MORPHOLOGY TO MUSICAL
METAPHORS IN UNITY

Figure 1. Ray casting from finger to canvas ‘instrument’ in an early
exploration

Developed in Unity, WithFeelVR uses ray casting and
collision detection to interact with objects in 3D space.
Figure 1 shows the ray cast interaction using a line
renderer to make the ray cast visible to the performer in an
early iteration. As the performer approaches the object
with their hand, a collider triggers the ray cast from one of
various colliders attached to the hand. The ray cast detects
a hit when it reaches the object. With a ray cast hit Unity
gives us information from which we can extract
morphological features at that point of interaction and
begin the mapping process to musical metaphors. Figure 1
shows a texture map being written to, to create ‘paint’ on
the easel, demonstrating the interaction with the model’s
texture at that interaction point. Other features such as
whether the interaction occurs on a bump, or a depression,
for example, can be calculated.

Figure 2. An early iteration of a bespoke native Unity audio plugin for
granulation loaded into an audio mixer (bottom) with parameters shown
on right.

3.1 Normal Map as a Control Source

3.2 Mapping Material Texture to Granular Density

Normal maps are images in 3D graphics that are used to
affect light by adding surface details that do not exist
within the geometry of the model. As such they can
visually portray the roughness of an object but importantly
can be read to determine pixel values. The relative
roughness of an object cannot be determined by a single
value, however. WithFeelVR, therefore, samples a square
of 5x5 pixels of the normal map around the hit point.
To determine how rough the texture is at any given point
we calculate the standard deviation of the pixel
information. One flaw of using the standard deviation of
the pixels occurs on boundaries where half of the pixels are
entirely one colour and the other half another. This is
evidently not rough, but the data is varied enough to
produce a result suggesting that it is rough in our mapping
strategy. However, in mapping to audio parameters and
haptic feedback they produce an interesting ‘quirk’ that
clearly signifies to the performer that they have crossed a
brief boundary and thus works to notify the performer of
this sudden change in texture both audibly and physically

Having established the roughness of a particular point of
interaction the standard deviation is normalised and used
to change parameters in a bespoke Unity native audio
plugin. The granulator (Figure 2) is loaded into an audio
mixer within Unity. An audio clip can be loaded into a
buffer within the granulator. This buffer is then used for
granulation. The differences in texture interacted with
determines the grain density by manipulating the grain
duration, the delay between grains and the number of
simultaneous grains (voices). The varying grain density in
turn varies the timbral qualities of the sampled audio [33]
and compositional structures may be formed via timbral
variation through time [34] and interaction. The amplitude
of vibro-tactile feedback is also mapped to the normalised
standard deviation to create the synergy of audio, visual
and haptic modalities.
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3.3 Mapping Pitch Height to Object Morphology

we conceptualise a traditional UI slider used for music
navigation within almost all commercial music playing
software as an object containing or owning a sound, then
moving a UI thumb allows the user to conceptually move
through the music. This can be replicated by moving
across a 3D object’s form and scrubbing through an
associated audio sample. The 3D object’s form, thus,
becomes a musical ‘path’ for the performer to move
through.

The 3D objects such as that in Figure 2 are stochastic
objects created using simplex noise deformation of a
spherical mesh. They are stochastic and amorphous, but
their general features can be altered in advance. These
objects have no cultural or ‘knowable’ sounds, unlike a 3D
model of a clock or trumpet, for example. This allowed us
to test objects based purely on their shape and texture with
participants and attach audio samples arbitrarily for
compositions. Knowing the hit point coordinates from the
ray cast it is a simple calculation to measure the hit point’s
distance from the object’s centre and map this to the
granulators pitch parameter, thus mapping bumps and
depressions to pitch.
The 3D object in Figure 2 would seem to have waves
across its surfaces and a relatively smooth surface
otherwise. The waves are not part of the geometry but
created by a normal map (thus creating interesting
boundaries) but also with an added height map. Using the
ray cast it is also possible to read data from the height map.
No complex mathematical processes are needed.
WithFeelVR simply measures the pixels of the grey-scale
height map at the interaction point and adjusts the pitch
ratio microtonally to add finer pitch control to the
performance. The foundational pitch created by measuring
the bumps and depressions of the mesh can be quantised to
eight different scale structures. This allowed us to explore
not only pitch height, but also broader pitch organisation
models, with participants and discuss descriptors they
might have for such organisation. Ultimately, though, the
pitch organisation model was not used in the present stage.

3.5 Spatialisation – Timbre On Textures

By creating a native Unity audio plugin, we have allowed
ourselves to take advantage of the spatialisation features
that game engines do well. Unity spatialises audio before
it is sent to a mixer. This means any synthesis created
within a mixer (such as synthesis within a native audio
plugin) is not spatialised. The solution came when
exploring the possibilities of fine spatialisation. We
wanted to spatialise the sound not only from the object, but
also upon the object. We did this with a separate spatial
audio source which is simply a game object with an audio
source component and no rendering. The audio generated
by the plugin is routed to the spatial audio source object
which is moved during interaction to the hit point of the
ray casting. The audio is thus synthesised according to the
textural and morphological qualities of the interactive
object but is spatialised by another object at that precise
interaction location, so the sound appears to move around
the object as the performer interacts with it. Thus
rough/smooth sounds appear to be physically coming from
rough/smooth areas of the object and enhance the sense of
presence [37] through refined audio spatialisation.
Spatiality, in this context, may be considered to contribute
to the multimodal output through localisation of texturally
altered audio (Figure 3).

3.4 Moving Music Metaphor and Objects as Paths

The present system design is also informed by Johnson’s
MOVING MUSIC metaphor, a complex mapping of
spatial (motion) and temporal (MOVING TIME)
metaphors [35]. For our purposes, we consider our 3D
object and its associated audio sample within Johnson’s
MUSICAL LANDSCAPE [36] metaphor. Just as our
bodies can move across a physical landscape, we
conceptualise musical events as existing upon a musical
landscape. An example of the MUSICAL LANDSCAPE
metaphor can be seen in the popular VR application Beat
Saber (Beat Saber, 2021) where moving objects represent
musical events to be struck by the game player in time.
Within Beat Saber we might consider the user to be a
passive observer on a MUSICAL LANDSCAPE, despite
the obvious physical exertion. As they ‘move’ through the
music they encounter and engage with musical events
represented by 3D objects. Within WithFeelVR the user,
however, takes the role of a participant controlling the
motion through the MUSICAL LANDSCAPE.
Employing these metaphors in conception and through
participatory design is quite simple. Many people,
including our participants, are accustomed to scrubbing
‘through’ music from left to right on mobile devices and
thus exploring a 3D object’s sound by moving across it
from left to right has been quite intuitive. There are no
examples of exploring a 3D object’s form to ‘move’
through audio that the authors are aware of. However, if

Figure 3 Fine spatialisation: Granulation occurs on the black sphere but
is routed to the audio source of the red sphere. In WithFeelVR the red
sphere. would not be rendered, and sound would appear to come from
that part of the black sphere.

4. ANALYSIS
4.1 Further Developments with Spatial and Textural
Affordances in AVRMI Design

The mapping strategy presented here was the beginning
stages of a large participatory design project for accessible
ensemble/networked performance. It was the scaffold for
that participatory project, and the establishment of an
embodied language was essential to that project’s progress
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and to ensure a large degree of participation. The initial
design of WithFeelVR was modular with a singular source
of musical interaction being touch via ray casting. The
interaction between hand and 3D object provides many
sources of data which are then separated into features for
mapping based on musical descriptors and metaphors
(Table 2) which in turn provides musical affordances.
Interaction
Method
Ray cast
from hand
Ray cast
from hand
Ray cast
from hand

Feature
extracted
for input
Normal
map - 3D
texture
Normal
map - 3D
texture

Ray cast
from hand

Height
map – 3D
texture
Interaction
position –
Object
shape
Interaction
position

Ray cast
from hand

Interaction
position

Ray cast
from hand

Output

METAPHOR

Timbral
modulation
of audio
sample
Vibrotactile
feedback

TIMBRE
IS
TEXTURE

Fine pitch
modulation

TIMBRE
IS
TEXTURE
PITCH IS
VERTICAL

Pitch
modulation

PITCH IS
VERTICAL

to use this plugin in VST format in another supporting
application that creates compositional content for
WithFeelVR. The result has been a user-friendly system
that embraces interoperability.

Figure 4. Networked conducting using drawn gestures

Audio
scrubbing

MOVING
MUSIC
Fine audio
MOVING
spatialisation MUSIC

Table 2 Feature extraction and mapped output

By beginning our process from an embodied interaction
design perspective, we established an embodied
framework for our iterative design process and opened that
iterative design to participation from musicians with
disabilities. After many months of iterative and
participatory design the result of combining tangible and
social computing was a networked VR music performance
system where participants share compositions to be
conducted and performed as an ensemble (Figure 4 & 5).

Figure 5. Participants perform their compositions together in a network
after numerous design iterations

4.3 Accessible Composition Interface (ACI)

We regard the various embodied components of our shared
descriptive language and the mapping strategies presented
above to have potential for what we might term musical
storytelling. Instruments may be conceived as 3D objects
and timbral modulation as material properties, with
varying combinations of these unfolding to produce a
composed and structured performance using chosen audio
samples.
Through further iterative design and with an established
embodied language, a composition application called
Compose WithFeel was created to support WithFeelVR
using the VST version of the granulation plugin to provide
auditioning. 3D objects and materials provide
compositional methods of dictating timbral and pitch
modulation when later performed in WithFeelVR. Figure
6 shows 3D objects used in a timeline editor with materials
added to create a composition. (Other iconography,
developed through participatory means, represents audio
samples, environments and avatars chosen by the
composer, but is beyond the scope of the present paper.)

4.2 Interoperability and Usability through Unity and JUCE

The first prototype of the performance system was created
using Unity and a granulator in Max/MSP, with OSC
providing communication between the two. However, a
system for non-expert users and for usability purposes, this
is less than ideal. A better approach for the user is to have
a single application that requires no technical expertise to
use (assigning ports, IP addresses, etc) which can be
updated according to the needs of the project. A typical
solution to this is to use libPd.
Creating a bespoke C++ plugin was part of our modular
approach. Pure Data, in the embedded form of libPd, has
proven to be a useful development tool for audio synthesis
in VRMIs such as Coretet [4] and Pathosonic [12].
However, by creating our own Unity native audio plugin
using JUCE C++ we could maintain and update as our
development demanded, which gave us the added ability
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adapted by using varying emojis to represent ‘strongly
disagree’ to ‘strongly agree’ to help the participants
understand their answers and some support was given in
completing the assessment. Not all participants were able
to participate in the assessment. Using this method, the
system scored 81.7. The average usability score in SUS is
68, putting the WithFeel system well above average for
usability with this very small sample of users (N = 3).
Further analysis would be beneficial regarding usability
with a greater sample of users who were not part of the
participatory process. However, as a participatory tool and
process, this allowed the participants to self-assess.

Figure 6. Compose WithFeel: a DAW-like application. Choosing 3D
objects and materials for composition.

5. CONCLUSION
One approach to building a VRMI has been to replicate the
affordances of the physical world. We have chosen to
explore musical affordances that are only possible in
synthetic worlds in combination with those found in the
physical world. These new affordances might best be
explored in a participatory manner to explore
commonalities in our perception and learning of
affordances within VR.
Embodied interaction design has allowed us to start from
simple beginnings, looking at tangible methods of music
making while establishing methods for social computing
in the form of participatory design simultaneously. We
explored the affordances of VR by examining the
embodied musical descriptions of participants with
intellectual or physical disabilities and combined those
with features extracted from the Unity game engine. The
tactile affordances of VR for music making are relatively
unexplored within the literature and by exposing the
capability to exploit 3D geometric and material properties
for music performance, we were able to open doors to
further iterative and participatory design that engendered
new design artifacts for conducting and composition
within an immersive environment.
Here, we presented our early development stage
examining the musical affordances of VR; mapping
multimodal output based on embodied musical
descriptions from participants for performance. We then
summarised further developments to demonstrate how
maintaining this embodied approach can lead to more
complex designs that results in composition for, and
conducting within, VR.
People-centred design practices can bring about unique
and unexpected outcomes [26], [41] and asks that we find
commonalities of language for our design endeavours. Our
context for social computing was accessibility, but peoplecentred approaches can come in many contexts. The
authors are unaware of 3D texture maps being used for
interactive audio synthesis in VR for instance. We believe
the combination of embodiment and people-centred
approaches as dual conceptual frameworks have fostered
the innovative elements in our design. Strategies which
combine frameworks of embodiment, musical and
technological affordances, and people-centred approaches
may be of significant benefit to the wider computer music
community as it explores the expressive potential of VR.

4.4 Participatory Design: VR by Proxy, Online Workshops,
Iterative Design, and Preferences/Requirements

The dominant activities for this participatory design
process were workshopping and iterative design. Covid-19
forced this work online for a significant time. Online
workshops were facilitated using screensharing, open
discussions, and proxy use of the software being
developed. VR by proxy was extremely useful and as [38],
[39] demonstrate, VR by proxy may have educational
benefits. The learning benefits within this online design
process were mutual but online design has some
downfalls.
When in-person workshopping was finally available,
certain issues became obvious that were not noticed in
online sessions, though these were mostly found to be
issues in code and networking. During in-person sessions
all participants composed, conducted, and performed using
the system after a short period (4-6 sessions) of training.
One participant was given a VR setup to work with at
home during online sessions. They only used this setup
when the group met online. When in-person sessions
began they were much more adept at using the software
than their counterparts who had previously only used the
software by proxy. Thus online participation is useful but
may not be optimal.
Where controllers were impractical to use because of a
participant’s physical impairments, head-gaze and haptic
wearables were introduced along with animated hand
motion. The participant in question took to this method
with great ease and although they were not physically
using their hands the multimodal output was unbroken due
to the use of haptic wearables attached to their wrists.
VR is not suitable for all. Certain medical conditions can
make it potentially hazardous for individuals, while
covering the face or head has the potential to trigger
adverse emotional reactions in others. For this reason,
WithFeelVR was also built to work without headset-based
VR, fousing instead on the multimodal output being
recreated with the use of haptic wearables to maintain a
synergy between the audio, visual and tactile modalities.
The participants were asked to assess the overall system
of software, including the Accessible Composition
Interface, using the System Usability Scale (SUS). SUS
was chosen because it is short, and the statements are
relatively easy to understand [40]. It was, however,
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ABSTRACT

19. A platform that was meant to be used for cuttingedge technological experiments [2] was repurposed for the
needs of these groups under the ubimus paradigm.
Recent research developments highlight the viability of
ubimus strategies to deal with the unexpected restrictions
on music making caused by the current pandemic. For
example shifting quickly from touch-based to new touchless technologies. Touch-based interaction, a pillar of all
acoustic instruments and a key component of most digital instrumental simulations, has been put into question for
casual engagements in public settings since the pandemic.
Particularly in the context of casual interaction [3] involving multiple unscreened users, shared touch-based devices
may pose a health risk.
In this paper we tackle these pressing needs from a
ubimus perspective, highlighting the potential of adaptive
touchless whole-body metaphors to enhance the range of
settings for the deployment of creative activities, as an
attempt to loosen the grip of the acoustic-instrumental
ways of thinking about interaction design. Ubimus expands the range of aesthetic musical perspectives without
compromising the applicability of the support technologies
[1]. This view fosters the implementation of flexible tools
suited for creative goals while avoiding preconceptions on
their sonic and artistic applications. It implies working at
higher abstraction levels than the widely adopted acousticinstrumental approach (see [4] for a typical instrumental vision on musical interaction). Consequently, the first
stages of the design process frequently involve small-scale
deployments to gather preliminary and qualitative observations. This early assessment stage helps to avoid major
design flaws and sometimes serves to uncover unplanned
but potentially useful aspects of the proposals. Our report
focuses on an adaptive touchless whole-body interaction
metaphor suitable for deployment within the Internet of
Musical Things (or IoMusT)[5].

Within the context of the initiatives targeting Ubimus interaction metaphors, we demonstrate a camera-based gesture
recognition system that enables individual and collaborative virtual control of percussion aiming at both co-located
and distributed collective music making. We highlight
three features of this tool: i) a calibration mode featuring
the action of grasping or pinching to handle colour-coded
visual referents, ii) the support for both stable and adaptive movement tracking to enable consistent sonic feedback
during whole-body interaction, and iii) the iterative exploration of imitative non-verbal strategies in collective music making. Our approach to calibration addresses differences in camera positioning, body characteristics and
camera-player distances. Targeting collaborative usage,
a client-server architecture was implemented to support
quasi-synchronous interactions on multiple machines. The
virtual drum prototype can be played either locally or remotely with fairly low usage of bandwidth. As supplementary material, we include discussion of the proposed design’s potential for ubiquitous music applications.
1. INTRODUCTION
The last two years of the Covid-19 pandemic have boosted
the interest in music applications for alternative settings
as people have been restricted from their usual musicmaking scenarios. With more time at home, some people
are also looking for new ways to engage in socialising
activities. Our perspective finds ground in the field of
ubiquitous music (ubimus) and rests on the convergence
of opportunities for including non-musicians in casual
creative music making, with renewed concepts of what
it means to make music [1]. Potential cohorts in this
category are children and adolescents at schools (that
may not necessarily have any musical education) and for
people with special traits within domestic and educational
contexts.These were vulnerable to isolation during Covid-

2. DEFINING UBIMUS AND IOMUST
Ubiquitous music (ubimus) is a field of research that explores the intersections between sound and music computing, human-computer interaction, creativity studies, education, philosophy and the digital humanities to support emergent musically creative practises [1, 6]. Ubimus
ecosystems integrate tools and people through technolo-

Copyright: ©2022 Sutirtha Chakraborty et al. This is an open-access
article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
License 3.0 Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source are
credited.
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gies that enable both local and remote interactions [7]. Active threads in Ubimus include: i) addressing the use of
local resources in everyday settings[8], ii) broadening the
profile of the participants by means of technological agents
(such as robots) as active partners in music making [9], and
iii) expanding the range of activities by supporting shared
implicit knowledge while fostering playful and mutual engagements [10]. Regarding its material resources, one of
the research avenues in ubimus involves the implementation and exploration of the Internet of Musical Things
(IoMusT) and another thread targets the application of ad
hoc musical interaction strategies to forage for local resources when the support infrastructure is faulty or unreliable.
IoMusT is a technological platform that extends and
adopts the Internet of Things (IoT) for music making.
Things 1 include sound-making resources (instruments,
wearables, DIY devices) with computational abilities that
can be applied to various places and contexts. More to the
point, IoMusT provides a playfield for the convergence of
ubimus activities and IoT infrastructure. Before a description of its potential applications was formally presented
[5], IoMusT technologies were explored in various projects
[11] [12].
By means of iterative design processes, ubimus research
fosters the emergence of musical technologies applicable
to the enhancement of human well-being [1]. For instance, a ubimus framework for therapeutic applications of
IoMusT was proposed in [13]. The authors highlight the
difficulties encountered while approaching the design of
heterogeneous technological ecosystems. To become ubiquitous, the components of these ecosystems should enable
easy access to heterogeneous user groups while encouraging their creative potentialities. The next section features
examples of ubimus designs for small-scale networks applied to exploratory activities.

standard consumer built-in cameras. Handy S avoids direct mappings of motion to pitch or amplitude. Thus,
it fosters exploratory activities that remain accessible to
both lay participants and musicians without reducing the
range of sonic results. In a complementary way, Handy H
provides a proof-of-concept implementation of ultrasound
movement-detection based on low-cost embedded devices.
Given the computational limitations of the chosen hardware, this prototype targets very simple parametric control,
akin to the control strategy employed in the 2 Whole-body
touchless metaphors for music making can be split into two
categories: metaphors for executive tasks by direct control and adaptive metaphors projected for assistance. The
first class may involve performative or recreational usage
while the second type may support learning through cycles
of parametric adjustments and user feedback. A directmanipulation approach may be applied for open-ended activities. Take as an example the prototype presented in
the case study below. To enable a consistent and stable
visual guide for their actions, the users may configure a
fixed arrangement of colour-coded adaptive visual tokens.
These referents act as anchors or opportunities for action
and are dynamically aligned to the spatial displacements
of the subject [8, 17]. By way of highlighting a contrast,
an assisted musical activity may demand offline user interventions to correct or to suggest paths to achieve the completion of specific goals that may not be explicit at the start
of the activity. For instance, given a sequence of pitches, a
target could involve finding a new sequence that breaks the
expectations of a melodic context. Since this objective encompasses both subjective and objective criteria, it may be
classified as an epistemic activity [18]. The implementation of adaptive strategies could eventually lead to cumulative knowledge, unveiling associations between the extant
resources and the target domains that are not necessarily
explicit at the early stages of the activity.
Before engaging with the procedural aspects of this proposal let us discuss another key element of our approach,
the use of colour.

3. UBIMUS INSTRUMENTS: WHOLE-BODY AND
TOUCHLESS STRATEGIES

4. MULTISENSORY STRATEGIES: COLOURS AS
OPPORTUNITIES FOR ACTION

Mid-air touchless interfaces employ body movements,
postures and gestures which are tracked through nonintrusive sensors or computer vision [14]. This interaction style was introduced in the late seventies by [15] in a
demo “Put That There”. Concomitantly, David Rockeby
developed his Very Nervous System that was extensively
used in dance-based musical projects. Since there is no established gesture vocabulary for mid-air interaction design
yet, finding suitable gestures as well as searching for criteria of adequacy based on the user profile, experience and
deployment targets are open research issues. Casual interaction presents particular challenges because of its wide
range of settings and potential user profiles.
Targeting casual interactions, the Handy metaphor (encompassing the Handy H and Handy S prototypes) was
developed as a complement to the deployments of the
IoMusT [16]. The Handy S prototype is based on a visual gesture-recognition system to control timbral parameters. This prototype captures arm movements through

The use of colours as resources for creative action may
furnish opportunities to explore explicit and implicit relationships among visual and auditory elements 3 . Experiences with sound and vision date back to Isaac Newton.
His prism experiment employed a rainbow palette to map
colours (R-O-Y-G-B-I-V) to diatonic pitches. Some years
later, the ocular clavichord was introduced by Castel, and
later refined by Johann Gottlob Krüger, Bainbridge Bishop
and Alexander Wallace Rimington. In this device, the audio input is converted into a voltage (louder input = higher
voltage). Thus, visual brightness is correlated to loudness.
In 1915, Alexander Scriabin developed an instrument for
mapping colours to intervals, the clavier à lumieères (keyboard with lights). Rather than assigning colour changes to
sequential keys, he assigned closely related colours to per2 Early touchless electronic instrument designed by Leon Theremin
(1920)
3 An example is provided by people who experience specific colours
when they hear certain sounds (synaesthesia).

1 A detailed analysis of the consequences of the adoption of “things”
as a ubimus concept is beyond the scope of this paper.
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fect intervals (such as perfect fourths and fifths). This procedure yielded a continuous and systematic layout based
on the circle of fifths. 4
These and other historical examples limit their use of visuals to driving simple musical parameters, such as pitch.
Instead of dealing with the participants’ needs these protodesigns enforce notions which may work for simple and
fixed mappings but tend to fail when employed for more
flexible aesthetic aims. Imagine, for instance, using Scriabin’s device to control timbral relationships among environmental events or among unpitched percussive sources.
If we reach beyond the realm of harmonic instrumental
sounds, we may face serious incompatibilities between design targets and aesthetic aims. These limitations suggest
that musically the adoption of a fixed mapping is not a
genre-neutral design choice. Other musical interaction perspectives may be needed to address the increased demands
of casual ubimus activities in everyday settings which may
involve not only instrumental sources but a rich variety of
sounds.
Colours are flexible and potentially meaningful aids that
can also be used in mid-air interaction to learn and recall
information [19, 20]. From an interaction design perspective, colours have been used as visual cues to inform users
about the changes in system state, to distinguish between
GUI elements or to represent sequences of actions. Hence,
they provide a variety of potential complements that can
inform musically oriented designs. More recently, [21] targeted the study of colour-music associations, unveiling aspects of these crossmodal and multisensory relationships
that could additionally be incorporated in ubimus designs.
One of the questions to be addressed is how to support
the needs of musicians during casual interactions, without excluding the untrained subjects. Our strategy entails
using colours as carriers of sonic information, as cues of
opportunities for action and as enablers for sharing musical information. We investigated these issues through iterations of prototyping, deployment and critique sessions.
After participating in semi-structured musical activities, a
professional musician with experience in music technology answered a questionnaire on usability and creativity
support targeted at prototype refinements.

establish the visual referents using their hands. These
referents are dynamically adjusted letting the participants
move freely without disrupting their sonic-spatial frame of
reference.

Figure 1. Flowchart of the touchless whole-body percussion system.

During displacements, the tracking system adapts the visualisation to the body position to compensate for changes
of angle and distance from the camera. Hence, playing our
virtual drum prototype is compatible with dance-like motions and gesture mimicry through the enforcement of consistent sonic interaction, regardless of the relative subjectcamera positions. The use of colours complements the information provided by the sonic outcome, indicating not
only that a movement has been detected but also informing which visual token is active. Although a visual display may seem redundant when dealing with just a few
sound sources, as soon as the configuration reaches several
dozen referents, identifying the sonic sources may become
a complex task. This scenario justifies our search for visualisation alternatives that provide a crossmodal reinforcement of the auditory information. 5
During the early design of the prototype, we focused on
the detection and recognition of body movements. Most
touch-based acoustic instruments feature haptic feedback,
though in some percussion instruments touch is frequently
mediated by objects which may constrain the amount of
haptic information (e.g., mallets, drumsticks, and broomsticks). Lack of haptic information 6 is one of the drawbacks of touchless interaction. Absence of physical touch
and tactile feedback may break the cycle of multisensory feedback through movement, vision and audition. In
some cases, visual feedback may be necessary to enhance
both the usability and the embodiment of the interaction
metaphors (see also [22]).
In the scenario we envisage that the occurrence of an
event in time is reinforced by appropriate visualisation. As
a downside, although simple and clear visual feedback may
scaffold the sonic results, it comes at the price of requiring
displays that are visible from a distance. A balance between these constraints may be necessary, justifying our
ongoing investigations into multisensory design. The visual tokens move along the X-Y coordinates as the user
changes positions. A deep-learning model [24] is used
for real-time detection of the three-dimensional body keypoints for each video frame as shown in Fig 2.The coordinates of the hips are taken as a point of reference(pointed
with orange marker) to track the position of the body.

5. PROTOTYPE DESCRIPTION: WHOLE-BODY
MOVEMENT TRACKING SYSTEM, MIDI USAGE
MIDI is well-known and often-used standard for digital
music and in our effort to work with IoMusT we decided
to adopt MIDI for musical data representation. Shown in
Fig:1 is a block diagram of the system. Input comes from
the camera sensor that is either internal or external to the
laptop computer device. The camera images are analysed
using a Pose Estimation algorithm, whose output drives
the visual and audio feedback to the user. Our approach
to calibration adopts a flexible interaction design to handle
various camera positions, body characteristics and cameraplayer distances. The individual-usage mode involves both
adaptive visual tokens and sonic feedback through the
detection of limb movements using the pose estimation
algorithm. Given a fixed camera placement, the subjects

5 A detailed discussion of the role of visual feedback in mid-air
interaction is beyond the scope of this paper, but see [22]for a thorough
coverage of this issue.
6 This is a temporary caveat. We envision the incorporation of mid-air
haptics in future iterations of our prototype [23].

4 Devices like the Lumi Piano employ colours to help the students to
learn traditional notation.
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The distance between the subject’s ears (pointed with red
marker) is used as a reference to estimate the subject‘s
movements to and from the camera. This mechanism helps
to keep the visualisation within scale. The index-finger
movements are denoted as Trigger points (highlighted with
purple marker) and are tracked for grasping, pinching and
striking actions.

to invest to reach a basic understanding of its usage. Subsequently, we observed whether they were comfortable doing targeted activities with the drum prototype. This stage
helped us in gathering information on the specific design
dimensions and demands of an unfamiliar ubimus ecosystem, providing a rough approximation to some of the major
hurdles to be encountered in field deployments.
Materials. This case study was conducted on a laptop
with an AMD Ryzen CPU, 16GB of RAM, running 64-bit
Windows 10. A 0.3 MP camera sensor was used to capture
the video stream with a resolution of 640×480(4 : 3) at 25
frames per second. LoopMIDI was used for routing MIDI
The sound samples were generated by Percussion-Drum
Kits of MixCraft DAW.

Figure 2. Extracted keypoints used as referents to determine body, limbs
and fingers positions.

A queue-replacement technique was implemented to
track the movements of each arm by means of two dedicated buffers. This ’speed buffer’ is updated to reflect
the spatial displacements of the hands in real time. Two
consecutive frames are used to calculate the speed of motion. Whenever an index finger trigger point enters a visual token at a speed that exceeds a threshold value, 7 the
event is processed as a ‘hit’. Depending where a hit is detected, a MIDI event is triggered. The parameters depend
on the specific position where the hit occurs. The MIDIvelocity is calculated from the mean value of the speed
buffer, mapped as the intensity of the event. If the limb position changes rapidly in the last five consecutive frames,
all the values in the speed buffer increase, thus resulting in
a louder event.
To foster collaborative usage, a client-server architecture
was implemented to support quasi-synchronous interactions on multiple machines. Given its fairly low bandwidth
demands, the virtual drum prototype can be played either
locally or remotely. The percussive sounds are rendered
locally and the remote usage relies on exchanges of MIDI
control data. The initial prototypes use loopMIDI to create
MIDI-ports which forward the data to a DAW 8 to render
the sound.

Figure 3. (a) Participant interacting and exploring with interface (b)The
participant calibrates the visual tokens positions through grasping and
dragging.

Session 1. During the initial exploration phase, the
participant was given no visual feedback of his movements
(no-visuals condition). He could only see the bounded
regions for triggering sound (Figure 3(a)). The instruction
was: a ‘hit event’ occurs by moving the index finger inside
the visual tokens. The lack of spatial referents made it hard
to follow the movement of the visual tokens in relation to
his own position. According to him, this condition had
a negative impact on the accuracy of his actions. Our
analysis of the footage corroborated his observations.
Calibration. The participant used the square ‘Calibration box’ (top corners which turns cyan from blue when
activated) to position the adaptive visual tokens (Figure 3).
He used one hand to select a kit and moved the other arm
to drag the token position to the desired location. Once
he was comfortable with the settings, he took a 15-minute
break.
When the visual feedback was enabled, the body keypoints yielded updates in real time (Figure 4c). According to the subject, this cross-modal feedback helped him to
keep track of the relationship between his own movements
and the motion targets. He also mentioned that the markers overlaid on the representation of his hand improved the
quality of the interaction experience.
Calibration. He used the square ’Calibration box’ (both
side top corner), which turns to cyan from blue when
activated, to position the adaptive visual tokens (Figure
3(b)). He used one hand to select a kit and moved the other
arm to drag the token position to the desired location.
Session 2. The subsequent exploration session involved
playing short rhythmic phrases (of approximately 5 to 10

6. CASE STUDY: EXPLORATORY USAGE BY AN
EXPERIENCED SUBJECT
Deployment. Testing was divided into two stages (i) free
exploration and (ii) semi-structured tasks. A professional
musician with ample experience and training in technological design participated in the testing sessions using the
system. During the first stage, the participant did not receive any information on how to use the application. The
objective was to focus on the limitations of the support for
casual interaction by tracking how long the participant had
7 We are currently studying alternative strategies to adapt the system’s
behaviour to the history of the subject interactions. Flexible or persistent
calibrations may depend on multiple factors which demand experimental
study.
8 MixCraft 9. We plan to incorporate sequencers in future iterations.
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(for complex ones). When performing 10 repetitions, the
subject could maintain the sequence in 9 out of 10 trials
when in the with-visuals condition (90%). Without visual
feedback, the subject missed 3 trials out of 10 (70%). The
errors included either missed targets or double hits which
disrupted the rhythmic sequences. Lastly, an open-ended,
exploratory session was proposed as a way to encourage alternative interaction strategies. This stage allowed the participant to fine-tune his gestural approach while exploring
both very large and very small motions. One of the activities involved playing the prototype while moving around
the immediate environment. The subject said he was comfortable with the demands of this activity.
7. IMPLICATIONS FOR UBIMUS DESIGN
The virtual drum prototype exploratory sessions gave us
useful information on caveats to be avoided during the
refinement stages of the software. The results highlighted
promising features that partially confirm the design choices
applied by our team. While some of the limitations
are unavoidable when dealing with adaptive paradigms to
musical interaction, the overall assessment indicates that
this avenue of research is ripe for deployments in everyday
settings.
The adaptive touchless whole-body interaction metaphor
for percussive sounds was perceived as natural and intuitive by the participant. A caveat of the implementation
was the lack of fine control of sensitivity to body movement. Slight involuntary changes in body position produced jitter in the visual targets. When the participant attempted subtle motions, this visual noise reduced the accuracy of the rhythmic outcomes. This problem can be
handled by means of a smoothing window applied to the
movement-detection algorithm. This mechanism may involve a delicate balance between the introduction of latency (proportional to the window size) and jitter (caused
by short-duration observational windows). Possibly by
supporting the user’s decisions around the parametric control could help to reduce the impact of this problem.
The experimental sessions also unveiled a potentially
improved mechanism for triggering fast sequences. An
initial version of the prototype enabled triggering through
the transitions between out-of-the-token and into-the-token
movements (as explained in the previous section). This
involved a repeated up-down movement (mirroring the
traditional drumstick strikes) which proved to be awkward
for fast free-hand mid-air interaction. A literal translation
of instrumental strikes does not seem to be useful for
fast sequences. Rather than applying an instrumentalmapping approach, the usage of the system suggested an
implementation of double triggering, enabled by detecting
both the downward and the upward transitions through the
upper and lower borders of the visual tokens.

Figure 4. (a) Visual event for ‘Blue’ adaptive visual token, (b) Visual
event for ‘Red’ adaptive visual token and (c) Visual rendition of body
keypoints

seconds) until completing ten iterations for each session.
When a percussive event was detected, the background
changed to the colour of the token just touched (Figures
4(a) and 4(b)). Our aim was to understand how well the
user dealt with latency or missed targets during playing.
This session helped us to evaluate the relationship between
the GUI and the body movements to identify either major
flaws or potentially useful features.

Figure 5. Simple and complex rhythmic phrases played by participant

Results. Once the visual feedback was enabled, the body
keypoints were tracked in real time (with-visuals condition) (Figure 4c). According to the subject, this crossmodal feedback helped them to keep track of the relationship between their own movements and the motion targets.
They also mentioned that the markers overlaid on the representation of their hand improved the quality of the interaction experience. 9 The participant found it hard to
maintain a steady sequence at a fast tempo. The visual
targets fluctuated due to the hip-based reference mechanism, resulting in visual noise. Large-scale movements
(usually applied for slow rhythms) seemed to work better than small gestures. The smaller movements of the fast
sequences eventually caused drop-outs due to system latency or to pose-estimation inaccuracies. A detailed analysis of the footage confirmed our in-situ observations that
most errors were caused by unintentional hip movements.
The participant also mentioned that sidewise hand movements during hitting were better tracked by the system. We
found that keeping the rhythmic phrases(as shown in Fig
5) was easily achievable when the tempo ranged between
60 to 125 BPM (for simple sequences) or 60 to 90 BPM
9

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
DEVELOPMENTS
This paper has presented a new mid-air gesture operated
virtual rhythm instrument. It is being designed for application to IoMusT activities within the Ubimus context. As
demonstrated in the case study the rhythm application is

A video demonstration of a simple rhythmic phrase.
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intended to be easy to learn. More visual feedback was
preferred and more complex rhythms were harder to maintain. The observations suggested that modifications to the
visual sensing are required to improve its accuracy and responsiveness. Undoubtedly, other refinements are needed
to expand the creative potential of our virtual drum prototype. In particular, network supported group usage may
present unforeseen hurdles, due not only to technical limitations such as latency. This is an obvious challenge during
remote interactions and the delay can seriously impact human synchronisation during grouped musical interactions.
However, as far as the network is elementary to such systems, latency is going to be there. A perspective to design
for latency is given by [25] that is to consider latency as an
aesthetic part of performances. A prospective solution proposal might be to develop systems that take the control to
keep the participating agents synchronised if every participant is considered as an oscillator based on a mathematical
model, Kuramoto [26]. Other challenges are related to the
collective demands of agency and presence in remote interactions. Though we do not exclude the possibility of
incorporating pseudo-haptics as a complementary strategy
for whole-body interaction, ubimus know-how suggests a
cautious approach to the adoption of proprietary hardware.

[4] D. Wessel and M. Wright, “Problems and prospects
for intimate musical control of computers,” Computer
music journal, vol. 26, no. 3, pp. 11–22, 2002.

We will also probe the limits of colour-based information
for large numbers of visual cues. This thread has been
explored by various ubimus projects indicating a good
potential for handling sonic information. But it may also
unveil some limitations when colour-coding is employed
in the context of remote collaborative activities. We will
include a colour palette that is compatible with the needs
of visually impaired people. 11

[10] D. Brown, C. Nash, and T. Mitchell, “Understanding
user-defined mapping design in mid-air musical performance,” in Proceedings of the 5th International Conference on Movement and Computing, Genoa, Italy,
2018, pp. 1–8.

[5] L. Turchet, C. Fischione, G. Essl, D. Keller, and
M. Barthet, “Internet of musical things: Vision and
challenges,” IEEE Access, vol. 6, pp. 61 994–62 017,
2018.
[6] V. Lazzarini, D. Keller, N. Otero, and L. Turchet,
Ubiquitous Music Ecologies. Routledge, 2020.
[7] A. S. Stolfi, A. Milo, and M. Barthet, “Playsound.
space: Improvising in the browser with semantic sound
objects,” Journal of New Music Research, vol. 48,
no. 4, pp. 366–384, 2019.
[8] D. Keller, D. L. Barreiro, M. Queiroz, and M. S.
Pimenta, “Anchoring in ubiquitous musical activities,”
in ICMC, 2010.
[9] H. Camporez, T. Mota, E. Astorga, M. Neves,
H. Rocha, and L. Costalonga, “RoboMus: Uma
plataforma para performances musicais robóticas,” Applications in Ubiquitous Music. São Paulo, SP: Editora
ANPPOM, 2018.
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ABSTRACT

synthesis of digital signals into audible sound [2]. Computer music became fairly well defined as a genre up until
the 1980s and 90s.
Since the mid 1990s, computers have become increasingly integrated in (almost) all aspects of music production, and a multitude of new musical practices have emerged.
What do these practices afford to the continued understanding of computer music as a genre with its own histories
and conventions? Indeed, the institution that organises this
year’s ICMC was once called CCMCM – The Center for
Computational Musicology and Computer Music, before
changing its name to the more fitting DMARC – Digital
Media and Arts Research Center.
To what extent has many of the new practices derived
from computer music moved away from the original focus on abstraction and towards representational attentions,
as well as a focus on rhythm and pulse? Which, if any,
characteristics link the electronic music of Stockhausen,
for example, to more contemporary performers and producers such as Daft Punk or Autechre?
In criticizing electroacoustic (and acousmatic) music, Simon Waters states that:

This short paper considers the practices of computer music through a perspective of the post-acousmatic. As the
majority of music is now made using computers, the question emerges: How relevant are the topics, methods, and
conventions from the “historical” genre of computer music? Originally an academic genre confined to large mainframes, computer music’s tools and conventions have proliferated and spread to all areas of music-making. As a
genre steeped in technological traditions, computer music
is often primarily concerned with the technologies of its
own making, and in this sense isolated from the social conditions of musical practice. The post-acousmatic is offered
as a methodological perspective to understand technologybased music, its histories, and entanglements.
1. INTRODUCTION
The beginnings of computer music dates back to 1956/7,
with Newman Guttman’s The silver scale (1956), which
was the first piece to be completely synthesised by a computer, to Lejaren Hiller’s and Leonard Isaachson’s Illiac
Suite, the first computer-assisted composition for acoustic
instruments, and with Max Mathews’ programming language MUSIC 1. Originally, the term referred broadly to
the use of computers for organizing, crafting, and transforming sounds. Computer music described the uses of
entirely new production methods for musical exploration
and development:

Until recently, electroacoustic composers have
been less interested in the social and cultural
than the acoustic construction of their music.
This concern with acousmatics and the phenomenology of sound has resulted in some wonderful, if obsessively self-referential pieces of
music, but it has potentially impoverished the
aesthetic development of the genre and stifled
some aspects of a serious investigation of the
application of electronic and digital means to
music. [3]

The term ‘computer music’ embraces a wide
variety of compositional and performance activities, ranging from the generation of conventionally notated scores based on data calculated via the computer to the direct synthesis of sound in a digital form within the computer itself. [1]
Over time, however, facilitated by a number of landmark
works, the term has become increasingly associated with a
set of musical conventions, where abstracted and abstract
sounds balances the music largely within the realm of an
intrinsic, spectral development. In combination with acoustic instruments, as in mixed music, the processed sounds
often point into an abstracted domain, and this fits well
with one of the primary goals of computer music: the direct
Copyright: ©2022 Ulf A. S. Holbrook et al. This is an open-access article
distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License
3.0 Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited.
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These criticisms have been repeated regarding computer
music by Bob Ostertag in his essay “Why computer music
sucks” [4], claiming that computer music is only a digital extension of serial music reserved for academics. Eric
Lyon, however, points out that: “Computer music has a
strong record of producing experimental work of unknown
commercial value that subsequently proliferates wildly into
the practice of commercial music” [5]. Computer music
clearly has historical relevance also outside of academia.
Several years have passed since these essays were written, and our article examines computer music, not as a singular and isolated genre but as part of the wider context
of technology-based music. This helps preserve computer
music as a historical category, and strengthens the understanding of its continued influence on the engagement with
sound and music in today’s increasingly open space of aesthetics and practices.
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2. THE POST-ACOUSMATIC
At the outset, discussing acousmatic music and computer
music under the same heading might seem problematic,
given the historically different approaches and working methods. The acousmatic describes and explores an experience where we hear a sound but do not see its source or
cause. This became a central concept in the development
of musique concrète, electroacoustic and acousmatic music, where a focus on the heard sound and the evoked sensations remains a central feature in its musical experience.
This practice and approach to music-making is not a mere
listening exercise, but a method for treatment of musical
materials and presentation in concert. In several ways,
these approaches constitute the conventions (and clichés)
of acousmatic music.
Computer music could be defined within the genre boundaries of acousmatic music, as we do not see the sound producing elements or sound sources, like that of a performance on an acoustic instrument. If we were to follow this
line of thought, we should also consider glitch, noise, live
coding, live electronics, and so on, as acousmatic music.
However, as a consequence the category would lose much
of its specificity and any type of explanatory power from a
musical perspective.
The post-acousmatic does not offer a new genre definition, bounded as a continuation of the acousmatic tradition. Rather the post-acousmatic is a methodology for examining the groups of new technology-based practices that
are related to, and indebted to, the acousmatic tradition.
This perspective offers a methodology to examine work of
artists and composers that are indebted to the seminal work
of Pierre Schaeffer, but pursue other trajectories than those
described within the acousmatic musical canon [6]. From
this perspective, the post-acousmatic examines a musical
pluralism that is not demarcated by terminology and genre
boundaries.
Acousmatic music and computer music are both established, musical expressions, with particular traditions, conventions, histories, and clichés. These musical traditions
are indebted to the explorations and experiments starting
with Schaeffer and Mathews, among many others. In computer music, with its focus on timbre, texture, and signal
processing, we can also see a connection to earlier, established modes of composition. Early hybrid computer
music from the 1960s and 70s, for example, contained developments of technologies for real-time performance and
composition as a key ambition, found in much of Mathews’ work, as well as in the work of Peter Zinovieff (EMS,
London) and Knut Wiggen (EMS, Stockholm) [7].
These developments were complementary to the existing
physical, interactive, and performative practices of acousmatic and electronic music widespread in Europe. Acousmatic music and computer music shared the same intentions and motivations, namely making music without the
use of acoustic, musical instruments [2]. How does this,
then, impact our understanding of computer music? Does
this contribute to expanding or encapsulating the practices?
Indeed, the recent book Inside Computer Music [8] analyzes several canonical works of computer music by Barry
Truax, John Chowning, and Philippe Manoury, but also
includes works of soundscape composition by Hildegard
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Westerkamp, and acousmatic music by Natasha Barrett and
Trevor Wishart. These selections highlight the encapsulation of all these genres by the computer but that does not
necessarily render it “computer music”.
From its inception and up until today, computer music
composers have sought and gained new tools, and have
shifted their methods towards uses of high-level software
on computers and portable tablets. Most newer tools abstract the signal processing routines and variables, making
them easier to use while removing the need for understanding the underlying processes in order to create meaningful
results. Composers no longer necessarily need mathematical and programming skills to use the technologies. These
abstractions are important, as they hide many of the technical details and make the software and processes available
to more people, and form the basis for what can arguably
be seen as a new folk music.
3. TECHNOLOGICAL AFFORDANCES AND
ARTISTIC PRACTICE
Technologies never emerge in isolation, but exist within a
contextual continuum where technologies, tools, uses and
users form a wide and complex mesh of ideas, interactions,
and practices. When discussing software for computer music, Charles Dodge and Thomas A. Jerse have posited that
most computer music software falls into four
broad categories: algorithms for sound synthesis, algorithms for modification of synthesized or sampled sound, programs to assist the
musician in composing with sound from the
computer and/or from acoustic instruments, and
programs that enable a computer performance
of a composition. [9]
This broad definition is in keeping with the original idea
of “computer music”, and indicates that all software for
musical production is computer music software. Dodge
and Jerse wrote this in 1985, and since then, a plethora of
software has emerged - software that forms an aesthetic
point of view that lends itself to musical work that stands
quite a distance apart from the more sombre timbres described in their book. This points to a continuing shift
in technology-based creative practices. The shift is further underpinned by the enormous production of electronic
instruments, components, miniature computers, and new
consumer technologies that also include increasing opportunities for creative work.
In contrast to the historical practices of electroacoustic
music and computer music, the recent technology-based
music and its artistic value is not necessarily determined
by experts, this contributes to blurring the lines “between
composer, audience, composition, performance, and mediation” [10]. This radical development has technologically
been made possible by the binary exactness that allows
users to process spectral details previously not attainable,
to control complex co-variation of variables, and to assign,
map, and control computational routines arbitrarily. With
increased computation power and availability, the focus on
the computer itself has arguably been pushed somewhat
into the background, and the focus on the computer itself
is less common than what it once was.
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In the program notes of computer music during the 1990s,
descriptions of algorithms and processing methods were
normal occurrences, and the technological fascination was
evident. When describing spectromorphology, Denis Smalley referred to this as “technological listening” [11], as an
addition to Schaeffer’s system of listening. Leigh Landy as
referred to this “recipe listening” [12]. Common for these
two listening types is a focus on the technological processes behind the music rather than just the heard sound.
As computers are increasingly becoming integrated in everyday life, the interest in the details of the technology itself is becoming smaller, and what once seemed “automagic”
is now merely “automatic”.
New artistic practices with technology are increasingly
supported by informal networks for learning, distribution,
and performances. Most, if not all, of these developments
happen outside of academia, and have not been developed
institutionally as the early concrète-, electronic- or computer music. They are products of new, informal “communities of thought and culture”, to use George Lewis’ description of art technologies and their social constructions
[13]. As a result, a disconnect between “old-school” computer music and the new practices can often be traced - a
separation that leaves the new genres without history and
the “old-school” with a bleak future.
Where once composers could generate sounds on a computer through laborious tasks of writing punch cards and
compiling on large mainframe computers, a relatively new
practice is live coding, which often leaves a distinct imprint on the music. In the “post”-digital tendencies, identified by Kim Cascone, the medium is no longer considered
the message, “specific tools themselves have become the
message” [14]. Cascone signals the fact that the unique
fingerprint gained from any system is the artifacts of that
system’s construction and this will ultimately be part of
the process, emphasised as “The technique of exposing the
minutiae of DSP errors and artifacts for their own sonic
value has helped further blur the boundaries of what is to
be considered music” [14]. Without doubt, there are many
examples of practices where the work cannot be separated
from the technologies that create them, for example Karlheinz Essl’s Lexicon-Sonate (1995) and Oval’s generative
software structures. However, by solely focusing on the
tools themselves, composers run the risk of ultimately ending up with the same self-referential practices that can be
seen in many musical styles, and was identified by Simon
Waters earlier regarding the technology-based domain.
The post-acousmatic is used as a methodological perspective to understand music that is indebted to the historical
developments of acousmatic music, yet follows different
paths. Computer music is part of this historical lineage.
Patrick Valiquet invites us to understand Schaeffer’s Treatise on musical objects, not as a how-to guide for composers but rather as a research project which tries to bring
together issues in musicology, acoustics, and psychology
[15]. This urges us to shift our focus from the technology
to the social, and to embrace how important the practices
of acousmatic and computer music is and has been in order
to embrace “the lived and situated entanglements of technologies and people” [16].
Technology is not merely a series of (physical) objects
but also includes social contexts and competences among
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its users. These contexts, and their meshes of histories,
interactions, and ideas, facilitate an understanding of technology, and technology-based music, that is no longer confined to the concert hall, but finds fruitful engagement in,
among others, galleries, museums, public spaces, clubs,
and online. These wider engagements with technologybased music can bring it into closer discourse with decolonial, feminist, ecological, and socially aware practices
where the canon is increasingly questioned and critiqued.
4. REDEFINING COMPUTER MUSIC
Is it possible to redefine computer music, or, as Eric Lyon
asked, “do we still need computer music?” and how should
we redefine it? The term computer music is arguably still
largely defined by the early efforts in making large, mainframe computers useful in composing music. The small
availability to composers of that time bears little resemblance to the proliferation of available technologies we have
today.
Today, access to computers in some form of another and
the software used to make music has expanded in ways
which could not have been imagined in the 1950s. However, as so much music is now made using computers and
digital technologies we have to ask how relevant the term
computer music is today. Does it simply point to a historical tradition and a set of conventions? On one side we have
the Computer Music Journal, which for years has been an
important publication for academics working within these
conventions, but we also have the Computer Music Magazine, which features tips and tricks for making music with
computers, and covers a range of both free and commercially available software and hardware. Can the different
musical aims of those publications be included within a
new understanding of the term computer music?
Solely focusing on technology does little for considering
and, ultimately, reconsidering computer music. Perhaps
the problem itself refers back to this focus. Concentrating
on an old genre, which dates back to when making music
on a computer was a feat, hinders musical explorations that
goes beyond a mere focus on technology. A greater focus
on the social and cultural aspects of music is needed in
order to truly make technology-dependent music less concerned with the tools of its own making. This shift will
open further discussions which are sorely needed in the
domain of technology-based music. For example, there
are issues of accessibility to software and hardware tools
produced within computer music research, experienced as
barriers for blind and visually impaired creators [17], not
to mention the lack of diversity of “race, gender, linguistic background, or geographic location” in computer music
[18].
What was once called “computer music” could perhaps
be more accurately described as “media arts”, as the boundaries between genres, the uses of technology, and the disparate and scattered practices which spring out of this historical genre are impossible to gather within one category.
If we choose to not have our main focus on the computer
(the specific tools), but rather on the medium - we can bring
ourselves out of this rut and into a musical culture that encompasses more than the artifacts of its own system.
By taking a cue from the post-acousmatic perspective,
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er. Many computer music performances are on the Sonic
ABSTRACT
Explorations concerts and student recitals, and visiting
The University of Cincinnati College-Conservatory of
composers share their work in lectures. During 2021Music Center for Computer Music became a largely vir2022, courses and concerts happened in person, increastual studio from March 2020 until the end of the school
ing the sense of community and broadening composition
year in April, 2021, due to the pandemic. Courses and
and performance options. With a higher degree of freemost concerts were presented online. Back in person in
dom, Yunze Mu directed the laptop ensemble both in
Fall 2021, the school resume temporarily online activities
performances of Altar, a musical piece inspired by card
for two weeks in January 2022. Research projects include
games, indie video games and electronic music, comvarious virtual reality music environments, some using
posed by Kieran McAuliffe and of Mu’s own East, West,
uRTcmix, an artificial intelligence-oriented interactive
South, North and Center.
music programming language, improvements to and apWhile pursuing academic and musical activities, the
plications using Web RTcmix, and RTcmix granular synstudio members also strive to be inclusive. Many studio
thesis instruments. A variety of compositions were premembers’ music and research are inspired by first-hand
sented on Sonic Explorations concerts and recitals, and
experiences of race, gender, sexuality and other diversity
the CiCLOP laptop orchestra project continued to preissues, including Yunze Mu’s recent fixed media piece
sent innovative performances. The studio also continues
Let It Fall With the Wind, inspired by his experience
to encourage diverse musical and personal perspectives.
when he came out as gay 14 years ago.

2. RESEARCH PROJECTS
1. INTRODUCTION

2.1 RTcmix API on the Web

The Center for Computer Music [1] at the CollegeConservatory of Music, University of Cincinnati, is a site
of compositional and performance activity, as well as
research, with Professor Mara Helmuth as director since
1995. Recent studio upgrades have widened the equipment functionality. New VR equipment enables faculty
and students to explore the possibility of music and virtual reality. Research activity has centered recently on virtual reality sound environment programming using
uRTcmix
(http://www.rtcmix.org)
with
Unity
(https://unity.com), web-based application programming,
neural networks, and musical pieces for laptop performers, as well as concert pieces for instruments and comput-

In the previous year Yunze Mu developed an API for
RTcmix, WebRTcmix [4], for users to deploy the music
programming language under other programming environments such as the web, smart phone applications,
game design environments or single-board microcontrollers. In this work, he investigated an approach based on
cloud technologies.
Based on this API, Mu and Kieran McAuliffe built sev-

Copyright: © 2022 Helmuth, et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
License 3.0 Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and
source are credited.
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eral web-based applications that could aid music composition and sound creation.
Using Google’s Blockly library, Mu’s RTcmix syntheFigure 1. No-code block builder in Yunze Mu’s
RTcmix Synthesizer application.
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sizer (Figure 1) could help people who have little programming background to build their own code and enjoy
making sound with RTcmix.
Kieran McAuliffe built an RTcmix-based web application in React.js using Yunze Mu’s API, in which users
can control percussion synthesis parameters with sliders,
as in the Kick drum control module in Figure 2.

Figure 3. Wenbin Lyu’s Nor Hope

Figure 2. Kick drum
module from drum
machine
application
made
with
Web
RTcmix.

Another was Grace Choi’s eight-channel live work
Scenery: from the center of deep, pulsing echoes, in
which she executed combinations and transformations of
singing bowl samples using a gestural controller (Figure
4).

2.2 Musical Technique Recognition
Kieran McAuliffe is
researching the use of a
neural network to classify electric guitar techniques in a real-time input signal. He additionally designed an interactive piece Dangly Machine which uses
his software to respond to live improvisation.

Figure 4. Grace Choi performing Scenery: from the center of deep, pulsing echoes

2.3 SGRAN2()/STGRAN2()
3.1 Multi-channel Pieces

McAuliffe also redesigned Mara Helmuth’s real time
granular synthesis RTcmix instruments to update them
and make them more flexible. In these granular synthesis
instruments, as in the original StochGran [2, 3] application based on them, grain parameters such as rate, duration, and pitch are “stochastically” chosen within a distribution determined by low, mid, high and tightness (or
preference) controls. With the redesign, these can have
any of their distribution parameters changed over time via
a data table or real-time input source such as OSC.
SGRAN2() generates its grains from periodic waveforms
while STGRAN2() works with an input sound file or live
signal.

Perhaps due to the opportunity to compose pieces on the
studio’s 5.1 and 8.1 channel systems again, many composers chose to create works using an extended speaker
setup in the hall. Mara Helmuth presented an 8-channel
version of Sound Dunes diffused to 40-speakers with
Esther Lamneck on the Sonorities Festival in Belfast, in
the Sonic Arts Research Centre’s Sonic Laboratory in
April, 2022. Jacob McFarland’s 8-channel Digital Forest
is a fixed media work depicting a re-creation of a forest
soundscape created by a future civilization. Carl Jacobson’s 5.1 channel fixed media …but never speaking inspired by the Richard Wright haiku “The Ocean in June,”
and Yunze Mu’s 8-channel fixed media Galactic Railroad, based on the classic Kenji Miyazawa novel were
also presented.

3. CONCERTS AND PERFORMANCES
The biannual Sonic Explorations concerts challenge listeners with cutting edge computer music created by CCM
students, faculty and guests. In Fall 2021, for the first
time since the beginning of the COVID-19 lockdowns,
this event was held in person. One highlight was Wenbin
Lyu’s Nor Hope, an audiovisual work made in collaboration with Stephany Svorinić, based on the poem “Death”
by William Butler Yeats (Figure 3).

3.2 CiCLOP
The Cincinnati Composers Laptop Orchestra Project
(CiCLOP), cureently directed by Yunze Mu, with Meng
Wang, Nicolas Bizub, Grace Choi, Zachory Ivans, Qiu
Yu, Ye Zhao, Daniel String, Kieran McAuliff, Carl Jacobson, Andrew McFarlane and Jacob McFarland as
members, continues. Performances include Distance by
Zhixin Xu, CCM alumni, Assistant Professor at USC-
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SJTU Intitute of Cultural and Creative Industry, Shanghai
Jiao Ton University is a composition written specifically
for the college’s biannual electronic music event Sonic
Explorations in the spring of 2021 while the pandemic
was ongoing, and the concert had to be moved online.
The name Distance is directly derived from the performance situation of its premier, that is, the members of the
ensemble played the piece from different countries
around the world, spanning huge distances, through the
internet.
Figure 7. Kieran McAuliffe’s ALTAR
Yunze Mu did two immersive multimedia projects collaborating with video programmers and dancers for Suzhou Museum, Suzhou and Yu Garden, Shanghai, in
China (Figure 8).

Figure 5. The performer’s patch for Distance
CiCLOP also performed Mara Helmuth’s from Australia
(2016) in a new pandemic format on the internet using
the open source (GPL) networked music performance
software Jamulus, with one performer in Korea and one
in China. (Figure 6).

Figure 8. Yunze Mu’s immersive multimedia piece for Suzhou
Museum, Suzhou, China

4. VIRTUAL REALITY MUSIC
Grace Choi’s virtual reality work is a sound visualization
/ multimedia work related to the interactive work of the
same name (Figure 9).

Figure 6. CiCLOP performing from Australia online.
3.3 Other Performances

Figure 9. VR realization of Scenery: From the Center of
Deep, Pulsing Echoes.

CCM composers found many opportunities to have their
works performed nationally and internationally. Ensemble Decipher commissioned and performed Kieran
McAuliffe’s ALTAR, an interactive generative piece in
which performers place digital cards on a gameboard
which alters it’s flow, as part of their State University of
New York tour (Figure 7). Wenbin Lyu’s works were
performed at the International Computer Music Conference, Society of Electroacoustic Music in the U.S. and N
York Electroacoustic Music Festival in 2021. Grace
Choi’s music accompanied a visual presentation by
MMCA VR Korean Arts, in Times Square, New York
City.

Historically, culturally and religiously, circles have multiple metaphors. Among them, she focused on the meaning of enlightenment and meditation, and described this
as a pictorial image of the circle. This idea was related to
her interest in the singing bowl sound. The singing bowl
is known as a meditation instrument that relieves and
stabilizes people’s stress with its unique low-frequency
waveform. She made a fixed media version of this piece
first, which consisted of singing bowl sound, with the
same form. After that, she made visual work using the 3d
Unity program, to explore an extended way for understanding sound.
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Luminous is a virtual reality composition environment
created by Carl Jacobson. In this software, players manipulate sets of pitch classes and rhythmic durations, represented as crystals and runes, to create patterns which
are the basis of generative musical processes realized in
uRTcmix. Currently the project features options for serial
and additive processes in 7edo tuning. Future updates
will include expanding the range of available tunings and
process types, and adding a feature to record results. The
goal of this project is to create an intuitive environment in
which people with little formal musical training can explore process-oriented music and non-standard tunings
(Figure 10).

Yoshida, the prize winner, who premiered a multimedia
ballet with electronic music. Jury members Missy Mazzoli, Iris Ter Schiphorst and Carl Vine also presented
electronic works.
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Figure 10. Image from Luminous.

“Soloist” is an arcade-style interactive music environment created by Andy McFarlane using the Unity game
engine and uRTcmix. Taking the lead in a virtual jazz
quartet, the player “solos” over chord changes by colliding with objects on an endless runway. Pitched sounds
are generated using the WAVESHAPE() instrument with
pitches chosen quasi-randomly. Each instrument responds
differently to the chord changes to fulfill its unique role
as soloist, keyboardist, bassist, or percussionist. The project is set up to be easily adapted to any chord progression in a variety of styles.

Figure 11. Screenshot from Andy McFarlane’s “Soloist”.

5. VISITING COMPOSERS
During the 2021-22 academic year, the CCM Center for
Computer Music has hosted a number of distinguished
guests, both virtually and in person. Virtual visits included sessions with Brad Garton on using OSC with Unity
and uRTcmix, Rebecca Fiebrink speaking on the possibilities of incorporating AI into performance practice, and
Annea Lockwood, who spoke about her vast experience
with electronic music. In person guests visiting as part of
the Zemlinsky competition performances included Aya
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ABSTRACT

1.

Histories are primarily documented in visual or written
form. Our ‘Sonic Palimpsest’ project seeks to subvert this
occularcentric focus, exploring the potential of sonic perspectives, to unlock alternative understandings of our past.
Chatham dockyard, our case study site, was founded in
1547 and closed as a working yard in 1984. During the
400-plus years of its operation, tens of thousands of people
were employed (or forced to work) in building construction and in launching more than 500 warships and repairing thousands of others. Countless stories have been collected throughout this period, some through diaries (the
17th C. diary of Samuel Pepys is a notable example) others
found in oral history archives, books and papers. Our team
has explored these sources and conducted new oral history
interviews, applying anthropophonic perspectives to see if
we can unpack new insight through sound.
Our research has demonstrated the rich potential of musical and sound-based knowledge frameworks to inform
human, embodied and affective understandings of history
which foreground people and place across time. This paper gives an overview of some of the salient sounding histories uncovered, focusing on three selected areas: the life
of convicts in the dockyard, Samuel Pepys’ diary, and our
own interviews with former workers of the yard.
In this article, we describe information we used to create
two main outputs for our project: a) A collection of 10 miniature compositions called Whispers of the Past, based on
oral history interviews;1and b) a Heritage Soundmap that
presents scenes from 5 different centuries (in progress);
the soundmap will be available online and as a physical
installation in Chatham Dockyard.

Dr Brona Martin
University of Kent
B.Martin451@kent.ac.uk

THE CONVICTS

1.1 Introduction
Many texts have been written on heroic deeds and grandiose accomplishments almost always from the perspective
of those in power. But not all historical narratives have a
happy or heroic ending. We have been interested in how
sonic perspectives might lend themselves to telling more
alternative histories, to explore the interference at the edge
of the standing wave of conventional historicism. How
might thinking, and doing, sonically enable those hidden
histories to be explored?
At the turn of the 19th century, there was much suffering
and forced labour in Chatham dockyard. These experiences reflect both the geopolitical and local social contexts
of the time. Income inequality, global conflict, imperialism
all fed this system of cruel treatment. As the mediated
world risks us sliding into safe anodyne realities where curated information streams dehumanise people migrating
(whether forced as a result of conflict or for economic reasons) [1] or those who are less economically advantaged
and living in poverty or homeless [2], it becomes even
more important to tell these stories of oppression, so as to
remind new generations of these past horrors and hope to
avoid their repetition in the future.
Sounds have the potential to evoke embodied responses
in the listener, thus they provide an ideal opportunity to
create affective connections to historical events. By recreating these soundscapes as part of our Heritage Soundmap,
we hope to highlight the vantage point and experience of
the restrained and oppressed. One of the most shocking
lesser-known historical narratives is around the historical
treatment of prisoners in the early 19th century.
1.2 The Prison Hulks: Background

Copyright: © 2022 First author et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
License 3.0 Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source
are credited.

1

Whispers of the Past was commissioned by SparkedEcho as part of the
Electric Medway Festival 2021. Our compositions are on this link:
https://electricmedway.co.uk/events-2021/whispers-of-the-past-bysonic-palimpsest/
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The Anglo-French and Napoleonic wars between 17781815 created more than 70,000 prisoners of war. After the
American independence in 1776, Britain could not
transport prisoners to America anymore, and the large
number of convicts could not fit into land prisons. Obsolete warships called ‘hulks’ were permanently moored in
the river and deployed as prisons (see Figure 1).
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on the mudbanks to deter others [3, 5]. Sonic clues and
vivid images of attempts to escape are given in extracts
from newspapers of the time, such as The Hobart Town
Courier and The Sydney Herald (1838), which describe the
journey of escapees: washing the quarter-deck, wounding
the guard on the head, rushing to the side of the vessel,
grabbing oars and breaking away the moorings of a boat,
reaching the marshes and dispersing in different directions
until they are caught in a hollow between the hills [6, 7].
James Hardy Vaux was a medical student who was convicted for pickpocketing. After he completed his sentence
he wrote a book on his experiences on the hulks. In his
memoirs (1819), he describes the last hours and execution
of a fellow prisoner. He recounts his last night spent mostly
in reading, encouragement and singing hymns. “At eight
o'clock the doleful sound of the tolling bell announced the
awful ceremony, and he was a few minutes afterwards
launched into eternity” [8, p. 102]. In his descriptions,
Vaux gives us many indications of sounds heard on hulks;
constant cursing and swearing, heavy chains, rattling of
keys, footsteps of guards approaching, cell-doors unlocked/locked [8].

Figure 1. HMS York as hulk, 1828 [3, p. 7]. Courtesy of
Chatham Dockyard Historical Society.

Chatham became a hulk station in the early 19th century.
The hulks housed prisoners of war and convicts, the majority being petty offenders driven to crime by poverty, including juveniles, some as young as eight years old [4].
There was no schooling or praying in chapels for prisoners
until the late 1920s.
1.3 Conditions, Escapes and Punishment

1.4 Cruelty and Hard Labour

The hulks were desperately overcrowded. Figure 2 shows
the hammock plan at Orlop deck of Brunswick hulk at
Chatham (1813), which demonstrates the cramped conditions prisoners had to endure (Figure 2). The soundscape
of these spaces must have been uncomfortably claustrophobic and cramped. Dense textures of breathing, shuffling, coughing, cursing, snoring, creaking of wood, and
lack of open-air high frequencies would have dominated.

Reports of publicly grotesque and illegal dissections of
convict corpses by medical officers on the hulks created a
great scandal. Some prisoners were forced to assist in the
dissection of their own friends and they were made to clean
the place afterwards. Convicts’ bodies were sold to anatomy schools for training purposes and experiments. A
chief surgeon, Peter Bossey, was accused of applying poor
medical treatment on purpose thus allowing convicts to
die, so that he could supply the anatomy schools for profit.
There were reports of convicts on neighbouring ships
watching medical officers throwing buckets of thick blood
and human entrails overboard from the side of hulks. One
can imagine the ghastly splashes that accompanied those
images and the horror they created for those watching and
hearing. Prisoners were denied dignity and moral respect
even after death [4].
In 1818, the expansion of Chatham Dockyard was announced, which included the reclamation of St Mary’s
creek. Convicts provided the labour for this expansion.
They worked in chain gangs, dredging channels and building structures [4]. In the 1850s, it became clear that the
hulk system could not be improved or saved. When the
hulk system finally collapsed, the authorities wanted to
keep the labour provided by prisoners. In 1856, the prison
on St Mary’s Island was built, where convicts from the
dockyard hulks were transported [9, 10]. Around 1200
prisoners were housed there, who did hard labour work
building massive extensions to the Chatham dockyard,
damming St Mary’s creek to create three basins, five dry
docks and draining the marshes in St Mary’s Island to create space for stores, factories and sawmills [3].
In our work to sonically create the scenes described
above we have recorded Impulse Responses (IRs) in many
buildings and ships in the dockyard,2 to immerse the

Figure 2. Hammock plan, Orlop deck of Bruswick hulk
at Chatham, 1813 [3, p. 2]. Courtesy of Chatham Dockyard Historical Society.

Poor hygiene, malnutrition, poor quality of food and
clothing, lack of good air and heating combined with hard
labour resulted in death of many prisoners due to disease
and hypothermia. Prisoners were woken at 5.30am, ate
breakfast, washed the decks and were chained into work
gangs (10 people in each, chained at the wrist and ankle)
[3]. Bodies of deceased criminals were seen as fearful and
repulsive, and most of the times they were denied a dignified burial by funeral directors. When convicts died in the
night, other prisoners ransacked their few belongings. Bodies were laid on the floor and scrubbed with warm water
and soap, a sight which often attracted a crowd. [4].
Prisoners who attempted to escape were either sent to
hulks where conditions were more severe, or they were
shot dead by the guards and their bodies were left exposed
2

Available for free download at https://research.kent.ac.uk/sonic-palimpsest/impulse-responses
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listener in the acoustic environments of the historic spaces.
Although furnishing in some cases has been changed
through time, affecting in turn reflections and frequencies,
geometries and larger structures remained largely the
same. We try to emulate acoustic spaces that do not currently exist, such as the hulks, by using approximate filtering and wood resonances. Sound design and foley sounds
recorded in our studios are layered with our location recordings and IRs to create immersive environments.
Crowd and dramatic scenes with prisoners are most challenging; we are currently creating scripts to be used by a
local theatrical company, which we will record with loop
groups in the dockyard site.

2.

involved different modes of transport. He spent a lot of
time travelling out-doors. There were no screeching rail
lines, beeping ticket machines, safety or destination announcements or elevator and escalator sounds. The sounds
of the car engine and car horn did not exist. Instead, he
listened to the rhythmic footfalls of horse hooves on different types of surfaces often combined with the sound of
the wheels of the carriage when he travelled by coach. Or
the sounds of water lapping against the sides of a barge. In
his diary entry for the 4th of August 1662, Pepys describes
the return journey from Chatham to London. On this rare
occasion he mentions a sound source “being guided by
nothing but the barking of a dog” [10, p. 723] as they travelled by boat. This image conjures up a sense of space and
openness, where sounds have their own space within the
natural “hi-fi” environment that enveloped the River
Thames at that time. It is easy to imagine that these commutes were free from the battles and stresses of modern
tube and motorway “lo-fi” soundscapes.
Pepys’ descriptions of his commutes by boat and horse
and cart can be compared to the methods of transport used
by dockyard workers in the 19th and 20th centuries. Interviewees from the archive have described how workers
mainly traveled by bicycle, bus or train which would contribute to a very different soundscape. One interview remarked, “there were about 50 buses ready to bring workers
home”. The difference in these commuting soundscapes
will be reflected within our Heritage Soundmap where we
will explore the changing soundscape over the centuries
with a section on transportation and commuting.

EXPLORING PRIMARY SOURCES

2.1 Introduction
As part of this project, we are digitising Oral History Archives belonging to Chatham Historic Dockyard Trust.
These Oral History Archives, the earliest from 1983, offer
an insight into the daily activities of the dockyard as far
back as the late 20th century. The sounds of the dockyard
reflect a range of knowledge and skills learned and developed by shipwrights, pattern makers, draftsmen, boiler
makers, caulkers, house carpenters, blacksmiths and ropemakers. The sounds of their tools working with different
materials in different types of spaces contributed to the
soundscape of the dockyard.
But how do we document and explore the history of the
dockyard through sound prior to this? In order to reconstruct the soundscape and create a historic timeline we
have been exploring primary sources such as written accounts, photographs and maps. We have learned about primary sources such as excerpts from Samuel Pepys’ diary
from 1660-1669 and Blaise Oliver’s, (Master Shipwright
of the King of France) account of Chatham Dockyard from
1737.

2.3 Pepys at Chatham Dockyard
While at Chatham, Pepys stays at Hill House which he
mentions in his diary. The Master Shipwright of Chatham
Dockyard resided at Hill House making it a very important
building within the dockyard.
In his diary entry on the 8th of April 1661, Pepys describes his first visit to Hill House, “where I never was before, and I found a pretty pleasant house and am pleased
with the arms that hang there. Here we supped very merry
and late to bed” [12, p. 413]. Pepys’ mention of this building is important since it no longer exists at Chatham Dockyard. “The Hill House at Chatham was the “Admiralty
House” of its day. […] Its use for naval purposes continued
for a period of over 150 years during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries terminating about the year 1720 after
which it continued to be used for a variety of other purposes before being finally demolished early in the nineteenth century to make way for the old Royal Marine Barracks then to be erected” [12, p. 691].
Further research into the location of Hill House within
the dockyard offers an insight into land use and activities
during the late 16th century. Frederick Cull [13] writes
about Hill House, discussing useful maps and engravings
from the early 18th century (See Figure 3).

2.2 Commuting in the 17th century
The soundscapes that we imagine are a product of the descriptions of place and time. We must search for clues
within Pepys’ diary looking for descriptions of objects or
landscapes that might hint as to what types of sounds
Pepys experienced as he walked around the dockyard.
Pepys was a regular visitor to Chatham Dockyard during
the mid-seventeenth century, where he was a member of
the navy board holding a position similar to that of a secretary. He was responsible for ensuring the efficient running of the yard [11].
Pepys’ diary mostly documents his daily travels and
commutes, featuring descriptions about the people he
meets and who he dines with. He travels by foot, barge,
horse and coach. For example, on the 15th of January 1661
he takes a barge from the Dockyard in Woolwich, London
to Blackwall. Then he walks to ‘Dick-Shore’, Lime-house
and then on to the Tower of London [12, pp. 364-365].
Pepys often commuted from London to the Medway
towns. On the 16th of January 1661 he left Southwark by
horse and travelled to Dartford and on to Rochester which
took about 4 hours. Pepys’ journeys to Kent from London
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debris would then be “burned off (known as breaming)
with the hull caulked and then given a coating of tar that
would help seal it from water incursion” [16].
These primary sources and first-hand accounts provide a
starting point that leads to further revelations, which can
help us to reconstruct the soundscape of the dockyard. The
very fact that we know which ship was at the dockyard at
a certain point in time means we can re-imagine the soundscapes that were associated with ship building and maintenance. The detailed description of certain tasks such as
graving, provided by Ollivier assist in the re-creation of
detailed layers within this complex soundscape. The workers at the dockyard contributed to the anthropophonic
soundscape where their knowledge and skills were dispersed throughout the dockyard through sound. We can
now imagine and hear the sounds of cleaning, scraping and
painting or the sounds of crushing class which is then
mixed with tar. Further research into ship maintenance and
cleaning is enhanced by liaising with ship keepers at Chatham Dockyard who are responsible for ship maintenance.

Figure 3. “Updated Engraving. Viewpoint is on the hill
immediately opposite the Hill House. The caption reads
“Prospect of his Majestie’s Royal Navy lying at the several moorings at Chatham”. Probable date 1715”. [13, p.
104]

This engraving reveals that Hill House had large gardens
and fields eastwards of the River Medway facing out towards what is now Dock Road. It was also used as lodgings
for naval officers and other important visitors. In his diary
entry for the 3rd of August 1662 Pepys describes a walk in
the garden as ‘very pleasant’. This description along with
the engraving would lead one to imagine a tranquil and
peaceful soundscape around this area, where naval officers
chatted and walked up and down Chatham Hill. Hill House
was demolished and replaced by Marine Barracks in the
early 19th century. Understanding these changes in land
and building usage help us to create a more accurate
soundscape as it changed over the centuries.

3.

ORAL HISTORY INTERVIEWS

3.1 Power and Political Perspectives
One of the challenges of the historical archives is that
while we may infer sonic understandings from our sources,
we are always applying our own suppositions to create an
interpretation of what might have been. When it comes to
capturing new information and new data we have the ability to frame our questioning in order to capture primary
sonic knowledge about the environment.
We undertook interviews with workers from the dockyard those who had undergone apprenticeship training,
mostly from the 1950s, ’60s and ’70s, and had then gone
on to work in various different trades of the dockyard.
Through these interviews we wanted to gain an understanding, not just of memories of sounds heard within the
dockyard, but to seek to access the fundamental importance of sound within the material practices of industrial activity and the action of the individuals themselves.
How did sound play a part in their daily work lives? Their
technical processes? The materials they worked with?
Their interrelation and collaboration with peers? Our goal
was to understand the sonic significances within the material labour of physical action undertaken by those working
in the dockyard, and to investigate if sound and sonic
thinking could help to unlock new and alternative perspectives on the heritage and history of the dockyard.
This approach is deeply inspired by conceptual ideas
from practice research, and Tim Ingold’s ideas around
making [17]. Ingold argues that there are different ways of
understanding; one can either know about something, or
one can know through something. These are two very distinct modes of understanding which each provide unique
perspectives and insights. Soundscape studies itself can often frame itself in objective terms, regarding sounds as
separated and removed from the world, divorced from their
social or political context.
This ideological standpoint perhaps has its roots in core
questions of reality and abstraction and the notion that
there is an absolute distinction between the sounds as

2.4 Searching for Sonic Clues
On the 4th of August 1662, Pepys set out at 4am to inspect
the dockyard along with Commissioner Pett. His descriptions reveal that there were not many officers about. His
diary entry shows that HMS Sovereign was at the dockyard, “which we found kept in good order and very clean,
which pleased us well, but few of the officers on board”
[12, p. 722]. Further research revealed that the Sovereign
was being rebuilt at Chatham in 1660 and was still there
when Pepys arrived to inspect the dockyard. The presence
of this ship would have had an impact on the soundscape,
with naval staff required to clean and maintain the ship.
Blaise Ollivier also saw the Royal Sovereign at Chatham
Dockyard in 1737 and has described some of the maintenance tasks that were being carried out on this ship. Despite it being 75 years after Pepys inspected the dockyard,
we can get a sense of the type of maintenance tasks carried
out by dockyard workers that were necessary to keep a
wooden ship of this size in working order. For example,
Ollivier witnessed the task of ‘graving’ the ship, a term
used to describe the ‘scraping, cleaning, painting, or tarring’ of the under body of the ship [14]. “I saw them pay
the hull of the Royal Sovereign with this black stuff without being able to learn of what materials it was composed.
I presume that it is sulphur dissolved in oil or tar, and that
they also mix in with it glass which has been crushed and
reduce to powder” [15]. Caulkers would have been responsible for this task, where seaweed, barnacles and other
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experienced in the “real world” versus those experienced
in the soundscapes constructed via recording. Even in
heightened political moments the auditor often thinks of
themselves as an outside observer engaging from a detached and distanced perspective, “as an outsider — a migrant, a newcomer, a visitor — to the communities demonstrating, in some senses I held an objective viewpoint”
[18]. But as the Black Lives Matter movement has highlighted we must be incredibly careful of our apparent assumptions around objectivity, not least where we find ourselves in acknowledged contexts as outsiders. As Denis
Cosgrove states of landscape: “Landscape is a way of seeing which is bourgeois, individualist and related to the exercise of power” [19].
The historical archive often prioritises this documentation about, and therefore we wanted to use our data collection to ensure that we were gaining new and alternative
understandings of what it meant to be engaged in practices
materially, utilising sound as a conduit. To apply such a
sono-centric approach in historical data collection also
presents a kind of radical political shift in the way that
knowledge is transmitted and controlled. This is because
the majority of the historical record documents reality
from a very abstracted privileged hierarchical position
(documenting about). Often the narratives are about Kings
and Admirals, those in senior positions, and the workers at
the bottom are left silenced. The political prescience of this
discussion is highlighted by the British government’s own
early 2021 drive towards “protecting heritage for future
generations” and "retain and explain" (linked in with their
appointment of “free speech champions” for universities)
[20]. This very act of intervention by the government
acknowledges the significance of interpretation and highlights the politics and power balances at play in the representation of ideas and heritage. Therefore, it is with a sense
of heightened purpose that we seek to engage, via our medium of sound, with a careful attention to wider social and
political implications at play, and especially in response to
notions of “protect” and “retain”.

end, of course. That’s where the noise was. I walked past
this chap who was riveting these torpedo tubes, just as he
was hitting it with a hammer, and it was like booha a
blow on the side of your head with the noise being projected out! […] In riveting you hammer that red hot metal
down to expand the shank and form the head which is
going to keep it in place, so that’s where the hammering
came in [...] It was done by hand when I started, two
hammer men would be there bang Bang bang Bang, but
other times they used the pneumatic riveting guns and
they made more of a bewurrrrrm, and they are very
loud”.
These reminiscences are not simply description about the
sounds and activities, but a very physical rearticulation and
re-enlivening of the gestures and actions involved in these
practices. The powerful use of onomatopoeic descriptions
(in italics above) creates a visceral impression of the lived
physical experience of the people at work in these spaces,
not a detached and clinical observing, but an embodied engagement of practices represented through the sounding of
their activity. This demonstrates the potential of engaging
sonic sensibilities within oral history interviews and the
documentation of historical activity, one can excite new
memories and make documents of those experiences.
Such gestural activity is complemented by documentation of more spatial narratives, such as those shared by
electrician Lionel Beard, working on an O-Class Submarine:
“Along the top of the flood tanks there are little tiny inspection hatches and one of the jobs that I had to do was
to go down through these, into the ballast tanks, and
crawl along to the front where there was a trim tank,
where I had to check that the earth was connected correctly to the depth gauge. […] It had a deep hollow-ish
sound […] I could hear lots of these very high pitched
pneumatically driven drills, working away in the ship,
their sounds vibrating through the metal.”
This contrasting narrative paints a picture of a much less
intense, acousmatic, spatial environment. A more textural
space, replete with reverb and a range of both close and
distant sound sources reverberating through the material of
the hull. It offers insight into notions of scale and proportion between the human – squeezing themselves into confined spaces to engage in specialist work – and the large
metal vessels under construction.
Responses such as those cited above, were used to inform the development of soundscape compositions which
sought to recreate and revoke impressions of the active
dockyard soundscapes. These works did not simply provide a description of “past sounds” re-heard, but sought to
exemplify and represent beyond this description about the
historical soundscape, to seek to access affective impressions from the interviews, in an attempt to articulate the
feeling of and emotions generated through the cited actions
and practices. These miniatures were presented as part of
the electric Medway festival as a work called Whispers of
the Past [21], a series of 10 short compositions each one
built around the reflections from a particular individual.
We shared these soundscapes with the individuals concerned to received positive feedback including detailed
follow up responses outlining further memories and responses that had been inspired by our works.

3.2 Sonic Understandings of Practice
Oral history, of course, has a long trajectory of unpacking
and unlocking otherwise forgotten histories, but there's
something that a sonic approach provides beyond even traditional oral history. It provides an opportunity to draw out
affective and embodied reminiscences, with its emphasis
on the material textures and enacted gestures, conjuring up
resonances of experiences and the tangible physicality of
human activity. It invites those reminiscing to re-enact the
vibrations and physical action of their practices, in a way
that evokes more vivid impressions of the experiences.
This potential in sonic histories is even more potent for
physical industrial activity that is manual and material and
by sharing and presenting their voices we are enabled to
reveal a radically alternative historical impression of the
dockyard.
An example of this is found our interview with Alex
Routen who worked in the Boilershop, manufacturing
large scale component parts for ships:
“Mostly we were making metal cylinders which have
their own particular sound inside, and travelling out the
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Such understanding enables us, through a knowledge of
work and action, to appreciate a deeply imbricated and
foundational sonic experience of the dockyard. Engaging
our knowledge and understanding of practices and practice
research methods, developed in our study of music, we
have the tools and frameworks to contribute positively and
provide unique insights to the processes of recording of our
shared cultural heritage.

4.
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CONCLUSIONS

Accessing parallel strands of historical information with
anthropophonic perspectives, provides us with a diverse
and rich insights into the textures and gestures of the historical dockyard soundscapes. But more importantly, this
perspective provides a point of access to the human experiences of those who worked and died within this industrial
complex. The responses and conversations with living specialist workers inform our empathetic understanding of the
human experience in the dockyard, and this can be projected back into our understandings of those people cited
in the archive records.
Perspectives and frameworks from our understanding of
musical practices and performances, are aptly suited to
elicit knowledge and insights into human experiences and
to communicate those understandings to audiences and
visitors via soundscape composition.
Our continuing research seeks to demonstrate the collaborative and interdisciplinary potential of enabling artistic
and musical practices to inform historical understandings.
This includes their political importance, with an ability of
these to demonstrate alternative human narratives, subverting traditional power loci and enabling the focus on alternative histories and understandings.
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ABSTRACT
Visual representations of recorded sound waves enable computer users to make useful insights into the sound they are
hearing. A three-dimensional graph known as a spectrogram can convey how frequency and amplitude are changing through time, providing listeners with opportunities to
view with their eyes details that might be missed by their
ears alone. However, these opportunities are not accessible to blind persons. While developing lessons about
sound for a group of blind and partially-sighted students,
we experimented with 3D-printing techniques to produce
tactile learning aids based on spectrograms. This paper
gathers background research, documents our design process, and records wisdom learned along the way so that
others wishing to pursue similar experiments after us will
have a head start. A final set of five 3D-printed spectrograms was designed for a lesson about common features
of sound events (duration, intensity, pitch, timbre, pattern,
speed). We describe the models from this set in detail and
provide instructions for downloading the associated digital files so that anyone can 3D print these models for their
own projects.
1. INTRODUCTION
Visual representations of recorded sound waves have become an integral part of working with digital audio on a
computer. These representations are based on 2D and 3D
graphs that convey moment-by-moment changes in sound’s
intensity and frequency over time [1]. The two most common visual representations used by computer software are
known as waveforms and spectrograms. (Although some
sources refer to the second item as a sonogram, we will use
the term spectrogram in this paper for consistency.) For
waveforms, sound is graphed with time on the x-axis and
amplitude on the y-axis. Because amplitude is a measurement that can be bipolar, waveforms overall look symmetrical along their horizontal line. For spectrograms, sound
is graphed with time on the x-axis, frequency on the yaxis, and intensity on the z-axis. On a 2D rendering of a
spectrogram, the intensity z-axis is often transformed into
color, with warmer or lighter colors representing high intensity and cooler or darker colors representing low intensity. On a 3D rendering of a spectrogram, the intensity
z-axis is translated into height, with the resulting model
looking reminiscent of a topographic map.

Most contemporary applications of spectrograms can trace
their origins back to The Sound Spectrograph [2], which
was developed by Bell Labs to analyze complex sound
waves before digital computing was widely available. The
1946 paper about its development describes a device capable of producing visual representations of sound called
”spectrograms” that would capture the ”distribution of energy in both frequency and time”. It is relevant for our
current study to also note that those developers tried producing solid models as a pre-cursor to their final product. Their process for creating these solid models involved
graphing the amplitude output of 200 overlapping bandpass filters, then cutting out these graphs and stacking them
side by side. However, the process was so labor intensive, they reported that ”production of solid models, while
useful for particular purposes, is hardly a practical method
for everyday needs.” Instead they turned their attention to
printing these variations in shades of grey, producing spectrograms that we would recognize as very similar to those
in use today.
From this work, applications in electroacoustic music and
bioacoustics would develop in parallel. In electroacoustic music, Waters and Ungvary would first propose using
spectrograms as a technique for visualizing the structure
of compositions [3]. This tool for analysis has since become widespread and features prominently in many publications on the topic, including books edited by Licata [4]
and Simoni [5]. In bioacoustics, researchers make use of
spectrograms to visualize the structure of individual animal sounds [6]. Bernie Krause has frequently used spectrograms as tool to explain how overlapping elements of a
natural soundscape fit together, or what he calls the acoustic niche hypothesis [7]. Even texts about birdsong for nonexpert enthusiasts make frequent use of spectrograms to
explain distinctions between species [8].
The benefits of having visual representations of recorded
sound are many, but these benefits are inaccessible to one
key population: blind persons. The two authors of this paper are currently involved with Young Sound Seekers [9],
an environmental arts program created specifically for youth
with visual impairments. While preparing lessons about
sound for blind students, we were forced to confront the
role of waveforms and spectrograms within contemporary
teaching about sound art and bioacoustics. While we agree
that one can certainly teach these topics without visualizations, they do provide a perspective on sound that enables
analysis from outside of time and the moment-by-moment
experience. We wondered if 3D printing technology could
be used to develop a set of tactile spectrograms that would
help us explain key features of and differences between individual sound events. By translating these visualizations

Copyright: ©2022 Nathan Wolek et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License 3.0
Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction
in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited.
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into a tangible form, we hoped to develop tools that could
be used by anyone to teach lessons about sound. This paper details our design process, the features of our final set
of models, and plans for future work to understand their
impact on learning. We begin by documenting the existing
work that informed, inspired, and enabled us to start our
design process.

In a class with students with visual impairments, there
might be a greater reliance on tactile manipulatives and
technologies than visuals. Manipulatives include models
with raised textures (such as 3D-printed maps) [18], tactile pictures in books, and models with braille labels [19].
Some technologies might include using braille or a related
device, audio recordings, and text-to-speech software. Teachers implementing these manipulatives pointed out the importance of orienting the object for the student and connecting the model to real life [20].
Several studies found that when compared to a control
group, groups using manipulatives showed an increase in
understanding and test scores [17, 18, 21]. One study involving paper models, found that preserving the 3D aspect
improved students’ overall knowledge [17].

2. BACKGROUND
2.1 Artistic applications
Some artists have seen the potential to turn visual representations of sound waves into tangible, sculptural objects. Carsten Nicolai is a German artist and musician
whose work spans interactive installations and film scoring projects. In 2008, he created small twin aluminum
sculptures for yes/no, each one based on the waveform
for a single word spoken by another artist, Laurie Anderson [10]. Instead of rendering the waveform as a flat 2D
cutout, Nicolai chose to spin the waveform along the time
x-axis to produce a 100-centimeter-long cylindrical shape.
But if you are familiar with reading waveforms, several
features are instantly recognizable. The bipolar pattern of
amplitude extending up and down from the center is quite
clear. In addition, there are clear ripples for the pitched
vowels in these words, while the noisier consonants form
denser sections. He later followed this piece with two others that use similar materials, methods, and form: zukunftsangst [11] and sekundenschlaf [12].
Gilles Azzaro is a French digital artist who uses a variety
of 3D printing and digital fabrication methods to transform
recordings of the human voice into sculptural objects. In
2013, he used a recording from the U.S. president’s State
of the Union to create Barack Obama: Next Industrial Revolution [13]. The source was an excerpt from President
Obama’s 2013 State of the Union Address that made explicit reference to 3D printing as a tool that could revolutionize manufacturing [14]. Azzaro converted the audio from this 39-second excerpt into a spectrogram, then
used a 3D printer to render the spectrogram into a 151centimeter-long sculpture. The work was encased in a clear
tube. The end of the tube contains a button marked start,
inviting viewers to activate the sculpture. When pressed,
a small laser sweeps across the surface of the spectrogram
sculpture while the original audio excerpt from President
Obama’s speech is heard. This simple gesture helps viewers to understand the connection between the sculpture and
its source. Azzaro has since produced other sculptures that
follow a similar format, including one based on Neil Armstrong’s famous moon landing quote [15].

2.3 3D printing
References to 3D printing at ICMC have been relatively
few between the years 2010 and 2018, with only 10 papers using the phrase ”3D printing” and 3 more using the
phrase ”digital fabrication”. Most of these focus on applications of printing novel instruments [22], speaker enclosures [23], or robot components [24]. During this same
period, there were no references to using 3D printing technology to convert visual representations of recorded sound
into a tactile form for the purposes of teaching. It seems
as if this application of 3D printing has been overlooked.
We believe it has great potential for teaching blind and
visually-impaired students, enabling them to access information that has previously been obscured when studying
recorded sound. Given the ICMA’s recent conversations
about diversity and accessibility issues [25], sharing information about how we might leverage 3D printing to improve accessibility is incredibly timely.
3. DESIGN PROCESS
3.1 Initial tests
In summer of 2020, we began searching for existing tools
to create tactile representations of audio recordings. We
soon learned that tools for converting data into the necessary files for 3D printing are now as close as your web
browser. One such tool is a small, open source website
called 3Dprintedsound.com [26], which quickly distinguished
itself from the other options. Visitors to this website can either record sound using their built-in microphone or upload
a pre-existing recording in WAV format. Once a sound has
been added, users have the option to render a 3D model
in one of three formats: flat waveform, circular waveform,
or spectrogram. Users have several parameters that control the final results including FFT size, minimum decibels,
maximum decibels, and smoothing amount. A 3D visualization of the model is presented within the browser and
the mouse can be used to interactively rotate and zoom in
on the model in real-time. Once users are happy with the
results, they need to click a virtual button that downloads
an STL file, a format commonly used in rapid prototyping
and 3D printing [27].
3Dprintedsound.com became an essential tool for our iterative design process. Given the environmental focus of

2.2 Learning applications
In a standard classroom, manipulatives and other tools have
been used to further students’ understanding of abstract
topics. Manipulatives (also known as realia) are objects
that can be touched, molded, moved, or otherwise ‘manipulated.’ Common examples include number cubes in
math [16], or anatomical models in the sciences [17]. Other
tools in standard classrooms used by teachers to aid students include visuals, such as graphs or posters.
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Young Sound Seekers, we limited ourselves to field recordings as our source audio early on. We ran through trials
0 through 4 in quick succession to test various materials,
forms, and lengths. One need we could foresee early on
was how to ensure students would orient the models correctly. To address this we used a parameter called ‘offset’
to add extra thickness to the bottom, which provided space
for raised text on the front of the model. We used this feature to add titles of the models in braille and traditional
fonts. Through these initial trials, we made some fundamental decisions about the uniformity of the future models. First, we committed to using ABS plastic, as it is more
resistant to heat damage. Second, we found that a ratio
of 30 seconds of audio to 6 inches (15.3 cm) length of the
model provided a good balance of detail and portability. To
achieve this self-imposed standard from trial 5 onward, we
used a separate program called Cura [28], which allowed
us to apply some post-processing to the STL models and
manipulate them to our desired proportions.

spectrograms. By using simple sine wave and white noise
generators, it was possible to generate sound examples that
explicitly articulate specific spatial features of the tactile
models. All synthesized sound was created using Ableton
Live Suite 11 and its Operator device [29], primarily with
the Sine Noise Attack Lead preset.
Achieving the desired results required us to take the raw
STL files produced by 3Dprintedsound.com and apply some
specific post-processing steps in Cura. First, we increased
the FFT size on 3Dprintedsound.com to 1024 to provide
more detail in the frequency dimension, but this resulted
in raw STL models with approximately four to one ratio
between frequency’s y-axis and time’s x-axis. Our solution was to use Cura to slice the models at about 8 kHz
so that the models were more square. Second, we addressed the earlier concern of about directions being backward by using Cura to independently flip the y-axis. This
provided models that matched the usual direction of reading spectrograms, with time increasing from left to right
and frequency increasing from foreground to background.
Finally, we abandoned the use of text and instead inserted
a raised arrow on the front left corner of each model using Cura. This feature proved enough for our students to
quickly orient each model correctly in their hands. The final dimensions of the models ended up being 5.5 inches
(13.7 cm) from left to right for 30 seconds of time, and
6 inches (15.3 cm) from front to back for 8000 Hertz of
frequency range.

3.2 First consultation
In July 2020, we reached out to Mari, a visually-impaired
adult in the local community, to evaluate the usefulness
and physicality (size, complexity, color) of our trial 5 prototypes. Because pandemic restrictions prevented us from
meeting in person, we mailed models to her and scheduled
phone conversations to collect her input. She was our first
beta-tester and helped us work on explaining the three dimensions to students unfamiliar with audio terms. Mari
realized some of the peaks on the models were too fragile
for tactile use, and had fallen off. Therefore, we needed
to reevaluate their durability and the amount of detail we
wanted to capture in print.

3.5 Pilot study
The final set of models and sound recordings were designed for a November 2021 lesson about describing the
features of individual sound events. Reduced listening [30]
is a challenging topic to teach, so the potential for tactile
learning aids that would reinforce specific concepts was
exciting. The features taught as part of the lesson were:
duration, intensity, pitch, timbre, pattern, speed. Together,
these form the ”DIP-TiPS”, a mneumonic device that the
students chose from several options to make the list easier to remember. In addition, we wanted to overcome the
time limitations of having a single model travel through
the group. For this reason, our goal was to design a lesson
around eight sets of five distinct models. Each of the 40
models can take up to 10 hours to print, so with an estimated 400 hours of print time, we had to start the printing
process weeks in advance. This actually allowed us to stagger the final design of each model. While multiple copies
of a specific model were being printed, we were free to
continue tweaking of the design of models waiting for their
turn to be printed. Finally, we decide to make each model
in the set a unique color so that the partially-sighted students could quickly identify the right model for each step
in the lesson.

3.3 First field test
In December 2020, we took a few 3D-printed spectrograms
to a Young Sound Seekers event for the first time. Students took turns silently feeling their way across a trial 6
model while we played the associated recording on a small
speaker. Their response was very positive, but we also
made some important observations. First and foremost, a
single model took almost 20 minutes to travel through the
group. In our current pandemic environment, it also carried
with it the further complication of needing each person to
use hand sanitizer before and after handling the model. We
knew we would need multiple copies of a model to make
it an effective part of any future lesson. Second, we realized that the printed words and braille on the front were
more of a distraction than help. Only one or two students
could read the braille option, while the texture of the raised
words competed with the spectrogram for attention. Therefore, we decided this feature could be abandoned or simplified. Finally, it was during this test that we noticed that
models did not match the usual direction of reading spectrograms. With the words facing the student, frequency
decreased from foreground to background, thus putting the
lowest frequencies at the far end of the y-axis.

4. FINAL MODELS

3.4 Further refinements
In summer of 2021, we began to explore the potential of
synthesized sound as an additional source for our 3D-printed
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The first model focuses on the first two items in our list of
features, duration and intensity (see Figure 1). A sine wave
oscillator is used to create a series of sound events with a
consistent pitch and combined with a short burst of noise
on the attack that adds emphasis to the beginning of each
event. The consistent pitch means that these sound events
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group repeating the same short-medium-long pattern. The
first peak in the pattern is about the diameter of a toothpick.
This is followed by a second peak that is about a half centimeter wide and then a third peak that is just less than two
centimeters wide. Each group articulates this pattern on a
single pitch. The lowest pitch is found in the left corner of
the foreground, with the next two iterations of the pattern
increasing two octaves from the previous one. This results
in three discontinuous horizontal ridges that gradually get
farther from the foreground. Because the frequency scaling
of the spectrogram is linear and these changes in pitch are
exponential, the distance from the foreground is noticeably
different for the final group. When this model is used while
listening to the two-octave changes in the source recording,
it can provide a tangible demonstration of how the spaces
between octaves are not linear.

Figure 1. The duration-intensity model.

form a horizontal line of tall peaks across the foreground
of the model, with the noisy attack creating vertical ridge
at the left edge of each event. The events are designed
to form three groups, with each cluster having a consistent duration. The eight events in the first group have the
shortest duration, so their peaks form thin triangles that are
flexible and actually rather fragile. The gaps between them
only measure about a half centimeter, so they are not wide
enough to fit fingers between the peaks. Their intensity
gradually increases from the first to the fifth peak, which
is tallest of the group, then recedes to the eighth peak in
the group. The four events in the second group are twice
the duration of the events in the first group, so they are
thicker and more stable. They feature the same rising and
falling pattern of intensity changes, with the third peak in
the group of four being the tallest. Here the gap between
these four peaks is almost a centimeter, so it may be possible for smaller fingers to fit between the peaks. The final
cluster is actually a single sustained tone with a duration
equal to the earlier groups that crescendos and decrescendos over its duration. Because of its longer duration, this
event forms the largest and most stable peak on the entire
model. The shape is somewhat reminiscent of an arrowhead, with the tip capturing the moment of highest intensity for this sound event in the right corner of the model’s
foreground.

Figure 3. The timbre model.

The third model is designed to focus on timbre and demonstrate differences between tonal or noisy sound events (see
Figure 3). It does this by cross-fading between a sine wave
oscillator and white noise generator. Because of its low
pitch, the sine wave oscillator forms a thin, smooth, horizontal ridge near the front of the spectrogram. This contrasts easily with the wide, bumpy, vertical ridges created
by the white noise fading in and then out. The bumpy texture of the white noise provides a clear contrast with the flat
background of the digital silence in this spectrogram and
the smooth shapes found in the other models. Although
they sound perceptually about the same intensity, the sine
wave’s horizontal ridge is almost twice as tall as the white
noise’s vertical ridge. This feature helps to demonstrate
that more focused pitches need to be more intense to balance with broadband noise. Because the sine wave fades
out before the first white noise entrance and fades back
in as it exits, there is a gap in its ridge. This contrasts
with the second entrance of the white noise where the sine
wave persists, causing the taller, pitched, horizontal ridge
to seemingly slice through the shorter, noisy, vertical ridge.
The fourth model demonstrates changes in both speed
and patterns (see Figure 4). The sine wave oscillator is
used again to create brief sound events that individually
form peaks on the model similar to the shape of a toothpick, and together these successive events form a horizontal line near the front of the model. The events have a pitch
pattern that alternates between tones that are a half step
apart, repeating a high-low-high pattern that is often used

Figure 2. The duration-pitch model.

The second model concentrates on duration and pitch (see
Figure 2). The sine oscillator is used here to articulate
a single rhythmic pattern three times, with each rhythmic
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last than the first. The frog vocalizations have a pitch that
is between the owl and the cricket sound events and sit
in the right half of the spectrogram. Because these frog
vocalizations have a regular pattern and a timbre that is
noisier than a single pitch, they form a series of vertical
ridges about 4 cm long. Finally, because this is an acoustic recording instead of synthesized source, the extra noise
gives the spectrogram’s background a bumpy texture that
was missing from the other models.
5. FUTURE WORK
The students who participate in Young Sound Seekers programming had a consistently positive response to our 3Dprinted spectrograms. Each time we brought them models
during the design process, we would hear comments about
how ”cool” it was to have a tactile representation of sound.
While this subjective feedback is gratifying, we are already
working to obtain more objective feedback about the impact our models have on learning. The DIP-TiPS lesson
presented in November 2021 served as the pilot study for
an experimental procedure designed to measure the impact
of these 3D-printed spectrograms through pre- and posttests. During the next few months, we already have plans
to refine the procedure and run the study with both sighted
and visually-impaired participants.
We would also like to invite others to use these models in
their own teaching and research. To encourage the use of
these models by others, we are making the necessary files
available for download so that others can 3D print copies
for their own projects. For each model, the STL files, associated audio recordings, photos, and text descriptions can
be obtained under an MIT License from the following address:
https://github.com/nwolek/3d-printed-spectrograms

Figure 4. The speed-pattern model.

in demonstrations of auditory scene analysis [31]. The distance between pitches is not enough to create vertical space
between events, but it does create a subtle wobble when
running fingers horizontally across the line of events. The
speed of their repetition begins slow, increases to its fastest
pace at the mid-point of the model, then decelerates back
to their original pace before the end. This change in their
pacing creates gaps between events at the left and right extremes of the line, but the peaks in the middle are so close
together that they essentially fuse together. The rhythmic
pattern was designed to be irregular, something that makes
the gaps irregular where they are present. This contrasts
with the regular pitch pattern heard in the model, as well
as a contrast with the more regular rhythmic patterns in
models one and two.
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Figure 5. The cricket-owl-frog model.

The final model was based on a short field recording that
we had used throughout the design process (see Figure 5).
Recorded overnight inside the Canaveral National Seashore
on 21 May 2020, it features crickets, an owl, and a frog, all
within the span of 30 seconds. The differences in the pitch,
timbre, and pattern of these sound events make the recording a good spectrogram for application toward the end of
the lesson. The cricket stridulations have an overlapping
pattern that merges together into a band at the highest pitch
among the three sound events, forming two ridges near the
top of the spectrogram. The owl has the lowest pitch, with
its sound event captured in three peaks near the left corner
of the foreground. Because the speed of the owl’s vocalizations increases, the middle peak is clearly closer to the
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ABSTRACT

sketches can be used to drive sound synthesis [4]. This section covers relevant research into sound-shape associations
and sound visualisations and briefly introduces gamified
study design principles. The rest of the paper is organised
as follows: Sections 2, 3 and 4 describe the design, analysis and results of the study, a discussion and conclusion are
provided in Sections 5 and 6.

Sound-shape associations, a subset of cross-modal associations between the auditory and visual domain, have been
studied mainly in the context of matching a set of purposefully crafted shapes to sounds. Recent studies have
explored how humans represent sound through free-form
sketching and how a graphical sketch input could be used
for sound production. In this paper, the potential of communicating sound characteristics through these free-form
sketches is investigated in a gamified study that was conducted with eighty-two participants at two online exhibition events. The results show that participants managed to
recognise sounds at a higher rate than the random baseline
would suggest, however it appeared difficult to visually encode nuanced timbral differences.

1.1 Background on sound-shape associations and
sound visualisation
Research suggests that most humans associate sound with
elements of the visual domain to some extent [5]. This paper focuses on cross-modal associations between sounds
and shapes that were first researched by Wolfgang Köhler
who found that the made-up words takete and maluma 1
are associated with jagged and round shapes. The effect
was observed across cultures [6, 7, 8], age groups including toddlers [9], for musical sounds [10] and in a recent
study where participants were asked to represent musical
sounds through sketching [11]. Sound-shape associations
can inform visualisations that communicate sound characteristics without audio playback for example to improve
the organisation of one’s personal music library [12], sample selection for live DJ performances [13], exploration of
different natural sounds [14, 15] and retrieval of abstract
sounds [16]. The idea to use sketches as an input for sound
production was first explored with a non-functioning prototype [17]. Further development [18] was made possible
through current advancements in deep learning for sketch
recognition that is informed by the release of the largescale sketch dataset Quick, Draw! [19]. 2 This study investigates to what extent human participants can recognise
sounds from simple sketches to identify perceptually informed features that can help build a deep learning pipeline
for sketch-based sound production tasks.

1. INTRODUCTION
Sample libraries and sound synthesisers are ubiquitous in
modern digital music production. However, with samples
often organised in lists, finding the “right” sound can be
a tedious, frustrating task and, similarly, complex synthesiser controls make it difficult to realise sound ideas in a
straightforward way. Tagging of sound material and synthesiser pre-sets improves the search process, but can be
imprecise because of the ambiguity of language used to describe sound, or more specifically musical timbre [1, 2, 3].
Sound visualisations can be an additional aid for communicating a sample’s characteristics to a user as seen
with waveform representations in digital audio workstations (DAWs) or spectrograms in specialised audio software like Izotope’s RX and Iris. Further, cross-modal associations between the visual and auditory domain, for example between colours or shapes and sound, can be harnessed for query or perceptually informed visualisations.
This paper presents a study that investigates to what extent
sound characteristics can be communicated through graphical sketches of personal cross-modal associations. Participants were presented with a gamified survey in which they
had to match sounds with sketches that were created in a
different study by participants who will be referred to as
artists in this paper. The work was conducted in the context of a larger research programme that investigates how

1.2 Study gamification
This study was designed with gamification principles in
mind. Research suggests that gamification can have a positive effect on quality and quantity of responses [20] by incorporating the motivational elements of games [21]. For
example, participation can be incentivised by a point system [22] with the option to compare results with other
“players” 3 or by an interface design that adopts a gamelike aesthetic as it can be seen in The Clapping Game [23]
and Microjam [24]. The effectiveness of the design can

Copyright: ©2022 Sebastian Löbbers et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
License 3.0 Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source are
credited.

1

Other studies use bouba and kiki.
quickdraw.withgoogle.com/data
3 See Harvard’s Musical IQ survey for an example.
2
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be evaluated through user experience survey questions as
proposed by Morschheuser et al. [25].

The study was implemented as a web app in p5.js with
mobile and desktop capability. The interface was designed
with a gamified aesthetic in mind following examples introduced in Section 1.2. The study consisted of ten rounds.
In each round, participants were presented with one sound
and four sketches of which one was created with that sound
in mind and the remaining three in reference to the 3rd , 6th
and 9th most dissimilar sound as described in Section 3.1.
Sketches were re-drawn in real-time during audio playback
following their normalised timestamp data. Participants
were asked to find the correct match and after selection, the
interface revealed whether their choice was correct. The
order of the sounds and artists were randomised on each
run. Cookies were used to track returning participants and
prevent multiple submissions from the same device.

2. METHODS AND MATERIAL
This section describes the design of the study. In ten
rounds, one sound and four different sketches were presented of which only one sketch was created with that
sound in mind. Participants were tasked to find that match.
Each round featured a different sound and sketches from a
different artist. The following hypotheses are investigated:
• On average, participants will find matches at a
higher rate than the random baseline.
• Participants are most likely to select the sketch corresponding to the next most similar sound when not
selecting the correct match.
• The type of sound and an artist’s representational
sketch style will have an influence on the match rate.
The match rate is defined as the frequency at which
the correct sound-sketch match is selected.
2.1 Participants
Eighty-two participants took part in the study of which
thirty completed an optional post-study survey. The study
was part of two online exhibitions that were presented at
the Ars Electronica Festival 2020 4 and the Edinburgh Science Festival 2021. 5 Sixteen participants completed the
study on a mobile device (9 iPhone, 6 Android, 1 iPad) and
sixty-six used a desktop or laptop computer (32 Mac, 25
Windows, 5 Linux, 4 unknown). Of the participants who
completed the survey 13 were female, 16 male and 1 did
not disclose this information. The mean age was 33.6 years
(σ = 11.3). Fourteen stated to actively engage in musical
activity at least multiple times a month and two reported
a visual impairment (1 short-sighted, 1 near-sighted) and
one an auditory impairment (tinnitus).

Figure 1. Screenshot of the study interface. The study can be accessed
online at https://phd-studies-eddd5.web.app/.

2.4 Procedure
In order to make the study more accessible, participants
were presented with only one introduction page that included a short description and an animated image to explain how the game works before starting the matching
task. Only after completing all rounds, participants were
asked for consent to save their data. To incentivise submission, participants could compare their score to other participants after their data had been saved using a mechanism
similar to the Musical IQ survey described in Section 1.2.
Additionally, participants were invited to take part in an
optional survey that collected basic personal information
(age, gender, visual or auditory impairment), music proficiency using a subset of the GoldMSI survey framework
[26] and their experience with the study interface. Information about the device used to complete the study were
collected automatically.

2.2 Stimuli
All ten sound stimuli and sketches from eleven different
artists were selected from a previous study [11] where
participants were asked to sketch their personal associations with the sound stimuli. An artist was selected if
none of their sketches contained any direct reference to
the sound such as depictions of instruments or other recognisable sound sources or symbolic representations like letters or icons. All sketches were created with a MacBook
touchpad on a monochromatic digital sketch interface with
fixed stroke width. Sounds are equally pitched, loudness
normalised and range from musical instruments (Piano,
Strings, Electric Guitar) and environmental sounds (Impact) to synthesised pads (Telephonic, Subbass) and abstract textures (Noise, String Grains, Crackles, Processed
Guitar). 6

3. ANALYSIS

4

The Garden of Forking Paths at the Ars Electronica Festival 2020
Seeing Music at the Edinburgh Science Festival 2021
6 All sounds can be accessed online together with the sketches drawn
by participants during the experiment https://bit.ly/3ta6crU.
5

This section provides an overview of the quantitative and
qualitative methods used to analyse the study data.
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3.1 Sound stimuli dissimilarity

and ranking them from 10 (highest rate) to 1 (lowest rate)
within each artist to obtain the mean rank for each sound.
The same procedure was used to compare match rates between artists.
Spearman’s rank correlation was used to investigate
whether the mean ranks for sounds correlate with their
mean dissimilarity quantified by the mean euclidean distance described in Section 3.1 and whether the mean rank
for artists correlates with their sketching style. The sketching style of an artist was quantified by counting the frequency of each of the five categories Grains, Lines, Object/Scenes, Chaotic/Jagged, Radiating described in [11],
however because of the artist filtering described in Section 2.2 the Object/Scenes category was removed almost
entirely from the subset.

One hypothesis introduced in Section 2 states that participants are most likely to select the sketch corresponding to
the next most similar sound when not selecting the correct
match. To investigate this, the four sketches in each round
relate to the played sound and the 3rd , 6th and 9th most similar sound. To quantify dissimilarity, the euclidean distance
between standardised audio feature vectors was calculated
similar to [16]. Audio features were extracted with the Librosa library and timbre models [27] as described in [11]. 7

4. RESULTS
The outcome of statistical analysis of the matching task
and results of the post-study survey are reported in this section.
4.1 Overall match rate
Figure 3 shows that participants mostly found three (22
participants), four (21 participants) or five (13 participants)
correct matches. Chi-square test returned a significant difference between this distribution and the random baseline described in Section 3.3 (χ2 (1, N = 82) = 99509.11
p < .0001). In total, the correct option was selected most
frequently (307/820 selections), however the second most
frequent selection was the option that refers to the most
dissimilar sound (212/820). These results suggest that participants were able to extract information from the sketches
that helped them to find correct matches, however, contrary
to expectation, participants did not predominately choose
the sketch referring to the next most similar sound when
not finding the correct match.

Figure 2. Dissimilarity matrix between sound stimuli. A darker shade
indicates a larger euclidean distance between standardised audio features.

3.2 Survey response analysis
In addition to general personal information, the survey
contains questions asking whether participants enjoyed the
study design. Taking an excerpt from Harms et al.’s survey
questions [22], responses were collected using a five point
Likert scale on whether they enjoyed playing the game and
whether they found the task difficult. In addition, participants were given the opportunity to report any issues that
they might have encountered and add any general comments. Likert scale responses were summarised and freeform responses were analysed thematically [28].
3.3 Statistical analyses
The first hypothesis introduced in Section 2 states that on
average participants will select correct matches at a higher
rate than the random baseline of 2.5 out of 10. Pearson’s
Chi-squared test was used to test for significant differences
between the collected scores and the random distribution.
Another hypothesis postulates that participants will be
more likely to select the sketch of the next most similar
sound than the one of the most dissimilar. For this, the
match rate for each sound was extracted from the data.
However, since the artist and sound order was randomised
independently of each other, artists are not evenly distributed among all sounds. Calculating a sound’s match
rate by dividing the total number of matches by the total
number of occurrences might introduce biases because of
an artist’s over-representation. This was mitigated by calculating the match rate for each individual sound-sketch

Figure 3. Match rate of all participants. The mean match rate is 3.74 for
all participants, 4.07 for participants who completed the survey and 3.56
for participants who did not complete the survey.

4.2 Match rate by sound
Table 1 shows how often each of the four sketch options
were selected for each sound. Except for Telephonic (18/82
selections) and String Grains (22/82) the correct option
was selected most frequently with Noise (49/82) and Piano
(47/82) showing the highest match rate. Figure 2 shows
that with an average euclidean distance of 2.57 Noise is
the most dissimilar sound to all other sounds except for

7 A detailed summary of audio feature extraction can be found at
http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4764351
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Crackles which is the second most dissimilar sound with a
euclidean distance of 1.46. These sounds also show a high
mean match rank 7.45 for Noise (σ = 2.96) and 6.4 for
Crackles (σ = 2.27) compared to sounds that are less dissimilar like Telephonic with a euclidean distance of 1.06
and a mean rank of 3.23 (σ = 1.95) or Strings with a euclidean distance of 0.96 and a mean rank of 4.27 (σ = 2.89).
Spearman rank correlation suggests a strong positive correlation between the mean dissimilarity of a sound and its
mean score rank (ρ = .7, p < .05) as visualised with a
trend line in Figure 4. However, the figure also shows that
Piano has the second highest mean rank (µ = 7.32, σ =
2.25) despite a mid-range dissimilarity (euclidean distance
of 1.13). These results suggest that some sketches are more
likely to be correctly matched to a sound which is at least
partially influenced by the sound’s mean dissimilarity to
the remaining stimuli.

Figure 6. Answers to the questions I had fun playing the game. (0completely disagree to 4-completely agree) and How difficult was the
game? (0-very difficult to 4-very easy)

.
A secondary question of this study was to investigate
the effectiveness of the gamified study design. Eightytwo participants were recruited from visitors of the online exhibitions. The age range of participants described in
Section 2.1 indicates that a diverse demographic could be
reached. Figure 6 shows that despite finding the task difficult most participants enjoyed completing the study. The
responses for having fun align with findings by [22]. The
free-form answers reveal that the score system of the study
design was criticised by some participants finding it “difficult getting a ’score’ for a subjective agreement on sound”
(Participant X1) or not being “sure how you define the
’correct’ answer” (Participants X1). Another point of criticism was the short introduction section with participants
saying that “the instructions went by too quickly” (Participant X3), the “interface was tricky to understand” (Participant X4) and one suggested to “have like a test sound
before the game starts” (Participant X5).

Figure 4. Correlation between match rate rank by sound and sound dissimilarity quantised by the mean euclidean distance between audio features.

4.3 Match rate by artist
The sketching style of an artist appears to have an effect on
how well their sketches are matched by participants. Using the sketch categories described in Section 3.3 a significant correlation could be found between the frequency of
sketches in the Radiating category and the mean rank for
each artist (ρ = -.71, p < .05). This trend can also be observed when comparing categories between the sketches
with the highest and lowest match rate for each sound
seen in Table 2 with Radiating occurring 7/10 times for
the worst performing sketches, but only 3/10 times for the
best performing ones. It has to be noted that from all categories Radiating is spread the most evenly across sounds
(Cramér’s V: .16).

5. DISCUSSION
The gamified study design and integration into nonacademic exhibitions proved successful at reaching a large
and varied participant pool without high recruitment effort. However, spanning over the course of a year, data
collection was slow. According to survey responses analysed in Section 4.4, participants enjoyed completing the
study even though they perceived the task to be difficult.
The score system of the design appeared to be confusing
to some with survey responses indicating that scores might
not be adequate for this task. Some participants seemed
to struggle with understanding the interface and the task
possibly because the introduction was short and easy to
skip. A tutorial or training run could be included to make
sure that all participants understand the task. While the
integration into an online exhibition might lower initial
resistance to participate, it can make it more difficult to
motivate participants to complete more tedious tasks like
filling in a questionnaire. Figure 3 shows that a majority
of participants did not continue with the post-study survey after submitting their score. Overall, a gamified design presented in a non-academic context might be most
suitable for studies that are not time-sensitive and do not
require a tightly controlled study environment. Results
presented in Section 4.1 show that participants found the

Figure 5. Correlation between match rate rank by artist and prevalence
of Radiating category in sketches by an artist.
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Correct Option
Crackles: 30
Telephonic: 18
Strings: 28
String Grains: 22
Subbass: 27
Noise: 49
Piano: 47
Impact: 32
Processed Guitar: 29
Electric Guitar: 25
Total: 307
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2. Option (3rd distance)
Electric Guitar: 10
Processed Guitar: 22
Piano: 14
Electric Guitar: 13
Electric Guitar: 15
Impact: 13
Impact: 17
Electric Guitar: 19
Piano: 7
Impact: 23
Total: 153

3. Option (6th distance)
Telephonic: 24
Impact: 18
Processed Guitar: 24
Piano: 4
Impact: 21
Telephonic: 4
String Grains: 7
Processed Guitar: 11
Impact: 24
Processed Guitar: 11
Total: 148

4. Option (9th distance)
Subbass: 18
Noise: 24
Noise: 16
Noise: 43
Noise: 19
Subbass: 16
Noise: 11
Noise: 20
Noise: 22
Noise: 23
Total: 212

Table 1. Match rates for each sound. For most sounds the correct option was selected most of the times. However, some sounds were often mismatched
(e.g. String Grains and Noise).

Sound
Name
Best

Worst

Crackles Telephonic

Strings

String
Grains

Subbass Noise

Piano

Impact

Proc.
Guitar

Electric
Guitar

6/11

7/12

9/15

4/9

4/9

10/12

8/10

9/12

6/12

4/9

1/9

1/9

3/10

0/9

0/13

5/9

6/10

2/9

2/10

1/10

Table 2. Sketches with the best and worst match rates. To reduce the risk of skewing the data through small sample sizes, only sketches were considered
that were shown at least 8 times which is the median number of occurrences. Underlined sketches are part of the Radiating category.

tion. Qualitatively reviewing the results suggests that the
perceptual dimension from noisiness/complexity to calmness/simplicity might be encoded especially well in the
sketch representations which would explain the high mean
match rank for Noise and Piano.

correct sound-sketch matches at significantly higher rate
than the random baseline. However, the match rate is notably lower than the results of similar studies that use visual stimuli that were purposefully crafted by a single artist
[16, 13]. This is not unexpected as the sketches used in
this study were not produced with the goal to maximise
recognition for other people. Instead the results suggest
that even sketches that were produced intuitively in a short
time can communicate information to identify the sound
that they represent. The results further show that match
rates differ among different sounds and artists. Sketches
from sounds that are more dissimilar to the remaining stimuli are more frequently matched correctly. This suggests
that sound-sketches can successfully communicate general
sound information but fail to encode more detailed differences in timbre. Against expectation, participants were
most likely to select the sketch relating to the most dissimilar sound rather than the next most similar one when
not finding the correct match. This could mean that participants adopted a selection process that identifies the “odd
one out” when three of the four sketches looked similar.
Analysis of sketching category frequencies presented in
Section 4.3 indicate that some sketching styles might be
better at conveying information about sound than others,
but as noted this could be caused by a more even distribution of some styles across sounds which makes them more
likely to be mismatched than a style that is more strongly
associated with a specific sound. In addition, outliers to
these trends exist for sounds and artists potentially because
the quantified measures for sound dissimilarity and sketching style cannot capture all dimensions of human percep-

6. CONCLUSION
This study shows that graphical sketch representations of
sounds can be recognised successfully by human participants if their timbres are sufficiently different from each
other, but it appears to be difficult to visually encode timbral differences of similar sounds. In the context of developing a sketch-based sound synthesiser, a deep learning mapping model might be limited to predicting general sound categories even when trained on a larger soundsketch dataset. Similar studies that reported higher matching rates used purposefully crafted visual stimuli suggesting that introducing guidelines on how to represent different perceptual dimensions could increase a model’s accuracy. A different approach could be found in tuning a base
model according to an individual user’s sketching style.
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ABSTRACT

instructions as to how it should be performed. Even in
the hypothetical scenario in which a score is so analytically written to the extent that no margin of interpretative
freedom is left for the performer, the sound-product will
have a unique timbre every time, simply because each performance requires a specific instrument being played in a
specific space. When music is read as a text, it is perceived
differently than when it is heard. The score has to be interpreted, to be performed and, finally, to be sounded as
music through the instruments. Even those who are most
familiar with semiography – those who proclaim that when
they read the score, in essence they listen to music - should
reconsider what they exactly mean, since nowadays one
has access to a variety of different recorded performances
based on the exact same instructions. Having in mind certain versions of piano timbre and believing that by reading
a score for solo piano one actually hears with precision the
composer’s work, is exactly as if one is mentally interpreting the musical piece. In that way the receiver operates like
a computer program, which performs or executes a score
by retrieving from its memory the same piano note that the
subject has once heard and calling for that note to “sound”
mentally. Based on the frequency that corresponds to each
note, the surrounding overtones are also mentally shaped,
by means of a previous piano hearing. The significance of
a musical performance is also highlighted by the distinctive
statement of Honore de Balzac’s fictional character (Gambara, the composer) in his short-story [3]: “Well, monsieur, a composer always finds it difficult to reply when the
answer needs the cooperation of a hundred skilled executants. Mozart, Haydn, and Beethoven, without an orchestra
would be of no great account.”

Since the invention of the phonograph the majority of the
musical releases are made in such a way that same audio
at every playback is executed. With this work I propose
a sound object (Live Electronic Music: LEM) that is programmed to interpret the musical piece, always with a different variation at every iteration. LEM is a stand-alone,
iterative composition device. A small plastic box houses
a single board computer running an algorithm that plays
random audio samples selected from a sample bank. Further, the algorithm is programmed to alter the variables of
the audio filters randomly and in random instances, within
defined limits. This flexibility is an important compositional factor as the decision, with this practice, is not single and concrete (i.e., the composer specifically determines
the way for the piece to be played) but probabilistic (i.e.,
the composer determines the likelihood of more than one
way for the piece to be played, as in aleatoric music). This
work proposes a new way of music distribution shaping the
way a composer makes a decision, and the audience perceives live and prerecorded music. The piece reveals itself
endlessly, exposing new dimensions and dynamics drawn
from a table of acoustic elements.
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Inspiration
Technologies of audio reproduction (i.e., vinyl, digital formats etc.) allow the composers not just to lay their signature via the work’s notation (score) but also through the
concrete sound-recording of its performance, thus, rendering the work’s precise reproduction. Prior to the emergence of the possibility of sound-recording and reproduction, the composer was accountable mainly to the score
and secondarily to its performance [1], [2] – i.e. the case
when he/she was physically present during a performance
or when the composed musical piece was presented by an
exclusive performance from specific musicians. A new
condition of musical reception has been constituted due to
both the possibility of music recording and the listener’s
familiarization with prerecorded musical works. Thus, the
composer is forced to submit his work in the form he/she
believes it should be heard and not to hand down written

Under this condition, the concrete sound-recording that
bears the composers’ signature is essentially their work
and all the performances that may follow are simply considered as re-performances of this work. For instance,
when a composer releases an album today, they essentially
certify that the particular recording, constitutes the specific
form they would like the work to be heard. This recording
may be distributed in multiple copies, either in physical
form (e.g., vinyl disc or cd) or as digital files (e.g., wav
or mp3 sound files). During the listening of prerecorded
music, one gets the impression that the uniqueness of the
performance is absent. In other words, what is seemingly
lost, is what Benjamin would describe as the aura [4] emanating from the uniqueness of each distinct performance of
the same musical work. However, one can claim that today
the recorded musical work’s aura lies hidden in its timbre
and is unveiled only to the initiated listener as a reward for
his dedication. To the frivolous listener’s ears, the timbre

Copyright: ©2022 Spyros Polychronopoulos . This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
License 3.0 Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source are
credited.
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room in which the instrument’s recording took place has
no reverberation and, consequently, when the recording
sounds from the speakers, the instrument is heard as if it
is located within the same room in which one finds oneself
i.e., within the room where the listening to the music takes
place. Nevertheless, even though an instrument’s timbre
may sound as if it was produced within the same room in
which the listener is currently in, they never have the impression that the performance is carried out live in front
of them. And that happens because in the opposite case
one would essentially have the possibility to actually see
someone in person, in his/her physical presence, performing the musical work live. This possibility of perceiving
the space, in which recording of instruments takes place,
opens up many novel paths to prerecorded music.

sounds mute and convinces them that the overtones surrounding the central frequency that they perceive is merely
a parameter devoid of any content. Thus, for them, aura
will remain invisible during the listening of prerecorded
music [5]. While the spreading of musical reproduction
devices has condemned the aura, to its own death, looming out of the listening of prerecorded music, the special
attention which is nowadays paid to timbre has come, almost after a whole century, to resurrect that aura, so that it
can finally gain its real immortality with the aid of its own
executioner.
At this point it is worth pausing for a moment in order
to clarify as much as possible, in the following few lines,
the concept of aura which was the main influence to come
up with the proposed device and is borrowed from Walter Benjamin. The latter, reflecting on the alterations that
technology has induced both to the works of art themselves
as well as to their reception, claims that “what is altered in
the age of the mechanical reproduction of the work of art
is its ‘aura’” [4]. Aura’s reception moves along two main
axes: far and close – uniqueness and repetition. Following
Benjamin’s description: “Namely, the desire of contemporary masses to bring things “closer” spatially and humanly,
which is just as ardent as their bent toward overcoming
the uniqueness of every reality by accepting its reproduction”. Even though nowadays there is the possibility of a
direct musical listening through devices of musical reproduction, the audience is still attracted by a concert’s unrepeatability. The perception of live music is not accomplished through representation; on the contrary, it requires
the listener’s physical presence, the “here and now” (hic
et nunc) of the performance. This experience feels as if it
is not originated from this world, while the closer one approaches toward the locus of the performance (the musical
stage) the more unworldly the event itself appears.
During the listening of contemporary music, the work’s
timbre occupies the most eminent position. The fundamental parameters which determine the timbre of a recorded
musical piece are the room of the listening, the sound system, the position of the speakers and the position of the
listener [6]. When a sound emits in a specific space certain essential features are revealed, for example, its volume. Everyone can have a sense of the space in which
they are in, even with their eyes closed, solely by hearing. For example, a whistle or a gunshot will sound differently in a recording studio than in a large enclosed stadium.
Each space has unique acoustics. The room in which each
sound emits or is being recorded has an impact on it and
co-constitutes its timbre. In that way we can perceive a
room’s dimensions, when a familiar sound is heard. The
sound familiarity is of great importance, in order for a certain reference to an already familiar timbre to exist, so that
we will be able to perceive space’s impact on it.
The listening of prerecorded instrumental music can be
considered as such a case of hearing familiar sounds, a
case in which the listeners may picture the room that each
instrument was recorded, exactly because they have a general sense of the natural instruments’ timbre. If we listen
to a prerecorded piano piece, for instance, we are able to
make an assertion about the size of the room in which the
recording took place, e.g., if it was actually big or small. It
is possible that the listener may get the impression that the

On the other hand, during the listening of electronic music, the auditor is not capable of associating directly each
sound with a timbre familiar to him/her, of which he/she
can imaginatively project its development in time, based
on the specific space in which it is heard. However, there
is always a chance that an electronic sound’s timbre may be
similar to one of a natural sound. In that case, with the condition that it is not included within the context of a kitsch
creation but resonates in a truly convincing manner as exhibiting such a similarity, it falls under the category of the
reception of familiar sounds, which we discussed above.
Yet, in any other case, electronic sounds will have no reference to something familiar and thus the listener will not be
capable of defining the acoustical parameters of the space
in which it resonates. In other words, when electronic
sounds - that do not struggle to imitate natural sounds - are
heard within a room, it is not feasible to perceive the sound
on the ground of the alternation that a timbre, which functions as a primary point of reference, undergoes, just because it sounded within a particular room. Considering the
above, one must acknowledge a difference between prerecorded instrumental music and electronic music. Listening
to instrumental music from a reproduction device is always
accompanied by perceiving the idea that the recording took
place in a certain point of space and time which differs
from the space and time of the current hearing, i.e., it is
situated not in a “hic et nunc” but in an “illic et tunc”. Reception of electronic music differs considerably from the
reception of acoustic instrumental music. One of the reasons is that one always listens to electronic music through
speakers, thus confusing live performance with the reproduction of prerecorded material. This confusion escalates
by the fact that the person who listens to electronic music
has not associated each and every sound with a particular
movement of the performer. For example, the performer
of electronic music is in a position to change a different
parameter each time by using the same button, in contrast
to instrumental music, in which case, when one hears a violin producing a tremolo, they have already associated the
sound with the corresponding movement of the violinist.
Moreover, instrumental music is performed recorded and
then the auditor who listens to the recording experiences
the absence of the aura, in contrast to a live performance.
In electronic music this contradistinction is absent, on the
one hand, for the simple reason that electronic music is always heard through speakers, on the other hand, due to the
fact that there is no immediate association with the per-
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Figure 1. The block diagram of the algorithm showing the audio channels with their filters, the time periods (teal boxes) that they will alter their values
(purple dots) and the samples called from a sample bank at every pattern/channel.

former.
Electronic sounds do not have a reference to any known
timbre and this results to an elimination of the strict distinction between the space of recording and the space of
hearing. The audience’s lack of association both gestural
and audible regarding the live performance of electronic
music was the key factor to use electronic sounds in this
project and try to challenge the perception of live electronic
music.

a popular system, throughout Western Europe in the 18th
century, that the composer would use a dice to randomly
generate music from precomposed options. In the mid20th century the French composer Pierre Boulez introduced
the term Aleatoric Music or Aleatoric Composition [8] for
music where some elements of the composition are left to
chance. The performer of such compositions was given
certain liberties regarding the order and repetition of parts
of a musical work.

1.2 Background

Algorithmic music composition, since more than half of
a century now, is a pole of attraction of many musicians
[9]. Brian Eno, exploring the technology trends at the time,
introduced the term “generative music” to describe music
that is ever different and changing. Generative music was
put into practice in his work released in 1996 that was written for the Koan software. This work influenced modern
composers to set goals and create music in real-time that

The feeling of live music performance can be explored
with modern technology via algorithms programmed to
randomly make decisions regarding some parameters of
the musical piece’s way of execution. The concept of randomness in music composition is not new. Musikalisches
Würfelspiel (German for ”musical dice game”) [7] was
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choose two extreme room-size values for a reverberation
filter that he/she wants for the audio track and let the algorithm explore the resilience of the decision, or even load
various samples (e.g., different piano notes) for the same
pattern and channel and let the algorithm randomly select
one of them to play. Moreover, in Figure 1 the filters, their
parameters extreme values, and the time restrictions for the
algorithm to alter them for this specific project (LEM) are
illustrated.

can express different mood-states, which they achieved
through a unique combination of a graph traversal-based
chord sequence generator, a search-based melody generator, a pattern-based accompaniment generator, and a theory
for mood expression [10]. Antoine Schmitt and Vincent
Epplay released “Missing System - Infinite CD For Unlimited Music” in 1999, distributed in the form of software
on a CD-ROM for both Mac and Windows operating systems. The authors state that their reason to work in this
direction was to search for new ways of composing and
thinking music, where the computational process of the
machine can be part of the piece’s rendering [11]. A similar project is “The Morpheus CD-ROM” released in 2001,
which was initiated by John Eacott and included five compositions written in SuperCollider code [12] that would be
interpreted in real-time. In 2003, Runar and Thorr Magnusson collaborated on a generative music project called
SameSameButDifferent.
Another approach was Rand()% Radio by Tom Betts and
Joe Gilmore from 2003, which was an internet radio station that would stream generative music created by a large
group of composers, running their software in real time.
In 2010 Tristan Perich released “1-Bit Symphony” [13]
which was a low-fi electronic composition in five movements on a single microchip. A complete electronic circuit utilizes on and off electrical pulses, synthesized by
assembly code, to manifest data as sound. Icarus CD release of generative music in 2012, on which all the pieces
were generated by a software and mixed down to a fixedmedia audio file, when the album was purchased [11].
Other distribution formats housed generated releases, such
as mobile apps (i.e., Brian Eno - Bloom (2008), Björk Biophilia (2011), Radiohead - PolyFauna (2014), Massive
Attack - Fantom (2016), etc.), Web Audio API (i.e., Patrick
Borgeat’s interactive music applications) and collaborative
music environments (i.e., Bronze environment: a compositional framework that supports generative composition,
with a generative player). However, an iterative composition apparatus, distributed to the audience in a form of a
stand-alone sound object, is never been proposed.

2.1 Hardware
The block diagram defined the requirements regarding the
hardware. Although the most popular single board computer at the time was (and still is) Raspberry Pi [14] its digital to analog converter did not meet the needs of this project
and furthermore, it had unnecessary features (such as hdmi
socket) which raised the cost of the product. After some
research the best option for the needs of the project was
c.h.i.p. next thing co (Figure 2), which is no longer available (company closed at 2017). This single board computer provided a 1 GHz Allwinner R8 ARMv7 Cortex-A8
processor, 256 MB of Nanya Technology DDR3 SDRAM,
Onboard NAND 8GB storage, pre-installed Linux OS (Debian) and peripherals, USB port and stereo audio port via
mini TRRS. The micro-USB socket would power the device, the USB was useful to transfer the data (audio samples and the algorithm) and store them on the 8GB onboard
solid state drive and the stereo 3.5mm jack socket to output
the audio signal.

Micro USB power supply
Stereo jack output

USB data transfer

Figure 2. The single board computer running the algorithm and outputting the audio signal though the stereo jack output, a micro-USB port
to supply power and a USB port for data transfer.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The focus of this project is to propose a new way to distribute music: a device that will play endless variations
of a musical piece. LEM was released and distributed by
Room40 in 2016. The system’s essential parts are the hardware (i.e., a single board computer) and the software (i.e.,
the algorithm). First step was to carefully design the block
diagram of the algorithm. This will define the needs of
the hardware, software and furthermore, the compositional
flexibilities and restrictions. As can be seen in Figure 1
there are 5 independent audio channels with different filters and filter parameters each. The value of each parameter will be altered (within specified limits) at random instances (within specified limits) defined by the composer
(see teal box, Figure 1). At every pattern and channel,
the algorithm will randomly select to play an audio sample from a unique subcategory from a sample bank. This
system provides new compositional flexibility as the decision regarding a filter’s parameter value, or a sample does
not have to be just one. For example, the composer can

2.2 Software - Code
The first algorithm to put the block diagram (Figure 1)
in practice was compiled in Mathworks MATLAB 2015a.
However, the code could not run on the single board computer as ARMv7 Cortex-A8 processor did not support
MATLAB and furthermore, it was relatively slow (approximately two minutes to run on a MacBook Pro, Intel Core
i5 5th Gen Processor, 16GB RAM). Cycling ’74 Max Msp
[15] is a popular visual programming language for music
and multimedia but again it is not supported to run on the
aforementioned processor.
Pure Data (Pd) [16] on the other hand runs on this processor and there was a stable version (Pure Data 0.44) running
on Linux OS. There was a bottleneck to generate a different random number at every boot of the Pd algorithm, that
would trigger the generation of more random values. It
should be noted here that the single board computer should
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Figure 3. The PureData algorithm showing 5 audio channels the random generator (yellow) necessary for the filters’ parameters’ values, the instances
that these values will be altered and the samples’ selection, the sample trigger (red) and the channels’ filter (blue).

than a minute after the announcement (2016 version was
150 pieces and 2017 version was 350 pieces). When the
user powers LEM the unique reproduction of the piece, that
lasts approximately 22 minutes, starts in less than 30’ and
when it is finished there is 10 seconds of silence and then
it starts again for a new and unique execution of the piece.
Some of the people that purchased LEM used headphones
but most of them connected it to speakers. Few of them
sent me an email letting me know that they left LEM play
in their sound system, in the background, for several days.

not be connected to the internet to obtain a random number
using for example atmospheric noise data. Although the Pd
random number generator always outputted the same value
at every boot, the OS’s random generator, using the precise
boot-time, outputted a different value at every boot, that
was then introduced to the algorithm. The algorithm, illustrated in Figure 3, autoruns after the boot of the OS and as
can be seen its comprised by sub-patches (abstractions) in
order to keeping the code clean. The audio channels are
illustrated in green, the random values generation and distribution are illustrated in yellow, the triggering of samples
(wav format, PCM stereo, 44100 sample rate, 16bit) are
illustrated in red and the channels’ filters are illustrated in
blue. All the signals go though a specially designed audio
filter that helps the specific music to sound better considering the single board computer’s DAC.
As the composition of the piece was taking place, I
thought that it would be interesting to create Pd code for an
ancient musical instrument [17], [18] simulating the reverberation of specific acoustic spaces [19] or even arbitrary
audio filters [20], [21] and work with them during the process. However, as the composition took place in another
piece of software it would be rather complicated to combine them both. Thus, I decided to use the samples generated from the software used to compose the music and
I created simple Pd filters (delay, equalizer and panning)
and used a freeware reverb from the Pd’s external libraries
(Freeverb , Schroeder/Moorer).

Figure 4. LEM sound object the first and the second edition released on
Room40 records 2016 and 2017, respectively.

3. CONCLUSIONS
This project proposes a new way to compose and distribute
music. The composer writes the musical piece to be played
from an algorithm and sets the flexibilities parameters. The
algorithm, with this controlled (set parameters) randomness, executes the piece always in a unique way at every
iteration. LEM is a sound object that by using electronic
means creates the effect of a musician trapped in a box of
persistently morphing timbral and temporal paradoxes. In
electronic music the audience has not associated the live
performance with specific gestures from the musician or
a specific instrument (e.g., piano) with a specific sound as
the timber of the sound generated is unique and it is always
played though speakers. The idea behind LEM is to provoke the concept of live performance in electronic music.
During a live performance the audience feels the “here and

2.3 LEM for the end-user
In the first version (2016) the single board computer was
housed in a bespoke hand-crafted polycarbonate box (on
the left in Figure 4) and in the second version (2017) it
was housed in a plastic box made using a bespoke injection molding (on the right in Figure 4). The unnecessary
sockets of the board such as the USB data socket were
hidden. Both versions were released by, an experimental
Australian record label, Room40 and were sold out in less
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G.T. Kouroupetroglou, S. Psaroudakēs, and A. Georgaki, “Physical Modeling of the Ancient Greek Wind
Musical Instrument Aulos: A Double-Reed Exciter
Linked to an Acoustic Resonator,” IEEE Access, vol. 9,
pp. 98150–98160, 2021.

now” of the work of art. Maybe LEM is a way to bring this
feeling to an audience which is listening to prerecorded
music by endless variations of a piece of electric music.
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ABSTRACT
2. GENERATIVE ART

This paper aims to furnish an overview of Life, a realtime generative multimedia artwork based on a custom
version of the Game of Life algorithm developed by
mathematician John H. Conway. Life deals with generative art, cellular automata, and the concepts of visualisation and sonification. The explanation of the artwork itself is preceded by an overview of the relevant surrounding contexts, aimed in particular to familiarise with the
concepts of generative art and cellular automata.

Although examples of generative art precede the advent
of the computers [1, 2], the use of this lemma «[…] has
now converged on work that has been produced by the
activation of a set of rules and where the artist lets a
computer system take over at least some of the decisionmaking […]» [1]. Nevertheless, what is important in this
form of artistic expression is not the media used, rather
than the set of rules employed by the artist to realise the
final artwork: «Rules are at the heart of this type of art.»
[1], and «Generative art enables the artist to concentrate
on the underlying rules themselves: the structures that
define the artwork, as against the surface.» [1]. However,
with the advent of technology, it is not rare for generative
art to be realised through and associated to, by the collective imagination, the work of an IT system instructed in a
specific way. In these cases, the set of rules is not directly
employed, translated practically by the artist—examples
this way are the numerous music composition dice games, of which the one for composing infinite waltzes
attributed to W. A. Mozart is probably the most known
[3, 4]—, but rather mediated, elaborated and executed by
a machine—that is, for example, a computer: «The evolution of the electronic computer transferred algorithmic
composition to the digital domain, bringing a wealth of
new possibilities and allowing the machine to be a part of
the process.» [5].

Keywords: generative art; cellular automata; software
design; sound art; multimedia.
Demo of the artwork:
https://www.enricodorigatti.com/wpcontent/uploads/2022/01/Life.mp4

1. INTRODUCTION
Life is a multimedia, real-time generative artwork realised
in 2018 and based on a custom version of the famous the
Game of Life algorithm developed by John H. Conway.
As a software, Life can be executed on a wide range of
devices (from desktop to mobile ones), and once started,
it can run potentially forever, or until the user presses the
‘Escape’ key. On the hardware side, Life requires basic
video and audio playback, and offers the possibility to set
the graphic quality in order to fit the computational power
of portable or old devices as well.
The paper is organised as follows: after an introduction
to the topic of generative art, an overview of cellular automata is proposed, with a specific focus on the Game of
Life. In the fourth section, Life is discussed and its algorithm, the visual output, and the auditive one, are explained. Lastly, Life is contextualised drawing from two frameworks for the classification of generative artworks.
This last section explains processes and mechanics at
whose ground there are artistic choices, particularly to
make it easier to understand what one sees and hears
when running the software.

2.1 Two Frameworks for Generative Art

Copyright: © 2022 Dorigatti. This is an open-access article distributed
under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License 3.0
Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction
in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited.
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Nevertheless, this binary classification assuming generative artworks realised through rules applied by humans on
the one side, and machines executing them on the other,
is way too simplistic. Indeed, generative art is branched
into many subcategories and offers different possibilities
in terms of classification, depending on the perspective
and objective of the focus.
One valuable framework, proposed by Boden and Edmonds, explains 11 possible categories for generative art
based on the medium employed [1]. Such taxonomy clearly shows that generative art is a much deeper phenomenon than the definition may suggest, although the authors
acknowledge that it admits some overlapping and borderline cases [1].
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The second framework, proposed by Dorin and colleagues, unlike the former, focuses on the actors, processes
employed, and output produced, originating a more detailed and deeper analysis of the artwork evaluated, which is
split into four elements: 1) Entities—the (unary and indivisible) subjects upon which a generative artwork’s processes work; 2) Processes—mechanisms of change occurring within a generative system (include initialisation
and, possibly, termination procedures; 3) Environmental
interaction—the input the artwork may collect, through
sensors, from the surrounding environment; 4) Sensory
outcomes—the aspects of a generative work which can be
experienced [2]. It can be said that while the framework
proposed by Boden and Edmonds aims to fit an artwork
in a specific context and artistic current, the one proposed
by Dorin et al. is keen on furnishing a deeper explanation
of the artwork itself. It comes clear that, while used in
conjunction, they can furnish a valuable description and
contextualisation of a specific artwork. Later on, Life will
be analysed from both these perspectives.

of the artist, as «[…] the role of the artist is not so much
to craft the artwork, but rather to specify and modify the
constraints and rules used to govern the relationship between audience and artwork as it takes place in the
world.» [8]. What is clear is that the artwork exists and
takes place only when all of these agents exist and cooperate in synergy: «An artist does not make a final, completed piece of art, instead produces an area of activity for
the receivers, whose interactive actions bring to life an
artwork-event.» [9], and «[…] art only “happens” when
someone interacts with the system. In some cases, the
process of interaction is the art. In others, there is a clear
product of interaction such as music performance or an
image.» [7]. Interactive art, therefore, does not exist without a system capable of creating art through interaction;
in turn, the system, regardless of its functioning, needs an
artist who creates it and, and an audience interacting with
it: and only now art takes place. Additionally, there is
also the need for a public enjoying the outcome. What
comes clear is that the same holistic approach can be employed to formulate an answer to the first problem proposed by Galanter [6]. Who is the artist when it comes to
generative artworks realised through a machine? Following the reasoning proposed, not the artist nor the computer, yet both of them. The artist does not make the artwork, as they write code or, more generally, instructs the
machine on how to behave. At the same time, the machine does not express itself through art; it rather interprets
and executes the instructions received—even when it
comes to AI there is an fundamental substrate consisting
in the work of the programmers and scientists. Nor the
artist nor the computer is the actual ‘artist’ in the sense a
painter or a composer, traditionally, is. At the same time,
however, their interaction—the sum of their work—
makes it possible for the artwork to appear and to be enjoyed.

2.2 The Nine Problems of Generative Art
An interesting characteristic of generative art created
through the work of computers, though, is that it comes
along with some problems. Such nine problems, listed by
Galanter [6], are not of mathematical conception, requiring a solution; rather, they are questions that should be
taken into account when creating, analysing, or just enjoying a generative artwork. «These are not problems requiring single correct solutions. Rather, these are problems
that invite consideration by the artist when creating generative art; that theorists will want to consider in their analysis; and that well-informed audience members will
want to ponder. These are problems that encourage multiple possibilities and opportunities.» [6]. Amongst all the
others, the first problem seems to be of particular interest
in the specific case of Life, as the artwork is entirely and
continuously generated by an autonomous system. «Regarding generative art, the problem of authorship asks,
“How do traditional views of authorship shift regarding
credit, expression, and provenance?” When first encountering digital generative art, a novice will frequently ask
“Who is the artist, the human or the computer?”» [6]. The
author continues arguing that, while it is not uncommon
that many will answer ‘the human’ (the programmer) to
this question, there is not a unique, standardised solution.

3. CELLULAR AUTOMATA
P Cellular automata are models of self-reproducing organisms, formerly proposed by John von Neumann. A simple explanation of what basic cellular automata are is
proposed by Sarkar [10], who describes them as systems
composed of the following elements: virtual living beings
(cells), a set of possible states in which they can be; an
environment—both finite or infinite, from one to n dimensions—; and a set of rules (conditions) determining
over time the state of the cells. Additionally, time must be
considered as a discrete function. The functioning of the
system is simple. While at instant zero cellular automata
are in some initial configuration, at every subsequent time
step, there is a change in the state of all the cells. Such
changes are determined autonomously for all the organisms, without the need of any input, by the rules decided
a priori, which calculates the subsequent state of each cell
based on its and its neighbours’ current state.
Over time, cellular automata has evolved in many different ways, adapted and bent to the most various scopes
and contexts, and nowadays are still employed and stud-

2.3 An Answer Drawing from Interactive Art
Although a deeper analysis and reasoning around this
problem is beyond the scope of this paper, answering
Galanter's call to think upon it, an answer will be proposed. Drawing from the context of interactive art, it can be
noticed that the question is very close to the «Where is
the art?» [7] one arising there. Indeed, more than as ‘artwork’, an interactive installation can be described as an
‘art system’—a lemma describing the installation, the
audience as spectators, and the audience as performers
[8]. In addition, there is to register a shift in the position
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ied: «[…] physicists and biologists began to study cellular automata for the purpose of modelling in their respective domains. In the present era, cellular automata are
being studied from many widely different angles, and the
relationship of these structures to existing problems are
being constantly sought and discovered.» [10]. However,
for the scope of this paper, it is not necessary to explore
and assimilate all the theory underneath this topic; indeed, knowing the basics of what cellular automata are, is
sufficient for understanding the sections to follow.

interacting with and employing these systems in different
ways. The following, non-exhaustive list is an brief overview of some resources making an artistic usage of cellular automata. The open-source program Golly has been
developed «[…] for exploring Conway’s Game of Life
and many other types of cellular automata.» [14]. Although this software has been primarily conceived as a
simulation, it is capable of generating interesting designs,
images, and geometrical patterns. Another example comes from Derivative, the developer of Touchdesigner, the
visual programming environment especially suited for
creating visuals, videomappings, and installations. In
2019 they organised in Montréal a workshop held by Simon A. Adams. On this occasion, the artist explained
how to create real-time generative visuals using cellular
automata [15]. Regarding the musical side, notable is the
example furnished by the composer and mathematician
Giovanni Albini, who created Cellula – the Conway’s
Game of Life Visual Synth [16]. As the name suggests,
this program distributed in the Virtual Studio Technology
Instrument (VSTi) format makes the evolution of the
Game of Life algorithm in charge of controlling the value
of the parameters of the instrument itself. Similar, but
distributed as an ensemble for Native Instruments’ Reaktor, is Newscool [17]. Designed by Ali Jamieson, it allows employing the Game of Life as a sequencer. A broad
overview of the many artistic usages of cellular automata
in the musical and sonic domain is provided in [5]. Although nowadays it may result outdated, as the article
was published in 2005, it still provides a panoramic view
of this topic. Lastly, from a more experimental and research-oriented standpoint, there is to acknowledge the
work of Eduardo R. Miranda related to the exploration of
the linkage occurring between music and cellular automata which, however, besides fostering the exploration of
unconventional computing techniques for music [18],
produces usable software as well, such as the Chaosynth
instrument for Csound [19, 20].

3.1 The Game of Life
The Game of Life is a particular type of cellular automata,
originally proposed by mathematician John H. Conway.
Accordingly to Sarkar, it was designed to study the behaviour of a population through the application of a simple
set of rules that were «[…] based on the principle that the
growth or decay of the population should not be easily
predictable.» [10]. These four rules, which determines the
changes in the state of a cell, are summarised in the following table [10, 11]:
State
1
1
1
0

Neighbours
0 to 1
2 to 3
4+
3

Result
0
1
0
1

Condition
Loneliness
Survival
Overcrowding
Birth

Table 1. Rules in Game of Life.
Much research has been done, and is still pursued nowadays, on the Game of Life, leading to discovering particular configurations. Such configurations, behaving
cyclically, are essentially patterns repeating forever a
finite set of steps. Usually coming along with a name,
some of them are the ‘clock’, the ‘pulsar’, and the ‘blinker’ [11]; other patterns, ‘fire’ masses of cells, and are
therefore called ‘guns’, such as the ‘glider gun’ [10]. But
the taxonomy includes other types of configurations,
which are grouped based on their behaviour.
The Game of Life has become a widely popularised topic, with plenty of resources available. There is even a
LifeWiki [12] which is dedicated «[…] to not only catalogue everything that is known about Conway’s Game of
Life, but also keep up-to-date as advances are made with
the game and new important patterns are found.» [13].
Lastly, Google offers an on-screen real-time simulation
when querying ‘game of life’ in their web browser
Chrome1

4. LIFE
Life is a generative multimedia artwork based on a custom three-dimensional version of the Game of Life algorithm. It was designed to generate both visuals and audio
based on the evolutionary state of the community of cells
populating the environment, which is a finite matrix with
a side of max. 12 cells. Such a shape of the ecosystem,
however, imposes adapting the original rules to the new
context. This means having rules allowing the community
to evolve in an environment different from the twodimensional original one, avoiding extinction due to overpopulation or loneliness. What is important to point
out, therefore, is that this is the meaning of ‘custom’
when describing the algorithm of Life—a version adapted
to fit a specific scenario.

3.2 Cellular Automata and the Game of Life in Art
Arts, especially visual and sonic ones, have not been exempt from being attracted by the fascination of cellular
automata in general, and the Game of Life in particular,
1
https://www.google.com/search?q=game+of+life&rlz=1C1VDKB
_itIT992IT992&oq=game+of+life&aqs=chrome..69i57j35i39j46i5
12j0i512l7.3204j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8. Query performed on the 13th of May 2022 in Google Chrome web browser.
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4.1 The Algorithm

4.1.4 Illness

The translation of the Game of Life in a three-dimensional
simulation is not a novelty. For example, strategies for
this are discussed in [11], while CAMUS software, designed by Miranda [5, 20], implements it for compositional
tasks. However, for Life, the trial and error approach was
used as part of the design and implementation process as
a means of encouraging flexible exploration of the different possibilities and alternatives. Indeed, while all of the
four possible evolutions formalised by Conway—birth,
survival, death by loneliness, and death by overpopulation—were incorporated, the conditions triggering them
were adapted to this particular scenario. This was the first
obstacle, and its solution allowed for the population of
cells to not extinguish due to overpopulation in a very
short time. After tweaking for the first time Conway’s
conditions in terms of thresholds (i.e. the number of organisms needed to influence the evolution of a cell), however, the opposite problem occurred. Conditions for
reproduction were deemed to be too strict. While, on the
one side, there were too few cases in which the cells were
able to give birth to another one, on the other, there was
an unsustainable rate of deaths due to loneliness. Another
round of improvements and tweaks allowed for balancing
the rate of births, the rate of deaths, and the survival rate.
However, this time improvements were not limited to the
thresholds. Indeed, new features, which are described
below, were added to the algorithm.

Like every living being, cells in Life are affected by sickness as well. These situations happen randomly, and
negatively affect the evolution of the cell: it does not matter whether the number of neighbours would allow a cell
to survive or even give birth to another one: should such
an occurrence happen, the cell would die.
4.1.5 Seniority
This is probably the more branched and complex improvement to the system, which, incidentally, required a
massive reorganisation of the code and structure of the
algorithm. In this context, seniority applies to the number
of epochs that the cell has survived in the environment, a
characteristic that imitates the ageing of every living
being. For clarification purposes, ‘epoch’ refers to the
time passing between two checks on the same cell.
Firstly, after a certain number of epochs, should the cell
still be alive, it dies of old age. Additionally, the probability of getting sick increases, thus lowering the possibility
for an old cell to survive incoming epochs. This system
affects several of the previously mentioned mechanics.
Most notably, it acts on the function governing the reproduction of the cells and on the one regarding their survival. On the one hand, concerning the former, it means
that even when proximity is respected, after some survived epochs, a cell stops counting towards the number of
cells needed to give birth to another one. Implicitly, this
means disturbing the fourth condition (birth) of another
cell as the old one, for this purpose, counts as dead. On
the other hand, concerning the latter, after a certain amount of epochs, a cell needs to be surrounded by an
increased amount of living ones to survive, otherwise, it
dies. Practically, this translates into an increase of the
threshold for condition one (death of loneliness), and in a
consequent tightening of the number of cells required for
condition two (survival).

4.1.1 Distance
The evolution of a cell is no more determined only by the
number of near (direct) neighbours; instead, the algorithm
also takes into account cells that are one cell away from
the tested one, although weighing them differently in the
count.
4.1.2 No-Borders Environment
Although the environment is a cube, internally, it behaves
like a structure folded on itself. To better explain, the
algorithm interprets the opposite faces on each one of the
three axes as adjacent and, therefore, cells on faces zero
and 11 are neighbours of each other.

4.1.6 Observations
Throughout the development process several observations
were made. Firstly, regarding the ageing mechanism, in
this three-dimensional situation, cells have a higher number of possible neighbours than in the original twodimensional Game of Life; therefore, the tweaks applied
the thresholds determining the evolution of the cells are
(proved to be) sustainable, ensuring that the simulation
does not terminate. Indeed, the thresholds employed in
the final version of the software were determined after a
conspicuous amount of sessions involving tests, observations, and fine-tuning. Such tests, additionally, allowed to
suppose that Life could potentially run forever. The software, indeed, is designed to stop and self-quit, should the
population of cells extinguish. However, the last and
most intensive test session lasted 168 hours—an entire
week with a machine running the artwork—and, once
ended, Life was still being executed. Although longer test
sessions could be useful to confirm or refute this

4.1.3 Initial State
Originally the initial disposition of the living cells was
determined by a function placing them randomly over a
limited space compared to the total available within the
matrix. However, further experiments proved the low
efficacy of this method. This improvement, therefore,
consisted in increasing the number of cells alive at instant
zero while, at the same time, allowing their displacement
over the whole area available. This resulted in living cells
covering the environment more evenly, thus allowing
more interactions and fewer cases of sudden extinction.
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Regarding the former, alive cells are represented by a
sphere floating in space, performing oscillations whose
speed is determined by the age of the cell and by the
number of neighbours. Changes in the state of the cells
are represented as well through fade-in (new ones) and
fade-out (dying ones). Lastly, the colour of the cells is
determined by their age, shifting towards red as it increases. Regarding the latter—the particle system—, instead,
the algorithm controls the following parameters: colour,
speed and rate of the particles, and noise affecting their
trajectory. However, data are not directly mapped to these
parameters; indeed, they do not act over the whole range
of a parameter, but rather only on a fraction of the total
excursion possible. This limitation has been implemented
to avoid extreme cases with parameters turned all the way
up or down. Allowing for a ‘safe pad’ in both directions
guarantees the smoothness of the experience for the audience, avoiding abrupt changes in the visual flow.

statement, from a practical standpoint, they are hardly
feasible. In addition, it is unlikely that the software will
be run for such long timespans, and tests, therefore, were
more focused on reduced intervals lasting up to 48 hours.
What is important to point out is that no problem was
registered.
Additionally, there is to notice that the strategy concerning the ageing system—as well as the one of enlarging
the neighbourhood—are mechanisms considered in [11]
as well.
Lastly, Boden and Edmonds registered that «[…] the
label ‘generative art’, as used in the community concerned, has acquired biological overtones.» [1]. Although
they do not seem to completely agree with (over)incorporating biological meaning in the context of generative art, it is a matter of fact that generative artworks
based on cellular automata create, incidentally, very simplified simulations of homogeneous communities of biological living beings. After all, to virtually create and
study such simple communities was the objective pursued
by Conway, leading to the creation of his famous algorithm [10]. In Life, although all the variables occurring in
real life can not be taken into account—besides being
way beyond the scope—, some key points concerning
biological living beings are considered and incorporated.
As previously illustrated, some examples include the
simulation of the life-cycle, the concept of community,
and the need for a sufficient amount of space (i.e. natural
resources) to survive and reproduce.

4.2.2 Visuals – Further Elements
Besides the main visual elements described, there are also
secondary ones, namely the camera movements and the
vignette obstructing the Field Of View (FOV). Both of
them, however, have a sole aesthetic and artistic role, and
their behaviour is primarily random-based. The camera is
characterised by changing its position in space from time
to time—although it always faces the matrix. The random-based behaviour lies in that the coordinates of each
new position are selected each time randomly. Concerning the vignette, instead, the random-based behaviour is
related to the centre and radius of the section of the screen left uncovered. However, although primarily randombased, both the camera and the vignette are influenced as
well, partially, by the algorithm. More specifically, they
are linked to the same parameter, namely the number of
total alive cells within the ecosystem.

4.2 Multimedia Output
Much has been said about the algorithm governing Life;
its output, on the contrary, has not been described yet. As
Life is a generative work, the algorithm determines both
the visuals and the sounds produced. To a certain extent,
it is correct to say that the multimedia output furnishes
both visualisation and sonification [21] of the algorithm
running underneath. The concept of audiovisualisation,
therefore, can be used in place, as it refers to the «Simultaneous sonification and visualisation of the same data
source [...]» [22]. The limit of categorising Life as an artwork of audiovisualisation, however, lies in that, first
and foremost, it is an artistic work. Therefore, while both
visuals and sounds are actually based on the state of the
population of cells within the matrix, before being outputted, they pass through an intermediate layer, responsible
for applying filters, effects, randomness, and other artefacts to enhance the artistic side of the work. Many of
these modifications are determined or controlled, in total
or partially, by data furnished by the algorithm as well;
however, their application breaks the direct connection
between the multimedia output and the algorithm itself,
thus rendering the audiovisualisation more difficult to
understand.

4.2.3 Visuals – Filters
As previously mentioned, filters and effects are applied to
both the visuals and the sounds. While they allow for a
richer artistic experience, at the same time, they diminish
the understandability of the connection between the data
and the multimedia outcome. Visuals are primarily affected by a filter that distorts, replaces and exaggerates the
colours of the images. Although it creates vivid visuals,
as a downside, it negatively impacts the colour-coded
ageing of the cells, preventing, de facto, its understandability. However, despite that, it is still possible to notice
the diversity amongst the cells, as they are coloured differently. Secondarily, visuals are affected by a lo-fi filter,
which pixelates the images, degrading their quality. This
effect, however, appears only when the camera translates
from a position to another one. And while most of the
time it disappears after a short while, very few times, due
to certain internal conditions happening, it remains until
the successive camera movement. Despite this, its overall
contribution remains marginal.

4.2.1 Visuals – Main Elements
Visuals are composed of two main elements: a representation of the cells within the matrix and a particle system.
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4.2.4 Audio – Main Elements

ced and intelligible. This problem affected both the spatial disposition of the sounds, and the distribution and
loudness of the frequencies to avoid masking effects [26].
All that considered, the solution adopted and described
resulted to be a good compromise in terms of artistic
vision, design of the audiovisualisation, and constraints
[25].

Audio is generated through additive and FM synthesis
[23] engines, which are fed by sinusoidal oscillators. All
these systems have been coded specifically for this context. Life provides every plane on every axis with an oscillator, for a total of 36 sources. Each axis owns a range of frequencies for its oscillators to employ, and each
oscillator has its frequency determined by the number of
alive cells in the plane it represents. As data change the
frequencies of the oscillators, ‘playing’ the sounds, it can
be said that Life employs a sonification technique known
as parameter-mapping sonification [24].

4.3 Contextualising Life
Previously, the frameworks for classifying generative
artworks proposed by Boden and Edmonds, and Dorin et
al., have been overviewed. Considering the former [1],
Life fits into the CG-art category, which, standing for
computer-generated art, includes cellular automata. Artworks related to this category share, as the main characteristic, to be generated by a computer program. The authors, however propose, in their article, two slightly different definitions for CG-art, differing in that the second
one is a little more inclusive. Indeed, while at first they
state that «A very strict definition of CG-art would insist
that (df.) the artwork results from some computer
program being left to run by itself, with zero interference
from the human artist.» [1], lately, they add: «We therefore prefer to define CG-art less tidily, as art wherein (df.)
the artwork results from some computer program being
left to run by itself, with minimal or zero interference
from a human being.» [1]. However, as Life does not require any external interference for its correct functioning,
the first, stricter definition of CG-art can be applied, as it
perfectly fits it.
Concerning the second framework [2], the description
of Life through the parameters proposed by the authors
results in the following schema, which is particularly
useful in breaking up and summarising the whole artwork
by employing the main elements explained in the previous paragraphs:

4.2.5 Audio – Further Elements
There is another element contributing towards the
generation of the audible output of Life, which is a set of
Low-Frequency Oscillators (LFO). 12 LFOs are available, whose frequencies are decided through processes
involving the total number of alive cells in the three planes (x, y, z) of the corresponding index. The process determining which LFOs are employed is the same governing the employment of the audio synthesis engines. Once selected, an LFO can be applied either to control the
panning of a synthesis engine or as a tremolo effect.
4.2.6 Audio – Filters
However, as for what happens for the visuals, some artistic choices break the direct relationship occurring between the algorithm and the audible output. Regarding
the main sound elements, each synthesis process chooses
its oscillators randomly amongst the 36 available, combining them accordingly to the type of synthesis. Additionally, FM synthesis engines have their modulation
indexes based on an elaboration of the number of total
alive cells within the matrix. Lastly, there is to notice that
there are many additive and FM synthesis engines available to play sound. However, not all of them are employed
simultaneously, as the ones playing are randomly chosen
within this pool.
The audible output, therefore, alike for what happens
with the visuals, although based on the data coming from
the algorithm loses a lot of its connection with the data
themselves due to them being rearranged and merged
with random values. While this involved artistic choices,
it is also a matter of technical and practical ones. Indeed,
some early experimentations were performed to obtain a
clearer sonification, but many problems arose. For example, to maintain the original idea to make audible all the
36 planes of the matrix, there was a lack of an audio
synthesis technique providing a set of (main) controls
great enough to allow a clear 1:1 plane-to-control mapping for all the planes. Such controls, indeed, needed to
generate substantial and clearly perceptible modifications
to the sound resulting. And, in the case of assigning one
oscillator to each plane, such a number of sound sources
resulted difficult to use simultaneously in a single additive synthesis process while maintaining the result balan-

●

entities: virtual organisms (cells);

●

processes: entities evolve respecting a set of rules;
unpredictable (random) events;
◦

initialisation: software execution;

◦

termination: none; death of all the entities; user
stops the software;

●

environmental interaction: none;

●

sensory outcomes: visual elements and sounds.

5. CONCLUSIONS
By overviewing the relevant surrounding context and by
analysing 1) the internal algorithm and its functioning, 2)
the elements composing the multimedia output and the
artistic choices operated, and 3) its contextualisation
through the lenses of two frameworks developed for organising generative art, a broad presentation of Life has
been provided.
The artwork, although based on Conway’s the Game of
Life, introduces substantial modifications and new featu-
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res to adapt the original algorithm to its context and necessities. Similarly, while audiovisualisation techniques
are employed, these have been bent, creatively used and
integrated to, at the same time, overcome technical difficulties and create a specific artistic and aesthetic experience. The result is a multimedia stream which, although
based on data coming from the algorithm, ‘betrays’ them,
favouring in each of the two media it is composed of—
audio and video—the artistic experience rather than the
actual and precise representation of all the parameters of
the community of virtual cells. This informed decision,
while valorising one aspect of the artwork, inevitably has
the downside of rendering hazier and opaquer the other—
specifically, the adherence of the audiovisualisation with
the data themselves. Nevertheless, in this case, the aesthetic result was considered more important than the precise
representation of the data through audio and video.
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ABSTRACT

Streamboxes are being installed along the monarch
butterfly migratory routes between Canada and
Mexico. These livestream the soundscapes of these
different ecosystems 24/7 via the Locus Sonus
Soundmap 2. The first of the boxes was successfully
installed in the Cerro Pelón UNESCO monarch butterfly reserve in Mexico in 2018, and a subsequent
one installed at Point Pelee National Park in Canada
in 2019. The streams are being used for ecosystem
monitoring as well as integrating into artworks
which are raising awareness of the issues the monarchs face, whose numbers have declined by nearly
90% over the past two decades.

'Networking the Flight of the Monarchs' is an audiovisual telematic performanc e. Soundscapes from
monarch butterfly reserves in Canada, Mexico and
the USA are live-streamed from open microphones
installed by Rob Mackay in 2018 and 2019, and
blended with improvised performances networked in
real-time from California (David Blink - handpan/trumpet); Mexico (Rolando Rodriguez - poetry);
Canada (Jessica Rodriguez - video); and the United
Kingdom (Rob Mackay - flutes and computer).
Inspired by Teresa Connors’ creative practice,
“ecological performativity” enacts a nonanthropocentric model, characterised as the dance
of agency between living and non-living systems,
human and non-human actors, and the complexity
within which they are entangled [1]. This model
stems from the premise that artistic practice enables
different perspectives of the world and becomes an
apparatus for change, promoting what Welsby considers “a long overdue ontological shift in the way
we exist in the world” [2].

‘Following the Flight of the Monarchs has produced creative works that enable people to connect with places and
ecosystems across the monarchs’ migratory routes,
through immersive audiovisual technology and telematic
audiovisual links, for a visceral experience. Installations
include performances by Rob Mackay and collaborators
in monarch habitats, interacting with nonhuman agents
and hyperobjects [4] and revealing deeper and more entangled webs of interconnectedness. This approach has
been extended through live telematic performances, inviting human (musicians, poets, video artists) and nonhuman (actors within the biophony across the monarchs’
migratory routes) agencies to interact in a process described by Bennett as ‘thing-power’ – an inevitable process of entanglement with environment, as that which is
seemingly outside of us comes in, to act upon and be acted upon by us, and then goes out again in ongoing
“waves of encounters” [5]. Multi-species feminist theorist
Haraway refers to our times as the Chthulucene rather
than the Anthropocene, describing our epoch as one in
which the human and nonhuman are inextricably linked
[6]. Drawing on this conceptual approach, the project
seeks to move away from dominant patriarchal and anthropocentric thinking over past millennia towards a more
intertwined, non-anthropocentric perception of our relationship with environment.

In this performance, multiple spatialities and temporalities are layered together, creating connections
between past, present, and future, as well as multiple webs between human and non-human participants, weaving together in a dance of agency [3].
The intended effect is a kind of ‘telephenomenology’, building a sense of connectedness, embodied
knowing, and empathy.

1. INTRODUCTION
The performance is part of the project Following the
Flight of the Monarchs1 which is an interdisciplinary
acoustic ecology project bringing together artists
and scientists, connecting with ecosystems and
communities along the migratory routes of monarch
butterflies as they travel the 3,000 mile journey between Mexico and Canada each year.
1

Artefacts produced so far include a touring installation
(presented at the Eden Project, and various international
2

https://followingtheflightofthemonarchs.com/
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conferences and festivals); a networked telematic performance; and a radio programme for BBC Radio 33.

the programme combines these interviews with audio
diaries, ambisonic field recordings, poetry, and music.

The installation was created in 2016 and consists of a
hide-like structure containing 4 video screens and 4 loudspeakers. The creative intention is to immerse the installation participant as if they were in a hide in a mountain
forest in Mexico observing the monarchs as they roost
and swarm during the winter. The attempted affect is akin
to teleporting the participant to that location (a kind of
telephenompenology). The videos all present video material filmed by Rob Mackay in the El Rosario reserve in
Michoacán. The sound for the installation consists of
three layers: field recordings which include the rushing
sound of millions of tiny monarch butterfly wings; a specially commissioned poem in Spanish by Rolando Rodriguez informed by the scientific knowledge we have of the
monarchs’ migration; and a musical layer which is an
electronically manipulated arrangement produced from an
improvisation between Rob Mackay (flute); David Blink
(handpan) and John Sanders (accordion) recorded in the
open air on the same day as the monarchs were filmed
and recorded at the El Rosario reserve.

2. LIVE-STREAMING TECHNOLOGY
AND INSTALLATION
2.1 Streamboxes
The streamboxes have been designed and built by Grant
Smith at Soundcamp4. They consist of a DriBox weatherproof container housing a Raspberry Pi microprocessor, a
soundcard (first iteration: Cirus Logic, second iteration:
Focusrite Scarlett 2i2), and two omnidirectional microphones (Primo capsules) at either end of the box with
wind protection. The boxes can connect to a network in
different ways depending on local resources. In the Cerro
Pelón Biosphere reserve in Mexico, the Raspberry Pi
connects via a wireless router with a data Sim connecting
to a 3G network. Power is provided by two solar panels
and two solar batteries connected to a charge controller.
At Point Pelee National Park, the streambox is located
close to the visitors’ center. As a result, both power and
network connection have been provided through a single
100 ft Cat 6 cable.

Figure 1. Touring Flight of the Monarchs installation, presented at the Amy Johnson Festival, Hull, 2016

The telematic performance has grown out of the material
created for the installation, integrating more sounds and
video recordings made at monarch reserves in Mexico,
Canada, and USA (Virginia). The sounds were recorded
by Rob Mackay, and the video material was recorded by
Jessica Rodriguez and Rob Mackay. More details on the
creative process and final results of this collaboration will
be expanded upon in the rest of this paper.
The 30 minute radio programme for BBC Radio ’'s Between the Ears follows Mackay as he makes a sonic road
trip following the monarchs’ migration from Toronto,
through Virginia, and finally to the State of Mexico.
Mackay interviews monarch specialists on the way, and

3

Figure 2. Above: Streambox and battery with wireless router in
the Cerro Pelón UNESCO Biosphere Reserve in the State of
Mexico. Below: Streambox, battery housing and solar panel in
initial installation position in the Cerro Pelón UENESCO Biosphere Reserve.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m000qyhz
4
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2.2 Locus Sonus Soundmap

We are also planning a streambox installation in Texas in
collaboration with Dr Rebeca Quiñones of the National
Wildlife Federation.

The streamboxes themselves livestream directly to the
Locus Sonus Soundmap5, which is part of the Locus
Sonus research project run by the Ecole Superior d’Art
d’Aix en Provence. The soundmap has been running
since 2006 and is an open-source project allowing anyone
with access to add a high quality audio stream to the map.
There are multiple ways to connect to the map with a
variety of devices (Raspberry Pi, laptop, Mobile Phone
app (LocusCast)).

As well as following the main monarch migration along
the Eastern Seaboard, we are liaising with Trevor Herbert
at Stanford University’s Jasper Ridge Biosphere Preserve
near San José, California (where a streambox is already
installed as part of their own research) to connect with the
smaller western migratory population of monarchs.

Figure 5. Red dots indicate the planned network of listening
stations across the monarch butterfly migration routes.

Figure 4. The Locus Sonus Soundmap run by the Ecole Superier d’Art d’Aix en Provence.

3. MONARCH HABITAT ECOSYSTEM
MONITORING

2.3 Streambox installation and maintenance

3.1 Context

The first streambox was installed in the Cerro Pelón
UNESCO Biosphere reserve in the State of Mexico in
January 2018 with a project team on site consisting of
Rob Mackay; Dr Pablo Jaramillo López (who provided
expert knowledge of monarch butterflies); forest ranger
Patricio Moreno, networking expert Franco Ramirez, and
David Blink. A survey of the area was conducted and a
site was found suitably close to the monarchs’ roosting
grounds which also had a strong enough 3G data coverage and access to sunlight. This set-up is entirely solar
powered due to the remote location. The installation is
maintained by Patricio Moreno and Franco Ramirez in
collaboration with Butterflies and Their People Arborists6, which is a non-profit conservation organization.

The migration of monarch butterflies across the North
American continent is a truly amazing phenomenon.
There are four generations of butterflies each year. Generation 1 is born in Texas, and the migration moves
northwards through generations 2 and 3 up to Canada.
Generation 4 (often termed the super-generation) makes
the full 3,000 mile journey to Mexico to overwinter in
approximately 6 weeks, leaving Canada around the equinox in September, and starting to arrive in their roosting
grounds in Southern Mexico around the beginning of
November. Incredibly, they often return to the very same
trees that their great-great-great-grandparents roosted in
the year before.

The second streambox was installed at Point Pelee National Park in Ontario in September 2019. It has been
placed on the roof of the visitors’ center and is connected
to the network and power via a single Cat 6 cable. It is
maintained by Andrew Laforet who is the Resource Conservation Project Coordinator for Parks Canada.

Scientific monitoring techniques such as tagging; population counts; and temperature and humidity monitoring
have proven that monarch butterfly numbers have dwindled by nearly 90% over the last two decades [7]. Evidence for this decline points towards three main factors
[8]: industrial use of herbicides and pesticides (prevalent
in the U.S. corn belt); deforestation (particularly damaging to monarch numbers in Mexico where they overwinter densely at high altitudes); and climate change (with
increased storm activity). The monarchs are therefore an
indicator species of environmental changes. Using sound
to monitor these changes helps ecologists understand the
effects of logging, herbicides, climate change and other
human activity on not only the monarchs but their whole

A further streambox is currently undergoing installation
in the Eastern Shores of Virginia, facilitated by sound
artist Vaughn Garland in collaboration with the Coastal
Virginia Wildlife Observatory.

5
6

https://locusonus.org/soundmap/051/
https://butterfliesandtheirpeople.org/
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ecosystem, including birds and other insects. This provides valuable information on implications for ecosystem
health, including humans [9].

Maya Elizarrás identified the following bird species from
the recording:
• Long-tailed Wood-partridge Dendrortyx macroura
• Gray-barred Wren Campylorhynchus megalopterus
• White-eared Hummingbird Hylocharis leucotis
• Mexican Violetear Colibri thalassinus
• Stellar’s Jay Cyanocitta stelleri
• Olive Warbler Peucedramus taeniatus
• Mountain Trogon Trogon mexicanus
• American Robin Turdus migratorious

3.2 Acoustic Ecology
Acoustic ecology [10] as a field is relatively new, the
term first coined by R. Murray Schaefer in the 1970s with
his pioneering work establishing the World Soundscape
Project [11]. In recent years this field has begun to develop several branches of enquiry, such as soundscape ecology [12] and ecoacoustics [13], which focus on the interrelationship of different species within a soundscape (biophony) and their specific sonic niches within this,
alongside geophony (sounds naturally occurring in the
environment not made by living organisms) and anthropophony (human-made sounds). These terms being
defined by Bernie Krause [14].

In addition, when overwintering in Mexico, the monarchs
display a mass flight behaviour [21] in order to drink water and nectar from available sources once the ambient
temperature has warmed enough for them to do this. The
sound of millions of butterfly wings during this behaviour
is clearly audible and several ambisonic recordings have
been made as part of the project. With a streambox installed close to one of these areas, monarch behaviour
could be monitored through sound.

Soundscape ecology is advancing the use of sound in
ecosystem monitoring considerably [15], moving away
from the previous model of collecting and identifying
individual species established by Ludwig Koch [16] and
towards a model of an interconnected ecology of sound
which reveals details of ecosystem dynamics and health.
Krause’s case study of selective logging in the Sierra
Nevada mountains [17] demonstrated the superior effectiveness of aural over visual observation in detecting environmental and ecosystem changes.
Most of the work in the area of sound monitoring has
been done using recorded sound (a device is left in an
area for a determined duration, ranging from hours to
weeks, and is then later collected for analysis). Recent
technological developments, however, have enabled the
advancement of live-streaming high quality sound over
3G - 5G networks from remote locations. This allows for
real-time remote sensing, making a continuous stream of
audio data available to anyone with internet access
around the world. Pioneering work in this area includes
the Locus Sonus project; Leah Barclay’s BIOM [18] collaboration with Soundcamp as part of her UNESCO Biosphere Soundscapes [19]; and Topher White’s Rainforest
Connection7 which uses a network of solar powered mobile phone-based listening stations in the Amazon basin
to detect the sound of logging activity and different species behaviour using machine listening [20].

Figure 6. Mass flight behaviour of monarch butterflies in the
Cerro Pelón UNESCO Biosphere Reserve in January 2018. Rob
Mackay making a recording using a Soundfield ST350. Photo
by David Blink.

4. PERFORMANCE PRACTICE
4.1 Phenomenology and playing place
Over recent decades, a body of artistic practice has developed which explores the phenomenology of place, and
the relationship between our perception and phenomena
external to ourselves: Place vs space, landscape vs environment. In order to engender a greater sense of connectedness with the world around us, many of these artworks
seek to place humans firmly within, and as part of, the
environmental systems we inhabit. Multi-species feminist
theorist Donna J. Haraway refers to our times as the
Chthulucene rather than the Anthropocene. Requiring
sym-poiesis, or making-with, rather than auto-poiesis, or
self-making. Describing our epoch as one in which the
human and nonhuman are inextricably linked. In her
words “Learning to stay with the trouble of living and

3.3 Project focus
Following the Flight of the Monarchs intends to build on
this practice, making high quality audio streams available
for ecosystem monitoring. Biodiversity and ecosystem
dynamics can be monitored over time. As a proof of concept, a short recording of the livestream from the Cerro
Pelón reserve was shared with ornithologists at UNAM
(Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México). Jorge
Schondube Friedwold, Adrián Ceja Madrigal and Elisa
7

https://rfcx.org/home.html
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dying together on a damaged earth will prove more conducive to the kind of thinking that would provide the
means to building more livable futures” [6]. This approach moves away from dominant patriarchal/anthropocentric thinking over past millennia, towards a more intertwined, non-anthropocentric one.

orded soundscapes and performances to create a montage
of different times and places.
The live video component uses recorded footage from the
monarch reserves in Canada, USA and Mexico, transmitted using the browser-based platform Estuary/, developed
at McMaster University. The live video mixing is done
by Jessica Rodriguez (Canada), without any direct input
from the audio information apart from listening. The visuals present a contemplative composition highlighting
monarch butterfly habitats. The sections of video material
set the narrative arc of the performance, opening with
shots of the mountain habitats in Mexico, moving the
close-up and medium shots of other organisms which
inhabit these reserves, and then finally revealing the
monarchs at the end of the composition.

Since 2015 a performance collective has emerged through
various collaborations consisting of Rob Mackay (flute),
David Blink (handpan and trumpet), Rolando Rodriguez
(poetry), and Jessica Rodriguez (video media). The first
collaboration formed the touring audiovisual installation8.
Mackay, Blink, Rodriguez and Rodriguez collaborated
again when visiting the Cerro Pelón reserve in January
and March 2018. A series of improvisations in the reserves were filmed and recorded in which human and
non-human actors interact. In the capturing of these performances, framing was an important aspect. A single
ambisonic microphone was used in most cases to produce
a single-person perspective (so that listeners get the aural
sense of standing in the space). The filming followed the
same principle, usually being captured using one device
with a fixed perspective. These techniques were augmented in January 2020 when Blink and Mackay visited
the Cerro Pelón reserve again, and captured their open-air
improvisations using a Sennheiser Ambeo mic and a Go
Pro 360 camera in order to capture single point surround
sound and video.

Several performances of the work have been presented
via zoom at various festivals and conferences (Music
Studies on a Damaged Planet, Seeing Sound, Vibrant
Practices, BEAST FEaST, and Beastly Landscapes).

4.2 Telepresence, telematics, telephenomenology
The performance explorations and creative process were
further developed through 2019 – 2021 with the creation
of the performance work Networking the Flight of the
Monarchs9, which is an attempt to extend the dance of
agency across time and space via a networked audiovisual performance.

Figure 7. Performance of Networking the Flight of the Monarchs, Queens University Belfast, 12/11/2020.

4.3 Performance ecosystem
Each iteration of the performance has been different, being a fluid and dynamic dance of agency between the
livestreamed soundscapes, human performers, liveelectronic processing, and recorded soundscapes, performances, and video footage. The assemblages of sound are
collaged in a roughly pre-determined structure along with
the video assemblages.

The work is facilitated via the Locus Sonus Soundmap,
whereby livestreams from the monarch butterfly reserves
are combined with live improvisations by Mackay (UK)
and Blink (USA), alongside poetry reading by Rodriguez,
R. (Mexico), and live video mixing by Rodriguez, J.
(Canada). The performers interact with each other and the
live soundscapes in a structured improvisation piece. In
addition to the livestreams, recorded soundscapes and
performances are also blended into the mix.

The group have performed to audiences in both hybrid
(where some performers and present with the audience in
a physical performance space) and entirely online formats. The online performances have been facilitated by
Zoom and YouTube livestreaming. The latest iteration of
the technical chain uses OBS software for both the visual
presentation and the livestreaming of the combined audio
and visual elements.

The audio streams are separated from each other by having several different iterations of the soundmap running
on different browsers. These are then routed through
Loopback into Ableton Live. Here the livestreamed
soundscapes and performances are combined with rec-

8

Mackay,
R.
Flight
of
the
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dhbv63REKrM

9

The performances are coordinated via a text score produced by Mackay in collaboration with the other performers. This score is then communicated section by section via a Facebook Messenger group chat. The musical
textures vary between flowing, asynchronous passages,

Monarchs:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jpbb9dnOHPY&feature=youtu.be
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and other sections which require rhythmic synchronization of the performers. The group work with the ecology
of the technical set-up and work around the inevitable
delay caused by latency of data transmission. In order to
maintain audio quality, the Locus stream can have very
long delay (up to 30 seconds at times). This is circumnavigated by David Blink muting his monitoring for these
sections, and playing rhythmic ostinatos on the handpan.
The other performers wait for Blink’s audio feed to come
through, and simply play in time with that.

During Blink’s years working with the Flight of the
Monarchs project, he witnessed a version of the phenomenon of collective effervescence. The phenomenon of
collective effervescence starts with a tipping point or
boiling over of emotional energy. Viewed through the
related lens of an interaction ritual chain [27], transformation can be linked to a sequence (chain) of small ritual
interactions that, when added up, lead to an emotional
tipping point in which our bodies have a physical reaction, e.g., goose bumps on the arms. These breakthrough
moments may occur at different points in the interaction
ritual chain for each individual, but entrainment pulls the
transformations together for the group. A 2018 College of
the Siskiyous delegation visit with the Flight of the Monarchs team took faculty members and administrators on a
trek to Cerro Pelón. When we got close to the roost, our
group reclined on the ground and watched the monarchs
flying above. Within minutes, the group began to weep.
This is what Collins describes as collective effervescence
which is a result of interaction ritual chains. To understand interaction ritual chains deeper, we return to the
ritual theory developed by Durkheim and Turner.

All of the audio streams are mixed in Ableton Live on
Mackay’s computer. The live instruments and voice are
further manipulated by live audio effects in Ableton Live
including reverb, delay, beat-repeat, and looping (including pitch transposition).
4.4 Ritual and entrainment
Seeing the mass migration of monarchs and their roosting
area can be a transformative ritual experience (like seeing
the Grand Canyon for the first time). Durkheim [22],
[23], and Turner [24] developed the theory of ritual process. Turner refers to the three stages of the ritual process
as separation, liminality, and reaggregation. Liminality,
which can be thought of as being in a state controlled by
one’s inner psyche rather than controlled by ego [25] is
preceded by separation, the detachment of the individual
from the existing social structure, cultural conditions, or
both. Liminality is followed by reaggregation, the return
of the individual to everyday life, possibly with changes
based on transformations attained during liminality [26].
The project team prepares for annual and delegation
Flight of the Monarch visits through education, travel,
and hard physical activity, which is the first of the tri-part
ritual process of Victor Turner. Liminality (the second
part) is the real-time experience that can be thought of as
a limbo (or transitional) space. This space is perfect to
rethink our individual place in this world. Liminality can
also open the individual to a stronger form of community
(or communitas) as a result of personally witnessing the
awe of seeing the butterflies in mass migration. The third
phase of the ritual process is reaggregation, in which we
apply the lessons learned in liminality to our new (transformational) persona.

Durkheim showed that ritual outcomes varied with social
membership patterns and the emotions linked to those
patterns. Collins realized that the symbols of social membership through ritual create a mutual focus in which a
group of people collectively focusing can become emotionally entrained. These emotions are what Collins
called emotional energy (EE), which can strengthen the
symbols of group membership and create a feeling of
solidarity. Each time an interaction ritual takes place between individuals or a group, their EE can be recharged
and again feed into feelings of solidarity and powering
the symbols that represent membership. “Durkheim noted
that a successful social ritual makes the individual participant feel strong, confident, full of impulses to take the
initiative” [27]. In this feedback loop, successful social
rituals fill your wellbeing, create EE through entrainment,
and give you the motivation to seek more social interaction rituals to continue the flow of EE. Entrainment, the
synchronization of musical rhythms or a group’s activities [28] [29], can increase participation within a group.
In Collin’s Interactional Ritual Chains, the sequence of
small activities feed into a feeling of awe. As Flight of
the Monarchs musicians who have all experienced this
phenomenon, we use these telematic performances to
recall and intensify our past experiences with the butterflies, re-engaging our individual liminality and reexperiencing collective effervescence. The telematic performances also entrain a new group of people (the audience) engaged in the lecture and performance, leading to
collective effervescence of the larger (musicians and audience) group. By using our past collective improvisations, we get back into a state of flow of EE with the
larger group.

Collective effervescence, termed by Collins [27] is a useful lens to gain insight into the performances. Collective
effervescence extends the individual experience of liminality to a group. According to Collins, collective effervescence can result from a mutual focus of attention and
a shared mood, with feedback intensification through
rhythmic entrainment building the group’s mood. Entrainment is a synchronization of musical rhythms or a
group’s activities [28], [29]. Witnessing the complex
multi-generational migration of the monarchs with others
creates a shared mood and the sound of the huge population of butterflies creates rhythmic entrainment for the
group of people, creating awe and collective effervescence. In turn, the group experience can lead individuals
to reflect on their own lives and how we are also part of a
complex system of nature.

Clayton, et al. [29] suggested that “through exploring the
phenomena of entrainment, ethnomusicologists may be
able to better understand how musical sound serves as an
interface that connects selves - viscerally and cognitively
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- to society” (p. 22). In this new way of improvising and
engaging in our past improvised performances, we are in
a sense creating a new collective effervescence - recharging our past transformative experience. When we perform, Blink plays the handpan in the first track (without
hearing the other performers). Although isolated from the
other members of the ensemble at the time of the telematic performance, he recalls the past experiences and
sounds created through our past collective effervescence
performances in the butterfly roost. By connecting to past
experiences (through visuals and memories), he is able to
feel a sense of connection and flow with the other members of the ensemble (from past recordings and experiences and from the delayed visual feedback of the other
musicians). He feels the mood and intensity of what is
being mixed in the final product, but can only imagine the
interactions. Not until the performance is complete, can
he connect fully with the other musicians and listen to the
completed performance recording. When reflecting on the
performance as a whole, he cannot distinguish what is the
live version and his past recorded self on handpan and
trumpet. In essence, the performance is not only reenergizing his own liminality and transformation and the
group’s collective effervescence, but it is also reconnecting with the original phenomenon of performing together
in the actual butterfly roost.

[6] Haraway DJ. 2016. Staying with the Trouble: Making
Kin in the Chthulucene, Duke University Press.
[7] Brower, L.P.; Williams, E.H.; Jaramillo-López, P.;
Kust, D.R.; Slayback, D. A.; Ramírez, M. I., (2017),
“Butterfly Mortality and Salvage Logging”, American
Entomologist, 63: 3.
[8] Brower, L. P.; Taylor, O. R.; Williams, E. H.;
Slayback, D. A.; Zubieta, R. R.; Isabel, M., (2011),
“Decline of monarch butterflies overwintering in Mexico:
is the migratory phenomenon at risk?”, Insect
Conservation and Diversity, The Royal Entomological
Society, doi: 10.1111/j.1752-4598.2011.00142.x
[9] Carson, R., 1962 (new Ed. 2000), Silent Spring, Penguin Modern Classics, ISBN-139780141184944
[10] Schafer, R. M. (1993). The soundscape: Our sonic
environment and the tuning of the world. Rochester, VT:
Destiny.
[11] Truax, B. (1978). The world soundscape project’s
handbook for acoustic ecology (1st ed.). Vancouver:
ARC.
[12] Farina, A., 2014, Soundscape Ecology: Principles,
Patterns, Methods, and Applications, Springer, ISBN:
9789400773738

5. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
The ensemble are continuing to develop our practice. In
addition to the networked performance, during our last
visit to the Cerro Pelón reserve, we made 360 video and
audio recording of outdoor performances in the reserves
for use in immersive VR installations. We are also currently experimenting with browser-based tools to improve our telematic performance capabilities.

[13] Farina, A., 2018, “Perspectives in ecoacoustics: A
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Artifacts of ‘not-here’
Juan Parra Cancino
Orpheus Institute, Ghent

ABSTRACT
Drawing parallelisms between the glitches produced by
the technical limitations of our current network communication tools, with the limitations of historical technologies, this project is presented as a way to reflect on what
could be aesthetic implications of embracing these technologies as a whole, in their current state. This performance project focuses on the limitations of current network technologies, especially when dealing with multiple
peers connecting from home setups. This will help us unearth the interesting aesthetic aspects of these glitches
and limitations, in order to use them as new sonic ‘affects’ and new sound ‘objects’ by themselves.

1.

CONTEXT

Since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, the aesthetics of network-based performance has been transformed by the influence of the rich group of practitioners
and institutions that suddenly began looking into this
practice as a way of coping with the new situation. This,
understandably, had an impact on the experimental nature
that network performances arts have had since its inception.
During the pandemic, understandably, a lot of the efforts
from the technological side, as well as the artistic endeavours, have dealt with the idea of simulation, or
rather, emulation: trying to move what we do in the real
world into the virtual domain. Understandably, that has
become –as anything that is fuelled by expectations– a
source of frustration. The shortcomings become evident.
Meeting over high-latency internet connections was never
going to yield the same tightness as a rock group or jazz
combo would have inside a room. That was never the
intention. Network-based performance arts have been,
and still are, busy with trying things out to “see what
happens”, to see what is possible, to see how much the
network becomes part of the art that is being made.
Technology as something that is not transparent, as something with an opacity that colours everything that we do,
Copyright: © 2022 First author et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
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is diametrically opposed to the way most people tend to
think about technology. Technology, certainly digital
technology, and especially the commercial approach towards technological acquisition done by the commercial
products rely on the illusion of technology as an agent of
“friction-reduction” with our world. When things are
“working” they are transparent, they don’t exist. They
only appear to the fore when ‘problems’ appear.
Of course, we know that this is not true. Even the illusion
of frictionless has started to be questioned by the industries that advocated for it [1]. The idea of making the
technology “disappear” is a goal that time and time again
is questioned by the most experimental artists that embrace the technological shortcomings as part of their
work. Glitch music and turntablism are practices that take
the tools for reproduction of music and focus on the generation of the errors that sporadically (or not so sporadically) coloured the music being played back. The vinyl,
the needle and the turntable became then a rich source for
new sounds, that held an inherent familiarity with the
audience’s sonic experience of the format when things
‘went wrong’[2].
Drawing parallelisms between the glitches produced by
the technical limitations of our current tools, with the
limitations of historical technologies, is presented as a
way to reflect on what could be aesthetic implications of
embracing these technologies as a whole, in their current
state.
These limitations can be understood as the resistance of
the artistic material: When we encounter a limitation on
the technological means that inspires us to push it to the
point of breaking. Nowadays, it is common to consider
the artifacts and the technical issues that tape as a medium had fifty years ago as a colour, as an aesthetic artifact
that is welcome in our sound. It has become something
that is added, something that can be purchased as a digital
emulation to make recordings sound as if they were done
in the past. But not only that: there is something intangible about the organic, non-linear colouring of sound
recordings that do not only situate these recordings into a
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different temporal context but also provides the artists
using them with a sense of ‘belonging’ to a ‘past’, an artificial historical, aesthetic context.

For this performative dimension, we divided our experimentations again into two branches.
First the technological branch: How do we do this?

How can we explore what the ‘tape hiss’ of today is? The
glitches, the latency issues, the saturations that are unexpected, the ‘hanging’ of the signal that our current network connections still are full of? How to bring them
with us into this journey of music-making, moving together into the future? A future where these artifacts
might end up disappearing and, therefore, we might end
up having to buy their emulations as colourings for the
artistic works of fifty years from now?

2.

I have been experimenting with a number of groups that
are very keen to use themselves as beta-testers. The ones
with the longest duration during the pandemic have been
the “Quarantine Core”[3] group that was organised by
Chris Chafe, developer of Jacktrip[4], at CCRMA, Stanford University, which had recently completed its 75th
weekly performance, and the NowNet lab group [5], organised by Sarah Weaver. These two groups had as a
mandate, from a technical perspective, to understand
what the limitations of the network are when doing distributed music performances, and how to play ‘around’
these limitations. The ‘artifacts of not-here’ project feeds
from these experiential knowledge, going back to the
notes taken while troubleshooting, this time in order to
‘recall’ the things we were aiming to avoid, in order to
recover them and use them as sonic materials for this
project.

PROJECT

As the starting point for this project’s journey, the aim
was to embrace this experimental nature. By looking at
those elements that are a source of frustration when the
goal is to emulate the conditions of the real world in the
virtual (telematic) domain, as a rich opportunity to explore what the ‘sound’ of the network ‘is’, seeking to
learn how can we ‘play’ with it, and how can we let ourselves be ‘played’ by it.

3.2. Technical considerations
Technically speaking, this led to creating a setup where
the bandwidth and latency of the connections could be
individually, dynamically, performatively, changed. The
manipulation of these parameters in performance generated three controllable sonic affects:

Reflecting upon how to articulate these opportunities in a
performative setting led to developing a creative platform
that allowed focusing on the limitations of current network technologies, especially when dealing with multiple
peers connecting from home setups. This helped unearth
the interesting aesthetic aspects of these glitches and limitations, in order to use them as new sonic ‘affects’ and
new sound ‘objects’ by themselves.

Increasing the quality of the expected signal has an immediate impact on the bandwidth required for the communication to take place. Depending on the connection,
that will immediately increase the number of audible
glitches in the signal. Therefore, a quick way of creating
more glitches and artifacts is to push the connection by
increasing the quality of the audio codec (from opus to 32
linear PCM, for example) and “jump” between them.

The musical aesthetic of this project resonates with the
idea of finding ways to overemphasise the lack of transparency of the medium.

3.

METHODOLOGY

Another way of playing the network is dynamically
changing the buffer size between two connections. Decreasing the buffer size will turn, again, into a less linear
signal, with more inaccuracies. In this fashion, some aspects of the limits of the codecs used in these connections
become more prominent. One of the observations that
were reproducible, albeit not necessarily evident from a
theoretical point of view, had to do with the density of the
signal in lower frequencies (below the speech frequency
range). It seems that, the shorter the buffer size, the more
likely it becomes to appear as distorting/saturating the
signal when trying to cope with low-frequency signals,
regardless of their amplitude.

3.1. Experiential knowledge
When it comes to network technology, the experimental
exploration as methodology for this project was divided
into two dimensions:
First, the perceptual dimension.
How to enhance the artifacts of network technologies, so
they become the main focus, the actual sound event?
Second, the performative dimension: how can these artifacts be ‘instrumentalised’? How can they be ‘played’?
How can they be excited, subdued?
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Perhaps the most difficult to attain and reproduce as a
parameter in performance has to do with latency. The
way to compensate for all the previous inaccuracies,
when yielded as undesirable, is to increase the buffer size.
This decreases the stress on the network, but with the
tradeoff of increasing the latency between generation and
reception of signals. And latency can become a real problem for a lot of conventional musical practices when attempting to play “together”.

For this, I ran some performative experiments that led me
to identify three broad elements from a musical perspective.
First, continuous signals. Anything that is continuous will
help expose the periodic glitches that appear when the
bandwidth becomes ‘noisy’. This can be divided into two
different occurrences: When there is a problematic connection over Ethernet, one can hear periodic glitches, that
are somewhat connected to the latency, the way Ethernet
packages travel over the network. When the connection is
done over WiFi, these glitches appear as aperiodic glitchy
clusters, that appear whenever the connection reset/
restores itself. There is here an interesting way of exploring continuous and discontinuous concentration and release of data as sonic pulses/patterns. These periodic/aperiodic occurrences are easier to perceive if we generate
continuous tones as our musical material.

With these technical considerations in mind, I approached
my colleagues of the “Music, Thought and
Technology” (MTT) research group at the Orpheus Institute in Ghent, Belgium[6].

4.

CASE STUDY

The first experiment had distributed collaborators located
in Brussels (Magno Caliman, Analog synthesizer) , Florence (Daniela Fantechi, Super Collider and piezo microphones) and Dublin (Nicholas Brown, monochord and
electronics) converging in a hub located in Ghent, where
the active manipulation and further transmission to a virtual venue took place. In Ghent, there was also a local
instrumentalist (Jonathan Impett, trumpet) who improvised with the incoming streams.

Second, there is the issue of density. Increasingly dense
sound sources will start distorting at certain rates in the
network, depending on their low-frequency content. In
this case, density becomes clipping, or distortion, as if we
were transmitting extremely loud signals. This probably
occurs due to the frequency limitations of the codecs used
for internet communication, which in principle are optimised to transmit in the frequency range of the human
voice. It is possible that this clipping occurs when transmitting signals outside that frequency range, therefore
this phenomenon can occur with higher frequencies. Musically speaking, trying to provoke this distortion/clipping
is more interesting if we use low frequencies, since we
are less sensitive to them, and we might encounter cases
where we do not hear the signal until it distorts.

The case study started by defining mapping and arranging
the real-time manipulation of the connection parameters
between the hub and each remote location as a performative, musical instrument. This was done using a combination of software for the connections and audio extraction.
For the connection between the remote performers and
the local “hub” We used both Jacktrip and Sonobus[7].
Where in Jacktrip one can input specific arguments to
simulate network issues [8], in Sonobus, its Graphic User
Interface allows for the dynamic manipulation of the
codecs being used for the incoming and outgoing audio
streams without having to reset the connections. Additionally, Sonobus can run as a plug-in in a DAW, which
was necessary to extract the “artifacts” from the incoming
signals using Izotope’s spectral denoiser [9]. The denoiser
“output noise only” function was then used to add the
glitches and inaccuracies both as stand-alone voices, as
well as used as control information for a modular synthesis system.

The third element is related to music perception. It is the
idea of embracing, or coping with, extreme latencies.
What happens when we want to play musical material
that needs to have a steady pulse, and the loopback of
what we hear has a certain latency, that is constant? We
learn to adapt. We find our way, by playing slightly
ahead, or by ‘not listening’ to ourselves and just ‘keep
going’. But when that latency becomes variable, when we
change that buffer size dynamically, there is a moment of
adaptation that needs to keep happening, if the goal is to
keep playing with a continuous pulse. We ran some tests,
where I asked each remote collaborator to play continuous pulses, and asked them to try and keep the pulses
while I kept changing the buffer size of our connection.
This created a performative challenge that made each
collaborator respond and react differently, adding a sense
of resistance to their performance.

Having identified how to manipulate the connections to
bring or subdue the artifacts and inaccuracies, and mapping them to act both as audible voices and control for
the modular setup, the next step was to identify what
kind of musical material better suited the exposition and
of these glitches and inaccuracies at any given moment.
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This latency aspect was quite difficult to present as a
‘sounding’ element of the case study, being it more of a
performative challenge. We embraced this variable latency as a ‘positive’ element: If we are all ‘late’ in the same
way, at the same time, we are no longer ‘late’. We decided then to not monitor ourselves individually directly, but
rather, to only hear ourselves over the final stage of the
network set-up, through the virtual venue. This meant
that the musicians will hear themselves at the same time
that the virtual audience did. In doing so, we would share
the same now-ness, we’ll all be equally late, and therefore, on time.

collective for it to appear. I am grateful that I have had
wonderful musicians and collaborators who are trusting
enough to believe that these ideas can translate into interesting musical results.

6.

1. Selzer, Steve. “The Fiction of no friction. Why tech
products need humanity-centered designers”.
https://medium.com/@steveselzer/
t h e - f i c t i o n - o f - n o friction-17da9349459a. Visited on Jan 10,
2022

Since the nature of this project is based on collaboration,
it works within the realm of improvisation. In order to
highlight the definition of the network, its elements and
the communication inconsistencies as a musical entity, If
I was to present my instrumental musicianship through
the controlling and manipulation of the parameters of the
different connections, to exacerbate or subdue these inaccuracies, I needed to incorporate an instrumental counterpart to interact with, that would make me take musical
decisions when manipulating the network-instrument.
This was the role of Jonathan Impett in this case study.
Impett and I have been collaborating in different capacities for a number of years, always with the understanding
of relating to music improvisation through the questioning of what technology can do to ourselves, to our music
making, to the instruments that we play. How we understand technology, not as a facilitator, but rather, as a
source of resistance, a source of frictions. In that sense,
Impett acted as an agent of reaction to what he heard, to
how the network manifested itself. In turn, his musical
feedback affected the way the remote collaborators
played, and how much I had to adapt to keep exciting/
taming the inaccuracies of the network connections.

2. Holmes, Thom. “Maximum Turntablism 1 & 2”. A
fascinating source of historical and current examples
of turntablism.
https://
www.thomholmes.com/post/maximumturntablism-part-1. Visited on Jan 10, 2022

3.

More on the Quarantine Sessions:https://
chrischafe.net/quarantine-sessions/
Visited on Jan 10, 2022

4. https://jacktrip.org/ Visited on Jan 10,
2022
5. More on NowNet Arts and its lab: https://
nownetarts.org/nownet-arts-lab Visited
on Jan 10, 2022

6.

More information on the “Music, Thought and
Technology research group available at:https://
orpheusinstituut.be/en/projects/
music-thought-and-technology. Visited
on Jan 10, 2022

7. https://www.sonobus.net/. Visited on Jan

The first public presentation of this work took place during the NowNet Arts conference on November 7, 2021.
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CONCLUSIONS

The current state of technology, with all their implications, demands us to bring to the fore the value that it has
to question the way we relate to technology as humans.
The notion that technology is something that reduces the
friction between us and the world is very problematic.
Without friction, without resistance, there is no instrumental ‘spark’ that can generate anything new. All the
elements described in this project are therefore seen and
treated as possibilities to understand the inaccuracies of
our network technologies as the body of the instrument
that I would like to ‘play’. Networks are a way to understand the interconnection between different agents, we
are never alone. Therefore, it is a body that requires a

9. http://downloads.izotope.com/docs/
rx6/34-spectral-de-noise/
index.html. Visited on Jan 10, 2022
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Composing quantum music: Psi
Rodney DuPlessis
UCSB
rodney@rodneyduplessis.com

ABSTRACT

theory of microsound and granular synthesis [8, 9]. Rajmil
Fischman wrote a piece of software and an accompanying
musical experiment that uses Schrödinger’s equation to derive the form of a piece [10]. Bob Sturm made a foray into
quantum mechanics when he created a sonification based
on particles in an atom trap [11]. The Allosphere Research
Group, led by JoAnn Kuchera-Morin, has done some of
the most compelling work to date in sonifying and visualizing quantum processes [12]. Using the 3-story immersive
Allosphere system, the Allosphere Research Group turns a
hydrogen-like atom into an audiovisual instrument that can
be controlled, explored, and performed. Kuchera-Morin
has composed an audiovisual piece, Myrioi (2020), using
this instrument.
In my research I have returned to Gabor’s original meaning by treating sound as quantum particles in the most literal sense. These particles, governed by the mathematics
of quantum mechanics, are well known to exhibit characteristics of both particles and waves. I make use of microsound theory [9] to make this duality tangible, but I
turn the focus to the idiosyncratic characteristics of quantum particles rather than generic particles.. At the core of
this is a stochastic theory based on the time-varying probability distributions of quantum wavefunctions. Thus, this
work is close in spirit to Xenakis’ pioneering work incorporating stochastic theory into musical composition [8].
In order to incorporate quantum physics into music, I
developed the Quantum Harmonic Oscillator Synthesizer
(QHOSYN, pronounced ”cosine”). A QHO is a fundamental model that describes a quantum particle. Using
the time-dependent Schrödinger equation, QHOSYN can
simulate a quantum particle in a superposition of up to 15
eigenstates. It is both a simulation and a tool for generating
quantum-based sound (see Figure 1).
There are many ways in which QHOs can be used in musical composition. In Psi, I explored at least six methods.
One of the foundational musical ideas of Psi is a spatial
one. The indeterminate position of quantum particles is
among their most conspicuous qualities. QHOSYN can
take periodic measurements of its QHO simulation to generate a stream of evolving stochastic panning data, imbuing any sound with this indeterminate quantum position
quality. This contrasts with classically-based panning data
generated from CHON. The form of Psi depends in part on
this contrast in spatial determinism.

Psi (2021) is the culmination of years of compositional
work and research into the sonification of classical and
quantum systems. Classical objects push and pull in tangible and deterministic gestures. A Newton’s cradle collides on one side, energy courses through the system,
and it erupts on the other side. Quantum objects mystify
the imagination with erratic and unpredictable behavior.
Psi guides the listener from a classical mechanical sound
world into a quantum soundscape populated by quantum
harmonic oscillators. For these quantum sounds, I created
a software, QHOSYN, that sonifies evolving wavefunctions
using the time-dependent Schrödinger equation. I also
used several other original software applications. In this
presentation, I accompany a listening of Psi with a look
into the process, tools, and ideas that went into its creation.
I present some methods for translating quantum principles
into sound and discuss some of the aesthetic considerations regarding the use of quantum physics in music composition. I point to new connections between arts and science catalyzed by this work.
1. INTRODUCTION
In November 2021 I completed work on the stereo fixed
media piece Psi. The majority of the final sonic result was
realized over the course of a year between Fall 2020 and
Fall 2021, but pre-compositional work began even earlier.
With Psi, I especially explored methods of composition using quantum mechanics and classical mechanics.
The journey to this piece began with my experiments in
using classical Newtonian physics as both a metaphor and
as a control and synthesis algorithm in music. I created
a software called CHON [1] to physically simulate coupled harmonic oscillators and derive sound and musical
form from the system. Next, I wanted to explore the quantum equivalent, so I created QHOSYN [2], an application
for simulating a quantum harmonic oscillator (QHO) and,
like CHON, used to derive musical material. I also used
four more of my own software applications: Pulsar∼ [3],
PRISM-Dilate, PRISM-Mask [4], and EmissionControl2
(a joint project between Curtis Roads, Jack Kilgore, and
myself) [5].
The subject of quantum physics in music has attracted
relatively little attention. Dennis Gabor was the first to introduce a quantum notion of sound [6, 7]. This led to the

2. FORM
The narrative of Psi unfolds from the contrast between
classical and quantum systems. The piece begins with the
sound of a Newton’s Cradle; the quintessential classical
system. Some synthetic sounds based on the same physics

Copyright: ©2022 Rodney DuPlessis et al. This is an open-access article
distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License
3.0 Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited.
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Figure 1. The visual interface of QHOSYN. The quantum wavefunction is shown as a red line, with he probability curve in blue.

tially setting it into motion until it stopped, which lasted 1
minute and 32 seconds. In the second recording, I manually performed the Newton’s cradle, creating gestures with
varied energy envelopes with my hands.
The exposition of Psi allows the full progression of the
first Newton’s cradle recording to unfold until it comes to
rest. Various inserts and textures adorn the overall entropic
trajectory, but it is not interrupted.
The majority of the pitched material in Psi is tuned to
the Bohlen-Pierce scale. The Bohlen-Pierce scale is a 13tone macrotonal scale that has a period of 3:1 (1900 cents)
rather than an octave. A semi-tone in the Bohlen-Pierce
scale is about 146 cents, about 50% larger than the semitone in standard equal-temperament. I have found this
scale to be full of beautiful intervallic colours unheard of in
other tuning systems. Some of these colours are more pure
and iridescent than standard intervals can achieve, while
others are rougher and muddier. I have devised a harmonic
language in the Bohlen-Pierce scale that allows functional
relationships between chords as well as melodic tension
and release.
For the quantum material, over 90 unique sound files
were generated manually using QHOSYN. Some of the
sound files use QHOSYN’s internal synthesis, while others
use QHOSYN to control another application. Many sound
files were also created from the classical material. This includes sounds generated from CHON, CHON controlling
EmissionControl2, and CHON controlling Pulsar∼.

are added gradually while leaving the focus on the sound of
the Newton’s cradle. This material is explored extensively
from various perspectives, diving deeper into the sounds
before zooming in to a level where quantum effects begin
to emerge. In this quantum sound world, particles become
smeared out into droning waves and jump around in the
stereo field unpredictably. Eventually, echoes of the classical return as processed versions of the cradle sounds from
the beginning, now unstable and flitting about the sound
field haphazardly. Quantum particles dance like tiny corpuscular creatures popping in and out of our perception,
spinning, collapsing, dispersing, and entangling with one
another. The activity grows as we begin to zoom out and
widen our perspective once again. We finally emerge from
the quantum sound world to re-examine the Newton’s Cradle with the remnants of the quantum effects now coloring
our aural perception.
On a broad scale, the piece essentially consists of three
sections we can call Classical, Quantum, and Unification.
The Classical section is relatively orderly, deterministic,
and tangible. Sounds follow linear paths in their transformations. They attract, repel, collide, and oscillate like typical Newtonian objects. This applies to the spatial movement of sounds as well as other parameters. For example, granular textures change density, sometimes gradually thinning out, and other times being compressed (in
the sense of a gas being compressed) as some new sound
enters the field and increases the pressure. The Quantum
section, on the other hand, presents the deeply weird and
intangible nature of quantum objects. The quantum sound
objects in this section jump discontinuously in the stereo
field and, as with the classical sounds, other parameters
of some sounds are similarly governed by this indeterminacy. The final Unification section brings the two worlds
together in juxtaposition to round out the journey.

4. WAVETABLE SYNTHESIS
The possibility of using wavetable synthesis to sonify the
wavefunction presented itself as I watched the undulating
QHO (pictured in Figure 1). This method simply entails
reading the 256-sample wavefunction at audio rate as a
wavetable. It seems somewhat trivial, but the constantly
shifting wavefunction provides a more dynamic source
than other traditional wavetables. This method is further
enhanced through spatial effects using stochastic panning
data generated by sampling the wavefunction’s probability
curve.

3. SOUND MATERIAL
The sound material of Psi is largely synthetic except for
two 192kHz/32-bit stereo recordings I took of a Newton’s
cradle. The first was a full process of the cradle from ini-
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Figure 2. Creating quantum pulsars with QHOSYN and two Pulsar∼ objects in Pure Data. The real and imaginary parts of the wavefunction provide the
waveforms for the two pulsarets. The pulsaret waveforms can be seen in the top right.

via OSC to control parameters of EmissionControl2. One
of the most direct mappings was to apply these measurements to panning, so that spatial measurements applied
spatial effects in the sound.
Granular synthesis also afforded a metaphor with waveparticle duality. Sonic particles, after all, are actually
waves, though they have finite bounds in time and space.
Additionally, sound particles make up a Gestalt in granular
synthesis that itself might be perceived as wave-like or particulate. Throughout Psi wave-particle duality is evoked by
sounds and grain streams in the frequency range at the edge
of perception between rhythm and pitch (15-25hz). In this
range, the lister sometimes perceives individual grains, and
sometimes perceives a low frequency wave formed from
the fusing of grains.

The wavetable synthesis sonification method emphasizes
the interference between superposed energy eigenstates of
the QHO. This interference creates a spectrum that evolves
in time as the phase of the wavefunction rotates and eigenstates emerge from and submerge into the overall timbre.
Treating the wavefunction as a wavetable essentially converts the position axis to a time axis. The spatial frequency of the Fourier transform becomes temporal frequency. Thus, the evolving spectrum we hear is analogous
to the evolving momentum distribution of the quantum particle over time. The spectrum is harmonic due to the quantized nature of the energy states of a particle (the states
must be integer multiples of the ground state).
In Psi, much of the pitched material was generated using
wavetable synthesis. The section from 3:50-5:20 especially focuses on this material.

6.1 Pulsar Synthesis
5. WAVEFUNCTION AS SPECTRUM

Pulsar synthesis is a method of granular synthesis that
emits grains at a regular interval. The pulsar is made up
of a ”pulsaret” followed by a silent interval. The composer
can generate myriad musical sounds by controlling the proportion of pulsaret to silence in the pulsar, the waveform of
the pulsaret, the amplitude envelope, and the frequency of
the pulsar stream [14]. I created Pulsar∼ in 2018 to explore
the possibilities of this technique in Pure Data. A major
benefit of Pulsar∼ in the case of composing for Psi was
the ability to flexibly apply data to the parameters thanks
to the Pure Data environment.
Several sounds in the piece were created by using
Pulsar∼ with CHON. I instantiated four instances of
Pulsar∼ and controlled each instance with the data from a
different particle in CHON. I set up the system so that the
displacement of each particle in the x axis would control
the panning of its corresponding pulsar. I also explored
configurations in which the y and z axes of the particles
were mapped to the formant frequency (pulsaret period)
and masking of the particles. I controlled other aspects of
the Pulsars manually to create active gestures and textures.
I used this method to generate some of the pitched material
in the classical sections of Psi (notably the gesture at 0:26).
Pulsar synthesis presents an especially compelling analogy for perception of the quantum mechanical system in
question. With its short, regular pulses, pulsar synthesis
can sample the QHO data repeatedly to immerse the listener into the quantum world. I set up two Pulsar∼ objects
in Pure Data, and routed the QHO measurement data to

The nature of the wavefunction as complex-valued and
time-varying suggested Short-Time Fourier Transform
(STFT) methods for sonification. The wavefunction of
QHOSYN consists of 256 complex-values per frame. The
inverse Fourier synthesis of QHOSYN takes advantage of
the morphological similarity between the data of the wavefunction and STFTs, treating each value of the wavefunction as a frequency bin. The sonic result resembles a bandlimited impulse train with an evolving spectrum.
Randomizing the phase creates filtered noise with the
spectrum of the noise mirroring the shape of the probability distribution. The noise generated this way is dynamic
and colorful thanks to the evolving patterns of the wavefunction.
6. GRANULAR SYNTHESIS
Granular synthesis is an apt framework for the sonification
of quantum processes. Just as quantum physics explores
the most infinitesimal objects in the universe, granular synthesis allows composers to create music using the smallest
sonic particles. For my granular explorations of quantum
physics in Psi, I used two software applications in conjunction with QHOSYN: EmissionControl2, and Pulsar∼.
EmissionControl2 provided a broad field of possibilities
with its 15 parameters, unlimited sound file granulation,
and flexible modulation scheme [13]. I was able to broadcast measurements of the particle’s position in QHOSYN
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Figure 3. Using three instances of QHOSYN to control three parameters in EC2 and achieve 3-dimensional quantum granular textures.

each of them to control their panning. I also sent the waveform itself to the pulsars. I mapped the real part of the
wavefunction to one pulsaret waveform, and the imaginary
part to the other (see figure 2. In this way, it becomes possible to explore pulsar synthesis with a new feature: pulsaret
waveforms that evolve in time.
6.2 3D QHO granular clouds
I ran three instances of QHOSYN to simulate a threedimensional QHO, representing the x, y, and z axes, respectively. This is a mathematically valid approach to simulating a 3D QHO since the dimensional terms are separable in the three-dimensional Schrödinger equation [15].
EmissionControl2 was then configured to listen to the OSC
output from all three of these QHOSYN instances (see Figure 3). The x-axis measurement results governed the stereo
panning of grains. The y-axis measurement controlled the
pitch of grains by modulating the Playback Rate parameter. The z-axis measurements created a sense of ”depth” of
the grains by modulating the Grain Duration and the Filter
Resonance (longer and more filtered grains approximate
the sound of late reverberant reflections).
Using this configuration, I was able to create threedimensional quantum granular clouds. This method approached a kind of sonification of a particle in 3D space
measured at regular intervals. Under this correspondence,
each grain represents the particle in the spatial location it is
found each time it is measured. While each measurement
represents the particle at a time and place, a collapsing of
the positional potential of the particle, the sonic result is
not a well-defined particle, rather the perceptual result of
so many rapid measurements is a cloud of sound that loses
definition and takes on a fuzzy character. Thus, the resulting granular clouds contain traces of the quantum probability cloud.
By manually controlling other parameters such as Grain
Rate, Asynchronicity, Intermittency, Filter Center, and Envelope Shape, I was able to create a variety of quantum
cloud textures. Naturally, the choice of which sound file to
granulate had an impact on the quantum cloud texture as
well. For this, I used several of the recordings and synthesized sounds made for Psi.

Figure 4. A spectrogram showing the effect of spectral dilation. A noisy
signal is initially dilated toward the focal point of 2500Hz and then the
effect is gradually lessened, returning the sound to its unprocessed state.

fects. These VST plugins are coded in C++ using JUCE.
They allow composers to process the spectrum of a sound
in unconventional ways.
The first plugin, PRISM-Dilate, employs an algorithm I
call spectral dilation, that takes inspiration from the concept of a homothetic transformation in affine geometry. It
applies a similar transformation to the spectrum of an input sound, pulling the spectrum to a point, pushing it away
from a point, or flipping it around the point. A vizualization of the effect can be seen in Figure 4.
The second plugin, PRISM-Mask, was created to realize
a specific effect I wanted to achieve for Psi. I imagined a
sound fading in or out by gradually masking or unmasking
frequency bins. The effect is used notably to create the first
sound in Psi. A Newton’s cradle click is passed through a
reverb and reversed, generating a sound like white noise
crescendo that peaks at the first click of the Newton’s cradle. However, rather than crescendo by growing in amplitude, the white noise fades in by gradually unmasking frequency bands one at a time until the whole spectrum is revealed (see Figure 5). The effect is also used in an extended
1 minute long gesture at the end of Psi, where frequency
bins are masked and unmasked in waves and crashes.
8. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
There are many ways to sonify quantum physics beyond
what has been presented here. I have plans to collaborate with scientists to mutually benefit from improving
and broadening the scope of my physical simulations. I
am looking into other numerical solutions to the timedependent Schrödinger equation that allow for real-time
user interference in the wavefunction’s evolution. These

7. THE PRISM PLUGINS
In processing the sounds of Psi, I made use of two plugins
from my forthcoming suite of novel spectral processing ef-
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bodied, and scientific instincts. The result sets all available
resources to the task of creating a sonic narrative that is
both intellectually honest and aesthetically moving.
In Psi, the first 3 minutes and 30 seconds are rooted
in classical mechanics in various ways. Sounds are spatialized so that they follow classically consistent trajectories, the Newton’s cradle sound symbolizes and exemplifies Newtonian mechanics, and CHON is used to create
complex but causal relationships between sounds. This is
set up so that it can be ripped away when the piece dives
into quantum territory in the rest of the piece. The exploration of causality itself is a core component of Psi, and
this only comes across if overtly causal sound worlds are
presented before entering the non-deterministic quantum
sound world.
The theory of embodied cognition tells us that the mind is
intrinsically linked to the body and perceptual faculties and
that we understand the world through embodied metaphors
called schemata that are gathered in our interactions with
the world [18]. We learn these schemata before we learn
language. This metaphor then becomes a way of constructing meaning. How, then, can anyone hope to understand
quantum mechanical effects that seem to have no corollary
in our lived experiences? Physicists can sometimes form
intuitions about the quantum world by immersing themselves in the mathematics and through interpretations, but
it nevertheless remains intangible.
Music may offer one humble path forward. Indeed, it
may be one of the best-suited art forms to encode quantum
mechanics as it exhibits its own kind of wave-particle duality. It is a wave-based phenomenon that relies on longitudinal pressure waves carried through a vibrating medium.
The idea of a note, like a particle, is a quantization of a
wave-phenomenon. The note is bound in space (it comes
from a particular point) and time (it has a fixed duration).
A note is still a wave, however. The idea of superposition,
often presented as a shocking property of quantum particles, is mundane in the context of sound and music.
Electroacoustic music offers a medium in which sonic
objects can behave in more ”quantum” ways. The source
of a sound can be diluted, duplicated, and rapidly shifted.
There are practically an endless variety of effects that can
serve as abstract metaphors for even the most intangible
of ideas. A sound can collapse from a superposition of
states (partials) to a single one (the PRISM-Dilate plugin). Granular synthesis presents another particle-wave
metaphor, spectra can be synthesized in any configuration,
and sounds can be arranged in time in probabilistic distributions. Furthermore, if music can activate mirror neurons, it may induce embodied experiences of the otherwise
intangible quantum processes being sonified.
Turning from what music can offer in terms of quantum
intuition to what quantum physics can offer music, we find
an abundance of inspiring material. Undulating wavefunctions provide dynamic synthesis sources either by using
the wave as such, or by treating the wave as an evolving
spectrum. The time-varying probability distributions of the
wavefunction offer an extension to stochastic techniques
pioneered by Iannis Xenakis [8]. Further possibilities may
yet emerge as composers play with the mathematics, data
structures, and paradigms offered by quantum physics.
Quantum physics, in contrast to classical physics, does

Figure 5. A spectrogram showing spectral masking. All bins are initially
masked and subsequently unmasked one-by-one.

interferences could cause wavefunction collapse or trigger
creation and annihilation operations (adding or removing
energy eigenstates).
The methods I used to generate quantum granular clouds
and wavefunction-based pulsar streams suggest further
possibilities in combining quantum mechanics and granular synthesis. Aside from granular synthesis, I can also
imagine simulating a 2D QHO that extends the wavetable
synthesis to wave terrain synthesis. Other topologies are
possible in even higher dimensions.
9. AESTHETIC ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS
I have previously discussed the value of the classical mechanical model as a visceral and universal logical framework for music [1]. The logic of classical physics is a common ground to which any listener can relate. Unlike other
frameworks for music such as scales, metric hierarchies,
and stylistic tropes, physical interactions are truly universal and not culturally learned. It is the logic of an apple
falling to the ground when it grows too heavy for its stem,
or a billiard ball begin struck and rolling in a predictable
direction based on the angle of impact.
Hearing music based on physical metaphors can elicit
empathy, understanding, and a sense of immersion or participation in the sound world. Scientists have shown that
the sounds of actions can trigger mirror neurons, and there
is even some activation when listening to music, suggesting a level of empathy with the ”motion” of the music [16, 17]. So, by presenting a sound that is somehow
physical and familiar to the listener, a composer can induce
a sense of actually performing an action, thereby intensifying immersion into the listening experience.
The physical metaphor can be crafted by the composer
either intuitively or algorithmically. The first method
emerges directly from the composer’s imagination. A
sound can be treated as if it had physical properties such
as mass, inertia, momentum, etc. and the evolution of the
sound can be made to follow how real physical objects
might behave. For example, a sound could burst onto the
soundfield and knock other sounds into activity. In the second method, the physical metaphor is sonified algorithmically by mapping data to sound.
I have found the most compelling results by combining
the free intuitive method with algorithm and simulations.
In Psi, I used CHON to simulate a real physical system, but
I also intervened in the simulation and played it like an instrument. I also arranged sounds using micro-montage and
other techniques according to what felt physically plausible based on an internalized constellation of artistic, em-
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not bring any tangibility or universal framework to music.
Instead, it offers surprise, intrigue, and novelty in form and
structure. It also has a higher barrier to entry than classical
physics. It is difficult to grasp the concepts and mathematics of quantum physics to a degree where one can be
comfortable enough to compose with them. I hope that
the work I did in this regard to create QHOSYN helps to
mitigate this barrier for future composers and researchers.
There is no shortage of awe, wonder, and curiosity to be
drawn from the strange world of quantum physics. The
challenge lies in how to map this world to sound. This
challenge is difficult enough from a sonification perspective, but for the composer it is a two-headed beast with the
sub-challenges of firstly maintaining the integrity of the
data and mapping strategy, and secondly of crafting a compelling sonic narrative with aesthetic meaning. In the worst
case, fixating only on the former leads to the most clinical and uninspired algorithmic music, while focusing too
much on the latter results in trite and superficially programmatic music. To make the task more difficult, these two
goals can clash when the raw data is aesthetically banal or
the composer’s narrative vision threatens to distort the data
beyond recognition. I have opted for a unified approach to
scientific sonification, using symbolic-iconic sounds, direct data mapping, and phenomenological intuitive composition to evoke metaphors that guide the listener through
the uncharted sonic territory of quantum physics.
The most musical scientific models describe the way multiple objects or agents interact over time. From a model
such as this, contrapuntal relationships, dynamic gestures,
and shifting hierarchies can be derived that naturally propel music forward. Classical physics provides a familiar
anchor for listeners that is deterministic, causal, and logical. Quantum physics, in contrast, offers surprise, intrigue,
and novelty in form and structure. Classical and quantum
mechanics both describe motion and other physical properties that change in time. They are dynamic by definition.
This suggests a musical potential, but it is still up to the
composer to mold these forces into a compelling piece. In
composing Psi, I found that these models provide a starting point, sometimes as musical material to be arranged
and manipulated, other times as a framework for shaping
the form of the music. Ultimately, a composer’s touch
is needed to tell the story. Quantum physics reveals new
musical possibilities as novel synthesis methods and formal structures are generated, all while new intuitions are
formed based on quantum sensibilities.
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ABSTRACT

rill is the title of an original program-generated composition for chamber ensemble. From the starting point of
this score typeset, a number of variations were generated
by another computer program designed to simulate binary
erosion. The original score and the generated variations
were then interpreted by musicians working in a recording
studio and finally performed in concert. 1 The work in the
recording studio is notable, because this enabled a further
variation of the piece that was purely electro-acoustic. This
electro-acoustic variation focused on separating the sounds
into their transient and resonant components, then spatializing and recombining them over 25 loudspeaker channels.
The motivation for creating an electro-acoustic variation
was to further explore the concept of erosion from another
(musical) perspective. Interestingly, the electro-acoustic
piece provided a point of reference for the conductor during the rehearsals leading to the performance. The presence of an audible end-state for the erosion seemed to act
as a catalyst for the conductor and the musicians, allowed
them to respond to the un-musical aspects of the eroded
scores and ultimately implement a strategy that would
shape the dramatic arc of the live performance, which took
place as part of the festival Wien Modern 2021.
What follows in Section 2 is a discussion of the musical
aspects of the composition, how initial constraints influenced decisions related to aesthetics, form and material.
The reason for including a discussion of (musical) details
of the composition is that it should help later to understand
the broader response to the experiment by the musicians
who interpreted the scores of the computer generated erosion.
Section 3 offers a brief account of the implementation
details of a general system for music representation and
quickly follows this with specific details of how a similar (real) system was used in the context of producing the
original score for rill. Such a discussion may be of interest
to anyone who has wondered whether computers might be
any good as tools used in the creative process.
A discussion of certain quantitative aspects of the experiment would have been difficult without the program that
carried out the binary erosion step. The reason for this is
that while the aspects of the project that involved composition, interpretation and performance were largely heuristic,
the step involving binary erosion was strictly algorithmic.
Section 4 outlines the details of the informatics involved.
Finally, Section 5 endeavors to present some findings.
The question of what exactly to quantify came up here.
A purely quantitative analysis of the process would have
been difficult and not made much sense, particularly since

rill (erosion) represents one aspect of the rotting sounds
research project that explores the properties and effects
of digital media as the central means of storage for musical information. The motivation for rill (erosion) is to
better understand the implications of working with digital media in the context of composing and performing new
works of—in this case—notated instrumental music. This
is investigated through an experiment designed to simulate the effect of erosion as a real phenomenon within the
electronic devices used to store musical information. More
broadly, rill (erosion) explores the aesthetic implications
related to the interpretation and performance of works
whose core representation has been compromised or degraded. We seek to understand how this extra-musical intervention effects the creative dynamic, specifically in relation to the composition and interpretation of the notated
score. We outline the compositional process used in the
creation of this piece, as well as aspects of program design
and implementation. In the discussion, we analyze the implications of binary erosion related to lower or higher levels of music representation as well as the reasoning processes of turning the automatically eroded score into a festival performance.
Keywords: Music composition, Programming, Erosion
1. INTRODUCTION
One of the primary goals of rotting sounds [1] is to run
experiments pertaining to “technical components such as
[. . . ] algorithm logic and language, as well as to aesthetics
and meaning in the form of musical content.” [2].
rill (erosion) refers to a set of works produced in the context of an experiment to investigate the effects of binary
erosion or bit rot on music data used in the typesetting process. The reason for doing this is a simple hunch about the
effects of technology on the creative process and a desire
to observe these effects in close detail. Bit rot most commonly refers to a form of data degradation that occurs in
electronic storage devices where information is stored on
an array of transistors. It happens when electric charge
stored in one or more of the transistors is unintentionally
modified by an outside force, for example, by the leak of
charge from an improperly insulated neighboring transistor
or electromagnetic interference from an external source.
Copyright: ©2022 Adam McCartney et al. This is an open-access article
distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License
3.0 Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited.

1 https://mediathek.mdw.ac.at/wienmodern21,
ing at minute 29
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2.2.1 Pitch

aspects of the project involved highly subjective artistic activities. This closing section rather attempts to show how
the more austere and non-musical aspects of the project
provided a catalyst for the broader creative work.

Pitch material was organized according to a number of predefined voice types. In fact, all pitches that arise during
the piece do so as the member of a set of one or more voice
types. The set of voice types can be thought of as the union
of three basic types: chord voices; melody voices; tremolo
voices. The actual pitch material for each of these three
sets is derived from one harmonic progression.

2. COMPOSITION
As noted above, the initial process surrounding the composition of rill was largely heuristic. Certain constraints
such as instrumentation and duration were determined at
the outset. We worked with the conductor Jaime Volfson
Reyes who teaches a module in contemporary music performance at the University of Music and Performing Arts
Vienna. The module is known for producing somewhat unusual collections of instruments, often with an abundance
of one particular type. The initial instrumentation turned
out to be 4 flutes, 1 clarinet, 8 violins, 1 viola and 1 vibraphone. Later, for the live performance a cello was added,
again largely due to pragmatic concerns around rehearsals.
Considering that two additional variations of the piece and
one electro-acoustic interpretation were to be played in the
context of a two hour concert program that included other
pieces, rill would have a duration of only around 5 minutes.

2.2.2 Chord voices
The set of chord voices derives from a sequence of 9 harmonies, see Figure 1. These harmonies occur over a descending bass voice and are either triadic or tetradic. Functionally, the harmony could be described as polymodal.
The harmonies are grouped by section, with three harmonies per section.
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rill harmonic material

2.1 Aesthetics and Form
2.2.3 Melody Voices

The homogeneity of the instrumental timbres and the concentration of their ranges in the treble register made it possible to create a relatively dense but translucent texture.
Use of the word dense here refers to the fact that it is
possible to do a lot of unison doubling (which is roughly
concentrated around the 220 Hz–1760 Hz range). Unison
doubling is a technique that features more prominently in
romantic orchestral music, where the standard orchestral
size had grown substantially since the days of baroque or
classical chamber orchestras, where octave doubling was
more prevalent. Octave doubling is typically observed to
produce a slighter clearer sound due to the constructive
interference that occurs by essentially starting another simultaneous harmonic spectrum at the offset of one octave.
This offset meant that the amplitude characteristics of the
individual frequency components of the sound are reinforced. With unison doubling, this is not the case, rather
the presence of phase interference between two spectra
with a common fundamental frequency becomes the more
apparent phenomena. The formal schema of the piece is
clear and simple. There are 12 individual sections labeled
A to L, each 21 quarter-notes long. The sections are quite
modular in their construction and the piece focuses on creating a sense of subtle variation within the context of repeating cycles, rather than any more pronounced feeling of
development.

As mentioned above, the melody voices articulate the same
basic pitch material as the chord voices. In contrast to the
chord voices, the melody voices are designed to contain
suspensions. Instead of focusing only on the three predetermined chords for a given section, the melody voices will
always look to create an accented dissonance by including
a note from the first chordal harmony of the next section
(see Figure 2).
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Figure 2:



Example of melody voice

2.2.4 Tremolo Voices
The tremolo voices (Figure 3) have a textural function.
They typically feature rapidly alternating tones from two
distinct harmonies. Their particular function is to blur the
distinction between dissonance and resolution.



 
4

2.2 Musical Material

7

The use of material is consistent throughout the piece. All
material is specified at the outset and located within the
formal scheme according to a predetermined harmonic distribution. The specifics of the harmony are outlined below.












Figure 3:
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2.2.5 Orchestration

not necessarily require prior knowledge. The motivation
for an audience member might be to have an engaging experience. For a musician, music occurs at the intersection
between a composer and the audience. For many musicians, the motivation for performance might be to interpret the score in a way that is musically coherent. Often
this means creating a performance that is in some way dynamic or has some sense of dramatic purpose. In order to
do this effectively, musicians are often very concerned with
the legibility of the written score and the playability of the
musical figures represented therein. The composer has to
balance the requirements of producing a legible score with
playable figures, whose interpretation leads to an engaging
sonic experience. While both audience and musicians are
usually interested in knowing a composer’s basic motivations for a piece of music, they are usually less concerned
with the specific details of how the score was constructed.

The method of assigning what instruments play what notes
is a heuristic that seeks to create subtle contrast between
sections by varying over time the range of frequencies and
timbre. Figure 4 shows a labeled graph of how the material
from the sets of voice types are distributed across the set of
available instruments. Each of the twelve sections of the
piece can be represented with one such graph. The guiding principle behind the distribution was the aim to create
musically interesting voices for the musicians to play by
creating variation in terms of their internal groupings and
assigned material. A counterweight to this variation was
the aim to retain a certain amount of stasis within the overall impression of the piece.
Flute 1
Flute 2
A

Flute 3

Clarinet in Bb

Violin 8

Chord Voice 3
(tenor)

Viola
Violin 1
Violin 2

Melody Voice

The core language of the implementation is a piece of open
source software called GNU LilyPond. In a certain sense,
LilyPond is designed according to the GNU philosophy.
The term GNU “is a recursive acronym meaning GNU’s
Not Unix – a way of paying tribute to the technical ideas
of Unix, while at the same time saying that GNU is something different.” [4] One of the similarities is the practice
of designing programs by combining several small modular components into pipelines to perform specific tasks.
The idea is that each tool (program) in the pipeline should
do one thing and do one thing well. In essence this is what
LilyPond also does. LilyPond is a program for automated
music engraving. The primary motivation behind the software is to produce beautiful quality music notation in the
style of hand-engraved score [5]. It has been around since
the mid-to-late 1990s and is a mature piece of software.
Aside from producing some very beautiful looking scores
and being free to use, LilyPond offers a form of plain text
input. This makes it possible to express the structure and
content of musical scores in terms of a computer program.
The examples discussed below feature scores that were
created by using the Python language 2 and the Abjad library 3 to generate the LilyPond syntax used for typesetting the score. As a preamble to a discussion on the implementation details of these programs, the following two
sections contain a few brief details on how musical structures are thus represented by computers at a fundamental
level.

Violin 7

Chord Voice 2
(alto)

Chord Voice 4
(bass)

3.1 Choice of Language

Violin 6

Flute 4

Chord Voice 1
(soprano)

Vibraphone

Violin 3

Tremelo Voice 1

Violin 4

Tremelo Voice 2
Violin 5
Flautando / colored noise
Clean tone

Figure 4:

Labeled orchestration graph for section A

2.2.6 Rhythm
The rhythmic structure of rill can be quantified in terms
of 6 sets of rhythmical proportions. The sets below contain positive and negative integers. In the context of the
implementation, negative integers are used to signify rests.
Taken in their absolute form, the sum of the elements of
each set share a common factor. The use of this common
factor means that the rhythmical proportions can be structured in such a way so as to produce a type of mensural music [3]. Specifically, inspiration was been taken from some
of the devices found in isometric motets, where the use of
repeating rhythmic patterns or talea (Code 1) is combined
with pitch material or color.

3.2 Program Design
As mentioned above, a Python module called Abjad was
used to design the program for typesetting the score for
rill. Abjad is a high-level framework for ‘formalized score
control’ created in 2010 by Trevor Bača and Josiah Oberholtzer. More precisely, it is an API (Application Program
Interface) written in Python that essentially targets LilyPond as a transpiler output. The source code for the score
ins wasser by Bača [6] was consulted extensively as a practical application of Abjad. Oberholtzer’s dissertation [7]

chordal talea: [3,1,3,1,2]
syncopated talea: [-2,2]
euclidean talea: [3,4,3]
pedal tone talea: [20]
pulse train talea: [-1,1,-1,-1,1,1,-1,-1,1,1]
melody talea: [4,3,5,3,2,3]
Code 1:

Definition of taleae

3. REPRESENTATION
For an audience, music occurs as an independent epistemological phenomenon, an abstract experience that does

2
3
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4.1 Run the Erosion

was also used as a reference to help understand the motivations behind the Abjad library and its applications. In an
attempt to create some sort of an objective picture of the
difference between a score that leverages the API provided
by Abjad, and those that rely on simple scripting techniques to generate LilyPond code more directly, without
creating large class hierarchies to do so.

The erosion script written in Python performs a simple
(one) bit-flip erosion on a set of given file names. The main
function (see Code 2) calls two sub-routines. It performs
the bit-flip within a randomly chosen file at a random position. The filenames passed to the erosion script are basically all of the many files defining rill.

3.2.1 Programming Paradigms

def erode(filenames):
# select one bit: filename and index
fn, bitix = selectbit(filenames)
# flip that bit
bitflip(fn, bitix)

The layout of a typical LilyPond score could be described
as similar to the layout of a procedural program. There is
reliance on the use of blocks and scope, along with the use
of variables. During compilation, LilyPond makes a representation of all musical content in the form of a Scheme 4
list. LilyPond is not the only musical programming language that has been influenced by the functional programming paradigm. Common Music 5 and SuperCollider 6
both leverage aspects of functional programming in order
to facilitate algorithmic composition. Generally speaking,
the functional programming paradigm can be quite conducive to thinking about data flow. By contrast, the object
oriented paradigm is very much about creating persistent
objects, groupings of related methods and attributes. These
relational models become a major feature of the design of
the program. Abjad is heavily influenced by the object oriented style of programming and it seeks to use classes and
class hierarchies as a way to model musical concepts. The
main reason for selecting Abjad as a tool for typesetting the
score in this instance was to explore the features of object
oriented design practices in relation to composition.
In the way that Abjad was used to represent the score
for this project, it produced a highly abstract representation of the musical structures making up the composition.
This has tangible consequences for the robustness of the
score. The choice to represent the score as a set of diverse
modules that are tied together by program logic means that
the score enters a state of unintelligiblity if the program
architecture and execution environment are somehow unknown. This is very different to a representation in a lower
level format like LilyPond, where the actual source files
are legible as a sort of shorthand music notation.

Code 2:

Erosion function

A system call is used to determine the size of each file in
bytes and that value converted to bits, forming a dictionary
of key-value pairs {file name: size in bits}. After
randomly selecting an index in the range of 0 to the total
number of bits of all files (minus 1), the dictionary is iterated through to retrieve the file name within which the
randomly indexed bit lies.
def selectbit(filenames):
# get bit sizes of the files in the list
files = OrderedDict(
(fn, os.path.getsize(fn)*8)
for fn in filenames)
# sum up total number of bits
totalbits = sum(files.values())
# choose random index into bits
bitix = random.randint(0, totalbits-1)
# return file which contains random bit index
for fn,s in files.items():
if bitix < s:
return fn, bitix
bitix -= s
Code 3:

Function for randomly selecting a bit

The file referenced by name is opened in writable binary
mode. After seeking to the position of the bit to change,
one byte is read into a byte sized variable. A binary xor
operation is performed with the random bit (offset to its
relative position within the byte). The result of this operation is encoded as a single byte and written back to the file
at the same position.

4. EROSION AND THE SCORE BUILD PIPELINE

def bitflip(fn, bitix):
"Flip bit in file {fn} at position {bitix}"
with open(fn, ’br+’) as f:
f.seek(bitix//8)
fb = f.read(1)
b = fb[0]
b ˆ= 1<<(bitix%8) # flip the bit
fb = bytes((b,))
assert len(fb) == 1
f.seek(bitix//8)
f.write(fb)

So far we have given a detailed overview of the composition from a musical standpoint, outlined some of the aspects that are inherent in the programming environments
used to create the score and also given our motivations for
making such choices. At this point it makes sense to detail
the actual build pipeline used to generate the score.
The file system of the rill project contains a driver script
to conduct the erosion. It takes two arguments: an erosion
script written in Python and the location of the project’s
local git repository 7 to track the changes.

Code 4:

Function for performing the bit-flip

4.2 Run the build script

4

https://www.schemers.org, accessed Dec 30, 2021
5 http://commonmusic.sourceforge.net, accessed Dec
30, 2021
6 https://supercollider.github.io, accessed Dec 30,
2021
7 https://git-scm.com, accessed Dec 30, 2021

GNU Make 8 is used as an automated build system for the
repository. After the bit flip has been set, the driver script
8 https://www.gnu.org/software/make, accessed Dec 30,
2021
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will attempt to build the score. If the build does not fail and
thus produces any score, it is considered successful – the
code for the build is then committed to the version control
history. The produced score shows the unique commit ID
(reflecting the particular file status) of the version control
system.

whatever is the predominant feature within that space will
be subject to the most erosion.
The example Code 5 shows lines from a score [8] where
LilyPond was used as the basic input format. There is
one level of indirection, a variable name that makes reference to a musical phrase. In particular the representation
of pitch is very close to the way that pitches are typically
talked about in the context of music theory. This makes
it possible to reason directly about the music being represented, before it has been typeset and as it is still in its
raw form as source code. As the main content of the files
containing this score are similar such musical fragments,
we can expect erosion to happen predominantly on the
lines containing information that pertains to pitch, rhythm,
dynamics and articulation. Because changes in pitch or
rhythm caused by the erosion would now occur locally, it
is much less likely that the phrasing and structure would be
affected.

4.3 Selecting score versions, rehearsal and recording
The erosion process was run over many thousands of iterations to give a proper sense of the effects of the binary
erosion on the score over time. This necessitated creating
multiple branches of the repository and then selecting from
a large pool of possible candidates for final rehearsal and
recording. For the recording, we opted to focus on the original score and two additional eroded versions (git commit
IDs 4493fdee2 and f9a9890d8). 9
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

vcModOneAuthGreenSeven = {
g4\pˆ\tasto g8[ g-.] g4.-- fis8 |
g8[ g-.] g4.--\< g8 a4\!\mf |
a8[ a8-.]a4.-- a8 a8[ a] |
}
Code 5: Style of representation: LilyPond

These aspects refer specifically to the process of composition and musical interpretation, made up of a large series
of small determinations – for example what time signature
should be used to notate the melody or how softly the quietest dynamic should be played. The exact nature of these
determinations is often highly subjective and will vary according to taste. Furthermore, it is extremely difficult to
observe and record the entire sequence of decisions that
occur in the minds of the composer, conductor and performers during the context of the work. By contrast, the
binary erosion provides a neat frame of reference for quantitative analysis. The process is entirely deterministic and
can be measured precisely. One bit is being changed per
iteration of the score, as soon as the bit has been flipped
and a build has been completed, the newly modified score
is tagged and checked into version control. These commits
then form a complete history of the incremental changes
that the score experienced during the erosion process. One
thing that became clear during the early stages of implementing this cycle of flip, build, tag and commit was that
the actual program used to generate the score was quite
brittle. As soon as any rhythmical value was modified even
slightly, the formatting for the whole score was thrown out.
LilyPond provides a barcheck utility to track logical measures, throwing an error if the incorrect number of beats
is present. Abjad is less strict about how rhythms are implemented and composers essentially have to invent their
own methods for accessing the same functionality. This
extra level of indirection is cumbersome and the highly abstract nature of the score in Abjad makes the score and
its musical content much more difficult to reason about.
Frequently, the task becomes to construct or reconstruct a
complex program model, rather than simply imagine the
music that is being written.

As can be seen in Code 6 [9], the Abjad code is much
more abstract, it refers to musical material in a more indirect way. The consequence of this is that the files now contain much more information pertaining to variable names
that reference musical material. The reason for structuring
the source code for the score like this is to have more control over formal aspects of its construction. Once changes
begin to occur to this data, whole chunks of musical information begin to get lost.
segment_A_pitch_data = SegmentPitchData()
segment_A_cv1_pitch_materials =
chord_voice["blue"][6][0:3]
segment_A_pitch_data.chord_voice1 =
str(segment_A_cv1_pitch_materials)
segment_A_cv2_pitch_materials =
chord_voice["green"][6][0:3]
segment_A_pitch_data.chord_voice2 =
str(segment_A_cv2_pitch_materials)
Code 6:

Style of representation: Abjad

5.2 Effects of the Binary Erosion
Perhaps unsurprisingly, the binary erosion in and of itself
did not immediately produce very interesting scores. The
process established a specific pattern and proceeded to repeat this pattern, reinforcing the pattern’s form (just like
real erosion). Due to the large abundance of variable definitions within the Python source code used to represent the
score, what was happening most of the time was simply a
renaming of one of these variable names to some value not
used at a later point. This made the Python interpreter fall
back on the previous definition for that variable. Other effects were changes within numerical or string constants effectively changing the initialization of variables, e.g., note
values, or on the other hand, merely modifying comments
within the code. As can be seen in the Code examples 7
and 8, the changes through bit-flips can be visually subtle,
yet with potential impact. The conversion of a colon into a
< symbol reduces the list by one element and changes the

5.1 Subject of Erosion
As the erosion is formulated with a random process, we
can expect a uniform distribution of flipped bits across the
information space covered by the files. This means that
9 Full source code listing including a complete history of all eroded
scores: https://github.com/adammccartney/rill
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variation erosion 010. 10 At, e.g., the final bar number 74
of this computer generated erosion, 9 of the 16 voices
play material from the recurring melody. The conductor’s
redacted score, 11 at the same position at the end of the
piece, shows the decision to essentially scrub voices from
certain sections. This was discussed with the composer
before the performance, who was in agreement that the action would lead to a performance that was ultimately much
closer to the intended aesthetic. Essentially, this made the
erosion an audible process within the context of the performance, thus making it a much more tangible experience
for listeners. Finally, the inclusion of an electro-acoustic
variation further solidified this audible process by working on a granular erosive level with the instrumental voices
recorded throughout the rehearsals.

numeric content (3< 1 will be interpreted as False and
therefore 0).
def make_choral_talea():
return [3, 1, 3, 1, 2]
def make_pulse_talea():
return [-1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1]
def make_melody_talea():
return [4, 3, 5, 3, 2, 3]
Code 7:

Original code for some talea definitions

def make_choral_talea():
return [3, 9, 3< 1, 2]
def make_pulse_talea():
return [-1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 9]
def make_melody_talea():
return [4, 3, 5, 3, 2, 3]
Code 8:

Eroded code variation erosion 008
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5.3 Emergence of a recurring theme
Possibly the most notable feature of the erosion was the
emergence of the melodic pattern seen in Figure 5. This
melody appears in the first section of the original score.
Over the course of the erosion, the definition of this melody
became one of the most persistent audible elements.

 
Figure 5:
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ABSTRACT
My Heart is a River is a twelve-minute immersive performance featuring cello and surround audiovisual media,
written by Freida Abtan for Seth Parker Woods. The
piece integrates the presence of the performer on stage
with that of his representation in the projected scenography and musical accompaniment. It uses synchresis to
create gestures within the audiovisual composition that
direct the attention of the audience around the performance space. The author discusses the piece’s creation
process, constructed affect, and challenges to stage. She
notes that the live cellist’s performance is colored by attributes from the surrounding media in which he is featured producing a kind of ghost affect between his different representations within the narrative.

in their choreography. The cello sound is transformed
into a foreign landscape haunted by its spectral characteristics. While the projected video depicts scenes of planning, voyage, and celebration, its affect stems from the
piece’s audiovisual composition, the situation of the live
performance, and the impact of sensory immersion on the
audience.

1. INTRODUCTION
My Heart is a River is a twelve-minute immersive performance featuring live cello and surround audiovisual media. Commissioned by the Seattle Symphony for their
artist-in-residence Seth Parker Woods, the piece premiered in the symphony’s experimental performance
space, Octave 9 at Benroya Hall, in February 2020. The
staging situates the cellist within an immersive audiovisual scenography in which he is already featured. His performance is integrated into the whole, as is his presence.
The audience is encouraged to collapse the ontological
divide between his projected body on the screen and his
physical body on stage, signified to be the same character
within the narrative. The combined aural and visual motion within the music and video guide the attention of the
audience around the environment, sharing focus with the
cellist.
1.1 Narrative
My Heart is a River’s narrative draws from themes of displacement. The piece is inspired by Abtan’s family story
of immigration and the dislocation of identity that accompanies one’s culture being judged through another. A cellist plays, and dreams emerge from his instrument. In
these, he toasts a friend and together they plan a voyage.
After sailing the cello like a boat through rough waters
(see Figure 1), the travelers reach their destination: a starfilled expanse where their bodies mirror movement
against an invisible barrier, decomposing and reforming
Copyright: © 2022 First author et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License 3.0 Unported, which permits unrestricted use, 206
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Figure 1. Sailing the cello like a boat.

1.2 Composition
The work’s compositional vocabulary relies on Michel
Chion’s concept of ‘synchresis’, – the tight perceptual
coupling of sound and image that informs their sense of
mutual ‘belonging’ [4]. The piece makes use of combined audiovisual movement, within the video, and between the cellist and his surrounding media. The pacing
and motion of the fixed music and visual imagery reflect
the embodied relationship between the cellist’s physical
motion and musical gestures, composed as it is from his
own movement and music improvisations. The position
of the audience further shapes the work’s reception, each
member holding a different point of view within the immersive composition. Small differences such as proximity
to image, orientation of the viewer, or visual obstruction
have a profound effect on what dominates the composition and the perspective from which it is perceived.

2. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Work by composers such as Thomas Adès has explored
how audiovisual motion can enhance the experience of
instrumental performance [2]. Building on this corpus,
My Heart is a River aims to further explore such sensory
associations, by setting the cellist within an immersive
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media context. It asks: how can the audiovisual composition shape the performer’s perceived presence and role
within the musical narrative?
Previous research by Vines et. Al. [3], Platz and
Kopiez [5], and Tsay [8], has investigated how visual
stimulus enhances the appreciation of instrumental performance. My Heart is a River takes a more integrated
approach, exploring through practice the compositional
affect of different narrative, and sensory, associations.
Building on Abtan’s previous research on “Expanded
Presence and Inter-sensory Gesture in Multimedia Performance” [1], which investigated the role of audiovisual
composition within immersive media performance, the
piece questions how the perception of instrumentation
and agency further informs such situated narratives. It examines how the presence of an instrumentalist, expanded
through multiple modes of representation can participate
within the audiovisual composition. How are the instrumentalist and his musical performance perceived within a
highly mediated context where aspects of both have been
significantly transformed?
The addition of live instrumental elements expands Abtan’s previous enquiries into audiovisual composition
within multimedia performance by giving a live performer explicit attributable agency in shaping the piece’s
form. The composition’s affect now relies both on the depicted audiovisual movement and on perceived relationships between the performer on stage and the surrounding, projected media. Woods performs musical gestures
which echo and accompany those that appear in the video
and music that surround him. His physical motion on
stage provides kinesthetic accent to any synchresis causing audiovisual gestures it accompanies.

in After Effects that could be seeded with other clips
from the pool, creating a kind of temporal and spatial disorientation around the depicted motion. Abtan sorted the
generated material by related narrative content and similar visual pacing to be arranged within the emerging narrative sequence. The video pastiche reflects the temporal
structures of the music it accompanies and was created to
situates Woods’ body within the depicted narrative.
3.2 Development
Final constraints for the audiovisual materials were established in residency at Octave 9, one month before the
premiere. The composition was re-arranged to account
for the physical realities of the performance’s staging and
for the audience’s differing viewpoints of the media projection.
In performance, Woods plays in tight synchronization
with the pre-recorded media. He performs a central voice
within the music, created from the raw and manipulated
performative gestures that emerged within his original
cello improvisations. His sound is embedded within a
musical landscape shaped by his own embodied gestural
vocabulary. He is similarly visually surrounded by images created in relation to his physical improvisations. He
is physically immersed in an audiovisual narrative created
from his own unique embodied sense of gesture.

4. RESEARCH INSIGHTS

3. METHODOLOGY
3.1 Materials
The narrative emerged as a pastiche from individually
transformed samples. The audio and visual materials for
the piece were created through improvisation workshops
between Abtan and Woods.
In the audio workshops, Woods played pre-composed
phrases and then improvised against loops Abtan selected
from their recording. Small samples from these, seeded
loops for successive iterations of the process until a body
of recordings emerged, snippets of which could be transformed, or used raw, within the composition. Abtan processed and manipulated the source material to give the
cello’s sound transformational attributes suggesting the
physical properties of natural materials, such as those of
water and of dense, bouncing, solids. She composed from
these and then deconstructed the resultant electronic music to generate a score for Woods and an eight-channel
accompaniment.
The video for the piece originated in physical improvisation workshops between Abtan, Woods, and O’Garro
where Abtan provided key thematic direction. Abtan
then extracted short samples from the raw material based
on their visual and narrative interest. These were then
transformed under specific visual processing techniques

Figure 2. Imagery was duplicated and size adjusted.

4.1 Surround Considerations
4.1.1 Staging
My Heart is a River is constructed from a body of audiovisual material that must be adapted around the physical
situation of Woods in performance. The piece’s technical
challenges include the tailoring of immersive media
choreography within venues of differing media capabilities and layouts as well as the perception of audiovisual
compositional dialogue between different modes of representation. The piece must be re-instantiated for each new
venue with a different visual composition created from
the available materials, still created to serve its role in
combined form with the fixed music and score.
The Octave 9 performance staged a continuous projected image surrounding the audience at close distance
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and of compact height. The audience’s differing points of
view impacted their ability to engage as spectators. A
central point of view limited access to the screen’s periphery while angled points of view favored a single side.
Lower portions of the projection were obscured by other
audience members. To compensate, imagery was duplicated, and its size and positioning adjusted, see Figure 2.
The composition provided a guided visual gaze from each
viewpoint that maintained relation to the musical form.
Small differences in the availability of narrative imagery
and visual motion across occasional duplications added to
the complexity of the total affect.

sequential improvisations each gathered slur and temporal elasticity until the created phrases communicated a
sense of physical gesture over specific tonal attributes.
These phrases were ideal for spectral processing and offered fertile seed for the composition. Being difficult to
transcribe, they created variation through interpretation
and tonal color between score and accompaniment. They
reflect the characteristic flavor of Woods’ physical performance and create strong synergies with his live contribution. Similarly, Woods’ natural pacing and motion
within the video resonate with his physical performance
on stage through a congruency of gesture even under significant image manipulation.

4.1.2 Composition

4.3 Ghost Affect

Due to the proximity, luminosity, and scale of the image,
significant darkness was necessary in live performance to
delineate dominant focal centers whose luminance could
capture the viewer’s gaze. Successful mechanisms for localizing the audience’s attention included audiovisual
synchresis, symmetry, and kinesthetic accent between
Woods’ physical performance and the motion within the
video imagery. The light from the projection was used to
define or obscure Woods at key moments in his live performance for heightened dramatic affect. The audience
could attend to his playing intermittently with instances
of synchresis and high visual impact drawing their gaze
towards the video or back to his physical gestures.
Wood’s performance occupied a central space within the
sound diffusion but was hard to isolate. In future, the spatialization of his accompanying music will be simplified
and further separated to help localize his live contribution.

Woods’ narrative characterization is constructed through
several modes of representation. He is portrayed on stage,
live, present in the same temporal-spatial moment as the
audience, outside of the production’s theatrical discourse.
He is portrayed through mediatized representations
within the video projections, derived and digitally constructed from performances that took place in the past in
front of a camera. Both modes of representation are signified to function simultaneously as presence within the
theatrical discourse of the production. Both of them are
staged1.
The projected versions of Woods reside in a non-linear
temporal field in which multiple versions of his self can
co-exist. These are each animated in exaggerated temporal scale, drawing attention to specific aspects of their
visual motion. The depicted visual gestures echo and mirror those performed live, and those within their accompanying music. The composition guides the attention of the
audience and draws attention to the similar shapes and
planes of movement created by Woods’ performance.
The scale, luminosity, and visual treatment of these projected bodies imbues their perceived characters with a
king of dream-like mythological presence. Their affect
bleeds into the audience’s experience of the live performance, which inherits from its ghostly doubles.

4.1.3 Documentation
The documentation of the premiere was unable to capture
the scope of the performance’s immersive qualities. It focuses on Woods’ physical location. While this point of
view necessitates a loss of material and immediacy, it
conveys the visual relationship between Woods’ performance and the surrounding imagery. It serves as its own
version of the piece.

5. DISSEMINATION
The piece premiered in a concert curated by Woods to explore the intersection of instrumental performance and
narrative. The performance featured 270˚ of continuous
video projected in a horseshoe configuration, and an
eight-channel ambisonic sound spatialization, surrounding a high-profile audience of the symphony’s producers
and donors, seated in sections angled towards the middle
of the screen, facing Woods. The work was celebrated in
review [6] for its emotive qualities and use of audiovisual
motion to frame Woods’ performance.
Further iterations of the piece have been staged to the
specifications of other venues. These include the
Time:Spans Festical 2021 in New York City where the
video projections were reduced to two high resolution
screens with an aspect ratio of 32:9, and a single screen
version of the video projection with aspect ratio of 16:9 at

Figure 3. Woods portrayed live and within the video.

4.2 Workshop Process
The workshop process for generating audiovisual materials offered several advantages. The iterative musical
process encouraged a reduction of formal constraints. The

1
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the University of Buffalo. The coronavirus pandemic in
2020-2022 moved much artistic programming online, resulting in the documentation of the premiere serving itself
as a feature. It was screened at several online festivals including Seeing Sound, New Music Gathering, and PureGold 2020. A stand-alone video made from the projection materials was featured in a paid streaming event produced by the Kaufman Music Center.
A future iteration of the piece is currently being developed, extending the production to one hour.

[6] T, May. “A Letter from Seattle,” Special issue on
Sounds of America. Gramophone, vol. 110, no. 36,
pp viii, April 2020.
[7] Power, Cormac. Presence in Play: a Critique of
Theories of Presence in the Theatre. Brill, 2008.
[8] Tsay, Chi-Jung. “Sight over sound in the judgment
of music performance,” Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences, vol. 110, no. 36, pp. 14580–
14585, 2013.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In My Heart is a River, the live performance and projected aural and visual media create intersensory events
and gestures that can be perceived as a unified compositional vocabulary. Both the workshop process for creating
materials and the surround projection of those materials
contribute to the audience’s experience of Woods’ shared
presence across multiple modes of representation. In presentation, the affective attributes of these representations
become blurred. The live performance resonates with the
aesthetic characteristics of the surrounding media.
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